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Abstract CompactLight is a Design Study funded by the European Union under the Horizon 2020 research
and innovation funding programme, with Grant Agreement No. 777431. CompactLight was conducted by
an International Collaboration of 23 international laboratories and academic institutions, three private
companies, and five third parties. The project, which started in January 2018 with a duration of 48
months, aimed to design an innovative, compact, and cost-effective hard X-ray FEL facility complemented
by a soft X-ray source to pave the road for future compact accelerator-based facilities. The result is an
accelerator that can be operated at up to 1 kHz pulse repetition rate, beyond today’s state of the art, using
the latest concepts for high brightness electron photoinjectors, very high gradient accelerating structures
in X-band, and novel short-period undulators. In this report, we summarize the main deliverable of the
project: the CompactLight Conceptual Design Report, which overviews the current status of the design
and addresses the main technological challenges.

1 Executive summary

Synchrotron radiation (SR) is a fundamental and indispensable research tool in various scientific and technological
fields and their applications, including materials science, condensed-matter physics, atomic and molecular physics,
life science and medicine, chemistry, and environmental sciences. For this reason, the use of synchrotron radiation
has increased tremendously in the last decades, as testified by the number of synchrotron light sources built to
serve the users’ communities across many scientific and engineering disciplines.

The latest generation of SR sources is based on free electron lasers (FELs) driven by linacs. These facilities, with
sub-picosecond pulse lengths and wavelengths down to the hard X-ray range, feature unprecedented performance
in peak brightness, exceeding by many orders of magnitude that of third-generation synchrotrons and enabling
important complementary research opportunities. Despite the great scientific and technological benefits that X-ray
FELs can provide, a few such facilities are currently operating worldwide due to the high costs and complexity
preventing their wide diffusion. Only major accelerator laboratories have the resources and expertise to construct
and operate them.

With the launch of this H2020 design study, funded by the European Commission under GA No. 777431,
the CompactLight Collaboration aims to facilitate the widespread development of X-ray FEL facilities across
Europe and beyond by making them more affordable to construct and operate through an optimum combination
of emerging and innovative accelerator technologies. A partnership of 23 international laboratories and academic
institutions, three private companies and 5 third parties has been created, which brings together the world’s leading
experts in this field.

The FEL specifications, based on this design study, have been driven by the demands of its potential users,
considering the photon characteristics required by their current and desired future experiments. To reach these
objectives, the CompactLight Conceptual Design Report (CDR) has been based on the latest concepts for bright
electron photoinjectors, high-gradient X-band structures at 12 GHz, and innovative short-period undulators.

Compared to existing facilities for the same operating wavelengths, the technical solutions adopted ensure that
the CompactLight facility can operate with a lower electron beam energy and will have a significantly more compact
footprint—the total length of the facility is just over 480 m, which is, for example, more than 250 m less than the
total length of SwissFEL. These enhancements make the proposed facility more attractive and more affordable
to build and operate. As suggested by the users’ wish list, the key elements considered for the design study have
been the following:

• High FEL stability in pulse energy and pulse duration.
• FEL synchronization better than 10 fs.
• Photon pulse duration less than 50 fs.
• A repetition rate from 1 Hz up to 1 kHz.
• FEL pump-probe capabilities with a large photon energy difference.
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Fig. 1 View of the XLS facility. The total length is 483.6 m

• Small focused spot size.
• Variable polarization, linear and elliptical.
• Tunability up to higher photon energies.
• Two-bunch operation.
• Two-color pulse generation.

Based on these requirements, CompactLight has been designed as a hard X-ray facility, covering the wavelength
range from 0.8 Å up to 5 nm (16–0.25 keV) with two separate FEL beamlines:

(i) a soft X-ray (SXR) FEL able to deliver photons from 5.0 nm to 0.6 nm (0.25–2 keV) operating up to 1 kHz
repetition rate (high rep rate);

(ii) a hard X-ray FEL source (HXR) ranging from 6.0 Å to 0.8 Å (2–16 keV) with maximum 100 Hz repetition
rate (low rep rate).

Key elements proposed in the design are the dual-bunch photoinjector and the two-beam deflectors adopted
for the linac. Both give huge flexibility for the facility operation, with different combinations of SXR and HXR
operating modes at high and low repetition rates, as requested by the users.

The design presented in the CDR includes a facility baseline layout and two main upgrades, with the most
advanced option allowing the simultaneous operation of both FEL beamlines in SXR/HXR pump-probe config-
uration at 100 Hz repetition rate. It also includes a preliminary evaluation of the experimental hall, the photon
beamlines and the X-ray optics for controlling the focus, intensity, and spectral bandwidth of produced photons.
An indicative layout for the buildings presented as a 3-D CAD model is shown in Fig. 1. For more details on
CompactLight integration, services, and cost analyses, see [1].

The CDR also includes preliminary evaluations of a soft X-ray FEL and an extremely compact and relatively
inexpensive photon source based on inverse compton scattering (ICS) using CompactLight technology. Compared
with the full CompactLight facility, this soft X-ray FEL can be considered a quite affordable solution in terms
of cost and complexity in case of limited funding capabilities. In addition, the ICS source, with its wide range of
applications, is very attractive and can be easily installed and operated on university campuses, small laboratories,
and hospitals.

Various innovations and advanced systems have been designed specifically for the CompactLight facility. In
particular:

• Electron source. For the electron source, we have designed an innovative C-band photoinjector with an oper-
ating gradient up to 180 MV/m, that can deliver two 75 pC e-bunches per RF pulse, with less than 0.2 mmmrad
normalized emittance. The remaining part of the booster linac, up to the first bunch compression, at 300 MeV,
consists of a full C-band linac.

• Beam linearizer The development of very high-frequency linearizers is of broad importance for accelerators
that require short bunches, including high-frequency RF and plasma accelerators. We have designed a Ka-band
system operating at 36 GHz for the XLS longitudinal phase space linearization. The Ka-band system is based
on a 300 mm traveling-wave structure, powered with 3 MW RF and operating with an integrated gradient of
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12.7 MV. We have identified two possible options for the RF source: a high-order mode multi-beam klystron
(HOM MBK) and a gyroklystron.

• Sub-harmonic deflecting system An S-band (3 GHz) sub-harmonic deflecting structure, operated in the
TM110 mode, has been designed to separate the two bunches before the injection into a septum magnet, which
separates them into the two FEL lines. The transverse separation between the two beams at the septum is
2.5 mm. The spacing between the two bunches, 6 or 10 X-band RF cycles, is 1.5 or 2.5 RF cycles at the S-band.
Thus, the two bunches can be placed at the crest and trough of the RF cycle of the sub-harmonic deflector, so
that the kicks applied to the two bunches are in opposite directions and the separation is maximized for a given
kick voltage.

• Undulator chain In the CompactLight design, the same undulator line is used in both the SXR and the HXR
FEL lines. Particular care has been taken to ensure that the undulator parameters are chosen appropriately to
balance the output performance equally between the SXR and the HXR. This feature allows the facility to be
more compact and cost-effective. The undulator chain foresees an innovative helical superconducting undulator,
with 13 mm period and 4.2 mm gap followed by an APPLE X afterburner with 19 mm period and 5 mm gap.
The length of each module is 1.75 m.

Each of these innovative systems can also be used “standalone” in a variety of accelerator applications (i.e., future
high-energy particle colliders, compact accelerators for medicine, plasma drivers, etc.) where conventional systems
cannot meet the challenging performance requested. These systems can be considered as “building blocks” both for
large and small photon facilities, based on low- or high-energy electron linacs, with different complexities and costs,
that can be installed and operated from large Scientific Infrastructures or at the level of University laboratories,
with limited space and funding capabilities, i.e., inverse compton sources (ICS), nowadays strongly growing [2, 3].

In conclusion, this CDR presents the design of an extremely bright and compact hard X-ray FEL beyond
today’s state of the art. It describes the technical concepts and the parameters used for the facility design, with
the objective of providing a reference document for future FEL designers. It also represents an effective solution
that makes X-ray FELs more affordable to construct and operate, even for small laboratories or academia with
limited space and funding capabilities.

2 Introduction

In the last decades, the X-ray research community has witnessed significant increases in the performances of
synchrotron light sources, with a rapid succession of first, second, and third generations of X-ray light source
facilities constructed worldwide. From the early 1950s to the 1970s, the cycling electron synchrotrons, developed
for physics research, were considered the first-generation light sources. At that time, Synchrotron Radiation (SR)
was mostly considered a parasitic effect responsible for unwanted energy loss and its properties were studied to
validate theoretical models. The power of using SR for spectroscopy and diffraction was first realized in the 1960s
and 1970s. In the mid-1970s, the demand for SR in Europe, Japan, and the US led to the construction of second-
generation light sources—rings fully dedicated to SR research. The bending electromagnets in the accelerator were
the primary sources of the SR. In the late 1980s, other specialized devices, periodic magnetic structures called
wigglers and undulators, were specifically developed to generate high-intensity radiation. Third-generation SR
sources were based upon these devices, with dedicated straight sections in the storage rings for their insertion.
The first third-generation sources began operation in the early 1990s.

The main figure of merit for SR is the brightness, which defines the intensity of radiation within a given
bandwidth around the desired wavelength, focused onto a sample of a given area within a particular solid angle.
Although spectacular, the brightness of third-generation sources is far from the fundamental limit in the X-ray
region. Single-pass free-electron lasers (FELs), light sources based on linear accelerators and long undulators, can
overcome the limitations of ring-based X-ray sources. FELs can produce extremely high brightness radiation by
inducing a density modulation in the electron bunch at X-ray wavelengths. This is achieved by interacting the bunch
with an optical field in the spatially periodic magnetic field of the undulator. When electrons are bunched at a given
wavelength, the power radiated varies as the number of electrons to the power of four-thirds rather than linearly
as for an unbunched beam. The characteristics of linac-based X-ray FELs (XFELs) are extraordinary, particularly
their short pulse duration, peak brightness, and coherence. The peak brightness of the XFELs at SLAC and DESY
is ∼ 1010 times higher than that of third-generation storage ring sources, with ∼ 100 times shorter pulses. Linac-
based short-wavelength FELs constitute the fourth-generation light sources. Since the successful operation of FELs
in Germany (FLASH [4, 5]), Japan (SACLA [6]), Italy (FERMI [7, 8]), and the USA (LCLS [9, 10]), new X-ray
FELs have been built and commissioned in Germany (European XFEL [11, 12]), Switzerland (SwissFEL [13, 14]),
and South Korea (PAL-XFEL [15]), while others are now being constructed in China (SHINE [16]) and USA (LCLS-
II [17, 18]). Several other countries have considered or are actively considering FEL facilities. European examples
include the UK, Turkey, Sweden, The Netherlands, and France. Also, the Canadian Scientific and Engineering
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community recognizes the need to establish a free-electron laser (FEL)-based program of research focused on
applications in chemistry, biology, physics, materials science, nanotechnology, earth and environmental science,
and medicine [19]. The strong scientific case for FEL beams is apparent from the present facilities’ inability to
meet the scientific community’s demands. At FERMI, little more than 30% of the proposed experiments are
currently awarded facility beam time, and a similar situation exists at FLASH.

A major factor in the cost of XFELs is the choice of accelerator technology adopted. Most existing facilities use
S-band linear accelerators, given the maturity of the technology. Although consolidated through many decades of
use, this technology is not optimal. At comparable accelerating fields, a higher frequency accelerating structure can
achieve higher gradients and lower power requirements than those of lower frequency structures. The successful
construction and operation of SACLA at the C band is testimony to the effectiveness of a higher accelerating
frequency. In this case, an 8 GeV electron beam, with the characteristics required to drive an XFEL, can be
generated in the space of 400 m, compared to 600 m at S-Band (including injector and bunch compressors).
Subsequently, SwissFEL also adopted C-band technology. X-band technology further improves the situation and is
expected to be more than half the required length of the accelerator and associated infrastructure compared to these
machines. For large-scale accelerator projects such as SR light sources and FELs the cost, the breakdown is typically
70% for the civil engineering, accelerator, and the first beamlines, and 30% for personnel and management. Simple
scaling of the accelerator length can result in 20–25% savings. In recent years, research and development of X-band
accelerator technologies have seen tremendous progress in the context of the next generation of electron-positron
linear colliders, where very high gradients are necessary to achieve the multi-TeV beam energy target for particle
physics. The CLIC [20] study at CERN is the most remarkable example—here, accelerating gradients three-to-five
times larger than those in operational linacs have been demonstrated in prototype accelerating structures. Thanks
to linear collider research and development, X-band technology has reached a maturity level that encourages
envisioning other possible applications beyond particle physics.

The CompactLight Design Study [1] enables the use of this world-leading accelerator technology, developed for
the most advanced particle accelerators of the future, to benefit today’s society. High-frequency X-band structures
can also run at low gradients and high repetition rates (kHz regime), enabling a new set of operational scenarios
for higher repetition rate X-ray FELs, currently in great demand for scientific and technological applications. In
parallel to X-band developments, undulators have made significant improvements in capability in recent years,
with the promise of more to come. Two new undulator technologies have been proven on light source facili-
ties—cryogenic permanent magnet undulators (CPMUs) and superconducting undulators (SCUs). Both of these
continue to improve in performance as confidence and experience develop, but neither has been applied to an
XFEL design—until now. Reducing the required electron beam energy through the use of more advanced undu-
lators results in additional cost savings roughly proportional to the energy reduction. The application of higher
frequency acceleration and advanced undulators also facilitates upgrading existing facilities to higher energy, with
the possibility of minimal or no increase in civil construction. This Design Study, based on validated high-gradient
X-band and novel undulator technologies, now enables upgrades of existing FELs (e.g., FERMI) to higher energies
within physical space limitations that would otherwise be impossible. It will also allow the existing facilities to
expand their user communities and scientific programs, taking advantage of the higher photon energies that it will
be possible to generate.

The Horizon2020-INFRADEV 01-2017 call funded this Design Study. This call aims “to support the conceptual
and technical design and preparatory actions for new research infrastructures of a clear European dimension and
interest. Major upgrades of existing infrastructures may also be considered if the result is intended to be equivalent
to, or capable of replacing, an existing infrastructure”. The Design Study started on 1st January 2018 and ended
on 31st December 2021.

The CompactLight design presented in this report now opens the way to constructing a class of affordable regional
and national FELs with world-leading X-ray performance. It has helped prime the capability of the industry to
supply components for accelerators competitively. This Design Report discusses the major design choices that have
been made, framed in terms of their scientific, strategic, and technological relevance and ambition. It enables the
development of new research infrastructures and upgrades existing ones.

2.1 Motivation for CompactLight

SR has become a fundamental and indispensable tool for studying the matter, as shown by many synchrotron
light source facilities in operation worldwide (close to 80), serving tens of thousands of users yearly. The SR
user community spreads across a multitude of scientific and engineering disciplines, including materials science,
condensed-matter physics, atomic and molecular physics, life science and medicine, chemistry, and environmental
sciences. The impact of SR across these disciplines is evidenced by the five Nobel prizes awarded in the past 20
years to scientists whose research has been made possible by SR.

The latest generation of SR sources is based on FELs driven by linacs and features unprecedented pulse duration,
brightness, and coherence performance. The use of XFELs, in the short time that they have been available, has
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already led to significant insights in a number of scientific fields, such as atomic physics, plasma physics, solid-
state physics, and macromolecular crystallography. As researchers develop new exploitation techniques, increasingly
based on enhanced output from FELs such as two color pulses, femtosecond and sub-femtosecond photon pulse
lengths, and increasingly coherent pulses, the scientific reach of FELs will continue to expand. The CompactLight
aim is to facilitate the widespread development of XFEL facilities across Europe and beyond by making them
more affordable to construct and operate through an optimum combination of emerging and innovative accelerator
technologies. The collaboration has designed a hard X-ray (HXR) FEL facility using the latest concepts for bright
electron photoinjectors, high gradient accelerating structures, and novel short-period undulators. The resulting
facility benefits from a lower electron beam energy than current facilities due to the enhanced undulator perfor-
mance, is significantly more compact due to the lower beam energy and the high-gradient acceleration, and has a
much lower electrical power consumption. These ambitious yet realistic design features result in much lower con-
struction and running costs, thus making X-ray FELs affordable, even by national institutions or academia. This
Design Study is anticipated to enable FEL facilities to proliferate across Europe and beyond even more rapidly
than third-generation light sources have managed to do over the past decades.

In recent years, intense electron-accelerator developments have been driven by the XFEL, linear collider com-
munities, and other applications such as Compton scattering sources. Relevant advances include:

• Lower emittance and higher repetition-rate photoinjectors.
• High-gradient linacs—gradients in excess of 100 MV/m are now routinely achieved.
• High-efficiency klystrons—techniques to bring efficiencies above 60% at high frequency have been demonstrated.
• Advanced concept undulators—cryogenic permanent magnet undulators and superconducting undulators—have

been demonstrated and used operationally on the third-generation light sources in recent years.
• Improved diagnostics—including X-band deflectors for longitudinal bunch dynamics.
• Better beam dynamics and optimization tools—including those developed for linear colliders.

It is believed that by taking these developments, making other new advances, and optimizing them together in
this comprehensive study, a facility has been designed with significantly lower cost and size than existing facilities.

2.2 The objectives of CompactLight

The key objective of the CompactLight Design Study has been to demonstrate, through this conceptual design,
the feasibility of an innovative, compact and cost-effective FEL facility suited for user demands identified with
leading academics during the design study. To achieve this, the high-level objectives were:

• to determine the user demands and design parameters for a compact and cost-effective hard X-ray FEL facility;
• to advance innovative designs for X-band and undulator technology as new standards for accelerator-based

compact photon sources;
• to present a flexible design that can be adapted to local implementation demands with photon source options

for soft and hard X-rays and inverse compton scattering (ICS) generated light.

These high-level objectives have been achieved and are articulated in this Conceptual Design Report.
The main cost driver for every FEL is the beam energy. The project has significantly lowered the electron beam

energy requirement by taking advantage of the latest technological undulator innovations. SwissFEL is currently the
most ambitious operating XFEL in terms of undulator technology. By implementing a room-temperature in-vacuum
device, they are able to achieve 12 keV photon output at 5.8 GeV. By implementing advanced superconducting
undulator technology, the CompactLight FEL can achieve a higher photon energy of 16 keV at the lower electron
beam energy of 5.5 GeV. For comparison, note that the CompactLight undulator could generate 12 keV photons
at only 4.8 GeV, much lower than the SwissFEL example.

A substantial fraction of the FEL’s cost, space requirements, and power consumption are due to the linac
that accelerates the electron beam. Normal conducting X-band technology can provide efficient, high-gradient
acceleration at a limited cost. Research and development in high-energy physics laboratories has developed this
technology and demonstrated high-performance prototypes. The CompactLight goal has been to optimize and
make this technology available for FELs by adapting the design to FEL specifications. The project developed a
unique concept where the linac repetition rate is traded off against an accelerating gradient, so that the facility
can operate at 1 kHz in the soft X-ray region and at 100 Hz in the hard X-ray region. The 1 kHz option is
a key performance parameter that meets the requirements of FEL users for a higher repetition rate at longer
wavelengths.
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2.3 Organization of the design study

From the launch of the design study, the collaboration subdivided the project into seven interlinking Work Packages
(WPs). WP1 provided the overall management and coordination of the project. WP2 carried out the overall design
process. WPs 3–6 carried out the designs of specific technical systems (electron injector, linac, undulators, and
beam dynamics) and provided the input into WP2 necessary for the overall design, optimisation, and integration.
WP7 addressed the strategic and user liaison issues related to the objectives of CompactLight. Approximately
halfway through the design study, it was appreciated that the project would benefit from an additional technical
WP on diagnostics, so WP8 was created.

The CompactLight collaboration consists of 25 partners and five third parties. Three partners are from outside
Europe, two based in Australia and one in Shanghai. Three of the partners are industrial companies that are active
in the supply of components for particle accelerators. A detailed list of CompactLight partners is provided:

1. Elettra, Sincrotrone Trieste S.C.p.A, Italy.
2. CERN, European Organization for Nuclear Research, Switzerland.
3. STFC, Science and Technology Facilities Council–Daresbury Laboratory, United Kingdom.
4. SINAP, Shanghai Institute of Applied Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China.
5. IASA, Institute of Accelerating Systems and Applications, Greece.
6. UU, Uppsala Universitet, Sweden.
7. UoM, The University of Melbourne, Australia.
8. ANSTO, Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, Australia.
9. UA-IAT, Ankara University Institute of Accelerator Technologies, Turkey.
10. ULANC, Lancaster University, United Kingdom.
11. VDL ETG, VDL Enabling Technology Group Eindhoven BV, The Netherlands.
12. TU/e, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
13. INFN, Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Italy.
14. Kyma, Kyma S.r.l., Slovenia.
15. SAPIENZA, University of Rome “La Sapienza”, Italy.
16. ENEA, Agenzia Nazionale per le Nuove Tecnologie, l’Energia e lo Sviluppo Economico Sostenibile ENEA,

Italy.
17. ALBA, Consorcio para la Construccion Equipamiento y Explotacion del Laboratorio de Luz Sincrotron,

Spain.
18. CNRS, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique CNRS, France.
19. KIT, Karlsruher Institut für Technologie, Germany.
20. PSI, Paul Scherrer Institut PSI, Switzerland.
21. CSIC, Agencia Estatal Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cient́ıficias, Spain.
22. UH/HIP, University of Helsinki-Helsinki Institute of Physics, Finland.
23. VU, VU University Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
24. USTR, University of Strathclyde, United Kingdom.
25. UniToV, University of Rome “Tor Vergata”, Italy.
26. BNG, Bilfinger Noell GmbH, Germany.

Excellent communication within WPs and between WPs has been key to the successful delivery of this design
study. All WPs have held regular telephone and video meetings, and many cross-WP video meetings have been
held. In addition, two face-to-face meetings of the full collaboration were held per year, each typically 3 days
in duration, until the coronavirus pandemic prevented this. At that point, these continued as video conferences.
Different collaboration members hosted the face-to-face meetings on each occasion. There have also been a number
of smaller face-to-face meetings per year, either between WPs to address specific issues or for all WP leaders to
address management and organizational issues. A specific meeting between members of the collaboration and
leading European academic users of XFELs was held at CERN during the first year of the study to discuss the
detailed user requirements for CompactLight.

A key feature of the design study has been the close involvement of industry. Three partners are industrial
companies with experience supplying high-tech components to accelerator projects. In addition, specific companies
that supply leading RF equipment were invited to face-to-face meetings of the full collaboration to inform their
ongoing developments and to hear their views on technical limitations. The involvement of all of these companies
has been extremely fruitful. It has ensured that the conceptual design of CompactLight takes advantage of the latest
products, benefits from the industry’s wealth of experience, and pushes the technological boundaries. CompactLight
has strongly influenced the future direction of product development within these companies and given them a
deeper understanding of the long-term requirements for the next generation of FEL projects.
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2.4 The impact of CompactLight

The ESFRI Roadmap 2016 “Strategy Report on Research Infrastructures” asserts, SR facilities are powerful
attractors and contribute to European scientific and industrial competitiveness. It further states, Free Electron
Laser sources provide a novel way to probe matter and have very high, largely unexplored, potential for science
and innovation. The CompactLight facility aims to have the same scientific potential as the facilities considered
for the ESFRI roadmap. Still, it also aims to be a pathfinder for facilities with a significantly smaller footprint
and cost. The project aims at making X-ray FELs small and inexpensive enough to be within national and even
university scale, yet with uncompromised scientific potential.

The currently operating facilities are significantly oversubscribed, which is expected to continue. Although new
XFEL facilities have come online recently, the available facilities still do not meet the increasing demand for FEL
light (from a large variety of sciences as the user base develops). CompactLight aims to promote the spread of
national and international research infrastructures for photon science to help satisfy this large demand. This design
study has addressed the key points that will make FELs more affordable for smaller countries or universities. The
design of CompactLight, discussed in this report in detail, will have a direct impact in a number of critical areas
that will aid in the further dissemination of XFEL facilities across Europe and beyond:

• Cost: The total facility construction and operating costs have been reduced compared with other XFELs using
the most advanced injector, linac, and undulator technologies without compromising performance.

• Power consumption: The power consumption has been reduced with respect to other XFELs using the more
efficient X-band RF technology.

• Footprint: The physical scale of CompactLight has been significantly reduced compared to other XFELs, which
further impacts the cost and the ability of universities to host such a facility on their campuses.

3 Science goals and photon output requirements

3.1 Summary of science case

3.1.1 Introduction

Research at modern accelerator-driven light sources continues to deepen our knowledge of the natural world,
from the subtle workings of life to matter under extreme conditions and has a profound impact on our industrial,
economic, and societal evolution. A new generation of light sources based on coherent SR produced by Free-Electron
Lasers enables, for example, characterization of the structure of biomolecules with sub-Å resolution, paving the
way to controlling how they function. Currently, the FEL is the brightest man-made source of light, enabling a new
era of science and innovation. This section gives a few examples of groundbreaking research enabled by XFELs
and points out new perspectives for X-ray science that would be opened by the highly flexible structure of double
X-ray pulses from the CompactLight FEL.

3.1.2 Taste of groundbreaking science with XFELs

3.1.2.1 Scattering

While X-ray scattering techniques have been extensively used for decades at synchrotron light sources, the high
photon flux of coherent FEL pulses opened a new regime in X-ray science—the high-resolution determination of
the structure of molecules, microcrystals, and matter under extreme conditions. Below, some examples of such
high-resolution applications are discussed in more detail.

Bio-imaging

The structure of biomolecules, such as proteins, viruses, or cells, is fundamental to their function. Hence, the
high-resolution structure determination enabled by coherent X-ray radiation is critical in biology and life sciences
and allows, for example, rational drug design and the understanding of human biochemistry. A key method in
this context is ‘diffraction-before-destruction’ in which the ultrashort duration of the X-ray pulse is exploited for
outrunning the sample radiation damage. It offers the opportunity to image important bio-objects that can only
be formed in smaller crystals, such as membrane proteins or even single particles, with varying resolution. In
particular, hard X-rays with wavelengths in the Å range provide extremely high resolution [21], while soft X-rays
offer useful information about larger structures, for example, living cells, with high throughput. The ultrashort,
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intense X-ray pulses provided by FELs additionally allow measurement of the dynamics of biologically relevant
molecules on their natural femtosecond timescale.

Structure determination of micrometer-sized, or smaller, crystals at FELs is often done using serial femtosecond
crystallography. Typically, a liquid jet provides a stream of crystals that crosses the X-ray beam, and the high
intensity of the FEL beam enables the collection of diffraction images of thousands of randomly oriented crystals.
These can be reconstructed into a 3D image with resolution at the atomic scale [22, 23]. Major progress with
respect to sample delivery has been made recently by increasing the speed of the liquid jet, which enables a fresh
sample with every X-ray pulse at MHz repetition rate [24, 25]. Simultaneous detector frame-rate development has
also been carried out [26]. Another viable sample delivery method uses fixed targets. It has important advantages,
such as an order of magnitude increase in the probability of hitting the sample with the X-ray pulse. This sample
delivery method currently requires low kHz repetition rates.

A major scientific driver of XFELs is the potential for single-particle imaging (SPI) of biological molecules at
atomic resolution [27]. Although this goal is far from being reached, several measurements of biological objects
have been at lower resolution. SPI has tremendous potential for observing the dynamics of biological, chemical,
and physical systems [28].

Matter under extreme conditions Intense laser pulses applied to solid materials can produce nanosecond or sub-
nanosecond dynamic compression into extreme pressure regimes. The material response to the unexplored pressure
and temperature conditions created by such compression can be uniquely explored in diffraction experiments with
100 fs temporal resolution that resolves the atomic motion. Moreover, the brightness and small focus of the XFEL
pulse relaxes the pulse energy requirement of the optical pump laser, which can then also be focused on a small
spot.

Studies of shock waves probed by 8 keV X-rays at FELs have measured the ultimate compressive strength,
associated with a purely elastic response, of copper and the plastic flow occurring at higher strain orders [29].
Diffraction studies have also been applied to investigations of phase transitions and melting. For example, melting
of Bi was observed after a few nanoseconds upon the release of dynamically 8–14 GPa induced compression [30].
At LCLS, shock pressures exceeding 120 GPa were used to demonstrate the conversion of graphite to diamond
and lonsdaleite phases [31], and complicated structures, including linear guest structures arranged as chains in
channels of the host structure, have been observed.

High energy-density plasmas are characterized by temperatures above 1 eV (about 11,600 K) and densities
higher than that of a typical solid, such as found in planet cores, stellar interiors, intense laser–matter interactions,
and fusion experiments. High-brightness (hard-)X-ray FELs are well adapted for such studies as they satisfy the
requirements for generating and detecting the hot and dense plasmas deep into the sample. The XFEL also
provides the necessary spatial resolution and temporal resolution, ranging from attosecond electron dynamics to
compression processes on the nanosecond timescale.

3.1.2.2 Spectroscopy

X-ray spectroscopy provides complementary information to imaging and diffraction measurements of a system’s
chemical and electronic properties, and the techniques can be performed simultaneously [32]. X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) enable element-specific measurements of the unoccu-
pied and occupied electronic states. In contrast, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is highly sensitive to the
chemical surroundings and offers surface sensitivity. The high peak-brightness FEL pulses allow new approaches
to spectroscopic experiments, such as nonlinear excitations, single-shot detection, and femtosecond time-resolved
measurements.

The potential for multiphoton excitation of atoms and molecules by FELs has been exploited for the formation
of two-site double core-hole (tsDCH) states that could be detected using XPS [33, 34]. These states are created
by the ejection of one core electron on separate atoms and require high peak intensities to ionize the second atom
before Auger decay occurs in the first atom. These states have received attention due to the significantly enhanced
chemical sensitivity compared with single core-hole states.

XES and XAS studies carried out at XFELs have been helpful in understanding important chemical processes.
Electron transfer is essential in biological systems and for artificial light harvesting. XES and XAS measurements
on an electron-harvesting chromophore performed at SACLA demonstrated the potential of these methods for
monitoring fundamental chemical processes [35]. Moreover, resonant inelastic X-ray scattering has proven a capable
tool for investigating excited state dynamics in solution via detection of orbital interaction [36]. The potential of
using XAS and XES at FELs for understanding catalytic reactions has also been demonstrated at LCLS, where
these techniques have enabled the observation of CO oxidation on a Ru surface [37, 38].

3.1.2.3 Time-resolved experiments

Ultrafast magnetism X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) spectra, obtained as the difference between XAS
data with opposite circular polarization, offer a way to probe the magnetic properties of materials. Recently,
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the high peak brightness of the soft-X-ray FEL was exploited in a demonstration of time-resolved (tr) XMCD,
which was applied to investigate the element-specific all-optical switching dynamics in GdFeCo with femtosecond
temporal resolution [39]. Moreover, sub-picosecond demagnetization dynamics were studied by tr-XMCD using
hard X-rays resonant with the Pt L3 edge (11.6 keV) [40].

XFEL pulses offer an efficient tool for probing ultrafast magnetization dynamics on a femtosecond timescale with
nanometer resolution. For example, soft X-ray holography using circular polarization has demonstrated 15 nm
resolution [41]. Time-resolved soft X-ray resonant diffraction studies at LCLS detected Gd spin reversal within
the first picosecond in ferromagnetic GdFeCo. It was explained by a nanoscale flow of angular momentum from
Fe-rich to Gd-rich regions induced by the optical pump [42]. Controlling magnetic properties via spins opens the
door to faster data storage and processing devices.

Strongly correlated electron systems In strongly correlated electron systems, the interaction between electrons is
non-negligible and may strongly influence the character of the material. Light-induced insulator–metal transitions
(IMT), dominantly driven by electron correlation effects, as opposed to large structural changes (so-called Mott
transitions), are a promising route toward faster electronics. Time-resolved X-ray diffraction experiments at FELs
following the structural dynamics of the THz-induced IMT in VO2 have shown that the electronic metallization
dynamics and structural phase transitions can occur on different timescales [43]. This opens the door to efficient
conductivity switching in correlated-electron systems.

XFEL pulses are also useful for studying the lattice changes associated with light-induced superconductive
phases. For example, THz pulses have been shown to create superconducting properties in cuprate materials, and
using femtosecond X-ray diffraction, the behavior of the lattice structure was investigated for this exotic state.
These studies revealed that the nonlinear excitation of the crystal lattice structure creates a displaced lattice
geometry, which causes drastic changes in the electronic structure and may cause destabilization of the charge-
density-wave order—both may favor superconductivity [44].

Water dynamics

Water is a surprisingly complex liquid that is still far from understood. Its complexity and anomalous properties
are due to its ability to form highly disordered hydrogen-bonded networks. X-ray FELs permit resolving water
structural dynamics on a sub-100 fs timescale and atomic length scale. In a recent experiment at LCLS [45] using
8.2 keV photons, water structural motion was observed from the decay of speckle contrast when tuning the pulse
duration from 10 to 120 fs. The work showed that cage effects due to hydrogen bonding play an important role in
the slower dynamics of water upon cooling.

3.1.3 New possibilities offered by the simultaneous use of two FELs

The CompactLight facility can combine X-ray pulses from two parallel FELs, independently tunable in photon
energy and temporal separation, at a single sample in a ‘dual’ endstation. This enables measurements with a
large photon-energy separation between two X-ray pulses and pump-probe experiments using long and flexible
time delays. The photon beamline design presented in Sect. 6.2 includes three dual stations combining two soft
X-rays, two hard X-rays, or one soft and one tender X-ray. The simultaneous access to a wide range of absorption
edges with a large photon-energy separation offers the possibility to, for example, pump and probe different sites
of a molecule associated with different atomic species [46] at the dual SXR station. Two hard X-ray pulses with
highly tunable photon energies may be exploited at the dual HXR station for two-color diffraction, in which two
datasets are recorded simultaneously for more efficient crystal structure measurements [47]. The dual soft/tender
station permits concurrent spectroscopic (soft X-rays) and scattering (tender X-rays) measurements that provide
simultaneous insight into chemical and structural dynamics and can be useful in, for example, heterogeneous
catalysis [48]. Moreover, the capability of using a soft X-ray pump that excites a specific resonance, followed by a
tender X-ray pulse that probes the structural dynamics in an X-ray pump-probe scheme, will be highly beneficial.

3.1.4 User engagement

From day 1, the specifications and design of the CompactLight facility were driven by the demands of potential
users and the associated Science Case. Several communication channels with users were established, and several
interactions were undertaken. This started with two informal meetings with potential academic and industry users
in the UK immediately after the project commenced. A specially developed questionnaire was then sent to over 50
FEL experts within Europe. The CompactLight consortium sent representatives to the Science@FELs Conference
in Stockholm, Sweden, in June 2018 and the Attosecond and FEL Science Conference in London, UK, in July
2018, to hear about the latest scientific achievements using FEL facilities and to informally interact with leading
researchers to gather their views on the parameters and performance of future FELs. The interaction with FEL
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users culminated in a dedicated CompactLight User Meeting that was held from the 27th to the 28th of November
2018 at the European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland.1 The primary objective
of the meeting was to consult potential users on the photon characteristics required by their current and future
experiments. The findings on the science requirements for the CompactLight FEL are summarized in the deliverable
D2.1.

3.1.5 Science requirements of a next-generation FEL

Science opportunities with FEL light sources are far-reaching, and there is an increased interest in using FELs to
explore:

1. materials far from equilibrium, such as in light-induced superconductivity;
2. nonlinear X-ray optics;
3. multi-dimensional attosecond spectroscopy;
4. charge migration and ultrafast X-ray damage in biomolecules;
5. surface chemistry and pathways for catalysis;
6. matter under extreme conditions.

Furthermore, the trends toward shorter pulse durations and higher photon pulse energies are clear. During the
discussions with users, there were also strong requests for improving the coherence and stability properties of FEL
radiation pulses and much better synchronization to external laser sources. The CompactLight design addresses
these challenges.

In conjunction with the CompactLight User Meeting held at CERN, a preliminary survey was conducted through
the use of an online questionnaire. The purpose was to gather quantitative information about the user requirements
for the photon characteristics. According to the survey, the respondents expressed interest in experiments such
as (i) pump-probe diffraction, (ii) serial crystallography, (iii) time-resolved spectroscopy, and (iv) time-resolved
scattering.

With regard to the tunability, there was a clear demand for photon energies as low as 0.2 keV and as high as
20 keV. The mean photon energy of the desired tunable range is about 4 keV. In the design, a compromise on the
highest photon energy of 16 keV was made, covering most user experiments. The preferable pulse energy range
was 3–100 µJ, and the demand on the stability was stringent with the RMS fluctuation in pulse energy requested
to stay below 10%.

Most respondents preferred a pulse duration of 10–100 fs, a repetition rate higher than 100 Hz, a degree of
transverse coherence higher than 70%, a coherence time of 1–100 fs, a bandwidth of 0.1–1%, and a microfocus of
0.1–100 µm. For pump-probe experiments, most respondents wanted the synchronization between the FEL and
the external laser to be in the order of 10 fs. Two-color pulse operation with a wide tunability in the relative
photon energy and the time delay between the pulses was strongly requested.

3.2 FEL requirements

3.2.1 Introduction

This section summarizes all of the discussions and interactions that the CompactLight collaboration held with
potential facility users during the project’s first year. The exploitation of FELs by numerous groups covering
diverse research topics highlights why FELs are fundamental engines of discovery. The diversity also means that it
is impossible to meet all users’ current and future needs with a single facility. Indeed, there is a risk that the facility’s
performance would be compromised by trying to satisfy all requirements, and no users would be entirely satisfied.
The CompactLight collaboration understood this issue and distilled all user input into a coherent specification
fully aligned with the prime strategic objective of generating a compact and affordable FEL facility design.

3.2.2 CompactLight output specification

The required specification of the CompactLight FEL is summarized in Table 1. The following bullet points expand
on this specification and explain the priorities that were used to inform the technical design work, and which were
balanced against the top level objectives of compactness and low cost.

• Seeding of the FEL enhances the output quality significantly in terms of improved temporal coherence and
wavelength stability and should be implemented at all wavelengths where feasible.

1https://indico.cern.ch/event/750792.
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Table 1 Main parameters of the CompactLight FEL

Parameter Unit Soft-X-ray FEL Hard-X-ray FEL

Photon energy keV 0.25-2.0 2.0–16.0

Wavelength nm 5.0–0.6 0.6–0.08

Repetition rate Hz 250–1000 100

Pulse duration fs 0.1–50 1–50

Polarization Variable, selectable Variable, selectable

Two-pulse delay fs ± 100 ± 100

Two-color separation % 20 10

Synchronization fs < 10 < 10

• Peak brightness is key to many experiments and should be maximized.
• Extreme synchronization between different photon sources for time-resolved pump-probe experiments is vital

and the design should enable synchronization of the FEL with a conventional laser to better than 10 fs.
• Two pulses and two wavelengths are essential for many experiments. The design should provide these capabilities.
• The repetition rate for the soft X-ray FEL should be 1kHz.
• The photon pulse bandwidth should be minimized to maximize the peak brightness.
• The facility output should cover the range between 250 eV and 16.0 keV with all photon energies within this

range being accessible from at least one of the FEL beamlines.
• The 2 keV ‘boundary’ between the soft-X-ray FEL and the hard-X-ray FEL is not rigid and should be determined

when considering all the technical options, including electron beam energies, undulator performance, and X-ray
optics capabilities.

• Tuning across photon energies should primarily be achieved by undulator scanning rather than energy scanning
to maximize the efficient operation of the facility.

• The FEL output pulses should be evenly spaced in time and not provided in a burst mode.
• To maximize the efficient use of the facility, simultaneous operation of both the soft- and hard-X-ray FELs would

be beneficial.
• Output pulse energies should be competitive with the other facilities.
• Variable, selectable polarization is required at the sample for all photon energies.
• Generating pulses as short as 100 attoseconds is desirable but may take significant extra space and cost.
• Stability in all its aspects is important to many experiments and should be considered in all technical designs

of systems and subsystems. The RMS fluctuation in FEL pulse energy should stay below 10%.

The target performance of CompactLight in terms of peak brightness is shown graphically in Fig. 2. The peak
brightness is expected to be comparable to the state-of-the-art X-ray FEL facilities which are currently in operation.

3.3 FEL physics

Madey [50] first proposed the free-electron laser (FEL) in 1971 and published the seminal theory of a small gain
process in a relativistic electron beam and undulator system. The first experimental demonstrations of amplifi-
cation [51] and lasing [52] were achieved at Stanford a few years later. The historical development of the FEL
and the theory of FEL physics are reviewed extensively in several excellent articles, for example [53–56]. This
section provides a relatively concise general summary to convey the basic principles and give the background to
the parameter choices made in the CompactLight design. Section 3.3.1 describes the FEL process, Sect. 3.3.2
details the basic output properties of the SASE FEL, Sect. 3.3.3 motivates the requirement for a high-brightness
electron beam to drive the FEL, and Sect. 3.3.4 describes how the performance of the FEL can be quantified as a
function of the electron beam properties.

3.3.1 Description of FEL process

In the FEL, a highly relativistic electron bunch with Lorentz factor γ = E/mc2 takes a sinusoidal path through an
undulator’s periodically alternating transverse magnetic field. It emits synchrotron radiation due to its transverse
acceleration. The resonant wavelength λr of the FEL is given by the same expression used for on-axis spontaneous
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Fig. 2 Peak brightness as a function of photon energy for a selected set of X-ray sources. Free-electron laser facilities are
shown in solid lines, and synchrotron facilities are shown in dashed lines. This figure is adapted from Fig. 1 in [49]

undulator radiation

λr =
λw

2γ2

(
1 + a2

w

)
. (1)

Here, λw is the period of the undulator magnetic field and aw is called the undulator deflection parameter, defined
as

aw =
eBλw

2πmc
, (2)

with e the electron charge, m the electron mass, and c the speed of light in a vacuum. For a helical undulator
B = B0 with B0 the peak field, whereas for a planar undulator, B = B0/

√
2. Using these definitions, Eq. 1 is true

for helical and planar undulators.
For typical undulator parameters of a period in the tens of millimeters and deflection parameter approximately

unity, it is found from Eq. 1 that the beam energy must be in the multi-GeV range to reach sub-nanometre
wavelengths. The resonance condition also shows why the FEL wavelength can be smoothly and continuously
tuned over a fairly wide range—it is only necessary to change the on-axis magnetic field to change the wavelength.
Such field tuning can typically give a factor of around four in wavelength tuning while maintaining a sufficient on-
axis magnetic field for lasing. A much wider wavelength range is accessible by changing the electron beam energy,
although this requires adjusting multiple accelerator parameters, so it is less convenient (but still common). The
resonance condition also shows that to minimize the electron beam energy required for a given wavelength. The
undulator period should be as short as possible. Minimizing the electron beam energy and undulator period
contributes to compacting the facility. This fact has been exploited in the CompactLight design. However, the
on-axis field reduces as the undulator period is reduced relative to the undulator gap. Once the period is reduced
to about the same as the gap, the magnetic flux starts to flow from one magnetic pole to the adjacent one of
opposite polarity on the same side of the array, rather than across the gap where the electron bunch will see it.
Therefore, to maintain an axis field and an efficient FEL interaction, the gap must also be reduced as the period
is decreased. Unfortunately, this increases the strength of resistive wall wakefields within the undulator vessel,
which can degrade the FEL performance. Therefore, choosing the minimum undulator period is a balance between
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Fig. 3 Schematic of the undulator resonance condition. As the electrons traverse one undulator period, the radiation
propagates forward relative to the electrons by one radiation wavelength, allowing sustained energy transfer. Depending
upon their longitudinal alignment, electrons either gain or lose energy, which leads to a modulation in the electron beam
energy. Figure constructed following the approach of [57]

achieving a compact design and one in which the wakefields are acceptably small. This balance has been achieved
in the CompactLight design.

The resonance condition can be derived in the case of spontaneous emission by considering how the broadband
synchrotron radiation emitted by the electrons from N periods of their sinusoidal trajectory interferes construc-
tively and destructively to create a radiation pulse with a bandwidth of approximately 1/N . In the case of the
FEL mechanism, it is more instructive to start from the fact that the average longitudinal velocity of the electrons
vz is very slightly less than c, partly due to the wiggles in their trajectory and partly because v = βc and β < 1 by
a tiny amount. As the electrons travel through the undulator, they propagate in the presence of their spontaneous
emission. The transverse component of the electron velocity can then couple to the transverse component of the
spontaneous emission electric field, allowing an energy transfer to occur. The resonant wavelength of the FEL is
the distance the electrons slip back with respect to the light over each undulator period—this is because light
at this wavelength has an electric field which maintains a constant relative phase with respect to the oscillating
electron transverse velocity, and so, this coupling between electrons and light is maintained allowing a continuous
energy transfer. Depending on their phase, some electrons gain energy, while others lose energy. This sets up a
sinusoidal energy modulation along the electron bunch with period λr. The process is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 3.

All this time, the electrons are still emitting, but because they are distributed randomly in phase, their emission
is incoherent with power P proportional to the number of emitting electrons Ne. However, the energy modulation
in the bunch starts to convert into a density modulation due to longitudinal dispersion in the undulator—the
electrons that have gained energy are now deflected less in the magnetic field and thus take a shorter path, moving
ahead of the electrons that have lost energy and are deflected more to follow a longer path. This way, the electrons
start to ’microbunch’ themselves at the resonant wavelength, see Fig. 4. This then increases the coherence of their
emission, increasing the power and amplifying the co-propagating field. Because the field is growing, the energy
modulation increases, increasing bunching through the longitudinal dispersion, and so on, in a positive-feedback
loop in which the radiation power grows exponentially.

Eventually, the growth of the radiation power saturates. The strongest emission occurs when the electrons
moving in one direction due to their positive energy offset meet up with those moving in the other direction
due to their negative energy offset, and the microbunching is maximized. This radiation emission power P is
proportional to N

4/3
e . In a 75 pC electron bunch Ne ≈ 5 × 108 the small nonlinearity in the power scaling gives a

huge increase in radiation power compared to the spontaneous emission case where P ∝ N . After this point, the
dispersion continues as before, but now the positive and negative energy offset electrons move past each other and
the bunching decreases, which dampens the radiation emission.

3.3.2 Output properties of the SASE FEL

This section summarizes the main properties of high-gain FELs in the standard Self-Amplified Spontaneous Emis-
sion (SASE) [58] operating mode. This is the mode of operation for the CompactLight baseline configuration.

3.3.2.1 Temporal structure

As described above, the electron bunch emits spontaneous emission at the start of the undulator, amplified expo-
nentially by the FEL mechanism. The temporal profile of the initial spontaneous emission is noisy, because the
electrons entering the undulator are randomly distributed, so each electron emits radiation at a different phase.
The further evolution of the radiation pulse temporal profile is then dependent on the relative slippage between
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Fig. 4 Simple schematic of the FEL mechanism, showing the incoherent emission from the randomly phased electrons as
they enter the undulator, which develops into coherent emission from the microbunched electrons at the end of the undulator

radiation and electrons. At saturation, the radiation pulse comprises a random superposition of many spikes with
uncorrelated phases [59]. The maximum peak-to-peak distance between spikes is 2πlc where the co-operation length
is defined by

lc =
λr

4πρ
. (3)

Here, ρ is the fundamental dimensionless FEL parameter [58], or Pierce parameter. This parameter expresses the
strength of the coupling between the electrons and the radiation in the FEL mechanism. It is very useful for
predicting the output performance and the required tolerances for many system parameters. It typically takes
values ≈ 10−4 − 10−3 for SXR-HXR FELs. The FEL parameter is defined using a collection of system parameters
and fundamental constants and can be expressed as

ρ =
1
γr

(
āwωp

4ckw

) 2
3

, (4)

where

ωp =
(

e2np

ε0m

) 1
2

, (5)

is the plasma frequency for peak electron number density of the electron bunch np.
The physical interpretation of the cooperation length lc is that it is the slippage between electrons and radiation

over the so-called “nominal” gain length

lg =
λw

4πρ
, (6)

where lg is related to the e-folding power gain length Lg as lg =
√

3Lg. The co-operation length, therefore, defines
the scale at which collective effects evolve throughout the electron beam. Different regions along the beam develop
autonomously from the localised noise source for a sufficiently long electron beam and are, therefore, uncorrelated
in phase. In this sense, the SASE process can be considered as a ‘localised’ collective process. Typically, in the
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Fig. 5 Example of SASE properties. The plots show simulation results for a high-gain SASE FEL with parameters similar
to FLASH [4]; results are shown at saturation: a radiation temporal profile consisting of multiple spikes, b radiation phase
showing phase correlation within but not between spikes, c the idealised Gaussian current profile used in the simulation,
and d the radiation spectrum, also consisting of multiple spikes

X-ray region, the electron bunch length lb � 2πlc, so there are many random spikes in the radiation pulse which
has a total length similar to that of the electron bunch.

The co-operation length also parameterises the SASE radiation coherence. The coherence time is [60]

τcoh � 1
ρω

√
π ln Nc

18
, (7)

where Nc = I/(eρω) with I the electron bunch current. This can be simplified using (3), and by noting that for
typical X-ray FELs, the square root term evaluates to � 1.6 to show that the coherence length is typically about
3 co-operation lengths, lcoh � 3lc, or half the peak-to-peak spacing of the SASE spikes.

The features of a typical SASE pulse are illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows simulation results for a high-gain
SASE FEL with parameters similar to FLASH [4]. Figure 5a shows the intensity profile comprising multiple random
spikes. Figure 5b shows the radiation phase, color-coded to indicate the associated radiation intensity. The phase
is seen to vary randomly from spike to spike but is almost constant within each spike, showing that individual
spikes have good temporal coherence. Figure 5c shows the electron bunch current profile. In the simulation, the
current is averaged over slices one wavelength long. This shows that even if the electron bunch is perfectly smooth
over this scale, the output pulse will be noisy due to the shot noise at sub-wavelength scales. Finally, Fig. 5d shows
the output pulse spectrum, which also comprises multiple random spikes.
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Fig. 6 Time-wavelength plot of the simulated SASE FEL pulse shown in Fig. 5a. The top panel shows a windowed Fourier
transform of the output pulse, and the bottom panel shows the intensity profile. Each temporal spike is seen to have the
full gain bandwidth

3.3.2.2 Bandwidth

The pulse shown in Fig. 5 is just one example of a typical SASE output pulse. In practice, each pulse has a
different arrangement of spikes, temporally and spectrally, due to the start-up from noisy spontaneous emission.
It is important to note that although the number of temporal spikes is approximately the same as the number of
spectral spikes, there is no one-to-one correspondence between them. Each temporal spike does not have a distinct
wavelength but has the full bandwidth of the envelope, which is the gain bandwidth of the FEL system. This can
be seen clearly in Fig. 6, which shows a windowed Fourier transform of the simulated FEL pulse in Fig. 5a.

The gain bandwidth can be derived analytically. The result is that the relative rms bandwidth narrows with
distance z traveled through the undulator as σλ � 2ρ

√
πlg/z. The FEL approaches saturation at z � 10lg, so the

relative rms bandwidth of the saturated output is

σλ � ρ. (8)

3.3.2.3 Power, pulse energy, and flux

As the electron bunch travels through the undulator, its kinetic energy is converted into the energy of the radiation
field. At saturation, the mean relative electron energy loss is (|〈γ〉 − γr|)/γr ≈ ρ thus ρ is a fundamental indicator
of FEL performance—it represents the efficiency of the conversion of electron beam power to radiation power. The
peak radiation power at saturation is therefore given by

Prad ≈ ρPbeam = ρIpeak[A] E[eV], (9)

where Pbeam, Ipeak and E are the electron beam peak power, peak current, and energy, respectively. Typically,
for short-wavelength high-gain FELs, with ρ in the range 10−4 to 10−3, the electron beam energy is in the tens of
GeV, and the peak current is a few kA, so FEL peak output power is in the tens of GW.

The pulse energy is the instantaneous power integrated over the pulse duration. With peak powers in the tens
of GW and pulse durations 10–100 fs, the pulse energy is typically 100 µJ to a few mJ. The number of photons
per pulse is the pulse energy divided by the photon energy, typically 5 × 1010 to 5 × 1011. Higher harmonics are
also present in the FEL output, with intensity less than a few percent of the fundamental [61]. FEL facilities also
produce spontaneous undulator radiation, the power of which can be on the order of the FEL power for hard
X-ray FELs [62]. Nevertheless, the FEL radiation is many orders of magnitude brighter than this because it has
narrower angular and spectral distributions.

3.3.2.4 Transverse coherence

The radiation emission over the first few gain lengths of the FEL process has significantly higher order mode
content. Still, since the growth of the field is driven most strongly on-axis, this favors coupling to the fundamental
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Gaussian mode—higher order modes are wider or even have a minimum on-axis and are therefore driven less
strongly [56]. By the time the FEL is close to saturation, the fundamental mode strongly dominates, and the
output beam is close to diffraction limited [63–65]. Beyond saturation, the transverse coherence starts to degrade
due to the growth in higher order transverse modes.

3.3.2.5 Brightness

As discussed, an FEL produces high peak power pulses, narrow bandwidth, and near-diffraction limited transverse
coherence. This means that it is possible to focus an intense flux of near-monochromatic photons onto a small
area, making the X-ray FEL an extremely useful scientific tool. The flux, bandwidth, and transverse coherence are
collectively quantified by the spectral brightness, defined as

B =
Φ

4π2ΣxΣθxΣyΣθy
, (10)

where Φ is the spectral flux, the number of photons per second divided by the relative bandwidth, and Σ represents
a quadrature sum of the photon beam and electron beam rms beam sizes or divergences. Under the assumption
that the FEL output is close to diffraction limited and that the FEL undulator is very long, this simplifies to

B =
4Φ
λ2

, (11)

then using that the relative bandwidth σλ � ρ the expression for peak spectral brightness, in units of
photons/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1% BW, becomes

B � 8 × 109 P

ρλ
. (12)

For Prad � 10 GW, ρ � 10−3 and λ = 0.1 nm, this gives B � 8×1032 photons/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1% BW, exceeding
the peak brightness available from storage ring sources by at least eight orders of magnitude.

3.3.3 Requirement for a high-brightness electron beam

The FEL interaction requires a small initial energy spread in the electron beam. This is because, as described
earlier, the undulator introduces longitudinal dispersion. This is required for the microbunching to develop from the
energy modulation—without it, the FEL would not work. However, if the incoming beam has an initial uncorrelated
energy spread, this translates via dispersion to longitudinal smearing of the microbunching, dampening the FEL
interaction. A full analysis shows that the initial relative energy spread of the electron beam should be less than
the FEL-induced modulation, which increases to ρ at saturation [62], leading to the criterion

σE

E
< 0.5ρ. (13)

As well as minimizing the energy spread, maximizing the FEL parameter ρ is useful. This helps in many other
ways—from (9) and (6), making ρ as large as possible maximizes the output power and minimizes the gain length
(thus minimizing the undulator length). It is also found that the allowed relative tolerances on many other system
errors, such as undulator field errors, scale with ρ. It is clear, therefore, that the FEL parameter is fundamental and
not just a convenient scaling parameter, and to obtain the best FEL performance and maintain that performance
in the presence of spreads or errors in system parameters, the FEL parameter should be maximized. It is convenient
to express ρ as

ρ ∝ 1
γ

(
Ipeaka

2
wλ2

w

σ2
b

) 1
3

, (14)

where σb is the electron beam radius. Together, the parameters γ, aw and λw define the FEL wavelength via the
resonance condition (1) so for a specified FEL wavelength, these are not free. The FEL parameter is therefore
maximized by increasing the peak current and reducing the transverse beam size. The beam size scales as the
square root of the beam transverse emittance—this is a measure of the electron beam quality and is approximately
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the product of the beam size and beam divergence

εx =
√

〈x2〉〈x′2〉 − 〈xx′〉2, (15)

where x is the horizontal offset, and x′ = dx/dz is the angle of the particle trajectory relative to the axes (assuming
〈x〉 = 〈x′〉 = 0 ). The vertical emittance, εy, is defined equivalently. Therefore, a small emittance is required to
obtain a small beam radius σb and maintain it over a reasonable distance. Minimizing the emittance also minimizes
the spread in angular divergence of the electrons in the bunch, which minimizes the spread in path lengths of their
trajectories, which degrades the microbunching (analogous to the way in which a spread in electron energies also
degrades the microbunching through longitudinal dispersion).

It is also found that for the most efficient transverse overlap of the electrons and radiation, the transverse phase
space of the electron beam must be less than that of the diffraction-limited photon beam, giving

ε <
λr

4π
. (16)

The requirement on electron beam emittance becomes increasingly stringent at shorter wavelengths.
Taken together, the peak current, energy spread, and transverse emittance can be expressed as the electron

beam brightness

Be =
I

cσEγ2ε2
, (17)

so a high brightness beam is necessary to meet the requirements for high peak current, small energy spread, and
small transverse emittance [66]. It should be noted, however, that although a high brightness electron bunch is
necessary, it is not always sufficient—a bunch must be correctly configured, for example, meeting Eqs. (13) and
(16), to be optimal.

To deliver high brightness beams to the FEL requires a high-brightness electron source and a system for accel-
erating and manipulating the electron bunches to maintain brightness in the presence of degrading effects such
as coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) emission from dipole magnets in the beam transport system, wakefields,
and micro-bunching instability. The fact that beams can be delivered with sufficient brightness for X-ray FELs to
operate testifies to the tremendous developments in numerous areas, including low-emittance photoinjectors and
CSR compensation and prevention.

3.3.4 Quantification of beam quality effects

In the previous section, it is shown that the electron bunch driving the FEL must have high brightness and that
to achieve this, the bunch must have high peak current, small energy spread and small emittance. The criteria
given for energy spread and emittance are, however, soft limits. For example, if the emittance criterion given by
Eq. 16 is not satisfied, the FEL might still lase, but its performance will be suboptimal—the output power might
be reduced somewhat from the case of an ideal electron bunch, or the transverse mode quality might be degraded.
It is, therefore, necessary to quantify exactly how the FEL performance depends on these beam quality factors.

In addition, the design of the undulator lattice must be optimized for the best performance. This involves deter-
mining the most suitable length for the individual modules that comprise the long FEL undulator; understanding
the effect of diffraction and electron beam transport in the gaps between the modules; calculating the effect on
the FEL performance of resistive wall wakefields; determining the allowed tolerances for undulator misalignments
and electron beam trajectory straightness. Two main approaches have been adopted in the CompactLight design
process for setting the initial target beam parameters and for assessing the predicted FEL performance using a
simulated bunch that has been tracked through the whole accelerator.

3.3.4.1 The Ming Xie semi-analytical approximation

The Ming Xie semi-analytical approximation [67, 68] is based on the basic performance formulae given above, for
example, those for power output and FEL gain length, but includes adjustment factors that quantify the effects
of energy spread and emittance. These adjustment factors are derived from multidimensional fits to sets of FEL
simulations. The approximation allows rapid estimates of FEL performance. An example is given in Fig. 7, which
shows typical calculations of the CompactLight FEL saturation power for 16 keV photon output as a function of
energy spread and normalized emittance. The nominal chosen working point (WP) is marked. As can be seen, the
FEL performance at 16 keV is strongly dependent on the electron beam quality.
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Fig. 7 Typical calculations, using the Ming Xie approximation, of the CompactLight FEL saturation power, for 16 keV
photon output, as a function of energy spread and normalized emittance. The nominal CompactLight working point (WP)
is marked

Fig. 8 CompactLight baseline schematic layout

3.3.4.2 FEL simulation codes

The Ming Xie approach assumes long, uniform, perfect undulators with electron bunches that have constant
longitudinal parameters (for example, current, emittance, beam size, and energy spread). To include realistic
bunch distributions and undulator lattices, it is necessary to use FEL simulation codes. CompactLight Deliverable
6.1 presented a summary and comparison of some available codes. The FEL code used most extensively in the
CompactLight design process was Genesis1.3 [69, 70]. This code is well supported, has the most functionality and
flexibility, and produces reliable results, which have been benchmarked against operating FELs on many occasions.

4 Systems design and performance

4.1 Facility overview

4.1.1 Key features

As discussed in Sect. 3.1.4, the user requirements for CompactLight were established by interacting with existing
and potential FEL users in a variety of formats. The user input was distilled into a comprehensive photon output
specification, as summarized in Table 1. The facility has been designed specifically to satisfy this specification. A
Baseline configuration satisfies the majority of the user case, and two upgrades fully satisfy the user requirements.
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Fig. 9 CompactLight upgrade-1 layout

4.1.1.1 Baseline configuration

Figure 8 shows the baseline layout. The unique features and technical innovations of the Baseline are:

• C-band RF gun and injector with dual repetition rate and velocity bunching capabilities.
• Compact X-band linacs for high gradient acceleration and reduced footprint.
• Low beam energy of 5.5 GeV compared to the existing facilities with comparable or higher photon energy
reach.

• Short-period in-vacuum superconducting undulators with helical polarization for minimisation of FEL
saturation length and electron beam energy, with associated Cryomodule structure and cooling concepts.

• Dual-wavelength regimes using the same undulators—soft X-rays over the range 0.25–2 keV from a
low energy (0.95–2.4 GeV) electron beam, and hard X-rays over the range 2–16 keV from a high energy
(2.75–5.5 GeV) electron beam.

• Dual-mode linac to drive the SXR FEL at 250–1000 Hz and the HXR FEL at 100 Hz.
• K-band 36 GHzlineariser cavity for optimisation of electron bunch longitudinal phase space
• K-band 36 GHzpower source designs including multi-beam klystron and gyroklystron.
• Double FEL concept enabling the simultaneous operation of two SASE FEL lines which can drive either FEL-

pump FEL-probe experiments at a single endstation, or independent experiments at two different end-stations.
• Sub-harmonic bunch separator for splitting twin bunches into the twin FELs.
• Controllable spectral separation of the twin pulses in soft and hard X-rays by independent tuning of the

two identical undulator lines.
• Controllable temporal separation of the twin FEL pulses at the endstation, from perfect synchronization

to ±100 fs.
• Apple-X afterburner undulators, including solutions for magnetic force compensation, for independently

selectable polarization of the twin FEL pulses and fast helicity switching at a single endstation.
• Full polarization control from 0.25 to 12 keV and selectable L/R circular polarization from 12 to 16 keV.

4.1.1.2 Upgrade configurations

Further to the baseline design, two upgrade scenarios have been designed that add additional capability, in par-
ticular, higher repetition rates, improved FEL coherence and HXR/SXR or SXR/HXR FEL-pump FEL-probe
capability. Taken together, the baseline and upgrades fully satisfy the user requirements. The schematic layouts
of the two upgrades are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The Unique features and innovations of Upgrade-1 are:

• 1 kHz repetition rate in SXR by upgrading the linac to dual-source, which adds additional klystron power
while keeping the average RF power in the structures constant, and triggering industrial development .

Upgrade-2 adds three additional features beyond Upgrade-1:

• Soft X-ray self-seeding using a grating monochromator to provide fully coherent soft X-ray FEL output.
• Hard X-ray Self-seeding using a diamond crystal wake monochromator to provide much-improved longitu-

dinal coherence in the HXR, compared to SASE.
• SXR/HXR FEL-pump FEL-probe capability with controllable delay of ±100 fs by the addition of

a SXR bypass line containing an additional linac module to allow simultaneous soft and hard X-ray pulses at
100 Hz, with independent tuning of wavelength and polarization. These can be used in independent experiments
at two separate end stations or combined in a single end station.
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Fig. 10 CompactLight upgrade 2 layout

Table 2 Operating modes

Operating
mode

FEL-1
Wavelength

FEL-2
wavelength

L0–L3 Rep.
Rate (Hz)

L3 output
Energy (GeV)

L4 Rep. Rate
(Hz)

L4 output
energy
(GeV)

Baseline

B-HH HXR HXR 100 2.75–5.5 – –

B-SS SXR SXR 250 0.95–2.4 – –

Upgrade-1

U1-HH HXR HXR 100 2.75–5.5 – –

U1-SS SXR SXR 1000 0.95–2.4 – –

Upgrade-2

U2-SH SXR HXR 100 2.75–5.5 100 0.95–2.4

Full details of Upgrade-1 are given in Sect. 5.2. Simulation studies of the SXR and HXR self-seeding modes of
Upgrade-2 are presented in Sect. 4.2.4.

4.1.2 Operating modes

The operating modes for the baseline design and upgrade configurations are summarized in Table 2. All operating
modes FEL-1 and FEL-2 can be sent to separate user stations or sent to the same user station with ±100 fs
separation.

4.1.3 Layout description

The total length of the facility, including the building, is 483 m. By comparison, SwissFEL is 740 m. Figure 11
shows an ISO view. This section summarizes the layouts and main features of the different parts of the facility.
Full details and parameters are given in Sect. 5.

4.1.3.1 Injector

CompactLight uses a normal conducting 2.5 cell C-Band photo-cathode RF gun with 160 MV/m field on the copper
cathode. Space for a laser heater to minimize the impact of micro-bunching instability on the FEL performance is
allocated. The following C-Band linac structures have a gradient 15 MV/m and accelerate the beam to 300 MeV
with a short Ka-band lineariser cavity with a maximum peak accelerating voltage of 17 MV. After the lineariser
is the first bunch compressor (BC1) and a small X-Band diagnostic deflector. For full details, see Sect. 5.1.

4.1.3.2 Main Linac

A two-stage magnetic compression scheme is adopted in the main linac, in addition to optional velocity bunching
implemented in the injector. The main linac comprises X-band accelerating structures. The maximum beam energy
is 5.5 GeV. This was chosen as it is lower than comparable facilities such as SwissFEL yet in combination with
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Fig. 11 ISO view of the XLS facility. The total length is 483.6 m

advanced short-period undulators allows a photon energy reach up to 16 keV which exceeds the highest photon
energies available from SwissFEL.

The magnetic lattice of the main linac is based on an FODO cell interleaved by low-βx insertions for the magnetic
compressors. The linac fill factor is > 70% in all sections. The total linac length from the cathode to the exit of
Linac-3 (HXR beam line) is less than 190 m, and includes 104 X-band accelerating structures.

The main linac is powered by standardized RF units based on CLIC technology, which can be used in all the
main and sub-design variants. The RF unit will include klystron, RF compressor, and waveguide components. This
choice greatly simplifies the industrialisation process, considerably reducing production costs. For full details of
the linac design and configuration, see Sect. 5.2; for details of the beam dynamics, see Sect. 5.3.2.

4.1.3.3 Bunch compressors

The magnetic bunch compressors are symmetric four-dipole chicanes with beam diagnostics in the inner drift
region. Small quadrupole magnets in the outer branches of the chicane are used for tweaking residual dispersion.
The local compression factors are ≈ 9 at BC1 and ≈ 5 at BC2, for a maximum total compression factor of 100
when operating the injector in velocity bunching mode. For full details, see Sect. 5.3.2.2.

4.1.3.4 RF distribution system layout

The baseline configuration of the layout runs in dual mode where a single RF source supplies the linac in two
operating modes, at 100 Hz and 250 Hz. This is the cheapest solution but is limited in repetition rate to 250 Hz.
The peak accelerating gradient is 65 MV/m at 100 Hz and 32 MV/m at 250 Hz with magnet strengths scaled
depending on the gradient to obtain the same optical functions along the linac. An X-band SLED is adopted at
100 Hz, and is bypassed at 250 Hz. Upgrade-1 and Upgrade-2 operate in dual source mode—here, an additional
klystron is connected to the RF module, so two RF sources supply the linac at repetition rate 100 Hz and 1 kHz.
The RF distribution connects two klystrons to four accelerating structures. These form one accelerating module
of 3.6 m active length. For full details, see Sect. 5.2.1.2.

4.1.3.5 Twin bunch system

The photoinjector laser is split into two pulses separated by 3 or 5 RF cycles of the C-band gun, so the temporal
spacing is either 500 ps or 833 ps. The two pulses generate identical electron bunches with the same RF accelerating
phase. The time separation corresponds to 6 or 10 RF cycles in the X-band linac. The separation of 500 ps is the
minimum at which beam break-up instability of the trailing bunch is kept well under control, with a projected
emittance growth at the linac end below 10%. The twin bunches follow identical dynamics in the accelerator. In
the Baseline and Upgrade-1 configuration, they will be separated in the horizontal plane after the linac by an
S-band transverse deflecting cavity. The bunch separations correspond to a half-integer number of RF cycles of
the deflecting cavity, so that kicks deflect the twin bunches with opposite signs horizontally. About 30 MV peak
deflecting voltage at the maximum beam energy of 5.5 GeV will impose angular kicks of half a degree, allowing
the two bunches to be separated by ≈ 5 mm after a 0.5 m-long drift section. Here, a DC out-of-vacuum thin
septum magnet directs the leading bunch to FEL-1 and the trailing bunch to FEL-2. A schematic of this beam
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Fig. 12 Schematic showing how the twin bunches, separated here by 500 ps, are spaced by 3 RF cycles in the C-Band RF
gun, six cycles in the X-Band linac, and 1.5 cycles in the S-band transverse deflecting cavity where they are deflected in
opposite directions. A DC-thin septum magnet follows the deflector

Fig. 13 Schematic layout of the accelerator with the full upgrade, two doglegs (DL-1) and (DL-2), two undulators, and
three dual endstations. The relative optical delays are indicated

manipulation, showing how the twin bunches sit within the RF buckets at the three different RF frequencies for
a bunch spacing of 500 ps, is shown in Fig. 12.

Pump-probe experiments typically require a continuous scan of the relative delay of the pump and the probe
pulse by at least a few ps around synchronization. The leading bunch directed to FEL-1 has to be delayed with
respect to the trailing bunch. The delay was required, so that the pulses from the twin FELs can be synchronized
at the dual end-stations for pump-probe experiments, with allowance made for the optical path lengths of the
photon beamlines, is 526 ps. This is accomplished by a dog-leg-like switchyard from the septum to FEL-1. The
FEL undulator lines are laterally separated by ≈ 2.5 m. Fine-tuning of the pump-probe relative delay is done by
a small 4-dipole chicane in front of the FEL-2 line and by a split-and-delay line on the photon beam path toward
the end stations. Upgrade-2 allows the simultaneous generation of SXR and HXR FEL pulses at 100 Hz. In this
case, the splitting system and dog leg are replicated at the end of Linac-2, so bringing the leading bunch to FEL-1
for SXR emission. Only the trailing bunch reaches the end of Linac3 for HXR production. The full twin bunch
system is shown in Fig. 13, which shows the spacing between the twin bunches in the linacs, the required delay in
the spreaders, and the path length variations in the optical beamlines. For full details of the twin bunch system,
see Sect. 5.3.2.4.

4.1.3.6 Undulator lattice

The main undulators are 1.75 m-long in-vacuum helical superconducting undulators (SCUs) with a period of
13 mm. This undulator technology was chosen after a thorough comparative assessment of a broad range of
options, reported in detail in deliverable D5.2 and summarized in Sect. 6.1.1. To cover the required wavelength
range of the facility, the choice of undulator technology was made in combination to keep the electron beam
energy lower than comparable facilities. The optimisation of the undulator period and module length is detailed
in Sect. 6.1.2. The period was optimized to obtain balanced performance across the HXR and SXR wavelength
ranges using the same undulator beamlines. The undulator modules are separated by gaps of 0.5 m containing a
quadrupole, a phase shifter and a beam position monitor. There are two identical parallel undulator beamlines
with an axis separation of 2.5 m. The SCUs for FEL-1 and FEL-2 have opposite helicity to allow for fast L-R
polarization switching experiments when the pulses from the two FELs are combined at a dual endstation. After
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the SCU undulators, there are, in each beamline, two variably polarizing APPLE-X afterburner undulators for the
production of variably polarizing FEL output. For details of the undulator design and optimisation, see Sect. 6.1.

4.1.3.7 Photon beamlines and end stations

The photon transport system starts with a front end containing a bremsstrahlung collimator, a photon shutter
and a set of photon diagnostics. The front end is followed by photon beamlines and an experimental area hosting
user endstations. The SXR endstations are primarily concentrated on the FEL-1 side, whereas the HXR ones are
mostly located on the FEL-2 side. The path lengths in the beamlines are set to synchronize pulses from the twin
FELs at the dual endstations.

The experimental area comprises 5 X-ray hutches, 2 laser laboratories, 2 control rooms, and a technical gallery
to access the hutches. The hutches host refocusing optics, photon diagnostics, endstations, local control electronics,
and data acquisition systems. The optical laser beam can be transported from the laser room, located upstream
of the hutches, to incoupling mirrors positioned close to the endstations. The hutches and laser laboratories are
surrounded by a technical gallery for easy access. For full details of the photon beamlines, see Sect. 6.2.

4.1.3.8 Building design and infrastructure

The CompactLight building, shown in Fig. 11, comprises a number of different sub-buildings and sections. The
design follows a hybrid approach with shielding blocks separating the underground Linac Tunnel from the Infras-
tructure Hall. The Linac Tunnel section is 4 m wide, and the Infrastructure hall is 7 m wide and accommodates
50 klystrons, 50 modulators, nearly 300 electronic rack units and the necessary space for routing waveguides and
pipes and cable trays through direct penetrations to the tunnel. Downstream of Linac-2, the tunnel and Infras-
tructure Hall widths increase to accommodate the SXR bypass line required for Upgrade-2. The Experimental
Hall contains the photon beamlines with front-end diagnostics, shielded end-stations, laboratories, and auxiliary
spaces. Space for a laser laboratory, a magnet laboratory, a loading bay/assembly room, and user laboratories has
been allocated. For full details, see [71].

4.2 FEL performance

The performance of CompactLight has been analyzed and optimized via detailed simulations of the accelerator
and free-electron laser. This section of the report presents the results of this work. The emphasis is on performance
in the Hard X-ray regime—here, the demands on the electron bunch quality are most stringent. For example, from
Eq. 13, the electron bunch energy spread must be less than the FEL ρ-parameter which reduces as the photon
energy increases, and similarly, from Eq. 16, the beam emittance requirement is more stringent for higher photon
energies.

At the start of the project, a ‘nominal’ electron bunch was defined that would enable the FEL to satisfy the
output requirements. The parameters of this bunch were determined through semi-analytical FEL performance
calculations, initial FEL simulations, considerations of undulator technology options, estimates of emittance and
energy spread at the electron source, and degradation due to collective effects during beam acceleration and
transport to the FEL. This process was iterative, combining input from a range of work packages. The resulting
parameters for the nominal electron bunch are shown in Table 3. Note that the energy, emittance, and energy
spread are assumed to be constant along the bunch.

In Sect. 4.2.1, the performance of the FEL using this nominal bunch is presented via simulations using the code
Genesis 1.3 at photon energies from 2 to 16 keV. These results indicate the relative FEL performance at different
photon energies and confirm that the nominal bunch parameters are satisfactory. Later, in the project, once the
accelerator design was complete, it was possible to simulate the FEL with a fully tracked electron bunch. Several
iterations of accelerator optimisation were performed, with FEL simulations informing the quality of the FEL
output. As will be seen, the performance with the final iteration of the tracked bunch exceeds the performance

Table 3 Parameters of the nominal electron bunch

Parameter Unit Value

Bunch profile Gaussian

Energy GeV 5.5

Peak current kA 5.0

Normalized emittance mm mrad 0.2

RMS energy spread keV 550

Bunch charge pC 75
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Fig. 14 Pulse energy growth, pulse profiles, and spectra for HXR FEL operation using the nominal bunch

with the nominal bunch. These results are presented in Sects. 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. In Sect. 4.2.2, the performance
of the FEL with the tracked bunch is compared to that of a ‘static error’ bunch which is an equivalent tracked
bunch but with degraded emittance. The purpose is to check for sufficient contingency in the design, so that the
FEL can still satisfy the user specification. The FEL operation here is at 16 keV where the degraded emittance is
expected to be most detrimental. In Sect. 4.2.3, dynamic errors are added to the bunch. The performance with the
nominal tracked bunch is used as a control. Realistic errors are added to the accelerator parameters, for example,
RF phase and gradient errors, to assess the expected performance and shot-to-shot stability of the FEL output in
the presence of these dynamic errors.

In Sect. 4.2.4, studies are presented of the performance of the SXR and HXR self-seeded schemes introduced
in Upgrade-2, using the nominal electron bunch, to demonstrate the change in performance compared to the
SASE operation of the baseline configuration. Finally, in Sect. 4.2.5, a summary is given of the predicted FEL
performance at different wavelengths and in different operating modes. To obtain the best possible predictions
of FEL performance at different photon energies, the 16 keV results from the fully tracked bunch with dynamic
errors are scaled according to the results obtained using the nominal bunch at different photon energies.

4.2.1 SASE FEL performance with nominal electron bunch

Figure 14 show the pulse energy growth, pulse profiles and spectra for HXR FEL operation using the nominal
bunch. The pulse profiles and spectra are shown at the relevant saturation points, indicated by the colored squares
on the pulse energy plot. Saturation is the point where the pulse energy growth starts to deviate from exponen-
tial. The black curves on the profiles and spectra are Gaussian fits, used to determine the averaged peak power
and FWHM bandwidth data to calculate the peak brightness. Figure 15 summarizes the data over the range of
pulse energies. The brightness is calculated using Eq. 11 and then normalized to the measured bandwidth.2 The
calculations show that the maximum pulse energy is 225 µJ at 8 keV, but that the minimum bandwidth and

2Calculations of the FEL transverse coherence at 16 keV, quantified via the M2 parameter, have indicated that typically
at saturation M2 ≈ 1.5, suggesting that the brightness is overestimated here by about this factor.
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Fig. 15 Saturation pulse energy, FWHM bandwidth, and peak brightness for HXR FEL operation using the nominal bunch

maximum brightness occur at 16 keV where the FWHM bandwidth is 0.15% and the peak brightness is 3 × 1033

ph/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1% BW.

4.2.2 SASE FEL performance with tracked bunch and static error bunch

The properties of the tracked bunch are shown in Fig. 16. The normalized slice emittance in both transverse planes
is less than 0.15 mm.mrad along the whole bunch—this is significantly smaller than the normalized emittance of
0.2 mm mrad for the nominal bunch. A small longitudinal energy chirp and a 20 µm transverse shear are in
the horizontal plane. The slice energy spread is approximately 1000 keV, double the value of the nominal bunch.
To create a static error bunch, the emittance was artificially increased at the laser heater to a value comparable
with the average emittance obtained at the end of Linac-3 from 100 random seeds of static errors and realistic

Fig. 16 Slice properties of the tracked bunch used for the S2E simulation
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Fig. 17 Comparison of 16 keV FEL pulse energies (top left), FEL pulse peak brightness (top centre), pulse bandwidth
(top right) as a function of distance along the undulator axis, and current profiles (bottom left), peak FEL power (bottom
centre), and energy spread (bottom right) along the bunch for the tracked bunch (dark blue) and the static error bunch
(light blue)

beam-based alignment. The static error bunch was propagated through the machine with a rematched lattice.
At the FEL, the normalized emittance is less than 0.2 mm.mrad over all slices, an increase of approximately
0.05 mm.mrad over the tracked bunch. All other slice properties are unchanged.

Figure 17 shows a comparison of FEL performance between the tracked bunch and the static error bunch. The
highest peak brightness obtained for the tracked bunch is 8.9 × 1033 ph/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1% bandwidth at 22 m
along the undulator axis. Here, the brightness is calculated directly from Eq. 10 with the electron and photon
beam sizes and divergences derived directly from the simulation results. At this distance, the FEL bandwidth is
0.076%. The pulse energy at the highest peak brightness is 116 µJ. The error bunch generates a pulse for which the
brightness saturates later, at about 31 m, and has a narrower bandwidth and reduced pulse energy. The highest
peak brightness for the pulse generated by the static error bunch is 3.52×1033 ph/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1% BW which
is about 40% the value of the highest peak brightness for the tracked bunch. The performance of the static error
bunch is not as good as that of the tracked bunch. However, it should be noted that:

• Although the saturation length is slightly longer than for the tracked bunch, it is still comfortably within the
36 m length of the undulator included in the design.

• The brightness comfortably exceeds the user minimum requirement of 1033 ph/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1% bandwidth.

This demonstrates that sufficient contingency has been built into the accelerator design to account for a degraded
emittance.

To help understand the dependence of the FEL performance on a wider range of emittance values, a set of
simulations was done in which the transverse phase space of the tracked bunch, as it enters the undulator, was
artificially expanded by multiplying the x , y , x′, and y′ values for each electron by scaling factors. The results
are shown in Fig. 18. The left-hand plot shows the peak brightness, and the right-hand plot shows the saturation
length. The tracked bunch working point is at the bottom left corner of each plot. The dotted line in the saturation
length plot is the 36 m contour shown because this is the length of the CompactLight undulator. The results confirm
an acceptable level of contingency in the design to cope with a reasonable increase in emittance over the nominal
values.
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Fig. 18 Contour plots of FEL peak brightness (left-hand side) and saturation length (right-hand side) for the tracked
bunch with artificially increased emittances. The dotted line on the right-hand side plot corresponds to a saturation length
of 36 m, which is the undulator length specified in the design

4.2.3 SASE FEL performance with dynamic error bunches

Table 38 in Sect. 5.3.3.3 shows the distribution of errors applied to the accelerator parameters to generate the
dynamic error bunches. Figures 19, 20, and 21 summarize the results of the FEL simulations. Figure 19 compares
the relative RMS variation of the pulse energy and peak brightness along the undulator. Each tracked bunch
simulation has a different shot noise seed, so that the stability of the output due to the intrinsic SASE noise can
be seen. The dynamic error bunches also have different shot noise seeds. Hence, the stability depends both on the
intrinsic SASE noise and the errors in the accelerator parameters—these results are, therefore, a good indication
of the predicted FEL stability as experienced by the users.

The user requirement stated in Sect. 3.2 is that the RMS stability of the FEL pulse energy should be less than
10%. This value is achieved at z = 23.5 m, just over 1 m further than the distance at which the highest peak
brightness is reached, but at this position, the peak brightness is still very close to the maximum, and the pulse
energy is still increasing. This distance is therefore chosen as the ’point of comparison’. The distributions of pulse
energies and peak brightness at the point of comparison for the tracked bunches and the dynamic error bunches
are shown in Fig. 20.

Figure 21 shows the evolution of pulse energy and peak brightness along the undulator. The results for the
tracked bunch are shown in blue—the average over 200 SASE shot noise realisations is shown in dark blue, with
the individual simulations in light blue. The results for the dynamic error bunches are shown in green—the average
over 200 bunches is shown in dark green and the individual simulations in light green.

Fig. 19 Comparison of RMS of the pulse energies and peak brightness distributions obtained from the dynamic error
bunches and tracked bunch along the undulator
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Fig. 20 Histograms of pulse energy (top) and peak brightness (bottom) for 200 tracked bunches with SASE shot noise and
200 dynamic error bunches

When averaged over noise realisations, the highest peak brightness for the tracked bunch is 9.23×1033

ph/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1% BW. However, at the point of comparison, it has reduced slightly to 8.3×1033

ph/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1% BW. The saturation length for the dynamic error bunches is slightly longer than for
tracked bunches, but the distance at which the highest peak brightness is reached is unchanged. At the point of
comparison, the average peak brightness is 7.9×1033 ph/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1% BW—around 5% lower than for the
tracked bunches. The average pulse energy for the dynamic error bunches at the point of comparison is 118 µJ,
5% less than for the tracked bunch.

Therefore, the inclusion of dynamic errors in the bunch distributions causes a small decrease in averaged peak
brightness and pulse energy and increases the fluctuations in the FEL output. However, the user requirements
that RMS fluctuations in pulse energy should be less than 10% and that the peak brightness should exceed 1033

ph/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1% BW are both satisfied.

4.2.4 Upgrade-2: self-seeding performance

Upgrade-2 includes self-seeding [72] options for both the HXR and SXR beamlines. The generic method is that the
FEL pulse is extracted at some point along the undulator line before saturation and filtered to reduce its spectral
width, hence increasing its coherence length. The filtered pulse is then used as a seed and injected into the second
section of the undulator line to be amplified to saturation. The method used to filter the pulse depends on the
wavelength regime. The CompactLight design follows the methods used in the existing FEL facilities, both in the
SXR [73] and the HXR [74]. In the SXR, a compact grating monochromator is used. This replaces an undulator
module. In the HXR, a diamond crystal is used, with the crystal orientation adjusted, such that a notch is taken
out of the spectrum at the appropriate photon energy. The output pulse from the crystal then contains a trailing
monochromatic wake used as the seed pulse. In both cases, the electron beam must be diverted in a small chicane
around the optical elements, with the path length of the electron bunch to overlap with the seed pulse in the
second undulator section. The chicane has another useful function—the longitudinal dispersion, parameterised to
first order by the chicane matrix element R56, has the effect of smearing out the noisy FEL-induced microbunching
induced in the first undulator section, which otherwise would re-imprint itself upon the seed pulse in the second
undulator section, reducing the coherence length.

The next sections summarize the design and simulation studies that have been done to show the feasibility of
the schemes in the SXR and HXR for the CompactLight parameters and illustrate the performance enhancement
compared to the baseline SASE operation.

4.2.4.1 SXR self-seeding

The SXR self-seeding monochromator is based on the design described in [75] for the European XFEL, modified to
accept a large photon-energy range (0.25–2 keV). Figure 22 shows a schematic of the layout. The monochromator
consists of a plane grating that creates an angular dispersion of the X-ray beam in the plane perpendicular to
the electron-bunch chicane. The beam is then focused by the cylindrical mirror M1 on the exit slit, which selects
a narrow bandwidth. By keeping a constant beam deviation angle at the grating and thus a constant incidence
angle on M1, a fixed focus position at the exit slit is provided for all photon energies. The beam is refocused to the
undulator entrance, separately in the horizontal and vertical plane, by two cylindrical mirrors, M2 and M3. All
optics are coated with platinum to provide sufficient damage threshold and reflectance across the photon-energy
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Fig. 21 Comparison of 16 keV FEL pulse energy (top) and peak brightness (bottom) for 200 tracked bunches with SASE
shot noise and for 200 dynamic error bunches

Fig. 22 Schematic of the SXR grating monochromator. The two beam deviation angles at the grating are associated with
the 500 l/mm and 1000 l/mm (in parenthesis) gratings. The blaze angles of the gratings are 1.3◦ (500 l/mm) and 0.9◦

(1000 l/mm)
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Fig. 23 Resolution and transmission of the SXR self-seeding monochromator

range. Two gratings with different line densities (500 l/mm and 1000 l/mm) enable high transmission over the
whole photon-energy range. The resolution and transmission of the monochromator are shown in Fig. 23.

The parameters used for the FEL simulations were the nominal ones shown in Table 3 with the electron bunch
energy reduced to E = 2.36 GeV. The undulator parameter was aw = 1.013 giving FEL resonance at 2 keV
(λ = 0.62 nm). The optimum location to position the monochromator was found to be after the second undulator
module. At this point, the output pulse from the monochromator had sufficient intensity to dominate the electron
beam shot noise power yet the energy spread growth in the electron bunch was not enough to prohibit exponential
gain in the second undulator section. Placing the monochromator at other locations gave poorer results.

Figure 24 shows the simulated FEL pulse profile entering and exiting the monochromator. The centre plot shows
the incident pulse spectrum and the extent of the hard-edged 1000 meV bandwidth centred at λ = 0.618 nm. The
output pulse is seen to have a smooth profile with a peak power reduced from 1300 to 0.8 MW due to the filtering
and the 0.45% transmission. Although the pulse power has been much reduced, it is still sufficient to dominate
the SASE shot noise emission in the second undulator section, as shown.

For 2 keV operation, the increase in the photon path length when passing the monochromator is Δs = 0.144
mm. The electron is delayed by the same amount in a compact chicane. For any dipole chicane, the R56 term is
twice the electron beam path length increase compared to on-axis propagation. This is applied as a simple linear
transform to the electron bunch as it enters the second undulator section. The effect of the longitudinal dispersion
on the microbunching induced by the FEL process in the first undulator section is shown in Fig. 25—it is seen to
be completely suppressed.

Figure 26 shows the FEL performance in the second undulator section after the monochromator. The pulse
energy grows to 70 µJ at a distance of z = 6.5 m and 140 µJ at z = 8.5 m. The pulse profiles at these two pulse
energies are shown [(b) and (c)] in comparison to SASE pulses with the same pulse energies. The SASE simulations
have identical undulator, electron beam, and simulation parameters. The 70 µJ self-seeded pulse has a somewhat

Fig. 24 Monochromator input pulse power profile (left), spectrum and monochromator bandwidth (centre), and output
pulse (right)
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Fig. 25 Electron beam microbunching before and after the chicane

Fig. 26 SXR Self-Seeding simulation results for output at 2 keV: a Growth of pulse energy vs distance z through second
undulator section. b Self-seeded pulse profile at z = 6.5 m with pulse energy 70 µJ (in blue) and equivalent SASE pulse of
the same pulse energy (in grey). c Self-seeded pulse profile at z = 8.5 m with pulse energy 140 µJ (in blue) and equivalent
SASE pulse of the same pulse energy. d Spectra of 70 µJ self-seeded pulse (red) and equivalent SASE pulse (grey). Both
spectra were normalized to peak values. e Spectra of 140 µJ self-seeded pulse (red) and equivalent SASE pulse (grey)
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smoother profile than the equivalent SASE pulse, but a much smaller FWHM bandwidth of Δλ/λ0 = 2 × 10−4.
At 140 µJ, the self-seeded pulse profile looks qualitatively similar to the equivalent SASE pulse, and again, the
FWHM spectrum is far narrower, although not so clean. The FWHM length of the 70 µJ self-seeded pulse is
Δs = 1.3 µm. The time-bandwidth product of the pulse, a measure of how close the pulse is to the transform
limit, can be estimated as

ΔνΔt =
1
λ

Δλ

λ0
Δs = 0.42, (18)

which is very close to the value of a Gaussian pulse with constant phase. Note that the time-bandwidth product
of the 140 µJ pulse has not been calculated, because the pulse profile is too irregular to reasonably determine the
FWHM pulse duration.

An initial analysis of the stability of self-seeding vs. SASE was made, based on 20 self-seeded shot noise real-
isations and 20 SASE simulations. The results are shown in Fig. 27. At saturation, the relative rms fluctuation
of the self-seeded pulse energy was 12% compared to 9% for SASE. The self-seeded spectra showed very good
shot-to-shot reproducibility with stability of the central wavelength.

In summary, a realistic SXR self-seeding scheme has been designed and simulated. The results indicate that at
2 keV photon energy near-transform-limited pulses with an energy >70 µJ can be produced.

4.2.4.2 HXR self-seeding

The parameters used for the FEL simulations were the nominal ones, as shown in Table 3. The undulator parameter
was aw = 0.6174, giving FEL resonance at 16 keV (λ = 0.0775 nm).

As described above, the monochromator for HXR operation is a diamond crystal, with the crystal orientation
adjusted for transmission at the appropriate photon energy. The output pulse from the crystal contains a trailing
monochromatic wake which is used as the seed pulse [76]. The monochromator was modelled using an approach
based on dynamic diffraction theory developed for SwissFEL [77, 78], which agrees well with the model by Geloni
et al. [76].

Fig. 27 Stability of SXR self-seeding vs SASE operation. The top plot shows the relative rms stability of the pulse energy
vs distance through the undulator, for self-seeding and SASE. The colored squares indicate the saturation points. The
bottom left plot shows the spectra of 20 shot-noise realisations (light pink) and the average overall shots (darker pink). The
bottom right plot shows the equivalent data for SASE
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Optimisation of the setup requires determining the monochromator’s location and the crystal thickness. This
was carried out fairly coarsely due to the computationally intensive demands of the simulations but with promising
results. FEL simulations for varying lengths of the first undulator section (up to the monochromator) were carried
out for five-shot noise realisations. The monochromatic wake was calculated for various crystal thicknesses. The
wake is composed of a series of peaks, the peak power of which decreases with distance behind the main pulse,
such that the first trailing pulse is most effective for self-seeding. Increasing the thickness of the crystal increases
the peak power of the peaks in the wake while reducing their duration and separation. Taking each case into the
second undulator, simulation stage requires the delay applied to the electron bunch to be appropriately set to
overlap with the wake. Also, as described in the previous section, the corresponding R56 should be applied, which
reduces micro-bunching from the first stage. For optimum performance, the second undulator stage should also be
detuned to take into account energy lost from the electron beam up to that point.

It was found that a combination of eight undulator modules in the first stage, together with a crystal thickness of
0.2 mm, was suited to give good performance. Figure 28 shows the simulated FEL pulse profile entering and exiting
the monochromator. The central plot and its inset show the filtering effect applied by the crystal at λ = 0.077566
nm and the pulse spectrum before and after this is applied. The plot of the output pulse on the right is scaled to
show the trailing monochromatic wake, which has significantly lower power than the input pulse but is sufficient
to dominate the shot noise emission in the second undulator section. In the right plot, the results for four other
shot noise realisations are shown. The required electron beam delay to overlap with the wake is 7 µm in this case,
with R56 =14 µm applied as a simple linear transformation to the electron bunch before the second undulator
section.

Figure 29 shows the simulated performance of the self-seeding scheme compared to SASE. For the self-seeded
case, the pulse energy reaches ∼50 µJ after six undulator modules of the second stage, and ∼100 µJ after eight
undulator modules. The pulse temporal profiles and spectra at these two pulse energies are shown in comparison
to equivalent SASE simulation results taken at the same pulse energies. Similar to the SXR results, the temporal
profile for the lower pulse energy case (50 µJ here) is somewhat smoother than the equivalent SASE pulse, while
the bandwidth is significantly reduced to Δλ/λ0 = 2 × 10−5. The time–bandwidth product in this case has been
estimated to be 0.57, which is close to a Gaussian with constant phase. The higher pulse energy case has a
qualitatively degraded temporal profile while retaining a clean, narrow spectrum. Note that unlike Fig. 26, the
top plot in Fig. 29 shows distance from the start of the first undulator section, to show a comparison with SASE,
with the other four shot-noise realisations from Fig. 28 also shown for the self-seeded case.

4.2.4.3 Self-seeding summary

Realistic SXR and HXR self-seeding schemes have been designed and simulated. The results indicate that at 2 keV
photon energy near-transform-limited pulses with an energy >70 µJ can be produced, and that at 16 keV photon
energy single wavelength pulses with energy 100 µJ can be produced. The simulations shown here indicate that
self-seeding schemes can, therefore, introduce a significant brightness enhancement over SASE of a factor of 15–20,
as shown in Fig. 30.

Fig. 28 Monochromator input pulse power profile (left), spectrum and monochromator bandwidth (centre, with zoomed
horizontal axis in the inset), and output pulse (right). In the right plot only are shown results for four other shot noise
realisations
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Fig. 29 HXR Self-Seeding simulation results for output at 16 keV: a Growth of pulse energy vs distance z from the
start of the first undulator section (dashed lines are other shot-noise cases). b Self-seeded pulse profile at z = 33.5 m (6
modules/13.1 m in the second stage) with pulse energy 50 µJ (in blue) and equivalent SASE pulse of the same pulse energy
(in grey). c Self-seeded pulse profile at z = 38.0 m (8 modules/17.6 m in the second stage) with pulse energy 100 µJ (in
blue) and equivalent SASE pulse of the same pulse energy. d Spectra of 50 µJ self-seeded pulse (red) and equivalent SASE
pulse (grey). Both spectra were normalized to peak values. e Spectra of 100 µJ self-seeded pulse (red) and equivalent SASE
pulse (grey)

Fig. 30 Figure showing enhancement of peak brightness compared to SASE for the SXR and HXR self-seeding examples.
The electron bunch is an ideal Gaussian current profile with constant nominal slice parameters
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4.2.5 Summary of FEL performance

The predicted performance of the CompactLight FEL is summarized in Table 4. The SASE output figures at
16 keV are directly taken from the simulations using the tracked electron bunches with added dynamic errors,
averaged over 200 bunches, and are the best available predictions of FEL performance. The SASE output figures
at other photon energies are derived from the SASE results at 16 keV but scaled to the relevant photon energies
according to the simulation results of the nominal bunch reported in Sect. 4.2.1. The self-seeded results are taken
directly from the simulations, which used nominal electron bunches, so they are not directly comparable with the
SASE results.

5 Accelerator

5.1 Injector

The XLS injector system extends from the electron source to the Bunch Compressor 1 (BC-1) exit, corresponding to
an upper energy of 300 MeV. At about 300 MeV the electron beam experiences a transition from the “space-charge”
dominated regime to the ”emittance dominated” regime and the emittance compensation process, performed within
the injector itself, can be considered accomplished. The target injector parameters are reported in Table 5.

To achieve these parameters, the injector design incorporates various components, as shown in Fig. 31, from the
electron source (including the cathode material definition and laser system specifications), to the capture sections

Table 4 Summary of predicted FEL performance in SASE and self-seeded modes

SASE Self-seeded

Photon energy (keV) 2 4 8 12 16 2 16

Pulse energy (µJ) 210 362 448 266 118 70 100

Bandwidth (% RMS) 0.19 0.17 0.13 0.10 0.07 0.01 0.001

Brightnessa 0.04 0.17 1.2 2.7 7.9 0.17 47
a(1033 ph/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1% BW)

Table 5 Target injector parameters

Parameter Unit After VB and/or BC-1

Charge Q pC 75

Beam energy MeV 300

RMS bunch duration σt fs 350

Peak current A 60

RMS energy spread % 0.5

Projected RMS norm. emittance µm 0.2

Repetition rate Hz 100–1000

Fig. 31 Injector layout
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needed to boost the beam energy up to 300 MeV (including the possibility of operating in Velocity Bunching
configuration and/or with a magnetic compressor system). Additional components are required to provide the
proper parameters optimization. These are the higher harmonics RF structure, see Sect. 5.2.8, for longitudinal
phase space linearization, the X-band RF deflector system, see Sect. 5.4.1.4, to provide adequate longitudinal
diagnostics, and the Laser Heater, to prevent possible micro-bunch instabilities in BC1. Various diagnostics tools
have also been considered to monitor the beam quality along the injector itself and are described in Sect. 5.4.

The final injector design uses the same injector for both the operational modes, high (1 kHz) and low (100 Hz)
repetition rate. This implies operating the whole injector at a moderate accelerating gradient while keeping the
beam quality within the requirements. This choice is less expensive than a scheme with a dedicated injector for
each operational mode. The final layout, see Fig. 31, includes a 2.6 cell C-Band RF Gun followed by a C-Band
Booster up to 150 MeV, partially embedded in a long solenoid, a laser heater, a second C-band booster up to
300 MeV, a K-Band Linearizer, and a Magnetic Compressor BC1. To fulfil the FEL operating modes, the XLS
injector will use a gun and a photoinjector laser able to operate with two e-pulses, for each RF pulse, spaced by
3 or 5 RF cycles of the C-band frequency A Copper Cathode driven by a 1 kHz Ti:Sa Laser is the choice for the
electron source. This configuration meets the design goals of the XLS injector of Table 5, as shown in the beam
dynamics Sect. 5.3. The following paragraphs describe the technical characteristics of the main components not
described in other sections.

5.1.1 2.5 Cell C-band RF gun and solenoid design

5.1.1.1 RF gun design

The strategy for the design of the 2.5 cell RF gun has been that typically implemented in the high gradient
structure design, based on the reduction of the surface electric field, surface modified Poynting vector [79] and
pulsed heating [80]. To this purpose, the gun is fed with short RF pulses (τ < 300 ns) and the coupling with
the input waveguide is axial, through the last iris, with a mode launcher [81]. Standard couplers on the full cell,
even if strongly rounded [82–84] cannot be used because of the high magnetic field and, as a consequence, high
pulsed heating on the coupling holes. These two implementations (short RF pulses and mode launcher) reduce the
pulsed heating (that scales with the square root of the RF pulse length), the breakdown rate (that scales with τ5),
the average dissipated power, and the surface magnetic field on the input coupler. The reduction of the average
dissipated power is important, in the CompactLight case, for the high repetition rate operation (1 kHz). Also,
the geometry of the standing-wave (SW) cells has been optimized introducing an elliptical shape of the irises to
reduce the surface electric field. The electromagnetic design has been performed using ANSYS HFSS [85] and the
simulated gun geometry is shown in Fig. 32. The four-port mode launcher has been designed following the criteria
illustrated in [86] and the four ports allow complete cancellation of the dipole and quadrupole field components,
typically induced by simple mode launchers. The main parameters of the structure are given in Table 6.

The structure is fed with 300 ns RF input pulses at 1 kHz repetition rate with a copper cathode peak field of
160 MV/m. The RF pulse length and cathode peak field have been chosen as a compromise between the required
peak input power from the klystron, average dissipated power into the gun, and beam dynamics performance. For
the same reason, instead of the original 1.5 cell gun [87, 88], the design adds one more accelerating cell to increase

Fig. 32 Gun geometry simulated by ANSYS-HFSS
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Table 6 Main parameters of the C-band gun

Parameter Unit Value

Working frequency GHz 5.996

Ecath/P
1/2
diss MV/(mMW1/2) 52

RF input power MW 18

Cathode peak field MV/m 160

Cathode type Copper

Rep. rate Hz 1000

Quality factor 11,800

Filling time ns 164

Coupling coefficient 3

RF pulse-length ns 300

Esurf/Ecath 0.9

Modified Poynting vector W/μ m2 2.5

Pulsed heating ◦C <20

Average diss. power W 2300

the beam energy at the gun exit that is now comparable with that of a 1.6 cell S-band gun operating at 120 MV/m
cathode peak field [89]. The RF source is a 20 MW C-band klystron with an average power, at 1 kHz, similar to
that of the klystron currently in use at SwissFEL [70]. This klystron is currently not commercially available, but
from preliminary evaluations, we believe that it may be available in the next 3–5 years.

The gun is directly fed by the klystron through a circulator. Commercial circulators that operate at this level of
power already exist [90] and can be adopted. The coupling coefficient has been designed to minimize the required
input power for the 160 MV/m cathode peak field operation and the average dissipated power. Figure 33 shows
the average dissipated power in the gun and the required input power as a function of the RF pulse length for
three different coupling coefficients. The 300 ns operation with a coupling coefficient equal to 3 has been chosen as
a good compromise between the required input power and the average dissipated power in the gun. The profiles
of the input, reflected, dissipated power and cathode peak field are given in Fig. 34.

The magnitude and phase of the on-axis longitudinal accelerating field are reported in Fig. 35. The plot shows

Fig. 33 Average dissipated power (upper plot) and required input power (bottom plot) as a function of the rf pulse-length,
for three different coupling coefficients
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Fig. 34 Input, reflected, dissipated power (upper plot) and cathode peak field (bottom plot) as a function of time for a
300 ns pulse-length with 30 ns rise time

Fig. 35 Magnitude and phase of the longitudinal accelerating field on axis

the standing-wave accelerating field in the first 2.5 cells operating on the π-mode and the propagating field into
the circular waveguide (phase plot). In the beam dynamics calculations, we have also taken into account the
contribution of the field in the circular waveguide itself.

5.1.1.2 Thermo-mechanical analysis

The operation at 1 kHz with 300 ns RF pulses, results in an average dissipated power into the gun body of
more than 2 kW. For this reason, a careful design of the cooling system has been performed. The gun cooling
system integrates four cooling channels, as shown in Fig. 36: three for the cells and one for the cathode, with
a total flow of about 20 liter/min for the channel. The 3D model of the gun, including cooling channels, has
been implemented in the Ansys Workbench (WB) [85] environment. With this code, the fully coupled thermal,
structural and electromagnetic analysis has been performed. The heat load obtained by the electromagnetic analysis
has been imported in the thermal analysis module. The final temperature distribution is given in Fig. 37a and
the corresponding deformation is depicted in Fig. 37b. The deformed structure has then been simulated and the
detuning has been evaluated to be about 1 MHz, while the field distribution is basically unperturbed thanks to
the uniform cooling system design. This detuning can be either compensated by changing the water temperature
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Fig. 36 Gun cooling system simulated in ANSYS

Fig. 37 a Gun temperature distribution and corresponding deformation (b)

during operation by about 15 deg, or by designing the structure with a resonant frequency higher than the nominal
one.

5.1.1.3 Gun solenoid design

The sketch of the RF gun with mode launcher and solenoid is given in Fig. 38. The solenoid around the circular
waveguide has been designed using Poisson Superfish [91]. The simulated structure and the magnetic field profiles
on axis are given in Fig. 39. The main solenoid parameters are reported in Table 7. To cancel the magnetic field
on the cathode and prevent an increase of the beam emittance [92], a bucking coil is foreseen to be located at the
back of the RF gun. Figure 39b shows the effect of the backing coil on the magnetic field at the cathode position
at 165 mm from the coordinate z = 0. Both the electromagnetic field in the RF gun and circular waveguide and
the solenoid field have been inserted in the beam dynamics simulations.

5.1.1.4 Photocathode and laser systems

The photo-cathode is the key component of a photoinjector, since the overall quality of the electron beam and
the reliability of the photoinjector depend on material type, robustness, roughness, and lifetime. The electron
beam produced by the photo-cathode is emitted via the photoelectric effect using a laser source of appropriate

Fig. 38 Sketch of the RF gun with mode launcher and solenoid
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Fig. 39 a Solenoid simulated by the code Poisson and magnetic field profile on axis (b)

Table 7 Main gun solenoid parameters

Parameter Unit Value

Bmax T 0.53

Bore radius mm 33

Solenoid length mm 120

Yoke material Low carbon steel

Integrated field T mm 59.4

Good field region radius mm 10 mm

Integrated field variation 3 × 10−5

Number of turns 336

Conductor dimension mm 5.6 × 5.6/bore 3.6

Nominal current A 164

Nominal voltage V 40

Inductance mH 3

Resistance mΩ 242

Water flow rate l/min 3.72

Temperature drop ◦C 25

Pressure drop bar 2.72

Bucking coil conductor diameter mm 1.6

Bucking coil radius mm 72

Bucking coil number of turns 700

Bucking coil nominal current A 7.5

wavelength. The longitudinal and transverse electron beam profiles are determined by the laser time and spatial
structure [93].

To satisfy the CompactLight requirements, the design adopts a metallic photo-cathode. This choice is based on
the results obtained worldwide in different laboratories, and on the ASTRA [94] simulation studies, comparing the
transverse emittance and the normalized transverse emittance between the cathode materials Cs2Te vs Cu. The
S-/C-band of the e-gun has been studied, with a solenoid after the photo-cathode, at the Ferrario working point.
The proper laser parameters have been studied for the final selection of wavelength, pulse duration, pulse length,
pulse energy, intrinsic emittance, and QE tuning, plus the repetition rate, the longitudinal-transverse and 3D pulse
profile optimization. The GIOTTO [95] code was implemented and provided optimization results of the normalized
transverse emittance [96]. Simulations have been done also to optimize transverse/longitudinal emittance, beam
size, and bunch length, with 1.6, 2.5, and 5.6 cavity cells, with various cavity voltages and solenoid distances from
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the photo-cathode [97]. The most suitable candidate metal was found to be copper (Cu) [97]. The photo-cathode
is centred on the flange and closes the RF gun half-cell.

The main criteria for the selection of the cathode have been the high quantum efficiency, high robustness, and
fast response time in addition to low intrinsic emittance, low surface roughness, and high lifetime. Moreover, the
photo-cathode is also subject to surface modification and contamination due to laser radiation, RF field breakdown,
and low vacuum pressure. A Cu photo-cathode, due to its fast response time (10−16 s < τ < 10−14 s), is useful
for laser pulse shaping and for its robustness and lifetime. Cu photo-cathodes are minimally reactive with respect
to other materials, they require about 10−9 Torr vacuum level, and they are compatible with the environment
of the RF cavity, whose walls are also made of Cu [93]. For all these reasons, an oxygen-free polycrystalline Cu
photo-cathode has been chosen for CompactLight.

The required electron beam distribution defines the characteristics of the laser system to be used for the photoe-
mission. In general, metal photo-cathodes require UV light, generated from 3rd or 4th harmonic conversion from
an IR fundamental wavelength. Photo-cathode drive lasers for high brightness electron beam applications must
have very specific capabilities driven by two major considerations: (1) the low photoemission efficiency for robust
photo-cathodes requires high UV pulse energy given the required charge; (2) the emittance compensation process
is most successful with uniform temporal and spatial laser energy distribution. Additionally, low amplitude and
time jitter from pulse-to-pulse, as well as stable pointing stability, are needed to ensure high performance. The
laser pulses have to be synchronized with the master oscillator to extract electrons at the specified phase of the
RF wave [98, 99].

The photo-cathode laser system will be based on a Ti:Sapphire laser at 800 nm with about 100 fs pulse duration.
The photo-cathode pulses are up-converted via harmonic generation to the 3rd harmonic at 266 nm; the wavelength
required for electron extraction out of the copper cathode. The laser system must deliver an excess of 50 µJ energy
per pulse at a wavelength of 266 nm to the photo-cathode at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. This energy requirement
comes from the typical quantum efficiency of copper photo-cathodes, which is of the order of 10−5 [100]. Considering
the worst case QE of 10−6 the requested energy per pulse will be about 100µJ, a typical value for a Ti:Sapphire
laser system. Indeed, in both cases, a commercial Ti:Sapphire laser system as https://amplitude-laser.com/freque
nce/khz-en [101] can be used. Table 8 reports the technical specification of a such laser system.

The emittance compensation scheme requires that the laser pulse must have a uniform transverse and flat-
top longitudinal profile at the cathode to compensate for the non-linear space-charge field with proper magnetic

Table 8 The technical specification of the Ti:Sapphire laser system (ARCO)
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Fig. 40 First step is the photo-cathode plugs preparation inside the chamber (left), and the photo-cathode plugs are then
transported by using the vacuum suitcase (centre) inside the load-lock system (right)

focusing. For the longitudinal flat-top profile, there is in fact a rise time of about 1 ps and an FWHM value of about
4 ps. Such a temporal and spatial laser energy distribution on the cathode has been demonstrated to reduce the
emittance [102, 103]. A small portion of the laser pulse will be used for the laser heater—for details, see Sect. 5.1.3.

It is important to use a load-lock system for the RF gun to guarantee a fast and safe photo-cathode exchange
under vacuum conditions. Without a load-lock system, the photo-cathode exchange takes 2–3 days and the
photo-cathode surface gets contaminated in the atmosphere during installation, leading to undesired QE degrada-
tion [104]. A given system must be implemented in the photo-cathode area using a suitable design—Fig. 40 shows
the SWISSFEL load lock system from the photo-cathode preparation to the RF gun insertion [104].

5.1.2 C-band booster

5.1.2.1 C-band RF modules

The C-band booster comprises four 2 m-long traveling-wave accelerating structures installed after the photoinjector,
to boost the beam energy up to 120 MeV of the laser heater; see the RF feeding system in Fig. 41. In addition, six
more structures are planned to be installed before the first bunch compressor to further increase the beam energy
up to 300 MeV. The C-band structure parameters are listed in Table 9 and they have been determined using the
algorithm in [105]. Each structure has a linear tapering of the irises. The average dimension of the iris, 〈a〉, and
the tapering angle have been chosen in order to maximize the structure efficiency, as given in Fig. 42 where the
effective shunt impedance has been plotted as a function of the average iris radius. In Fig. 43, the same parameter
is plotted as a function of the tapering angle for the case 〈a〉 = 6.6 mm. All calculations assumed the klystron
parameters listed in Table 10, 2 m-long structures and the BOC pulse-compressor parameters similar to those
already implemented for SwissFEL [106]. The klystron operating parameters reported in Table 10, 15 MW peak
power, 2 µs RF pulse-length and 1 kHz repetition rate, are an evolution of those of the C-band klystron currently

Fig. 41 Schematic layout of the C-band booster feeding system
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Table 9 Main parameters of the C-band structures

Parameter Unit

Working frequency GHz 5.996

Phase advance per cell rad 2π/3

Average iris radius 〈a〉 mm 6.6

Iris radius a mm 6.94–6.26

Number of cells per structure 120

Accelerating cell length mm 16.67

Structure length Ls m 2

Shunt impedance R MΩ/m 71–77

Effective shunt impedance Rs MΩ/m 190

Group velocity vg/c % 2.4–1.6

Filling time ns 336

Average acceleration gradient MV/m 15

Required input power per module MW 9

Number of structure in the module 4

Fig. 42 Effective shunt impedance as a function of the average iris radius

Fig. 43 Effective shunt impedance as a function of the tapering angle for the case 〈a〉 = 6.6 mm
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Table 10 Main parameters of the C-band llystron

Parameter Unit Value

Operating frequency GHz 5.996

Klystron pulse-length µs 2

Klystron peak power MW 15

Repetition rate Hz 1000

Q0 of BOC 216,000

QE of BOC 19,100

Fig. 44 a Geometry of the C-band solenoid simulated with Poisson-Superfish; b longitudinal magnetic field on axis

in operation at the SwissFEL linac [70]. Currently, this type of klystron is not available on the market, but, based
on information received from the industry, it could be available in the next 3–5 years.

5.1.2.2 C-band structure solenoid

For the beam emittance compensation process, a long solenoid is placed around the first accelerating structure.
The solenoid has been designed using the code Poisson Superfish [91]. It is a four-coil solenoid with iron shielding,
as illustrated in Fig. 44a, where the simulated geometry is shown. Figure 44b shows the profile of the magnetic
field on the axis. The main parameters of the solenoid are reported in Table 11.

5.1.3 Laser heater

The brightness of X-ray FELs is affected by the uniformity of the longitudinal density and energy distribution
of the electron beam injected into the undulator. Such uniformity can be spoiled by several collective processes
occurring during acceleration and time compression. Among them, the microbunching instability (MBI) is one of
the most significant [107]. Driven by a combination of longitudinal space-charge force (LSC), coherent synchrotron
radiation (CSR), and energy dispersion in magnetic compressors, the MBI induces a broadband modulation of the
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Table 11 Main C-band structure solenoid parameters

Parameter Unit Value

Bmax T 0.22

Bore radius mm 100

Total solenoid length m 2

Single coil length mm 418

Yoke material Low carbon steel

Total integrated field T mm 40

Good field region radius mm 20 mm

Integrated field variation 10−4

Number of turns per coil 288

Conductor dimension mm 8 × 8/bore 6

Nominal current per coil A 278

Nominal voltage per coil V 153

Inductance per coil mH 9.17

Resistance per coil mΩ 553

Water flow rate per coil l/min 2

Temperature drop per coil ◦C 20

Pressure drop per coil bar 2.43

electron beam energy and longitudinal charge distribution. This process originates with shot noise and cathode-
induced non-uniformities in the particle distribution and is further stimulated and amplified by bunch length
compression, in proportion to the bunch peak current. At the undulator entrance, the electron beam can have
significant longitudinal energy and density modulations at micron to sub-micron scale lengths. Longer wavelength
modulations can degrade the FEL spectrum, especially in externally seeded FEL schemes, while those at shorter
wavelengths may appear as an increased slice energy spread and therefore translate into reduced FEL gain and
intensity.

As a means to control the MBI, Saldin et al. [108] proposed the addition of a device commonly referred to as a
“laser heater” (LH). This device adds a controlled amount of incoherent energy spread to the electron beam and
suppresses further MBI growth via energy Landau damping. The ability of an LH to increase the final electron
beam brightness was initially demonstrated at the LCLS hard X-ray FEL, where both a reduction of the FEL
gain length and an increase of the photon flux were observed [109]. This section presents the specifications of the
CompactLight LH system.

5.1.3.1 Footprint

The CompactLight LH consists of a short, planar undulator located in a magnetic chicane, where an external
laser pulse is superimposed to the electron beam. The electron-laser interaction within the undulator produces
an energy modulation on the longitudinal scale length of the laser wavelength. The dispersion in the second half
of the chicane smears the energy modulation in time, leaving the beam with a larger incoherent energy spread.
The LH chicane includes two screen stations for spatial alignment of laser and electron beam, two Beam Position
Monitors for online electron beam trajectory control, and a screen and a BPM on each side of the undulator. A
schematic is shown in Fig. 45. The electron beam size is 80µm in both transverse planes at the location of the LH

Fig. 45 Top view (not to scale) of the LH system. The overall length is approximately 1.5 m
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undulator, as predicted by particle tracking runs.

5.1.3.2 Laser

The external laser pulse consists of a small portion of the 800 nm Ti:Sa photocathode drive laser pulse, extracted
before the latter is harmonically up-converted to the UV. The LH laser pulse temporal duration should completely
cover the electron beam duration. It is therefore specified to be at least 20 ps FWHM. The LH laser pulse energy,
expected to be up to several 10’s µJ level, can be attenuated by a polarimeter. A separate shutter can completely
block the pulse.

5.1.3.3 Undulator

The undulator consists of eight 40 mm-long periods and a peak field of 0.4 T. The vertical gap can be remotely
changed to resonantly match the external laser wavelength for electron beam energies in the range 100–140 MeV.
The undulator parameter is around 1 for efficient laser–electron interaction. The relative energy bandwidth of the
undulator is 12%.

5.1.3.4 Chicane

The symmetric 4-dipole chicane has a twofold scope. First, it allows the laser to be transversely aligned to the
electron beam and perfectly overlapped with it. Second, it smears out the laser-induced energy modulation and
transforms it into an uncorrelated energy spread. This happens by virtue of the linear transport matrix terms from
the undulator to the chicane end.

Smearing becomes effective when the electrons’ phase shift is larger than the laser wavelength. The design
assumes that the phase shift is twice the modulation wavelength for a safe operation, that is

√
〈Δz2〉 = 2π

√
(R51σx, W )2 + (R52σ′

x, W )2 + (R56σδ)2 ≥ 2λL, (19)

where, however, R51 = 0 due to the achromatic lattice. σ′
x, W =

√
εn, x/(γ0βW ) ≈ 10µrad is the RMS beam

divergence at the waist and σδ ≈ 10−5 is the relative uncorrelated energy spread.
The coefficients R52 and R56 can be expressed as function of the chicane geometry

R52 ≈ θ(ld + lb),
R56 ≈ θ2

(
ld + 2

3 lb
)
,

(20)

where the approximation is for small dipole bending angle θ � 1, ld is the length of the outer arms and lb is
the dipole arc length. It is apparent that the effect of energy smearing by R56 is θ-times smaller than the effect
induced by the angular dispersion R52, and the former can, therefore, be neglected. The minimum value of the
latter can be calculated from Eq. 19 as ≈ 23 mm. This translates also into the value of the horizontal dispersion
function ηx at the centre of the chicane, and to approximately the distance of the deflected trajectory from the
straight one. Thus, the chicane vacuum chamber needs to be to be 33 mm wide horizontally. The non-deflected
electron beam propagates 5 mm from the right-hand wall. When deflected, the beam translates 23 mm from the
straight trajectory (R52 ≈ 23 mm), so that 5 mm are left from the chamber’s left side. The chamber is assumed
to be round in the outer dipole magnets and tapered to an elliptical geometry internally to the chicane.

The dipole length is 0.1 m and Eq. 20 defines the length of the outer drifts for the specified R52 as a function of
the dipole bending angle. The total chicane length is the sum of the 4 dipole lengths, outer drifts, undulator length,
and an additional 0.3 m to insert diagnostics at the undulator ends (see Fig. 45). Such lengths are shown in Fig. 46.
The total LH system is 1.4 m long for 5 deg (0.087 rad) bending angle. The dipole field is By, b = E[GeV]

0.2998
θb

lb
= 0.34

T. Fig 46 also shows the horizontal emittance growth induced, respectively, by the particles’ energy change in
the undulator dispersive region as a consequence of the interaction with the laser beam (slice emittance growth),
and by CSR in the four dipole magnets (see Eq. 21). The former contribution is estimated in the pessimistic
assumption of full chromatic filamentation of the transverse phase space and plotted for a fixed R52. The latter
is the sum in quadrature of the contribution from each dipole [110]. It is shown that 5◦ bending angle ensures
negligible emittance growth from both effects is given by

(
Δεx

εx

)

chrom
≤ 1

2

(
R52σE, LH

σx, W E

)2

,

(
Δεx

εx

)

csr
≈ 7.5 · 10−3 βx

γ0

(
Nerel2b

R5/3σ
4/3
z

)2

,

(21)
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Fig. 46 Outer drift and total chicane length (left axis) and horizontal emittance growth induced by horizontal dispersion
and CSR (right axis) vs. dipole bending angle, for fixed R52 = 23 mm

where Ne is the number of electrons in a bunch, re is the classical electron radius, R is the dipole’s curvature
radius, and σz is the RMS bunch length.

5.1.3.5 Summary table

Table 12 summarizes the laser heater system specifications. The nominal values refer to the RMS-induced energy
spread of 12 keV at the beam energy of 120 MeV. The ranges are evaluated for up to 30 keV RMS-induced energy
spread.

5.2 RF systems and structures

The CompactLight linac is composed of 24 X-band RF modules which provide a beam energy of up to 5.5 GeV at
a repetition rate of 100 Hz and an energy of 2.4 GeV at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. This flexibility in operation is a
major innovation of CompactLight and allows a wide range of experiments to be carried out. The linac has a large
impact on facility performance and represents a major part of the overall cost; consequently, a significant effort
was put into its design. The linac begins at the output of the injector and first bunch compressor. At this point,
the beam is fully relativistic, with an energy of 300 MeV, and the linac ends when the beam has achieved its final
energy of 2.5–5.5 GeV, depending on the operating mode. Two additional X-band RF modules are added to the
low-energy beamline as part of Upgrade-2. The linac is composed of repeated modules of standardized layout and
composition, with three types that incorporate four, two, and one quadrupole per module for low, medium, and
high energy parts of the linac, respectively.

The most important design considerations for the RF module are optimizing beam dynamics in the linac,
maximizing power efficiency, providing power source configurations with required operating modes, and minimizing
overall cost. The main components of the RF module are the modulator, klystron, pulse compressor, waveguide
network, and accelerating structure. The accelerating structure design is of crucial importance, since it interacts
directly with the beam, determining issues, such as emittance growth and power efficiency of acceleration.

The RF part of the linac module is described in Sect. 5.2.1. The main subsystems—support and alignment,
vacuum, and focusing magnets—are described in Sects. 5.2.2, 5.2.3, and 5.2.4, respectively. Layout summaries that
describe integration are presented in Sect. 5.2.5. A summary of the discussion of the strategy of industrial supply
is given in Sect. 5.2.6—for more details on this particular topic, see CompactLight deliverable D4.3.

In addition to the main X-band linac RF modules, CompactLight contains other high-power RF systems that
carry out important functions: two sub-harmonic separator systems, a harmonic energy spread linear system, and
four POLARIX deflecting diagnostic systems. These systems were added during the design process, and significant
work on them was carried out. Descriptions of the former two systems have been added to this report. The
POLARIX systems is described in the CompactLight diagnostics deliverable D8.1.

Two sub-harmonic separator systems are used in CompactLight to direct the two successive bunches in a train
into the two respective beamlines. In one location, this is so that one bunch goes into the low energy beam line
and in the other the two bunches go into their respective undulators for double pulse light production, enabling
FEL pump-FEL probe experiments. The sub-harmonic separator system operates at 3 GHz and is described in
Sect. 5.2.7. The sub-harmonic separator is also referred to as a transverse deflecting cavity (TDC)
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Table 12 Laser heater specifications

Units Nominal value Range

Electron beam

Charge pC 75 ≥ 300

Duration, RMS ps 3 1–3

Energy MeV 120 100-140

Natural energy spread, RMS % 0.001 ≤ 0.2

Norm. emittance (x,y) µm rad 0.2 0.15–0.3

Betatron function at Und. (x,y) m 7.5, 7.5 ≤ 25

Laser beam

Wavelength nm 780 760–800

Bandwidth, FWHM % 1 <5%

Peak power MW 0.1 ≤ 5

Duration, FWHM ps 20 10–30

Pulse energy µJ 2 ≤ 100

Repetition rate kHz 0.1, 0.25,1

Average power mW 2 ≤ 100

Size at waist, RMS (x,y) mm 0.15 0.05–0.300

Undulator

Period length mm 40

Vertical gap, full mm 21 15–28

Undulator parameter 1.5 1.2–1.8

Peak field T 0.4 0.1–1.1

Number of periods 8

Total length m 0.32 ≤ 0.36

Chicane

Number of dipoles 4

Bending angle mrad 87 0–100

Arclength m 0.1 ≤ 0.15

Peak field T 0.4 ≤ 0.8

Outer drift length m 0.15

Total length m 1.4 1.3–1.8

Maximum horiz. dispersion mm 23 ≤ 30

Chromatic emittance growth % < 0.5%

CSR emittance growth % < 0.1%

CompactLight has implemented a harmonic linearizer system as in other XFELs. However, because the injector
uses C-band accelerating structures, we have chosen a linearising frequency of 36 GHz, in the Ka-band. Such a
high frequency is not found in the existing user facilities; however, it is close to the 30 GHz frequency once used
by the CLIC study and thus exploits years of development. Commercial power sources are not available; thus,
CompactLight has made comprehensive designs for two power source options, a gyroklystron amplifier and a multi-
beam klystron Ka-band power source. The associated pulse-compressor system, low-loss waveguide transport, and
lineariser structure have been designed, as well. The Ka-band (36 GHz) harmonic lineariser system is described in
Sect. 5.2.8.

A layout of the facility is shown in Fig. 47 and the locations of the different systems described above are
indicated.
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Fig. 47 Schematic layout of the CompactLight facility. The RF systems covered in this report are the X-band linac module,
the Ka-band lineariser, and the S-band bunch separator (TDC)

5.2.1 RF system

The accelerating structures must be designed to enable special operating conditions that give CompactLight
unique experimental capabilities; multiple gradient and repetition rate combinations and two-bunch operation.
The extreme gradient and repetition rate combinations are a high-gradient 65 MV/m at 100 Hz mode and a high-
repetition-rate 30 MV/m at 1 kHz mode. The structure parameters are optimized for both radio-frequency and
beam dynamics performance and have higher order transverse mode suppression for stable two-bunch operation.
The cooling circuit has been designed to accommodate the high average power of the high-repetition rate mode
and optimized for the minimum difference between operating modes.

The CompactLight linac is composed of X-band modules, described in detail in the CompactLight deliver-
able D4.2, which each contain four Traveling Wave Accelerating Structures (TWASs) fed by a 50 MW klystron
and pulse-compressor system. One klystron can feed several structures through a waveguide network using pulse
compression. Thus, the X-band linac can be composed of a sequence of RF modules with four structures.

There are several important parameters to be determined during optimisation, for example, the structure length
and the profile of the diameters of the irises along the structure length as well as their thicknesses. These parameters
directly influence the total number of structures needed for each module and the linac as a whole, which determines
the total required number of klystrons and pulse compressors. One important goal is to maximize the RF efficiency,
to minimize the total number of klystrons. The average accelerating gradient and the average iris radius of the
structure, which define the compactness and affect the stability of the machine, are provided as input specifications
to the electromagnetic design. The study of the electromagnetic design is followed by investigating the thermo-
mechanical properties, which are presented in Sects. 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.1. Finally, in Sect. 5.2.6, the route toward an
industrialisation of the accelerator is described based on a breakdown of the various production processes.

5.2.1.1 Electromagnetic design and optimization of the accelerating structure

There are many steps in the design and optimization of a linac based on traveling-wave structures. The most
important parameters are the ones that directly influence the total number of structures that are needed. As
already said, one important goal is to maximize the RF efficiency, which has the consequence of minimizing the
total number of klystrons. The most important steps used during optimisation are listed below [111]:

• Optimisation of the regular cell of the accelerating structure, with the electromagnetic simulations according
to beam dynamics requirements. The design of the regular cell has been carried out using the simulation tool
ANSYS HFSS [85]. A sketch of the cell geometry is shown in Fig. 48, where a is the cell iris radius, b the outer
radius, t the iris thickness, r0 the radius of the cell rounding, and r1/r2 is the aspect ratio of the elliptical profile
of the iris. The cell length d is determined by specification of the operating frequency of 11.9942 GHz and a
cell phase advance of 2π/3, and is equal to 8.332 mm. The design process aimed at minimizing the modified
Poynting vector normalized to the average accelerating gradient Scmax/E2

acc while maximizing RF efficiency.
The latter is quantified by the shunt impedance per unit length R parameter. An elliptical shape of the irises was
implemented to minimize the peak modified Poynting vector on its surface. It has been found that r1/r2 = 1.3 is
a good compromise between expected high-gradient performance and efficiency. An r0 equal to 2.5 mm has been
chosen. Once the iris shape was defined, the main cell parameters (shunt impedance per unit length R, quality
factor Q , group velocity vg, normalized modified Poynting vector Scmax/E2

acc) were calculated as a function
of the iris radius a and the iris thickness t . The a value was varied in the 2–5 mm range, while t value in the
1.5–2.25 mm range. On the basis of these computed parameters, it was possible to complete the design of the
accelerating structures.
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• Analytical optimization of the structure length. With the average iris radius of the structure defined, the next
step in the design of the structure was to find the optimal length of both constant-impedance (CI) and constant-
gradient (CG) structures. This required also simulating the RF pulse-compressor, so formulae of the SLED
pulse compression system [112] for constant impedance and constant gradient structures [113, 114] implemented
in MATLAB code were used [105, 111, 115]. The effective shunt impedance as a function of the accelerating
structure attenuation is reported in Fig. 49 for a CI and a CG structure, while the optimal structure length as
a function of the structure average iris aperture is reported in Fig. 50. For the CI structure, the optimal length
is 0.890 m, while for the CG structure, it is 0.818 m. These values have been used as the basis for a numerical
optimization of the iris tapering as described in Sect. 5.2.1.

• Iris tapering Two-bunch operation in CompactLight is needed for FEL pump-FEL probe experiments. Two-
bunch operation requires restraining the impact of the long-range transverse wakefield in the accelerating struc-
tures. This is because the long-range transverse wakefield excited by the front bunch affects the trajectory of
the second bunch which causes an emittance growth. Long-range transverse wakefield suppression is required.
This can be achieved by a variation of the iris diameter along the length of the structure, which results in a
detuning of the synchronous frequency of the most important transverse modes. This causes decoherence in the
transverse wake and thus suppression of its amplitude [116–120]. The bunches will be separated and transferred
into two FEL lines after the linac acceleration. The separation is achieved by a sub-harmonic transverse deflect-
ing structure which is working at S-band (2.998 GHz). Thus, the spacing for S-band between the two bunches
should be n + 0.5 rf cycles (0.5, 1.5, 2.5, etc.), where n is an integer from 0. This results in a spacing of 4n + 2
rf cycles at the X-band. The rf design of the transverse deflecting structure is presented in the CompactLight
deliverable D4.2. A Gaussian-like aperture tapering combined with a linear iris thickness tapering was adopted
to minimize the long-range transverse wakefield and a multi-parameter optimization of the tapering parameters
was performed and compared to a more standard linear iris design. The long-range transverse wakefield of the
Gaussian-like iris design is shown in Fig. 51. The blue line is the wakefield of the linear iris design, while the
red line is the wakefield of the Gaussian-like iris design. The optimum compromise between fundamental-mode
performance and a minimum bunch spacing distance gives a bunch spacing of 10th RF cycle. The wakefield of
the new design at the second bunch is 3.65 V/pC/mm/m. The envelope of the wakefield is smaller than that of
the linear iris design at the 10th RF cycle, ensuring a more robust operation.

• Input and output RF power couplers The input and output RF power couplers are of the magnetic coupling type
with a z -type geometry to minimize pulsed surface heating. A dual feed and racetrack geometry avoids dipolar
and strongly minimizes quadrupolar, components of the electromagnetic fields, respectively, which can adversely
affect beam dynamics. Full details of the RF coupler design can be found in the CompactLight Deliverable D4.2.
From a scan of coupler dimensions, the obtained reflection coefficient at the input port is − 44.9 dB for the
input coupler and − 37 dB for the output one. For the input coupler, there is a pulsed heating of 24 °C. This
value can be considered absolutely safe for high-field operation.

• Mechanical and thermal design of the accelerating structure One important aspect of the optimized design of
the accelerating structure is the thermo-mechanical simulation work, that informs the design of a cooling system
to handle the average thermal load during operation. The main input for the optimisation is the calculated
average dissipated power per structure. The preliminary design of the cooling system was based on four cooling
channels distributed around the cells. The dimensions and the distribution of the cooling channels were studied
with a thermal analysis performed with a commercial code. In the simulation, different cooling scenarios were
considered, e.g., by varying the temperature, the water flux and the lengths of the channels. The maximum
difference in temperature of the accelerating part of the cell is the main parameter contributing to the cell
detuning. Therefore, deformation due to this difference in temperature was used to gauge the results of the
simulations. The design was done in two iterations with an intermediate correction of RF dimensions based on
the first iteration of the thermal results. The worst-case heat load is expected at 1000 Hz repetition rate leading
to 2.2 kW dissipated power in the structure. The deformation is mostly caused by the difference between the
operating temperature and the temperature at which the disks were made and measured (20 ◦C). After the first
verification, a second iteration of the simulations was done, again for 1000 Hz repetition rate. This iteration
included variable thickness of the cavities and additional details such as thermocouple channels. The results
from the study are presented in Table 13. The deformations due to the temperature difference within a disk are
also included in the table. In the second iteration, the deformation increased slightly but can be corrected if the
dimensions are adjusted for the operating temperature. The deformation due to the temperature difference in
the disk itself has not changed, staying below 0.5 µm. An optimization for the 100 Hz repetition rate with the
heat load of 1000 W was also studied. The full details of this modelling, as well as that for the 1000 Hz case,
can be found in Deliverable D4.3.

The final, main parameters of the accelerating structure are reported in Table 14.
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Fig. 48 Sketch of the single cell with main parametrized dimensions

Fig. 49 Effective shunt impedance as a function of the section attenuation for CI and CG structures
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Fig. 50 Optimal structure length as function of the average iris radius for CI and CG structures

5.2.1.2 RF module layout

From the considerations in Sect. 5.2.1.1, it was found that a good compromise between RF performance and
wakefield is represented by a 0.9 m structure (109 cells) with a Gaussian profile of the iris diameter. These
structures are optimally powered and assembled in groups of four, fed by a single klystron and one SLED pulse
compressor. A second klystron is added for high repetition rate operation, as will be described in more detail
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Fig. 51 Long-range transverse wakefields of the initial design and the Gaussian-like iris design

Table 13 Results after RF verification

Temperature min–max (ΔT ) [◦C] Deformation due to temperature difference
with the disk (µm)

Total deformation (µm)

Disk 2 36.5–38.1 (1.6) 0.10–0.40 1.09–11.1

Disk 54 37.7–39.7 (2.0) 0.12–0.48 0.97–12.0

Disk 106 37.1–38.9 (1.8) 0.11–0.41 0.73–11.5

below. This arrangement forms the RF module, a basic unit repeated to achieve the desired beam energy. Full
details of RF module design can be found in the CompactLight deliverable D4.2.

In Table 14, the main parameters of the structures and the module are reported, while, in Fig. 52, a sketch of
the RF module is shown.

A symmetric binary tree layout has been adopted for the power distribution. The employment of a circular
overmoded waveguide, connecting the modulator hall with the linac hall, minimizes the attenuation of power. Two
mode converters are then necessary at the ends.

A 50 MW klystron is used for low repetition rate operation (100 Hz and 250 Hz), while a 10 MW one is employed
for high repetition rate operation (up to 1 kHz). The first RF source is the CPI VKX-8311A klystron [121] that
can provide 50 MW peak power, with a pulse-length of 1.5 µs and a repetition rate of 100 Hz. This source is
under routine use by the CLIC group at CERN in the X-Boxes [122, 123] and will be installed at the upcoming
test facility TEX at INFN-LNF in Frascati. The second source is a prototype designed by CPI or Canon that is
currently in development. Another valid option is the Canon E37113 klystron that can provide 6 MW peak power,
with a pulse-length of 5 µs and a repetition rate of 400 Hz [124]. This klystron is also used at CERN for the
XBox-3 [125]. In this case, two klystrons of this kind are required for each RF module.

The external quality factor of the SLED compressor has been chosen to maximize the RF efficiency of the module
(i.e., the effective shunt impedance) while keeping the modified Poynting vector in the accelerating structure well
below the theoretical threshold of 4 Wµm2 [79]. This value should not be exceeded to provide stable operation
at the specified accelerating gradient at a pulse length of 200 ns. In the CompactLight case, the pulse length is
146 ns, which gives a theoretical limit of 4.4 Wµm2.

The 250 Hz operating mode can be used with the baseline layout, in which only the 50 MW CPI klystrons
are present. In this case, the klystron pulse is reduced to the structure filling time, and the SLED compressor is
bypassed. This results in lower input power to the accelerating structures, so this operating mode has a maximum
accelerating gradient of 30 MV/m. 30 MV/m is also produced in the 1 kHz repetition rate.

In the Baseline configuration, as seen in Fig. 47, the linac module consists of a single RF source that can run
in dual mode: high-energy at repetition rates of 100 Hz and low-energy at 250 Hz. Two upgrade scenarios are
foreseen for the RF system. In Upgrade I , the same klystron can be used with a higher repetition rate, 250 Hz, for
providing up to 2 GeV for photon production. For Upgrade II , shown in Fig. 53, a second klystron, with 10 MW
output power and a 1 kHz repetition rate, is added and connected to the waveguide system via a high-power switch,
shown in Fig. 52. With such a configuration, the facility can be operated in a high-energy, moderate repetition rate
mode and a low-energy, high repetition rate mode. The primary cost drivers of the RF module are the accelerating
structures, klystrons and modulators. The latter two are commercial items, so costs and design are well understood,
and they will be presented in the sections below. Complete commercially supplied X-band accelerating structures
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Table 14 Main parameters of the RF structures and modules

Parameter Units Value

Frequency GHz 11.994

Phase advance per cell rad 2π/3

Average iris radius a mm 3.5

Iris radius a mm 4.3–2.7

Iris thickness t mm 2.0–2.24

Number of cells per structure 109

Accelerating cell length mm 8.332

Structure length Ls m 0.9

Group velocity vg/c % 4.7–0.9

Filling time tf ns 146

Peak klystron power (100–250 Hz) MW 50

Peak klystron power (1000 Hz) MW 10

RF pulse-length (250 Hz) µs 1.5 (0.15)

Waveguide power attenuation % ≈ 10

Unloaded SLED Q-factor Q0 180,000

External SLED Q-factor QE 23,300

Shunt impedance R MΩ/m 85–111

Effective shunt impedance Rs MΩ/m 349

Peak modified Poynting vector Wµm2 3.4

Repetition rate Hz 100 250 1000

SLED On Off On

Required klystron power MW 44 44 9

Available klystron output power MW 50 50 10

RF pulse-length µs 1.5 0.15 1.5

Average accelerating gradient MV/m 65 30 30

Energy gain per module MeV 234 108 108

Fig. 52 Sketch of the RF module
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Fig. 53 Schematic layout of the CompactLight facility including Upgrade II

are not currently available, and until now, producing these structures has required combining fabrication steps at
both accelerator laboratories and industrial suppliers.

5.2.1.3 RF power sources and components

The main RF source adopted for the RF module is the CPI VKX-8311A klystron [121]. It is a pulsed klystron
operating at 11.994 GHz, 50 MW peak power, 5 kW average power. It is electromagnet-focused, liquid-cooled, and
the waveguide output is WR-90. Two options for the high repetition rate operations are available: a new source
from CPI and/or Canon, presently still in the R &D phase, or the Canon E37113 klystron already available [124].
In the case of adoption of the Canon E37113 model, 2 klystrons per module would be needed to guarantee the
30 MV/m gradient at 1 kHz. We remark that both the CPI VKX-8311A and the Canon E37113 klystrons have
been successfully tested and are currently used in the CLIC test facilities, so they represent a reliable solution
for the machine. Direct consequences of the activities of the CompactLight collaboration are the R &D activities
necessary for the 1 kHz repetition rate 10 MW klystron, which are now underway at the companies.

The state-of-the-art modulator technology for pulsed linacs is based on solid-state HV modulators. A reliable
solution for CompactLight is the Scandinova K series modulator [126]. Thanks to the modular design, the K series
is able to support RF peak power up to 100 MW. A summary of the parameters of X-band power sources relevant
for CompactLight under development at the time of writing of this report can be found in Deliverable 4.2.

The main high-power RF components of the module are 3 dB splitters, directional couplers, hybrids, phase
shifters, loads, waveguides, and the SLED pulse compressor. These can be based on the high-power components
developed at CERN by the CLIC collaboration, and the design and test of these components are described in [127].
The main components, with their key parameters, are detailed in Fig. 54.

Two options for the RF loads are stainless steel high-power loads [128] and 3D printed loads such as the compact
and spiral loads, both designed and tested at CERN [129]. Stainless steel high-power loads have reached 31 MW
at 50 Hz and 30 MW at 200 Hz, depending only on the power and attenuation from the upstream structure. 3D
printing technology has also been successfully used to fabricate RF loads. This allows complex geometries to be
produced from materials such as titanium. The power splitter is based on the one developed and high-power tested
in the CLIC study [130, 131].

The adopted pulse-compressor, described in [132, 133], is the SLEDX developed at CERN by the CLIC group
(Fig. 55). It is a compact device of 1 m length where the storage cavities operate in the H01 mode. The cavities are
45 cm long and have unloaded Q-factor of 1.8 × 105. With such a device, obtaining a flat pulse with a power gain
of 4.3 is possible. For CompactLight, there is no need to have flat pulses, so larger (average) power gains might be
achieved. The simulations and design used the SLED cavity concept indicated that implementing a Barrel Open
Cavity (BOC) pulse-compressor type would improve performance [106].

5.2.2 Support and alignment system

All components influencing the electron beam need to be positioned with great care to not degrade the beam,
particularly through the generation of short-range transverse wakefields. Beam dynamics simulations indicate that
the centre of each component along the beamlines needs to be positioned within a horizontal and vertical tolerance
of 100 µm. By first aligning the individual components, such as the accelerating structures, beam screens, and
magnets relative to each other on the module girder, the entire girder can then be aligned with respect to successive
girders and the beam. A 3D engineering design view of a typical XLS module can be seen in Fig. 56.
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Fig. 54 Main parameters of RF components developed by the CLIC group at CERN

Four 103 cm-long accelerating structures are installed on top of one common girder into one CompactLight
Module. An individual 6 DoF adjustment system aligns each of the structures to a precision within 10 µm rms
with respect to the beam axis. The module also supports quadrupole magnets and their associated beam position
monitors (BPMs). As described in Sect. 5.2.4, the magnets are equipped with integrated steering dipoles to avoid
an expensive motorized platform on top of the common girder for moving the quadruple magnet during operation.
The girder material considered is black steel, which is supported and aligned by means of jacks that have already
been used for Linac4 installation at CERN.

The survey and alignment philosophy is very similar to the one proposed for eSPS at CERN documented in
the CDR [134]. Each accelerating structure and quadrupole will be fiducialised independently, e.g., its mechanical
axis will be determined w.r.t. external targets at a metrology lab or using a laser tracker. Once all the components
are fiducialised, they will be pre-aligned on the common girder w.r.t. the geodetic network using laser tracker
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Fig. 55 SLED pulse-compressor 3D drawing (left) and as installed in the X-band facilities at CERN (right)

Fig. 56 Engineering design 3D view of a typical XLS module

measurements to better than ± 0.3 mm. Different options exist for the smoothing (final relative alignment) of the
modules to better than ± 0.1 mm and can be chosen at a later stage. Full details are available in Deliverable D4.2.

5.2.3 Vacuum system

The vacuum requirements for CompactLight have not been studied in detail, but similar needs were assumed for
SwissFEL. These requirements can certainly be met by designing the vacuum system for the various linacs based
on local compact pumps fully integrated into the module design. The resulting system is very similar to the systems
considered for CLIC [135] and eSPS [134]. It consists of NEG cartridge pumps installed directly on the accelerating
structure vacuum manifold. Vacuum tests have been carried out on a similar system for CLIC and documented in
the Project Implementation Plan [135]. These tests were performed on dedicated accelerating structures with an
NEG pump with nominal pumping speed 100 l/s−1 combined with a sputter ion pump providing 5 l/s−1 pumping
speed. After activation of the NEG cartridge, the pressure decreased with time (1/t) and reached 3 × 10−9 mbar
along the beam axis after 100 h pumping.

In addition, a T-shape connector has to be installed on each vacuum line. Installed on the pumping port of
the AS, it is equipped with a NEG pump on one side and a manual all-metal right angle valve on the other side
allowing the rough pumping and an eventual leak detection procedure for each module.

Vacuum gauges, a set of Pirani and Penning gauges, are installed on each module. This allows pressure mea-
surement from atmospheric pressure down to 10−10 mbar. This is needed during the operation and commissioning
of the vacuum system. Vacuum gauges also provide signals for interlocks of vacuum sector valves and machine
protection systems.
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Fig. 57 Quadrupole design for the XLS linacs including vertical and horizontal corrector coils

Table 15 XLS quadrupole technical details

Parameter Units Value

Integrated max. strength T 2.72

Aperture mm 25

Max. gradient T/m 40.5

Conductor cross-section mm 10 x 48

Conductor current density A/mm2 5.4

Steel yoke length mm 52

Magnetic length mm 67

Total length including overhang mm 82

Height and width mm 302

Height and width including corrector coils mm 310

For flexibility and safety reasons, it was decided to contain each accelerator module in its own longitudinal
vacuum sector. Hence, a space reservation of 10 cm is foreseen at the beginning of each module for a vacuum
sector valve. These are off-the-shelf items and can be commercially provided with ease and easily integrated.

5.2.4 Magnets

Quadrupole magnets are necessary for guiding the beam during transport along the various linacs (see for example
Fig. 47). These are arranged in a FODO lattice configuration and are fully integrated in the various versions of
the XLS modules (see Sect. 5.2.5). The magnetic design for a single standard quadrupole magnet used through the
facility has been developed taking into account the requirements specific to the CompactLight beams, as shown
in Fig. 57.

The magnet length has been minimized, so that the filling factor for RF structures in the various different linacs
can be kept high (see Sect. 5.2.5), thus giving highest overall accelerating gradient and minimum facility length.
The overall envelope of the magnet and other key numbers are summarized in Table 15.

The quadrupole magnets have been designed to be used at all positions, thus energies, along the linac. Hence,
only one magnet design needs to be developed and manufactured reducing cost and increasing reliability. Each
of the magnets needs individual powering to account for the different energies. Nevertheless, having one single
quadrupole design for all the accelerators makes this a very economical choice.

As for the requirements of beam steering through the accelerator, given the moderate energies of the electron
beam, the choice was made to include corrector coils directly on the magnet yoke instead of an adjustable mechan-
ical support capable of moving the entire magnet. This means that the magnets will be pre-positioned with respect
to the accelerating structures on their common girder and then will stay in place. The beam position monitors
attached are integrated into the quadrupoles and are described in detail in the ComapctLight deliverable D8.1.

5.2.5 System integration

For the linacs (as can be seen for example in Fig. 47), a specific standardized ”module” has been designed and
is repeated as often as necessary for a given linac. This approach minimizes the number of variants and enables
series production as much as possible. Powers for the different operation modes can be found in Sect. 5.2.1.
The accelerating structure temperature stabilisation for the various different operation modes is achieved by
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demineralised water circulation at the reference temperature of 28 ◦C. The water consumption is estimated in the
order of 6 l/min per accelerating structure.

For the various linac sections, beam dynamics imposes different distributions of the optical elements resulting in
three different spacings of the quadrupoles along the entire beamline: one accelerating structure per quadrupole,
two per quadrupole, and four per quadrupole. Hence, the module layout has to accommodate this variation and
is split up into three different module layouts detailed hereafter.

5.2.5. Low-energy module

The schematic module layout for the lowest energy sections of the beamline is shown in Fig. 58. The distinct
characteristic of the low-energy module is that there is a single accelerating structure in between the quadrupoles.
This also makes this version of the module the longest of the three with the lowest RF fill factor. The impact is
limited, since only a few of these module types are needed. The powering scheme (100 Hz–1 kHz) can be switched
between the two klystrons remotely, and no change in hardware is necessary. This makes the overall machine quite
flexible and new operation scenarios could be applied multiple times per day.

5.2.5.2 Medium energy module

Figure 59 shows the schematic layout of the medium energy module with two accelerating structures per quadrupole
which shortens the module considerably and increases the RF fill factor with respect to the low energy version.

5.2.5.3 High-energy module

The high-energy module layout can be seen in Fig. 60 with only one quadrupole per module. This results in a
slightly shorter module with respect to the medium energy version and a slightly increased RF fill factor. This will
be the most common module seen in the various linac sections.

Fig. 58 XLS RF module layout for lowest energy section in the linac (up to 0.3 GeV). Module length: 5.10 m; RF-fill
factor: 71%

Fig. 59 XLS RF module layout for medium energy section in the linac (up to 2.0 GeV). VS = View Screen. Module length:
4.86 m; RF-fill factor: 74%
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Fig. 60 XLS RF module layout for medium energy section in the linac (up to 5.5 GeV). VS = view screen. Module length:
4.69 m; RF-fill factor: 77%

5.2.6 Industrialization

To produce an entire accelerator section within tolerance for minimum cost with a short lead-time, the production
process has to be of an industrialized level with, e.g., low rejection rate, a high degree of mechanisation/automation,
and a high degree of reproducibility.

The challenges in the industrialization of accelerator structures are predominantly in the (sub) micrometer-
machining of the copper parts and the consecutive assembly of the accelerator section due to the very strict
mechanical tolerances. In state-of-the-art X-band designs, these tolerances are approaching the limits of machining
techniques available to date.

The typical work-flow of high-precision mono parts is as follows:

• Production of bulk material.
• Pre-machining by high-precision technology machines with an accuracy of 10 µm.
• Thermal annealing at 240 ◦C to release the stress in the material.
• Final-machining with alternating single-point diamond machining and measurement steps.
• Metrology with a touch probe and interferometers to ensure that the final part is within specification.
• Cleaning by ultrasonic cleaning method, followed by a vapor degreasing
• Packaging to avoid oxidization, and damage during handling, transport, and storage.

As the final machining steps are the most time- and cost-consuming, it is important to minimize the amount of
material allowance after pre-machining. By this, the final machining can be done in a limited number of passes.
This optimisation has to be done throughout the entire production chain, i.e., from raw material to final product.
Individual machined parts need to be joined into (sub)assemblies that form the accelerator structure. As the RF
components need to be used in a vacuum environment, the assemblies have to be vacuum-tight. There are a few
techniques that are used to achieve this: bolt-connection, welding, vacuum brazing, and diffusion bonding. After
any joining technique, leak testing is performed as one of the last (mechanical) testing steps, often down to 10−10

mbar.
The production costs of the mono-parts can be divided into several categories (Table 16) following the man-

ufacturing flow. The items listed under general are non-recurring engineering (NRE) cost that are related to
programming the CNC-machines and hence only applicable for a new design, i.e., once a particular design has
been manufactured, these costs are omitted in all following production runs.

The machining steps are divided into two categories, pre- and end-machining, where the pre-machining steps take
place in a regular machine shop with precision-technology (PT) and high-precision-technology (HPT) capabilities.
End-machining will take place in a dedicated manufacturing area in which the ultrahigh-precision-technology
(UPT) machines are placed in a temperature controlled environment with a maximum temperature fluctuation of
± 0.1 ◦C. It is foreseen that the manufacturing strategy to date can be further optimized due to new developments
in the HPT and UPT machining accuracy and combined milling/turning machine centers (Table 16 right two
columns).
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Table 16 Cost breakdown

Item Operation To date Optimized

Costs Total Costs Total

General Work preparation 1.5% 12.3% 1.5% 12.3%

Programming PT/HPT 3.1% 3.1%

Programming UPT 4.6% 4.6%

Programming 3D metrology 3.1% 3.1%

Tooling Mill 1.5% 4.6% 1.5% 4.6%

Diamond tool 3.1% 3.1%

Pre machining Sawing 1.5% 22.1% 1.5% 18.0%

Turning PT 13.0% 15.0%

Milling HPT 6.1% –

Annealing 1.5% 1.5%

End machining Flycutting 5.0% 61.0% – 54.2%

Turning UPT Pre-machining – 15%

Turning UPT End-machining 39.0% 22.5%

Cleaning 1.7% 1.7%

Metrology 15.3% 15.0%

100% 90%

5.2.7 Sub-harmonic deflector system

Two-bunch operation for FEL pump and FEL probe experiments is part of the baseline specification. The spacing
between the two bunches is 6 or 10 X-band RF cycles, the minimum spacing is determined by sufficient higher order
transverse mode suppression in the accelerating structure. An S-band splitter is used to separate the two bunches
and feed them into a septum magnet which separates them into the two FEL lines. The transverse separation
between the two beams at the septum is 2.5 mm. A schematic is shown in Fig. 61. A sub-harmonic deflector
deflecting structure, working at S-band, is used to split the two bunches [136–138]. In contrast to the accelerating
structure which operates in the TM010 mode, the transverse deflecting structure operates in the TM110 mode. The
transverse magnetic fields of TM010 mode and TM110 mode are shown in Fig 62.

Fig. 61 Schematic figure of the S-band splitter system

Fig. 62 The transverse magnetic fields of a TM010 mode and b TM110 mode
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The magnetic field of the TM110 mode creates a transverse kick to the beam. The bunch will then follow
an angled trajectory downstream of the deflector. The relation between transverse movement and longitudinal
movement is given by

x

y
=

V⊥e

E
, (22)

where x is the transverse displacement, y is the drift length, V⊥ is the transverse deflecting voltage, e is the charge
of the electron, and E is the electron energy. The S-band deflector operates at 2.998 GHz. The spacing between
the two bunches, 6 or 10 X-band RF cycles, is 1.5 or 2.5 RF cycles at S-band. Thus, the two bunches can be
placed at the crest and trough of the RF cycle of the sub-harmonic deflector, so that the kicks applied to the two
bunches are in opposite directions and the separation is maximized for a given kick voltage. The bunch energy in
the hard X-ray mode is 5.5 GeV. The required deflecting distance for one bunch from the beam axis after drifting is
1.25 mm. The deflecting voltage can be calculated from Eq. (22). Both traveling-wave and standing-wave deflecting
structures have been designed for the sub-harmonic deflector system. The power capability for the deflector system
is presented next in Sect. 5.2.7.1, followed by the details of the traveling-wave and standing-wave structure designs.

5.2.7.1 Power source capability

The klystron for the sub-harmonic deflector system is a CPI S-band klystron (VKS8262G1) [139]. It can reach
a maximum power of 7.5 MW with maximum pulse width 5.0 µs. The maximum repetition rate is 400 Hz. This
type of klystron has already been applied at IFIC S-band test-stand in Valencia. According to the manufacturer,
this klystron has the potential to operate at 1 kHz. An S-band spherical pulse-compressor is used to increase the
peak power to the deflecting cavity. An average power gain factor of 5.29 is achieved by compressing the 4.5 µs
klystron pulse to a 300 ns pulse. The pulse shape is shown in Fig. 63. The intrinsic quality factor of the spherical
cavity is 100,000. The coupling factor is set at 7. We assume that the available power for the structure in 1 kHz
operation is 6 MW with consideration of the losses.

5.2.7.2 Traveling-wave transverse deflector design

The traveling-wave transverse deflecting structure works at 2π
3 mode. The single cell electrical field is shown in

Fig. 64. Constant impedance design is chosen for easy fabrication. The length of the whole traveling-wave structure
can be easily modified by adding or reducing cells to achieve the required deflecting voltage at the same input
power. To prevent the excitation of the modes with polarity rotated at 90◦, two longitudinal rods (radius =
9.525 mm) crossing the cells off-axis have been inserted, as shown in Fig. 64. The resonance frequencies of such
modes are shifted far enough from the operating mode frequency to be negligible. The calculated frequency shift
for the rotated modes due to the rods is about +17.3 MHz, while the working mode is practically unperturbed.
The main RF parameters are summarized in Table 17.

The deflecting voltage increases when increasing the cell number at the same input power. The required length
of the traveling-wave deflecting structure to separate two 5.5 GeV bunches at different drift length is shown in
Fig. 65. The schematic figure of the traveling-wave deflector system is shown in Fig. 66. The structure consists of
15 cells, with a total length of 0.5 m. The filling time is 62.5 ns. The pulse-compressor compresses 6 MW, 1.09 µs

Fig. 63 The input and output pulse shape of the pulse-compressor
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Fig. 64 The electrical field of single cell of traveling-wave transverse deflecting structure

Table 17 The RF parameters of the single cell of the traveling-wave transverse deflecting structure

Parameter Units Value

Cell length mm 33.3

Operating frequency GHz 2.998

Shunt impedance MΩ/m 20.25

Quality factor 12369

Group velocity vg/c0 0.027
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Fig. 65 Traveling-wave deflecting structure length versus drifting length. The input power is 31.74 MW
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Fig. 66 Schematic figure of the traveling-wave deflector system. PC is the pulse-compressor and TW is the traveling-wave
structure. The length of the structure is 0.5 m and the drift length is 1.27 m

klystron pulse to 31.74 MW, 72.5 ns output pulse which includes the rise time of the system and the fill time of
the structure. The deflecting voltage of the structure, with 31.74 MW input power, is 5.4 MV.

5.2.7.3 Standing-wave transverse deflector design

The single-cell shape of the standing-wave transverse deflecting structure is similar to that of the traveling-wave
structure, as shown in Fig. 67. Two longitudinal rods (radius = 8 mm) crossing the cells off-axis have been inserted
to suppress the excitation of the polarizing modes. The resonant frequencies of such modes are shifted far enough
from the operating mode frequency to be negligible. The calculated frequency shift for the rotated modes due to
the rods is +9.1 MHz. The RF parameters are summarized in Table 18.

Two standing-wave deflecting structures consisting of 3 cells and 5 cells have been designed. The structures are
designed for critical coupling. The filling time, defined as 2QL/ω, is 830 ns. The time to fill 99% of the maximum
electrical field in the structure at a constant input power is 3776 ns. There is high reflection from the standing-wave
structure during the filling period of the pulse, especially in the initial part, that represents a risk of damage to the
klystron. One solution to deal with the reflected power is to use a circulator to isolate the power source and the
reflection from the structure. The schematic figure of the standing-wave deflector system with circulator is shown
in Fig. 68. The pulse width of the klystron is 3.78 µs. Figure 69 shows a schematic of the standing-wave deflector
system with 3 dB hybrid coupler. Another scheme to eliminate the reflection is to use two identical standing-wave
structures and a 3 dB hybrid coupler. When the two structures are filled with a relative 90◦ phase shift, the 3 dB
hybrid coupler can separate the wave from the klystron from the wave that leaves the cavities. The input power
of each structure is 3 MW. The comparison between the two schemes of 3-cell and 5-cell standing-wave structures
is summarized in Table 19.

Fig. 67 The electrical field of single cell of standing-wave transverse deflecting structure

Table 18 The RF parameters of the single cell of the standing-wave transverse deflecting structure

Parameter Units Value

Cell length mm 50

Operating frequency GHz 2.998

Shunt impedance MΩ/m 21.1

Quality factor 15642
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Fig. 68 Schematic figure of the standing-wave deflector system with circulator. The length of the 3-cell standing-wave
structure is 0.15 m and the drifting length is 1.66 m. The length of the 5-cell standing-wave structure is 0.25 m and the
drifting length is 1.29 m

Fig. 69 Schematic figure of the standing-wave deflector system with 3 dB hybrid coupler. The length of the two 3-cell
standing-wave structures is 0.3 m and the drifting length is 1.17 m. The length of the two 5-cell standing-wave structures
is 0.5 m and the drifting length is 0.91 m

Table 19 Information of various standing-wave deflector systems

Number of
structures

Length of the structure [m] Drifting length [m] Deflecting voltage
[MV]

3-cell SW structure with
circulator

1 0.15 1.66 4.15

5-cell SW structure with
circulator

1 0.25 1.29 5.33

3-cell SW structure with
3 dB hybrid

2 0.15 1.17 5.87

5-cell SW structure with
3 dB hybrid

2 0.25 0.91 7.53

5.2.8 Harmonic linearizer system

To compress the bunch length, an energy chirp in the longitudinal phase space of the bunch is combined with a
magnetic chicane. The C-band RF system of the injector introduces an energy chirp in the bunch by operating
off-crest. However, this chirp can be non-linear due to the curvature of the RF wave over the bunch length.
This nonlinearity can cause temporal current spikes and longitudinal wakefields in the undulator section, which
may hinder FEL performance. To linearize the energy chirp, a higher harmonic RF system is used. The higher
the harmonic used, the lower the RF voltage required, with the required voltage scaling approximately with the
square of the harmonic number. Most injectors use a 3rd or 4th harmonic, but this is mostly due to those harmonic
numbers being standard RF frequencies for L and S band injectors. However, in the case of CompactLight, which
has a C-band injector, this frequency would be a 18 GHz or 24 GHz RF system, neither of which is widely available
and requires the development of bespoke RF amplifiers. While higher frequencies result in lower required voltages,
there are potential issues associated with high frequencies. A higher frequency means a larger ratio of the aperture
to the wavelength (as impedance limits fix the aperture) resulting in a lower shunt impedance and higher group
velocity. A higher frequency in theory requires tighter tolerances (although the higher group velocity partially
offsets that), and the available RF power drops sharply with frequency. A 12 GHz RF system would be a 2nd

harmonic requiring a high voltage. A detailed study of periodic cells at all sensible harmonics converged to 36 GHz
(Ka-band) as being the optimum choice for Compactlight. This frequency choice also means that experience with
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Fig. 70 Analytical estimate of the required voltage as a function of the Ka-band length, for different iris aperture radii

30 GHz RF technology early in the CLIC study can be applied to CompactLight [140]. The development of very
high-frequency linearizers is of broad importance for accelerators which require short bunches, including high-
frequency RF and plasma accelerators. Further information about the injector and its optimization can be found
in the ComapctLight deliverable D3.4.

The requirements of the linearizer system

The requirements for the linerizer are fairly complex as the linearizing effect is perturbed by the short-range
longitudinal wakefield. As such, the required voltage depends strongly on the structure length and aperture. The
structure should provide a peak accelerating voltage of 12.75 MV (which includes a 20% overhead) at a frequency
of 36 GHz for a 30 cm structure; however, as the wakes act in tandem with the structure, the required voltage
depends on the cavity length and aperture. The required voltage for a 2 mm aperture radius as a function of cavity
length is shown in Fig. 70.

Under the effect of transverse short-range wakefields, the bunch tail gets a transverse deflection due to the
wakefield excited by the bunch head. Given the relatively long bunch at the Ka-band and the small iris aperture,
this deflection can induce beam breakup. The action amplification factor, A, allows estimation of the deflection
amplitude as a function of the distance from the head of the bunch, z

A(z) =
Jf

Ji
=

√

1 +
(

β
eQLcavw⊥(z)

Ebeam

)2

. (23)

In this formula, Ji and Ji indicate, respectively, the action before and after the Ka-band, β is the optical beta
function at the Ka-band (assumed to be 5 m), e is the electron charge, Q is the total bunch charge, Lcav is the
length of the Ka-band, Ebeam is the beam energy, and w⊥(z) is the wake potential expressed in V/pC/m/mm
following the approximation defined in [141]. Due to wakefields, the aperture size is limited by a minimum radius
which is dependent on the cavity length, as given in Fig. 71. Acceptable amplification factors are defined here as
below 1.1, i.e., < 10% amplification.

The phase stability of the RF system is limited by charge stability, with a 30 cm structure requiring a phase
stability of 0.25 degrees. The amplitude stability is limited by variation in arrival time to 0.25%.The phase and
amplitude jitter/stability will be dominated by the variation in the modulator voltage. We assume a 0.005%
variation in voltage; hence, the RF source should not have its amplitude or phase vary by more than the specified
amounts with a 0.005% voltage variation.

5.2.8.1 Ka band power sources

A rough estimate of the likely pulse compression factors and structure parameters led to a power requirement
of around 3 MW from the RF amplifier for a 300 mm long structure, with pulse lengths of around 1000 µs
and a repetition rate of 1 kHz. Traditional single-beam klystrons commonly used at RF frequencies to drive
accelerators are unlikely to be able to produce this power at Ka-band; hence, bespoke amplifiers are required. Two
approaches have been identified—a higher-order-mode multi-beam klystron (HOM MBK) and a Gyro-Klystron.
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Fig. 71 The fraction of the action amplification factor exceeding one under the effects of short-range wakefields in the
Ka-band lineariser, as a function of the Ka-band length and of the aperture radius

In both devices, higher-order-mode cavities are utilized allowing better power handling. In both cases, extensive
numerical Particle-in-Cell code modelling has validated the novel designs. RF amplifier development is a long risky
process, so a single technology has not been selected at this stage and both options require further commercial
development and prototyping.

A third amplifier concept has been identified to generate very high powers which would allow far higher gradients
and hence shorter linearizer structures. This is the use of a klystron up-converter. In this concept, a high-power
X-band klystron is used, but the output cavity is replaced with a 36 GHz cavity to generate RF power using the
third-beam harmonic current. As the cavity is a monopole, cavity peak fields and power density would be much
higher in this design, and there seems no requirement for shorter linearizers; hence, this option was not selected
as baseline. Further development of this concept is required.

Multi-beam klystron

As klystrons scale in frequency, the aperture sizes in the cavities decrease and as such the beam must have a
smaller radius, increasing the current density in the beam, in turn decreasing the RF efficiency. A multi-beam
klystron allows the beam current to be spread across many beams reducing the current density in each. However,
it would be impossible to fit a large number of cathodes in an area consistent with a standard Ka-band cavity. In
addition, the peak fields would be very high for a TM110 mode cavity and would be very high at Ka-band with
a power of 3 MW. Hence, to create a high-power klystron in the frequency range of interest we need to move
to a higher-order-mode (HOM) cavity which would be oversized compared to the wavelength. A coaxial HOM
cavity was chosen to base the design upon; however, one problem to be considered is ensuring the beam excites
the correct mode and not one of the many others at nearby frequencies.

To make the device compact and avoid the use of an oil tank, a beam voltage of 60 kV was chosen. Assuming
the klystron would be around 35% efficient and produce an RF output power of 3 MW, a beam current of around
120 A is required. For limiting the current in each beamlet to 6 A, 20 beamlets are required. Finally, for having
a round 12 mm between each cathode, a mean radius of around 38 mm is necessary. After optimisation of the
cavity geometry, the final radius was 37.6 mm with operation in the the TM20, 0 and a beam tunnel aperture of
2 mm, and width = height = 5.9 mm. With a 2 mm aperture, the required magnetic field is 0.55 T (3–4 times the
Brillioun field) which can be generated with a normal conducting magnet.

One issue with the HOM cavity was detuning. When exciting the cavity with a single port or beam, the excited
mode was found to have a varying field amplitude around the ring as nearby modes were excited. Figure 72 shows
the operating mode and one of the nearby modes. However, it was also found that exciting with multiple beams,
or with a distributed coupling, the other modes field components were completely canceled out leaving only a
pure TM20, 0 mode. A study was performed to understand the tolerance to beam current variations or failure of
beamlets. This showed that the cavity was largely insensitive to very large fluctuations or multiple failed beamlets.

With the basic cavity geometry designed the exact positions and frequencies of each cavity were optimized
using the disk-model code KlyC, with final verification in CST Studio Suite. The optimized tube provided 33.3%
efficiency (2.4 MW peak power), 50 MHz frequency bandwidth at a level of −3 dB and a power gain of 40.7 dB. The
parameters are listed in Table 20. The effect of a single beamlet being turned off was studied to ensure stability.
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Fig. 72 TE20,1,0 mode (a) and TE21,1,0 mode (b) in the coaxial cavity with integrated beam tunnels

Table 20 The HOM-MBK parameters

Parameter Units Value

Operating frequency GHz 36

Output power MW 2.4

Bandwidth MHz 50

Electron beam voltage kV 60

Electron beam current A 120

Beamlet current A 6

Magnetic field strength T 0.55

Small-signal linear gain dB 40.7

Efficiency % 33.3

The observed RF power reduction in this case was only 7% which is consistent with the reduction in beam current
of 5%. The spectrum of the output signal was observed up to 100 GHz and did not show any other major frequency
component apart from the input 36 GHz. The electric fields in the HOM MBK are shown in Fig. 73.

As CompactLight has very tight tolerances on phase variations of RF cavities, a study was performed to assess
the variation in output RF phase with variation of the modulator voltage. Variation of the cathode voltage by
1 part in 10,000, which is believed to be a conservative estimate of modulator stability, resulted in a phase shift
of 0.36 degrees. While this is greater than the specification, it should be noted that most modulators achieve a
greater stability than the conservative estimate used here. The required manufacturing tolerance was also assessed
and was found to be 5 µm which is similar to that of an X-band RF cavity and so feasible.

An upgrade requirement of CompactLight is operation at 1 kHz. The main limitation to achieving this is the
average power density in the collector. A new code was developed to calculate this. This code was then used
to optimize the collector geometry to minimize the heat load for two cases: (1) no RF input (DC mode) and

Fig. 73 The electric field plot on the HOM MBK surface
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Fig. 74 Artistic view of the Ka-band HOM MBK

(2) saturated RF output. While the beam power is higher for the DC case, in the saturated RF output case, the
location of the heat deposition on the collector wall is shifted with respect to the DC case, and hence, the maximum
power density in both modes of operation must be assessed. The maximal power density is below 70 W/cm2 which
is below the standard limit of 100 W/cm2 typically used in collectors with water cooling systems. The final HOM
MBK geometry is shown in Fig. 74. A detailed description of on the design of this multi-beam klystron has also
been published in [142].

Gyroklystron

The gyrotron klystron is a vacuum electronic-based amplifier that relies on the fast beam–wave electron cyclotron
maser interaction for its operation [143]. Compared with a conventional klystron normally used in accelerators,
the electron beam interacts with the TE resonant mode in the gyroklystron cavities and the bunching is mainly
in the azimuthal direction. The small gap length in a klystron which determines the operating frequency is no
longer a constraint in a gyroklyston which allows it to produce high power at the higher operating frequency, for
example, to achieve MWs of power at high (Ka-band) frequency. A schematic drawing of a gyroklystron is shown in
Fig. 75. Its main components include: (1) the magnetron injection gun (MIG) to generate a rotating electron beam
with optimized transverse to axial velocity ratio and small velocity spread; (2) beam–wave interaction circuit to
effectively convert the power in the electron beam into the microwave radiation; (3) a cryogen-free superconducting
magnet system to properly guide the electron beam and maintain the electron beam cyclotron frequency; (4) the
input and output microwave window to couple the input and output radiation; (5) the ultra-high vacuum system;
and (6) the depressed collector to reduce the thermal load when operating at high pulse repetition frequencies of
100 Hz or greater.

Fig. 75 Schematic drawing of a gyroklystron
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Design of the interaction circuit

During the design of the 36 GHz gyroklystron with 3 MW output power, a three-cavity configuration was chosen
as a trade-off between gain improvements using more cavities, thermal issues, design complexity, and bunching
quality. It included an input cavity to couple in the driving RF signal, a bunching cavity to enhance the electron
bunch, and an output cavity to induce a strong resonance with the bunched electron beam for effective beam–wave
interaction. The input and bunching cavities are operating with the TE01 mode, and the output cavity operates
with a TE02 mode to improve the power capability.

The design of the gyroklystron interaction circuit follows an iterative process [144, 145]. First, a small-signal
linear theory based on the point-gap approximation was used to find the constraints of the initial parameters,
such as the beam voltage, current, the transverse-to-axial velocity ratio α, and the magnetic field strength at the
interaction region, as shown in Table 21. The dispersion curve of the operating modes of the output cavity based
on the interaction principle is shown in Fig 76. The possible competing modes are the TE11 and TE01.

After selecting the core beam parameters, the proper eigenfrequencies, and the quality factors for the cavities,
the dimensions of the cavities could be decided. The resonant frequencies of the input and intermediate cavities,
f1 and f2, were chosen using the following equations:

f1 =f0 + f0/(3Q0), (24)

f2 =f0 − f0/(3Q0), (25)

Table 21 The requirements and initial parameters from the linear theory

Parameter Units Value

Operating frequency GHz 36

Output power MW 3.2

Bandwidth MHz 200

Electron beam voltage kV 150

Electron beam current A 50

Magnetic field strength T 1.5

Beam transverse-to-axial velocity ratio 1.4

Small-signal linear gain dB 48

Efficiency % 42

Fig. 76 Dispersion relation of the operating mode of the output cavity
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where f0 and Q0 are the eigenfrequency and quality factor of the output cavity. The dimensions of the cavities
and the radius of the guiding center can be determined from

f =c/λ0 = c/2π
√

(νmp/R)2 + (nπ/L)2, (26)

Cmp(r) =(J2
m±1(k⊥r)/((ν2

mp − m2)J2
m(νmp)), (27)

where f is the eigenfrequency of the operating mode TEm, p, n, R and L are the radius and length of the cavity, J
is the Bessel function of the first kind, and νmp is the Bessel root corresponding to the mode in question.

The parameters chosen from these equations were then put into the nonlinear theory, which can include the
accurate field profiles of the cavities in the calculation enabling the beam–wave coupling equation to be solved. The
nonlinear theory provides a balance between accuracy and simulation time. It provides useful information on the
bunching process and the trends that occur when changing the parameters. The initial dimensions of cavities, as
well as the length of the drift tube sections from the linear theory, were then further optimized using the nonlinear
theory calculations to achieve optimal efficiency. The maximum interaction efficiency was about 40%. Figure 77
shows the interaction efficiencies at the intermediate and output cavity as a function of the cavity positions.

The most accurate simulation of the beam-wave interaction is based on finite-difference time-domain particle-
in-cell simulations carried out using the optimal geometry suggested by the nonlinear theory calculations. This
enables the space-charge effect in the gyro-klystron cavities, the beam energy spread and velocity spread to be
included in the simulations. The design goal is to achieve the required output power, frequency, and efficiency from
a gyrotron klystron amplifier that can be manufactured with acceptable tolerances. The particle-in-cell simulation
requires large computation time. This makes it suited only for final optimization and validation, sweeping across
a range of parameters suggested by the nonlinear simulations. Figure 78a shows the structure of the gyroklystron
and the phase space of the electrons. The phase space of the electron energy is shown in Fig. 78b, where at the
output cavity, most of the electrons lose their energy to the electromagnetic wave which results in the amplification
of the input signal.

The simulation showed that more than 3 MW output power can be generated, satisfying the requirements. The
Fourier transformation of the amplitude of the electric field at the output port showed that a distinct frequency
component of 36 GHz exists in the frequency spectrum. No other frequency components were found except a
relatively weak second harmonic. Further PIC simulations were carried out to investigate the effect of the electron
beam velocity spread and the variation of the magnetic field strength. The output power remained greater than

Fig. 77 The efficiency as the function of the cavity position for each cavity from nonlinear theory results

Fig. 78 Simulated gyroklystron structure and the simulated phase space of the electrons
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3 MW if the variation of the transverse-to-axial velocity ratio was less than 4%. The output power as the function
of input power and bandwidth are shown in Fig. 79.

The MIG gun design for the 36 GHz gyroklystron

The small-orbit gyrating electron beam used for the gyroklystron is generated from a magnetron injection gun
(MIG). A triode-type gun that can provide better control of the beam velocity ratio by adjusting the modulating
anode voltage was designed. The initial parameters of the MIG were derived from the theoretical model using the
final optimized beam parameters of the gyroklystron, as listed in Table 22. The geometry dimensions were further
optimized using the particle tracking code EGUN. The optimized beam velocity spreads were about 4% for the
desired beam parameters. The simulation results were also validated using other simulation codes, MAGIC, and
CST particle studio. The trajectory of the electron beam of the optimized MIG is shown in Fig. 80. The beam
transverse-to-axial velocity ratio can be adjusted by varying the modulation anode voltage, as shown in Fig. 81.

Fig. 79 The output power as input power and bandwidth function

Table 22 The optimized beam parameters of the gyroklystron

Parameter Units Value

Electron beam voltage kV 150

Electron beam current A 50

Magnetic field strength T 1.46

Beam transverse-to-axial velocity ratio 1.4

Gain dB 39 (max. 42)

Efficiency % 44

Beam guide radius mm 2.3

Magnetic field compression ratio 10.5

Modulation anode voltage kV 38.5

Fig. 80 The trajectories of the electron beam in the MIG
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Fig. 81 The beam transverse-to-axial velocity ratio as the function of modulation anode voltage

Fig. 82 The superconducting magnet system and the on-axis magnetic field profile

Magnetic field design

The simulation showed that the variation of the magnetic field strength at the interaction region was required to be
less than 1% to maintain the desired output power. Although it is possible to generate a magnetic field strength of
1.5 T using a water-cooled copper coil, the cooling requirement and field stability are challenging. A better choice
is to use a cryo-cooled closed-loop superconducting magnet. A magnet system composed of four solenoids was used
to generate the magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 82. It included one main coil and two shim coils to compensate for
the field decrease at both ends of the main coil. The reverse coil was used to adjust the magnetic field strength at
the emitter surface accurately. The magnet system was initially designed and optimized by analytical equations.
Then, the solenoid configurations were modelled and verified by the magnetic field solver using the finite-element
method. The on-axis magnetic field profile is shown in Fig. 82.

Specifications of the 36 GHz gyroklystron

A full summary of specifications of the gyroklystron from the simulations is summarized in Table 23, which also
details the footprint and the phase stability. Specifications of the commercial superconducting magnet used for the
gyrotron are summarized as in Table 24, which is based on the user manual from the potential vendor [146]. The
specifications of the power modulator which satisfies the requirements to drive the gyroklystron are summarized
as in Table 25, which is based on the user manual from the potential vendor [147].

5.2.8.2 Pulse compression system

Waveguide system

As waveguide losses increase at higher frequencies, it is necessary to use an overmoded waveguide operating in a
lower loss TE01 mode to limit the RF losses between the RF source and the RF structure. With such a scaling,
the circular waveguide diameter is 12 mm. In such a waveguide, the Ohmic losses are − 0.255 dB/m (5.7%/m).
For the long straight WG sections, this diameter can be increased (matched taper) to 20 mm (− 0.035 dB/m;
0.8%/m).

The HOM MBK is very compact and does not require an oil tank and hence could be installed in the tunnel next
to the structure further limiting transmission loss. The Gyroklystron is larger and requires both an oil tank and
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Table 23 The specifications of the 36 GHz gyroklystron

Parameter Value

Beam voltage/beam current 150 kV/50 A

Output power/2nd harmonic component 3.2 MW/2.3%

Output power stability 0.4% @0.5% variation of the modulator voltage

Output frequency/3 dB bandwidth 36 GHz/108 MHz (0.3%)

Magnetic field and frequency drift 1.46 T and < 1 MHz drift due to magnetic field drift

Frequency drift due to beam voltage 4.8 MHz @0.1% variation of the modulator voltage

Pulse repetition rate/duration 1000 Hz/1.5 µs

Drive power/gain 400 W/39 dB

Input/output waveguide mode Input TE10 (Rectangular) mode,

output TE02 (Circular) mode

Efficiency 42.7% (without energy recovery),

58.0% (with single stage depressed collector)

Average spent beam power 6.5 kW

Dimensions 60 cm (W) × 60 cm (L) × 1200 cm (H)

Phase stability 3.4 deg@0.1%, 0.34 deg@0.01% variation of the modulator voltage

Table 24 Specifications of the commercial superconducting magnet

Parameter Value

Guide magnetic field 1.46 T

Type Cryogen free superconducting magnet

Possible vendor Cryogenic Ltd.

Magnetic field accuracy 0.08%

Stability over time 0.002%/h

Stability over temperature 0.002%/K

Table 25 Specifications of the commercial power modulator

Parameter Value

Operating voltage 150 kV

Operating current 50 A

Possible vendor ScandiNova

Product model K Series K100

Typical pulsed voltage range 115–190 kV

Typical pulsed current range 90–140 A

RMS voltage stability 0.02%

Dimensions 166 cm × 70 cm × 220 cm

a superconducting magnet making it more difficult to place in the tunnel, and will likely need to be in a separate
service tunnel or plant room. In both cases, the modulator will have to be in the plant room. The Gyroklystron
requires a TE02 to TE01 mode converter, while the HOM MBK has a TE01 output. The proposal is to use an
existing rectangular TE20 mode hybrid coupler on the pulse-compressor, which requires a simple circular TE01 to
rectangular TE20 mode converter.
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Pulse compression

The Gyroklystron and multi-beam klystron can provide 3.2 MW and 2.5 MW, respectively, as Ka-band RF sources.
This power level is smaller than the required input power for the linearizer, which means that more than one RF
power source is needed for the system if pulse compression is not implemented. However, the required pulse width
for the linearizer is much shorter than the output of the power source. Hense pulse compression can be used to
reduce the number of power sources and increase the peak power of the RF source to meet the required input
power of the linearizer. The passive pulse-compressor consists of a cavity-based SLEDI and a delay-line-based
SLEDII [112, 148–150]. The Q factor of the SLEDI cavity needs to be around 100,000. However, the Q factor
of the resonant cavity at 36 GHz could not reach that value. An SLEDII pulse compressor could have a good
performance at a higher frequency range. A 30 GHz pulse-compressor with resonant delay lines has been built and
installed in the CTF3 (CLIC Test Facility) and obtained the high peak power of 150 MW, as shown in Fig. 83 [151].
A delay-line-based dual-moded SLEDII pulse compressor is proposed for the CompactLight linearizer system.

The length of the delay line of SLEDII pulse compressor is proportional to the output pulse width. Reflective
delay lines transmit the RF power in several modes by utilizing the transmission lines several times [152–154].
This can reduce the required delay line by a factor of n, where n is the number of modes used simultaneously. The
dual-moded SLEDII pulse-compressor utilizes two modes which are circular TE01 and TE02 modes in the same
delay-line, as shown in Fig. 84. This cuts the delay-line length by a factor of 2.

The baseline of CompactLight aims at a two-bunch operation with a spacing of 6 or 10 X-band RF cycles (0.5 or
0.83 ns). The required input pulse width for the linearizer should ensure the two-bunch operation. As the spacing
is much smaller than the filling time of the linearizer, the output pulse width from the pulse compression system is
mainly dominated by the filling time. This drives a shorter length of the delay line compared with those designed
for colliders with wider pulse widths.

The filling time for a 0.3 m traveling-wave linearizer which operates at 2π/3 mode, is 9 ns. The dual-moded
delay line needs to have an approximate length of 1.71 m which includes the filling time and rise/fall edge of
the RF power source. The diameter of the waveguide for the delay line is 50 mm. The average power gain of the
pulse-compressor as a function of RF source pulse width is shown in Fig. 85.

An average power gain of 7.37 is reached when the RF power source width is 984 ns. The input and output
pulse shape is shown in Fig 86.

Fig. 83 30 GHz SLED2 pulse-compressor in CTF3

Fig. 84 The delay-line of dual-moded SLEDII pulse-compressor
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Fig. 85 Average power gain from the pulse-compressor as a function of RF power source pulse width

Fig. 86 Input and output pulse shape of the pulse-compressor. The input pulse width is 984 ns and the output pulse width
is 24 ns including the rise/fall edge

5.2.8.3 Traveling-wave linearizing structure

At Ka-band, the power available from RF amplifiers is much smaller that that at lower frequencies. While higher
powers could potentially be realized in a klystron upconverter the complexity, size, cost, and peak field requirements
of such a device would be more risky than other devices. Also, since the lineariser is a single cavity and hence
space is not a driving constraint, there was no real requirement for a high gradient and hence high power. This
led to an initial limit of 3 MW from the RF source for the purpose of designing the RF structure. A preliminary
investigation on SLED-II pulse compressors suggested that this would lead to around 22 MW of RF power being
available for the RF structure.

The aperture of the RF structure is limited by short-range wakefields to around 2 mm, although this is weakly
dependent on the structure length. The limit thickness of the iris at the Ka-band is not well known; hence, a
conservative width of 0.6 mm was chosen based on experience in the CLIC study. One issue with a traveling-wave
structure at Ka-band is that the requirement to have a large aperture compared to the wavelength leads to a
very high group velocity which can limit the structure’s efficiency. Initially, traveling-wave structures with phase
advances 2π/3 and 5π/6 were investigated. With smaller apertures, the higher phase advance normally has a
lower group velocity for a given aperture size; however, it was found that where the aperture is large compared
to the wavelength, the 2π/3 structure had the lower group velocity of 11.9% the speed of light. This resulted in a
minimum structure length of 300 mm to achieve a voltage of 12.75 MV with the available RF power.
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Using a standing-wave structure would initially appear to be more efficient as there is no power flow out of the
structure. However, there are two issues with a standing-wave cavity. The first issue is that there are no Ka-band
3 MW circulators, and hence, the structures would need to be split and fed through hybrid couplers to cancel
out the reflections in pairs by choosing the correct phase delay between each structure. Several structures are also
required as there is a limit to the number of cells that can be used in a standing-wave structure and the Ka-band
cells are very short. The second issue is the longer filling time of the structure leads to significantly longer SLED-II
pulse-compressor delay lines. This second issue can be avoided by partly filling the structure, but in doing so, the
performance of the standing-wave structure becomes comparable to the traveling-wave structure. Due to the added
complication of the standing-wave scheme, the baseline structure design was chosen to be a 2π/3 traveling-wave
structure with a length of 300 mm.

Cell design

The single cell geometry (see Fig. 87) was optimized for three different phase advances of the traveling-wave
structure (TWS) at 36 GHz, and the general parameters of each one are presented in Table 26, for comparison.

From Table 26, we observe that for a structure with relatively large apertures such as this one (where Riris ≈
λ/4), going from phase advances (φ) of 2π/3 to 6π/7, the change of the shunt impedance and group velocity are
minimal, ∼ 3% and ∼ 2%, respectively. Although the attenuation factor changes by ∼ 40% and the Q factor
by ∼ 22%, the shunt impedance remains virtually the same. The peak surface magnetic field increases by close
to 19%, while the peak surface electric field increases by less than 9%. Finally, and as expected, the length per
cell increases by up to a 28%, between φ = 2π/3 and 6π/7. All of these factors make the lower phase advance

Fig. 87 Single cell geometrical parameters

Table 26 The TWS single cell parameters

Parameter φ = 2π/3 5π/6 6π/7 Units

Frequency f 36 GHz

Q factor 4392 5251 5365 –

Shunt impedance rL 106 109 109 MΩ/m

Group velocity νg 0.119 0.138 0.145 c

Attenuation α0 0.7 0.5 0.5 m−1

Peak surface field Ea
p 2.57 2.99 3.05 MV/m

Peak surface field Ba
p 4.45 4.76 4.83 mT

Cavity radius R 3.96 3.86 3.85 mm

Iris radius Riris 2.00 mm

Cell length Lc 2.78 3.47 3.57 mm

Iris thickness Li 0.60 mm

Cavity blending radius rb 1.00 mm
aNormalized to Ez = 1 MV/m
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option more attractive to reach the target integrated voltage (i.e., 12.75 MV), with lower power requirements for
a given structure length (see Fig. 88), which is not the expected result when dealing with structures with smaller
apertures.

Figure 88 shows: in orange, all the possible combinations of input power (after compression) and structure
length (φ = 6π/7) that deliver at least 12.75 MV of integrated voltage, and in blue, the same for φ = 2π/3. This
makes the lower border of the colored areas the optimal front, where minimal input power is needed to deliver the
required voltage, for a given structure length. Highlighted in red dashed lines is the point where 15 MW of input
power after compression provides the 12.75 MV, for a 30 cm long TWS with φ = 2π/3. This point is chosen as
a trade-off between the available power and a reduced number of cells (108 cells in this case). It is obvious that
a structure with phase advance greater than 2π/3 will fail to provide the linearising voltage for the input power
available based on both RF source designs and the performed pulse-compressor studies. From this graph, it is
clear that to reduce the total structure length by one-third (i.e., from 30 to 20 cm), it would mean doubling the
required input power, making it unpractical to go to shorter structure lengths.

Finally, preliminary thermal analysis simulations have been done on the single-cell geometry to understand the
thermal losses. An interesting outcome of the simulations is that, since the iris is the highest temperature point,
and because this design has a large aperture, the thermal path between the tip of the iris and the cavity body
remains relatively short and wide, making the heat transfer to the copper, and eventually the cooling channels,
easy and quick. Therefore, using 10 mm diameter for the cooling channels and water at 27 deg C at peak gradient
(42.5 MV/m), the increment is only 1 deg on the iris at the CW steady state (see Fig. 89). For all these reasons,

Fig. 88 Power requirement as a function of structure length at 36 GHz to provide 12.75 MV integrated voltage for 2π/3
and 5π/6 phase advance options

Fig. 89 Setup on CST® (left) and results of the steady-state thermal simulations at peak gradient (right)
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the cooling should not present a considerable challenge for the operation of this structure.

Couplers

A double feed mode launcher was designed for the Ka-band TWS. Figure 90 shows both the mode launcher topology
(top) and the S-parameters for a 10 cm-long structure (bottom), as an illustration of its performance. Inductive
notches are included in the mode launcher’s rectangular waveguides. These notches, along with a matching cell
after the mode launcher’s circular waveguide, are used to tune the coupling and eliminate any residual standing
wave due to internal reflections in the structure.

A mode converter option was designed in an effort to simplify a low-loss transport network. Such a converter
couples to a TE20 mode coming directly from a low-loss waveguide, and feeds symmetrically a TE01 circular mode
to the structure’s mode launcher (see Fig. 91). This mode converter requires the feeding paths to the mode launcher
to be asymmetrical, which allows for the correct power flow into the structure. Inductive notches are introduced
at the side of the splitting bifurcation to control and reduce any standing wave trapped in this section. There is,
however, a residual standing wave that stays present in such a TE20-to-TE01 mode launcher. Nevertheless, this

Fig. 90 Mode launcher geometry (top) and S-parameters for a 10 cm-long structure (bottom)

Fig. 91 TE20 to TE01 mode converter (top) and its matched S11 parameters (bottom)
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Table 27 Ka-band traveling wave structure parameters at nominal voltage

Parameter Value Units

Active length l 300 mm

Phase advance φ 2π/3 rad

Number of cells 108 –

Filling time τ 8.4 ns

Frequency f 36 GHz

Compressed power P 15 MW

Design gradient Eacc 42.5 MV/m

Peak surface field Ep 109.2 MV/m

Peak surface field Bp 189.1 mT

Modified Poynting vector Sc 4.84 W/µm2

has been reduced to a practical level and can be further optimized. Figure 91 (bottom) shows the linear magnitude
of the mode converter’s S11 parameter. It is centred at 36 GHz and its broad bandwidth makes it a suitable coupler
for the TWS.

Full structure

Following the comparison presented in Table 26, we propose a 2π/3, 30 cm long (108 cells), constant impedance
TWS as the lineariser baseline. This structure can reach the required 12.75 MV of integrated voltage, for a feasible
input power of 15 MW after compression (see Fig. 88). Table 27 shows the operational parameters of the baseline
structure at the required integrated voltage for the bunch linearisation.

The peak fields of Ep ≈ 109 MV/m, Bp ≈ 189 mT, and Sc ≈ 5 W/µm2 at a nominal gradient, are all within
the practical limits of operation. A 108 cell structure is deemed feasible from the manufacturing viewpoint, and a
filling time of 8.4 ns allows for good performance of the pulse-compressor, see Figs. 85 and 86.

Table 28 shows a comparison of the power dissipation of the Ka-band linearizer to two X-band examples. The
power dissipation at the Ka-band (2.5 kW/m) is comparable to that of the CompactLight main linac (2.4 kW/m),
when both are operating at 1 kHz repetition rate. This makes the Ka-band TWS a consistent option, in terms of
its power dissipation, for this application.

To benchmark the wakefield effects discussed in Sect. 5.2.8, long-range and short-range wakefield simulations
have been done for a 10 cm-long structure with couplers. Figure 92 shows the magnitude of the longitudinal wake
fields for a single, 75 nC, 300 µm electron bunch, up to 216 GHz. A more advanced analysis of this work will
include the calculated wakefields on the beam dynamics studies for proper benchmarking of the codes used and
their results. The long-range transverse wakefield of a 30 cm long structure was simulated by GdfidL [155]. The

Table 28 Comparison of average dissipated power

Structure Rep. rate [Hz] Ave. dissipated power [kW/m]

CLIC 50 3.06

CompactLight main linac 1000 2.44

Ka-band 300 mm TWS 1000 2.47

Fig. 92 Magnitude of the longitudinal wakefields on a 10 cm TWS for a single XLS nominal electron bunch
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Fig. 93 Magnitude of the long-range transverse wakefield on a 30 cm TWS for a single XLS nominal electron bunch

transverse wake potential for a 300 µm electron bunch is shown in Fig. 93. Further studies are required to include
long-range wake fields and gain trust in the codes employed for the beam dynamics calculations.

5.2.8.4 Alternatives

Standing-wave linearizing structure

Using a standing-wave structure would initially appear to be more efficient as there is no power flow out of the
structure. However, there are two issues. The first issue is that there are no Ka-band 3 MW circulators; hence,
the structures would need to be split and fed through hybrid couplers to cancel out the reflections in pairs by
choosing the correct phase delay between each structure. Several structures are also required as there is a limit
to the number of cells that can be used in a standing-wave structure and the Ka-band cells are very short. The
second issue is the longer filling time of the structure leads to significantly longer SLEDII pulse-compressor delay
lines. This second issue can be avoided by partly filling the structure, but in doing so, the performance of the
standing-wave structure becomes comparable to the traveling-wave structure.

A standing-wave structure option is retained as an alternative structure due to its lower average power require-
ment. The traveling-wave structure requires around 16 MW of input power to the structure, which needs a 1-
microsecond pulse from the klystron/gyroklystron, resulting in an average power dissipated per unit length along
the structure of 2.5 kW/m at a 1 kHz repetition frequency which is similar to the main linac. Initial studies of
structure heating suggest that the maximum allowable heat load per unit length is independent of the cavity
frequency however further studies are required to confirm this. In the event that the smaller K-band structures
cannot handle the same power per unit length as the main linac, then we would require an option with a lower
heat load.

The standing-wave structure design is based on four 19-cell standing-wave structures. An aperture of 2 mm is
chosen which is the same as that in the traveling-wave option. Cell geometry is shown in Fig. 94 and the general
parameters are presented in Table 29.

A length of 2.08 m is chosen for the dual-moded SLEDII pulse-compressor delay line to increase the input power
to the standing-wave structures. This length is comparable with that for the traveling-wave option and will give a
flat top width of 30 ns. The standing-wave structure could be partially filled to 68% of the steady state voltage with
the compressed pulse. Each structure would require a peak input power of 2.70 MW to achieve a total integrated
voltage of 12.43 MV, requiring only a 240 ns pulse from the amplifier. This results in a much lower heating per

Fig. 94 Geometry of the standing-wave structure cell
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Table 29 SWS single cell parameters

Parameter Value Units

Frequency f 36 GHz

Q factor 5941 –

Shunt impedance rL 97 MΩ/m

Peak surface field Ea
p 2.67 MV/m

Filling time T b
fill 121 ns

Cavity radius R 3.86 mm

Iris radius Ri 2.00 mm

Cell length Lc 4.16 mm

Iris thickness Li 0.667 mm

Cavity blending radius rb 1.00 mm
aNormalized to Ez = 1 MV/m
bTime to fill 99% of the the steady state electrical field

unit length of 1.6 kW/m. However, three hybrid couplers are needed to cancel out the reflection which makes the
whole setup complicated.

Ka-band cryo-cooled structures

The amplifier development is a complex project and there is a risk that it is not successful and results in a
much lower saturated output power in practice. If that occurs a more efficient structure would be required. One
option would be to make a longer structure, however, this would use more cells, and using multiple amplifiers
would increase the cost significantly. Another option is to use a cryogenic-cooled copper standing-wave cavity. A
10 cm-long structure, operating at 77 K, would have an estimated shunt impedance of 349 MΩ/m, so two 10 cm
structures could be utilized with a hybrid to cancel reflections to protect the amplifier. These structures could
alternatively be used to reduce the length of the lineariser by increasing the gradient; however, there seems to
be little need to reduce the length at present. It would require significant additional development to design a
cryostat and prototype, and hence, this is reserved as a future option rather than an alternative. It should be
noted, however, that this technology can potentially deliver very high gradients and hence could be a future route
to high-gradient accelerators.

The use of cryogenic structures to both diminish the RF dissipation and mitigate breakdown is by now well
established, particularly through testing of X-band and S-band devices. In these experiments, the scaling of RF dis-
sipation according to the theory of the anomalous skin effect (ASE) [156] has been verified, and surface fields over
500 MV/m have been achieved before breakdown is observed [157]. The advantage in dissipation effects diminishes
somewhat at high frequency but is still notable up to Ka-band. This component is critically important for appli-
cations such as the MaRIE XFEL [158], the CompactLight FEL, and the Ultra-Compact XFEL at UCLA [159].
Paired with the CompactLight sponsored initiative to develop a preliminary design of a 15 MW-class klystron at
36 GHz, a compact, high gradient cryogenic linearizer in this frequency range now seems within reach [160].

This section reviews the scaling laws that allow approximate prediction of the performance of such a linearizer,
based on a derated 5 MW input. To orient the expected performance, it is noted that the shunt impedance
calculated for an optimized 36 GHz structure at room temperature is 158 MΩ/m. The expected behavior of this
shunt impedance can be scaled from detailed calculations of ASE enhancement at low temperatures in S-band
by a factor of 5. To extend this to Ka-band, it is noted that the ohmic model scaling of surface resistivity is
Rs, Ω ∝ ω1/2, while for ASE, the scaling in the low-temperature limit is Rs, ASE ∝ ω2/3. This means that the
expected enhancement in the quality factor has a scaling Qenh ∝ ω−1/6, and for low temperature (below 40 K),
one may expect in Ka-band Qenh � 3.3. For less ambitious cooling designs, operating with liquid nitrogen at 77
K, an enhancement of 2.2 may be foreseen.

To give an idea of what is possible with this approach, the assumption is made, as stated above, of a 5 MW
matched input into a 10 cm long structure, operating at 77 K, with estimated shunt impedance of 349 MΩ/m.
In this case, the accelerating field is 130 MV/m, which is well below the breakdown limit of 250 MV/m. The
corresponding surface field of 260 MV/m is also below the threshold of dark-current emission of ∼ 300 MV/m that
is strong enough to beam load the structure [161]. Further, at this frequency, the normalized vector potential is a
factor of three below that needed to capture and accelerate dark current, further mitigating potential issues with
spurious field emission effects.
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Table 30 RF parameters’ list of the SW Ka-band structure

Parameter Unit Value

Frequency GHz 35.982

Operating mode π

Input power MW 8

Ep/Ea 1.55

Hp/Ea mT/MV/m 2.68

Effective accelerating electric field MV/m 125

Shunt impedance MΩ/m 188

Unloaded quality factor, Q 5628

Build-up (coupling beta = 1) ns 12.5

RF pulse-length flat top ns 50

Repetition rate kHz 1

Average RF power per meter KW/m 4.2

Structure length cm 8

Iris radius a/λ ratio 0.12

Coupling coefficient, K % 0.83

Iris thickness mm 0.667

Ellipse semi-axes iris ratio shape 5/7

Cavity radius mm 3.628

For a cryogenic structure with a/λ = 0.12 (or a = 1 mm radius) and r1 = r2 = 5/7 ellipse semi-axes ratio
and assuming an input power of 8 MW, with only one cryogenic structure, it is possible to achieve an integrated
voltage of about 15 MV. It should be noted that this structure’s iris radius does not meet the CompactLight beam
dynamics specification; hence, further work would be required to redesign the cavity to meet the requirements
should a cryo-cooled option be utilized.

High gradient Ka-band structures

There is a strong demand for accelerating structures able to achieve higher gradients and more compact dimensions
for the next generation of linear accelerators for research, and industrial and medical applications. In the framework
of the CompactLight project, an ultra-high gradient higher harmonic RF accelerating structure was also developed.
The aperture chosen for this design is smaller than the minimum value dictated by beam dynamics requirements for
CompactLight, so it is not considered for the lineariser, but may have applications in other X-band FEL projects
with less stringent impedance requirements. To minimize the input power requirements for a given accelerating
gradient, the RF accelerating structures have to be designed with the aim of maximizing the shunt impedance.

Presented here is a discussion of the electromagnetic design of an ultra-compact Ka-band standing-wave (SW)
linearizer, 8 cm long, working on π mode. It has an ultra-high accelerating gradient (beyond 100 MV/m) and
minimum surface electric field for minimizing the probability of RF breakdown without affecting the beam dynamics
quality [160, 162, 163]. It is assumed the beam energy is about 300 MeV, a bunch charge of 75 pC, and an emittance
of ε = 0.18 µm rad. As a result, from a compromise among the beam dimensions and the RF parameters, to
minimize the peak surface electric field and to get a satisfactory surface magnetic field for the optimum design [160],
the geometry chosen has an iris radius a/λ = 0.12 (or a = 1 mm radius), a cavity radius b = 3.628 mm and r1/r2

= 5/7 ellipse semi-axes ratio for the optimum design [160]. While this iris radius does not meet the CompactLight
beam dynamics specification, it may well be suitable for other future projects. The main RF properties of the
structure are summarized in Table 30.

A practical tolerable limit on the higher gradient operation came out recently from experimental activity [79,
164, 165] by estimating the modified Poynting vector (MPV) and pulse heating (PH) effects. The breakdown rate
(BDR) is a measure of the RF sparks per unit of time and length inside an accelerating structure. Estimations of
the MPV by assuming an RF 50 ns flat top length pulse and HV in case of the cavity geometry are reported in
Table 31.

In all cases, both the MPV and PH are well below the safety thresholds [164, 166, 167]. To achieve an integrated
voltage of at least 15 MV, two separated normal conducting SW structures provide an integrated voltage of 20 MV.
The average RF power per meter is 4.2 kW/m which, while double the other designs, is believed to be below the
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Table 31 MPV and PH as function of the accelerating gradient

Eacc [MV/m] EF [MV/m] HF [MA/m] MPV [MW/mm2] PH [◦C]

100 155 0.2205 1.88 8

132 204 0.2911 3.27 14

150 232 0.3308 4.23 18

EF surface electric fields, HF surface magnetic field

safety threshold, although further simulations are required to confirm this. The RF power source can be provided
by an RF amplifier plus a SLED system [168]. Assuming a compression of 4, it is possible to achieve 12 MW. A
hybrid device should give no problem for the power reflection to the power source.

5.3 Beam dynamics

The user requirements for CompactLight were established by interacting with the existing and potential FEL users
in various channels, and the required parameters are given in Sect. 3.2. Key requests from the user community,
which affect the facility layout significantly, are:

• Wide range of photon energy (0.25–16 keV).
• Repetition rate 100 Hz and up to 1 kHz for the soft X-ray option.
• Simultaneous HXR/SXR operation at 100 Hz.
• Pulse duration 1–50 fs.

The facility is proposed in three stages as a baseline layout and two upgrade scenarios to satisfy various user
requirements. Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the schematic layout of the machine for different upgrade and operation
modes. The target photon parameters of CompactLight are given in Table 1, and the corresponding electron beam
repetition rate and energies for various operation modes are given in Table 2. To achieve the requested photon
beam parameters, the electron beam must have parameters as given in Table 32.

As can be seen in Table 32, the electron beam energy tuning range is large (i.e. 5.5– 0.95 GeV), the implications
of which must be considered for the linacs operating at X-band frequency. Operation at different repetition rates
brings another challenge to the facility design: multi-bunch operation and adjustment of the bunch spacing. To
avoid over-complex operation, the beam parameters at various locations have been fixed by tuning different sections
of the facility at different settings for different operating modes. Figure 95 shows the beam energies at different

Table 32 Main parameters of the CompactLight FEL

Parameter Unit Hard X-ray Soft X-ray

Beam energy GeV 5.5–2.75 2.35–0.95

Photon energy range keV 16.0–2.0 2.0–0.25

Peak current (minimum) kA 5.0–1.5 0.92–0.35

RMS sliced emittance mm mrad 0.2

RMS sliced energy spread keV 550

Bunch charge pC 75

Fig. 95 Electron beam energy for various operation modes of the facility for different operation frequencies
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locations along the beamline.
To determine the performance of the machine for all operating modes, it is sufficient to simulate the following

operating modes.

1. Soft-X-ray 100–250–1000 Hz 0.97 GeV targeting shortest bunch length for SXR (nominal + bba + jitter coh
& inc).

2. Hard-X-ray 100 Hz 5.5 GeV targeting shortest bunch length (nominal + bba + jitter coh & inc).
3. Hard-X-ray 100 Hz 2.75 GeV targeting shortest bunch length (only nominal performance).
4. HXR/SXR Linac 4 (only nominal performance).

This section of the report summarizes the integrated performance studies of the facility using the simulation
tools discussed in [169]. Start-to-end (S2E) simulations have been performed from the cathode to the end of the
undulator, including space-charge effects, coherent synchrotron radiation in magnetic compressors, wakefield effects
in the X-band linac, and FEL performance. The injector optimization is reported in Sect. 5.3.1, while the lattice
optimization and beam transport along the main accelerating sections is given in Sect. 5.3.2. The beam dynamics
simulations also include the study of key tolerances and mitigation strategies to deal with imperfections. The beam
distribution obtained by the linac optimization has been imported into FEL simulations, and the expected FEL
performance is reported in Sect. 4.2.

5.3.1 Beam dynamics in injector

The proposed final injector design consists of a C-band RF gun and C-band accelerating structures operating for
both the operational modes, high (1 kHz) and low (100 Hz) repetition rate, which implies operating the whole
injector at the same accelerating gradient while keeping the beam quality within the requirements. The final layout
(see Fig. 31) includes a 2.6 cell C-Band RF Gun (see Sect. 5.1.1) followed by C-Band Booster structures (see Sect.
5.1.2.1) for acceleration up to 120 MeV. This configuration meets the design goals of the CompactLight injector
of Table 5

The reference working point for the CompactLight injector is a 75 pC electron bunch that reaches the laser
heater entrance with < 0.15µmrad transverse normalized emittance and ∼ 100 MeV energy. For this reason,
the photoinjector is operated on-crest, nearly according to the invariant envelope criteria [170], imposing at the
entrance of the first C-band structure a laminar envelope (σ′

x, y = 0) with the beam spot size σx, y matched to the
accelerating structures. The generation of the electron beam has been studied in detail by means of beam dynamics
simulations. The layout reported in deliverable D3.4 was used (up to the laser heater) in simulations using the
multi-particle codes Astra [171] and GPT [172], which take into account the space-charge effects relevant at very
low energies and the beam features defined by the emission from the cathode. It was found that the bunch length
at the entrance to the laser heater has to be ∼ 300 µm to achieve a final peak current of up to 1 kA at the end of
BC1. It was assumed that the copper cathode is excited by a laser pulse with a flat-top longitudinal profile of 4 ps
RMS duration with 0.5 ps rise/fall time. The transverse spot size is a uniform distribution of σx, y = 180 µm. With
these laser parameters and a peak field at the copper cathode of 160 MV/m, the transverse intrinsic emittance is
of the order of 0.1 mm.mrad.

To perform precise simulations, particularly to understand CSR effects in dispersive sections, 1 million macro-
particles were considered a good compromise between reliability and computational time. The position of the first
C-band structure, the strength of the solenoids to match the beam to the first structure, and the phase of the
RF structures were optimized to obtain the minimum slice and projected emittances. The simulated projected
emittance is ε =0.13 mmmrad and the bunch length is σz ≈ 1 ps. Figure 96 shows the energy gain, bunch length
variation, normalized horizontal emittance, and transverse beam size along the beamline after optimization.

Figure 97 represents the bunch’s horizontal, longitudinal, and beam parameters at the exit of the first C-band
section of the injector. The structures are operated on crest to minimize relative energy spread.

5.3.2 Beam dynamics in main Linac

The CompactLight FEL will operate within a range of wavelengths from 0.08 to 5 nm, covered by two distinct
undulator beamlines at electron beam energy between 5.5 and 0.95 GeV. Two operation modes have been devel-
oped: “short bunch length mode” to achieve 5 kA peak current for HXR production and “long bunch mode” to
achieve 1.5 kA for SXR production. The main accelerator has to be designed with sufficient flexibility to accom-
modate these operational modes. The main linac must be able to operate at three repetition frequencies: 100 Hz,
250 Hz, and 1000 Hz, while providing an electron beam with constant peak current and a small slice energy spread.
Since the RF photocathode gun produces 75 pC over a bunch length of 1 ps, the bunch must be compressed by a
total factor of more than 100 before it enters the undulator. The acceleration and compression is achieved in the
main linac sections, as shown in Fig. 8. The two bunch compressors (BCs) consist of symmetric magnetic chicanes.
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Fig. 96 Evolution of a the RMS bunch length and energy gain b the transverse normalized emittance and transverse spot
size along the photo-cathode RF gun and first C-Band section of the injector

Fig. 97 Transverse beam distribution (top left), and horizontal (top right) and longitudinal (bottom left) phase spaces
with associated histograms representing the projection along the respective axis and beam parameters of the bunch at the
exit of the first C-band section of the injector

The two chicanes’ layout and compression factor have been optimized to minimize the 6D emittance dilution
due to space-charge forces and wakefields in the linacs. The electron energy at the first chicane (BC1) was fixed
to ∼ 300 MeV to avoid space-charge effects while compressing the bunch to increase the peak current and reduce
the effects of transverse wakefields in the downstream linacs. The energy of the second compressor (BC2) depends
on the operation mode: ≈ 1 GeV when the machine operates at a low repetition rate, or ∼ 600 MeV at a high
repetition rate. Table 32 reports the beam parameters in HXR operation mode. Compressing the bunches at ∼ 1
GeV balances the conflicting requirements of minimizing the transverse and the longitudinal emittance dilution
due to coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR), the final energy requirement, and cancellation of the final correlated
energy spread by means of the downstream longitudinal wakefield after BC2. The CSR effects can be reduced by
using a weak chicane with a bending angle smaller than 5 degrees per dipole and a large initial correlated energy
spread. Still, the chromatic aberrations make the tolerances on the magnetic field quality tighter.

A short Ka-band RF structure is used prior to the first compressor to linearize the longitudinal phase space,
as discussed in Sect. 5.2.8.3. A laser heater is also foreseen at ∼ 100 MeV just after the photoinjector to avoid
the micro bunching instability, as described in Sect. 5.1.3. Dedicated diagnostic sections after the laser heater,
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the BCs and beam delivery sections are also included in the beamline. Start-to-end simulations have been carried
out to evaluate the linac’s emittance growth due to transverse wakefields, CSR, and unwanted dispersion due
to element misalignment. These simulations, which included realistic imperfections and correction techniques,
successfully demonstrated that the required level of transverse emittance preservation is achievable. Jitter studies
implemented in full start-to-end simulations have been performed and a tolerance budget of the linac stability has
been defined according to the FEL specifications.

The beam delivery system ends with a transfer line between the end of the linac and the entrance of the FEL.
This section includes the emittance diagnostic section, the electron beam switchyard for the two FELs, called the
“spreader”, and the matching sections. The design meets the constraints imposed by the existing and planned
building boundaries, the desire to utilize existing equipment, and the demands for various diagnostic instruments.
To cover all operation options either a single bunch per pulse, or a train of two bunches per pulse, have to be
transported through the following sections of the facility:

Option-i HXR/HXR: Two bunches @ 100 Hz

a —1st bunch (Ef =2.75–5.5 GeV): LN0 → BC1 → LN1 → BC2 → LN2 → LN3 → SP1 → FEL1.
b —2nd bunch (Ef =2.75–5.5 GeV): LN0 → BC1 → LN1 → BC2 → LN2 → LN3 → TC → FEL2.

Option-ii SXR/SXR: Two bunches @ 250 Hz

a —1st bunch (Ef =0.95–2.4 GeV): LN0 → BC1 → LN1 → BC2 → LN2 → LN3 → SP1 → FEL1.
b —2nd bunch (Ef =0.95–2.4 GeV): LN0 → BC1 → LN1 → BC2 → LN2 → LN3 → TC → FEL2.

Option-iii HXR/SXR: Two bunches @ 100 Hz

a —1st bunch (Ef =0.95–2.4 GeV): LN0 → BC1 → LN1 → BC2 → LN2 → SP2 → LN4 → FEL1.
b —2nd bunch (Ef =2.75–5.5 GeV): LN0 → BC1 → LN1 → BC2 → LN2 → LN3 → TC → FEL2.

Here, LNi represents Linac-i {i = 0, 1..4}; BCi represents Bunch Compressor-i {i = 1, 2}; SPi represents Spreader
Beamline-i {i = 1, 2} for high and low energy, respectively; FELi represents Free Electron Laser Beamline-i {i = 1,
2} and TC represents timing chicane (see Fig. 10). Option-i and Option-ii beamlines are valid for the Baseline, while
Option-iii is possible after Upgrade-2. The target beam parameters for all these operation modes are summarized
in Table 32.

This chapter describes the accelerator physics aspects and the choice of parameters that led to the design of
the CompactLight accelerator. The accelerator covers the region from the exit of the first C-band section of the
injector to the entrance of the first FEL undulator. The tracking results of the electron beam dynamics from the
photocathode to the end of different beamlines are discussed in the following sections.

5.3.2.1 RF module configuration

When a beam enters the linac with an offset, for example, due to a transverse jitter or an alignment error, the

head of the bunch experiences a normal betatron transverse oscillation. In contrast, the tail feels the kicks due to
the rf structure wakefields excited by the bunch head. At the end of a linac of length L, the amplitude of such
transverse deflections of the bunch tail due to all structures is proportional to

Δxtail ∝
∫ L

0

β(s)
E(s)

ΔV⊥(s)ds, (28)

where β(s) is the beta function along the linac, E (s) is the beam energy, and ΔV⊥(s) is the transverse deflection
due to transverse wakefield kick at location s [173]. For a particle at relative position z , one can write

ΔV⊥, ‖(s, z) = Ne2

∫ z

−∞
W⊥, ‖(s, z′ − z)λ(z′)dz′, (29)

where N is number of particles per bunch and λ(z) is the longitudinal charge distribution. W⊥(z) and W‖(z) are
the RF structure single-particle transverse and longitudinal wake potentials, respectively [174]. In the evaluation
of Eq. (29), W⊥(s) has been calculated using the analytic approximation of the wake potential presented in [141],
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applied to a two-particle beam model such as

W⊥(s) =
4Z0cs⊥0

πa4

[
1 −

(
1 +

√
s

s⊥0

)
exp

(
−

√
s

s⊥0

)]
,

W‖(s) =
4Z0c

πa2
exp

(
−

√
s

s‖0

)
,

where Z0 = 120πΩ is the impedance of free space, a is the average aperture radius of the structure, g is the gap
length, d is the length of the cell, s‖0 = 0.41a0.18g1.6/d2.5 and s⊥0 = 1.69a1.79g0.38/d1.17. Equation (28) implies
that the amplification factor is proportional to the beta function along the beam line. Therefore, to enhance the
beam stability, the betatron function of the lattice has to be small enough to minimize the effect introduced by
wakefields. An FODO-type lattice was chosen, optimized in the number of structures per module, and calculating
the transverse deflection, in normalized coordinates, for different type of charge distributions along the X-band
structures of the linac.

Space-charge effects in the linacs have been deemed negligible, following the indications in [175], where it is
stated that the transition energy, γtr, between the space-charge dominated regime and the thermal regime, is
approximated by the following equation:

γtr =
Î

2IA

σ2

ε2
n

, (30)

where Î is the peak current, and IA is the the Alfvén current (∼ 17 kA). With an average β function of 5 m, a
bunch length of about 300 µm, a bunch charge of 75 pC, and a normalized emittance of 0.2 µm, one obtains:
Etr = meγtr ∼ 120 MeV. As it can be seen on Fig. 96b, the change in emittance due to space-charge is negligible
by the end of the second structure. To further minimize the effect of space-charge forces in the injector, the beta
functions were minimized (∼ 5 m) up to the first BC, using 2 structures per FODO cell. The lattice is relaxed in
the second stage of acceleration where the bunches have a length of ∼ 20µm, with 2 structures between each pair
of quadrupoles in Linac-1, Linac-2, and Linac-4. The beta functions in the last stage of acceleration can be even
larger, since the bunch is quite short. Thus, we have chosen 4 X-band structures between each pair of quadrupoles
in Linac-3. The Twiss functions and phase advances per FODO have been optimized by considering the following
factors:

• Offsets of the structures (thus offset of the beam inside the structures) cause increasing wakefield effect (minimum
deflection requires a strong lattice).

• Quadrupole misalignment causes transverse deflection of the beam and introduces dispersion, thus increasing
the emittance growth. Various alignment techniques are used to align the beam (requiring a weak lattice and
fewer quadrupoles).

5.3.2.2 Bunch compression scheme (from Booster 2 to BC2)

The overall CompactLight design parameters are motivated by the goal of 75 pC bunch charge, accelerated to
5.5 GeV and compressed to a peak current of about 5 kA. To maximize the FEL brightness, a flat top longitudinal
current profile is required, so that the maximum number of electrons contributes to the FEL lasing and all
longitudinal slices of the bunch reach FEL saturation at the same distance through the undulator. A two-stage
bunch compression system is used to achieve this goal. Apart from the two magnetic chicanes, the whole bunch
compression system comprises two linac sections (Linac-0 and Linac-1) to imprint the energy chirp on the beam
and an X-band section to linearise the energy–time correlation along the bunch. After compression, the energy
chirp is reduced by virtue of the longitudinal wakefields in Linacs 2 and 3.

Fig. 98 A schematic of the bunch compressors
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A 4-dipole chicane geometry has been selected for BC1 and BC2 to achieve the required bunch length at the
entrance of the undulators. A schematic of the bunch compressor is shown in Fig. 98. The chosen geometry has
been identified as the most compact and suitable. Because of its symmetry, this bunch compressor is a perfect
achromat. Nevertheless, leakage of the dispersion function after the last bend may occur due to errors. For this
reason, trim quadrupoles (shown in the figure between the first and second bends and the third and fourth bends)
are added for fine-tuning the dispersion function. The electron bunch undergoes compression in the BCs according
to the following equation:

σz, f =

√(σz, i

C

)2

+ (R56σδ, i)
2 +

(
3T566hi

2σz, i
2
)2

, (31)

where σz, i and σz, f are initial and final RMS length of the electron bunch, R56 and T566 the first and second order
chicane matrix elements, h the linear energy chirp of the electron bunch, and C the linear compression factor
defined as

C =
1

|1 + hR56| . (32)

An initial 2D optimization was performed using fast Track1D. This code was developed within the CompactLight
collaboration [176] and described in D6.1. It follows a similar approach to LiTrack [177], without taking into
account the CSR effects. However, one needs to consider CSR and indirect emittance excitation via longitudinal-
to-transverse coupling as in

ε = ε0

√

1 +
H

ε0
σδ, CSR, (33)

where σδ, CSR is the energy spread due to CSR wake, H =
(
η2 + (βη′ + αη)2

)
/β is the optics function for coupled

betatron and dispersive motion, and β, α and η are the Twiss parameters [178].
To reduce the relative effect of CSR on emittance growth, Eq. 33 indicates that the BC lattices need to have

small H . One can minimize H by choosing small bending angle (thus used large energy spread) and minimizing
β-function considering beam divergence angle, in the latter half of the chicane. On the other hand, while the
emittance excitation due to CSR requires small H , the micro-bunching instability might need larger H . To address
both problems, an integrated optimization of both bunch compressors has been performed using ELEGANT [179]
taking into account both CSR and space-charge.

The simulations in the injector booster have been described previously, in Sect. 5.3.1. The second part of the
Linac-0, consisting of 6 C-band structures, generates the necessary longitudinal chirp, through off-crest operation,
for the bunch compression. An harmonic linearizer operating at K-band frequency (see Sect. 5.2.8 ) is employed at
the end of Linac-0 to control energy modulation of the bunch. Chirp adjustments between the compressor chicanes
are carried out on the X-band structures of Linac-1. Linac-0, Linac-1, and the BCs are optimized simultaneously to
have quasi-uniform charge distribution at the end of BC2. The transverse beam optics are controlled by quadrupoles
downstream of each bunch compressor to minimize the effect of CSR. Parameters, such as RF gradient, RF phase,
or bending angle, are only slightly different for different operating modes.

The electron bunch profiles (horizontal phase space, energy spread, current, and emittance) directly after the
second bunch compressor BC2 are shown in Figs. 100 and 101 for low and high repetition modes, respectively. In
the low repetition mode, the bunch is compressed from initially σt = 1 ps to σt = 65 fs after the first chicane,
and to σt = 5 fs final bunch length, with a peak current of 5 kA at 75 pC. In the case of high repetition mode,
since the Linac-0 (injector) has fixed operation parameters for both modes, the compression scheme is identical to
up the BC1 and the bunch is compressed to the final bunch length of σt = 18 fs at BC2 with a peak current of
1.2 kA. Figure 99 shows the Twiss parameters through the first and second bunch compressors. Three quadrupole
magnets are used to match the optics functions and optimize the H parameters for both compressors. The CSR
effect on the slice emittance is mitigated by obtaining a waist in the horizontal beam size in the fourth dipole of
the chicane. The optimization results for both BCs are reported in Table 33 for different operating modes. Peak
currents of 5 kA and 1.2 kA are obtained for low and high repetition rate modes, respectively.

5.3.2.3 Linac-2 to Linac-4

The main bunch acceleration is driven by three X-band linacs (Fig. 8). The first of these (Linac-1) is located
between the bunch compressors and has already been described in Sect. 5.3.2.2. Downstream of the second bunch
compressor, Linac-2 defines the energy at the spreader through to Linac-4, with the extraction point to the
simultaneous SXR/HXR operation. Final acceleration to the short-wavelength FEL line is achieved in Linac 3. A
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Fig. 99 Twiss functions along BC1 and BC2

Fig. 100 Horizontal (top left), and longitudinal (bottom left) phase spaces with associated histograms representing the
projection along the respective axis and sliced emittance/energy spread and beam parameters of the bunch at the exit of
BC2 for low repetition operation

simple FODO type of lattice is proposed which has the advantage of easy operation. The detailed configurations of
the Linac FODO cells are given in Sects. 5.2.5.2 and 5.2.5.3. As discussed in Sect. 5.3.2.1, the Twiss functions are
optimized along the linacs to minimize wakefield effects, considering the trade-off between sensitivity to quadrupole
errors. The parameters of the main linac sections are summarized in Table 34.

Despite its technical challenges, an X-band linac does present some advantages for the beam dynamics in
comparison to a C-band linac. At higher frequencies, a higher effective gradient is possible, allowing a shorter linac
length. The lower iris diameter of X-band structures, compared to C-band, results in stronger wakefields. While
wakefield effects on the transverse emittance are tolerable, the longitudinal component helps in the reduction of
the energy chirp generated for the compressors, resulting in FEL bandwidth reduction.

The phases in Linac-1 are optimized for maximum compression and a flat top current profile with peak current
above 5 kA. Linacs 2 and 3 phases are chosen to be on-crest for maximum acceleration. Note that the choice of the
phases takes into account longitudinal wakefields. To reach 5.5 GeV, Linac-3 requires a large number of structures.
The matching condition for the FODO lattice is 81◦ and 101◦ phase advance (which is not a strong condition)
per cell for Linacs 1/2/4 and 3, respectively. It can be adjusted if needed, to ease the matching from or to other
sections. Diagnostic sections after BC1 and Linac-2 have been foreseen to diagnose the longitudinal profile of the
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Fig. 101 Horizontal (top left), and longitudinal (bottom left) phase spaces with associated histograms representing the
projection along the respective axis and sliced emittance/energy spread and beam parameters of the bunch at the exit of
BC2 for high repetition operation

Table 33 Chicane parameter table for low and high repetition mode operation

Parameter Units Low rep-rate High rep-rate

BC1 BC2 BC1 BC2

Beam energy GeV 0.28 1.1 0.28 0.68

Initial rms bunch length µm 315 26 315 26

Final rms bunch length µm 18 1.5 18.6 5.56

RMS relative energy spread % 1.09 0.41 1.08 0.44

Bending angle deg 3.83 1.375 3.83 1.25

Dipole length (Ldip) m 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.6

Outer drift length (L1) m 3.25 3.7 3.25 3.7

R56 mm −31.58 −4.72 −31.58 −3.9

T566 mm 47.58 7.09 47.58 5.86

Table 34 Parameters of the main linac sections

Parameter Unit Linac-1 Linac-2 Linac-3 Linac-4

Cell layout FODO

Cell length m 4.91 4.91 9.23 4.91

Phase advance deg 81 81 101 81

Cavities per half cell 2 2 4 2

Number of cells 4 2 17 2

Cavity frequency GHz X-band (12 GHz)

Max cavity gradient @high rep. MV/m 30

Max cavity gradient @low rep. MV/m 65

Quadrupole length cm 16.5 (8 cm effective)
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bunch before it is transported to Linac-4 and Linac-3 (see Sect. 5.2.4). Profile monitors are foreseen per linac cell
to measure the optical functions. The orbit response function completes the measurement using the BPMs inside
the quadrupole chamber (see Sect. 5.4).

During the transport from BC2 to the FEL-2 undulator beamline, the Linac-2 and Linac-3 wakefields shape the
current profile for optimum FEL lasing. The final longitudinal bunch current profile before the FEL2 beamline,
for the shortest wavelength operation, has a quasi-flat top profile together with a small slice emittance.

The beam optics design comprises FODO channels in each linac section through to the undulators, and a
diagnostic line downstream of BC1. Four quadrupoles between these sections enable beam matching during the
transition to another section and to special elements such as the chicanes or the spreader beamlines. The overall
beam optics through to the FEL-2 beamline are shown in Fig. 103.

Fig. 102 Horizontal (top left) and longitudinal (bottom left) phase spaces with associated histograms representing the
projection along the respective axis and sliced emittance/energy spread and beam parameters of the bunch at the entrance
of FEL2 undulator beamline for low repetition operation

Fig. 103 Start-to-end beta functions and energy gain of the bunch through to the FEL-2 beamline
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5.3.2.4 Spreader beamlines

The low energy spreader for CompactLight diverts the the first bunch coming from Linac-2 to Linac-4 for
SXR/HXR operation, while the high energy one is used to deliver the first bunch to FEL1 beamline for SXR/SXR
or HXR/HXR. At the entrance of both spreaders is a TDC operating at S-band frequency (see Sects. 5.2.7 and
4.1.3.5) followed by a septum magnet. For the former case, the nominal bunch length is desirable; however, for
the latter case, the beam goes through a series of dispersive sections and CSR effects spoil the beam quality, so a
slightly longer bunch is preferable. In view of these requirements, and to allow some flexibility for this beamline,
it is possible to set up the spreaders for a range of values of R56.

The electron bunches are longitudinally compressed below 5 fs (rms) and the peak current reaches about 5 kA.
When such high peak current bunches pass through the dogleg, electron beam orbit instability and projected
emittance growth in the deflecting plane can occur. The use of two sets of Double-Bend Achromat (DBA) structures
is the simplest solution to cancel out the CSR effects of the dogleg [180]. If one adjusts the betatron phase advance
between adjacent dipoles to an odd multiple of π in the deflecting plane, the sum of the CSR dispersion becomes
zero at the end of the dogleg. Since the betatron phase advance between the two dipoles of the DBA is naturally
π, only the phase advance between the two DBA structures is adjusted close to π. To control the bunch length
along the spreaders, quadrupoles are tuned for adjusting R56. The design is similar to that in [181]. The total
length is approximately 20 m and the separation between the FEL-1 and FEL-2 beamlines is 2.5 m, with a net
bending angle equal to zero, making the two beamlines parallel to each other as shown schematically in Fig. 104
for first and second spreaders.

To evaluate emittances and beam size changes throughout the spreaders, simulations have been done with an
electron distribution at the entrance of the septum magnet. The initial beam conditions are shown in Table 35.

Another consideration for the spreader design is the synchronization of dual bunch operation, as discussed in
Sect. 6.2.1.3. The twin bunches will follow identical dynamics in the accelerator before being separated by the
S-band TDC. By virtue of the odd number of C-band cycles in the injector, the twin bunches will be horizontally
deflected by kicks with opposite signs at the deflector. About 30 MV peak deflecting voltage at the maximum
beam energy of 5.5 GeV will impose angular kicks of the order of half a degree, and will allow the two bunches
to be separated by ∼ 5 mm after a 0.5 m-long drift section. At this position, a DC out-of-vacuum thin septum
magnet will direct the leading bunch to FEL-1, and the trailing bunch to FEL-2. The same scheme is proposed
for the low-energy spreader to transport the first and second bunch through Linac-4 and Linac-3, respectively.

The leading bunch directed to FEL-1 (or Linac-4) has to be delayed by 526 ps w.r.t. the trailing bunch. Note
that this value is not the same at the timing separation of the twin bunches as they enter the spreader which is

Fig. 104 Schematic layout of the spreader which is composed two DBA with opposite bending angle

Table 35 Beam parameters at the entrance of low- and high-energy spreaders

Parameter Units Low energy spreader High energy spreader

Beam energy GeV 1.5 5.5

Rms bunch length µm 1.5 1.5

RMS relative energy spread % 0.25 0.02

RMS relative energy spread % 0.25 0.02

Horizontal beta function m 0.33953 1.1547

Horizontal alpha function 0.8569 1.6341

RMS horizontal emittance mm mrad 0.178 0.181
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either 3 or 5 cycles of X-band (500ps 0r 833ps). However, this 526 ps delay, in combination with the path length
delays in the optical beamlines, allows all permutations of HXR and SXR FEL pulses to be combined in one user
station for pump-probe experiments. The 526p̃s delay is accomplished by means of a dog-leg-like switchyard from
the septum to FEL-1. This has to satisfy a minimum longitudinal occupancy of 20 m, for a lateral separation
of the undulator lines by ∼ 2.5 m. On the other hand, to minimize the impact of CSR on the beam emittance,
parasitic energy dispersion, and energy distribution, the bending angle needs to be smaller than 5 degrees at the
minimum beam energy of 0.95 GeV. From the schematic given with Fig. 193, and as described earlier, the optical
delay partly compensates for the electron delay in the spreaders. The required time delay on the spreaders can be
simply computed by

ΔtDL − Δtopt = nT , (34)

where ΔtDL is the time delay in dogleg, Δtopt is the time delay in optical beamlines, and T = 166 ps is the period
of the C-band frequency.

The bunches meeting the same beam dynamics conditions through the accelerator will have identical bunch
lengths when they leave BC-2. Therefore, the most challenging beam transport for both spreaders, due to strong
CSR, is the 5 kA case which is required for SXR/HXR with HXR in the range of 8–16 keV (i.e., ELN4 = 0.95
GeV ELN3 = 5.5 GeV; see Table 32). For this case, as it can be seen in Table 35, the projected energy spread at
the entrance of the low energy spreader is too large due to less wakefield compensation in Linac-2. Defining the
derivative of the dispersion function in the middle of the bending magnet as D′, the kick to the electron trajectory
at the end of the bending magnet is

Δx′ = D′δE, (35)

where δE is the energy spread of the bunch which can be the initial energy spread or the energy spread introduced
by CSR in dispersive sections. For that reason, it is useful to increase the bunch length in the low-energy spreader
by tuning the R56. On the other hand, in the case of the HXR/HXR operation, if both FEL lines are operating
close together in wavelength, the length of the bunches has to be identical; thus, the lattice needs to be achromatic
and isochronous. The quadrupoles located at the center of the DBA allow tuning of the R56 of the beamline (see
Fig. 104).

Figures 105 and 106 show the lattice functions and first- and second-order momentum compaction factors of
the low- and high-energy spreaders, respectively. The beta functions are designed to be symmetric with respect
to the center of the dogleg and the horizontal beta function takes its minimum at the dipoles. As it can be seen
on the figure, the R56 of the beamline is tuned with the central quadrupoles between bending magnets and both
spreaders are achromatic, while the high-energy spreader is isochronous and the low one is not.

The tracking results are shown in Figs. 107 and 108 for low- and high-energy spreaders, respectively. Since the
beam energy spread is too high in the low-energy spreader, chromatic aberrations coming from the quadrupoles
cause high non-linear effects. To correct this, two sets of sextupoles were placed in the bending sections (maximum
dispersion, Fig. 105 left). The corrections are localized (closing dispersion and minimizing the beta-beat) at the
end of each bending section so as to minimize the sextupole strengths. However, the emittance growth is still
larger than in the high-energy beamline. The same approach can be used for the high-energy spreader, as well.

Fig. 105 Lattice function for the low-energy spreader 105a twiss functions along beamline 105b first- and second-order
momentum compaction factors
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Fig. 106 Lattice function for the low-energy spreader 106a twiss functions along beamline 106b

Fig. 107 Horizontal (top left) and longitudinal (bottom left) phase spaces with associated histograms representing the
projection along the respective axis and sliced emittance/energy spread and beam parameters of the bunch at the exit of
low-energy spreader

The spreaders provide 526 and 535 ps delay for low and high energy, respectively. The main parameters are given
in Table 36 for the shortest bunch length operation of CompactLight.

In Figs. 107 and 108, it is possible to see the distortions in longitudinal phase space caused by CSR. The current
profile is fixed for the high-energy spreader while it is distorted by nonzero R56 in the high-energy one. The
total effect of CSR on the emittance is not negligible; however, the amount of projected emittance growth can be
minimized by changing the phase advance between the two bending sets. Although the projected emittance is very
sensitive to the phase advances, the slice emittance, which is the important parameter to minimize for best FEL
performance, is conserved at the end of the spreaders. For longer bunch lengths, the operation would be much
easier because of the low CSR effect in the present dogleg designs in which the R56 can be tuned.

5.3.2.5 Start-to-end simulation through different beamlines

Start to end Twiss functions for the FEL-2 beamline (Option-i b, Option-ii b or Option-iii b) are given in Fig. 103
and beam phase space for shortest wavelength at the matching location is shown in Fig. 102.

In the Baseline and Upgrade-1 configuration, the accelerator drives both HXR/HXR and SXR/SXR FELs. FEL-
1 will be generated through Option-i a or Option-ii a beamlines by the first bunch deflected by the S-band TDC
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Fig. 108 Horizontal (top left) and longitudinal (bottom left) phase spaces with associated histograms representing the
projection along the respective axis and sliced emittance/energy spread and beam parameters of the bunch at the exit of
high energy spreader

Table 36 Lattice parameters for low- and high-energy spreaders

Parameter Units Low-energy spreader High-energy spreader

Maximum beam energy GeV 1.5 5.5

Bending angle deg 4 4

Length of septum magnet m 0.3 0.7

Length of dipole magnet m 0.3 0.7

R56 mm 0.7 0.0

T566 mm 53 48

Time delay ps 526 535

Final RMS bunch length µm 3 1.5

Final RMS horizontal emittance mm mrad 0.41 0.28

after Linac-3. The twin bunches in the RF pulse will follow identical dynamics in the accelerator up to the end of
Linac-3. Figure 109 shows the Beta functions and energy variation through Linac 3 to FEL-1 beamline for shortest
wavelength operation, while Fig. 108 shows the phase space at the matching location to the FEL-1 undulator line.
According to this plot, the projected emittance growth is about 50% while the sliced emittance growth is smaller.
Due to the short bunch, and therefore strong CSR, the energy spread is increased by almost 100%. Since the peak
current requirement is smaller for longer FEL wavelengths, transportation through the high-energy spreader would
be relaxed.

In the case of the second upgrade (see Fig. 10), a low-energy spreader and Linac-4 are added. Similar to the
high-energy spreader, the first bunch will be deflected horizontally by an S-band TDC after Linac-2 at about
1.5 GeV. Linac-4 will be used to accelerate the bunch up to 2 GeV or decelerate down to 1 GeV for driving
the FEL-1 beamline (Option-iii a). As discussed in Sect. 5.3.2.4, similar to the case of simultaneous HXR/HXR
generation, for short-wavelength HXR FEL generation on FEL-2 beam transport through the low-energy spreader
becomes challenging because of strong CSR wake due to high peak current. Figure 110 shows the Beta functions
and energy variation along Option-iii a beamline.
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Fig. 109 Twiss functions and beam energy through Linac 3 to FEL-1 beamline (Option-i a)

Fig. 110 Twiss functions and beam energy through Linac 4 to FEL-1 (Option-iii a)

Linac-4 consists of 8 structures (2 modules) and has the same lattice configuration as Linac-2. It is only about
20 m length; therefore, one needs to have a 75 m long transport line for matching the beam to the FEL-1 undulators.
This section can also be used for diagnostic purposes. Figure 111 shows the final phase space of the first bunch
at the matching position to the FEL-1 undulators. It is possible to see the distortions in longitudinal phase space
and current distribution caused by the strong CSR effect due to the short bunch. The length of the bunch is
increased due to a positive value of the R56 in the low-energy spreader, which can be tuned to smaller values. For
this particular case, since the 2nd bunch of the train is optimized for the shortest wavelength, the energy profile
of the 1st bunch is set at the extraction point to the low-energy spreader, and the total wakefield experienced in
Linac-4 is not sufficient to remove the chirp. It is also noted that the smallest sliced emittance is at the centre of
the electron bunch which has sufficient current for lasing in the SXR regime. The head of the bunch, which has
about 0.35 mmmrad sliced emittance, has a current up to 5 kA. The FEL performance of this bunch is discussed
in Sect. 4.2. Transportation of longer bunches would simplify the situation and one can also try to accelerate the
1st bunch at a different phase on the beamline which is adjusted for 2nd (nominal) bunch for HXR lasing.

5.3.3 Linac performance

To achieve excellent FEL performance, the beam quality must be preserved along the accelerator. The emittance
growth must be kept at a minimum, and the energy spread and peak current of the bunch must be preserved.
Several effects harm the beam quality during its passage through the linacs, the bunch compressors, and spreaders.
The geometric and chromatic aberrations of the lattice, beam break up (BBU) instability, and CSR-induced
energy spread are all effects that contribute to emittance degradation or bunch current fluctuations. In particular,
trajectory distortions caused by element misalignment errors at installation, which are typically of the order of
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Fig. 111 Horizontal (top left) and longitudinal (bottom left) phase spaces with associated histograms representing the
projection along the respective axis and sliced emittance/energy spread and beam parameters of the bunch at the matching
location of FEL undulators after Linac-4

100 µm and 100 µrad RMS, are the source of a number of detrimental effects, as well as variations of the operational
conditions with time. These effects can be classified as static and dynamic imperfections. To counteract them, a
set of horizontal and vertical magnetic correctors and beam position monitors are attached to each quadrupole
magnet to apply beam-based alignment.

Other unavoidable effects, such as the emission of coherent synchrotron radiation in the bending magnets,
introduce emittance growth and an increase of the energy spread. These effects are mitigated by optimized design
of the magnetic chicanes and of the spreaders. As previously described, a laser heater is inserted before Linac-0 to
dampen the micro-bunching in the bunch compressors.

5.3.3.1 Static imperfections

Static imperfections include the effects of element misalignment, which can harm the beam in different ways. We
list the effects focusing on their impact on the beam.

Quadrupole misalignment Quadrupole misalignment introduces transverse deflections and unwanted dispersion,
which, respectively, cause trajectory deflections and emittance growth. These effects can be cured in two differ-
ent ways: improving the quadrupole alignment during the installation process, or using beam-based correction
techniques. This latter technique is the preferred choice of CompactLight, as it will be needed anyway for routine
operation. The details of the beam-based alignment (BBA) techniques will be outlined in the following paragraphs.

Accelerating structure misalignment. The off-axis passage of the beam through the accelerating structures can
excite short-range wakefields. The strength of the wakefields depends on the iris aperture inside the structures.
The CompactLight accelerator features structures in the C, X, and Ka bands of frequencies. It is well known that
wakefield effects depend non-linearly on the inverse of the iris aperture. In the approximations presented in [174],
one can find the following relations:

W‖ [V/pC/m] ∝ 1
a2

, W⊥ [V/pC/m/mm] ∝ 1
a4

. (36)

The smaller the aperture is, the stronger the effect. The X-band structures, which constitute nearly 80% of the
entire linac, are characterized by small iris apertures. In the longitudinal plane, the short-range wakefields introduce
a correlated momentum spread that must be compensated by operating the RF off-crest. In the transverse plane,
the head-to-tail deflections that can introduce single-bunch beam-breakup can be mitigated by design using BNS
damping, and in operation using BBA techniques. Even though the CompactLight X-band structure has been
designed to provide a relatively large aperture (see CompactLight Deliverable 4.3) to mitigate these effects, the
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impact on the beam is strong due to the large number of structures in the linacs. The off-axis passage of the
beam through the accelerating structures excites also long-range wakefields, that is, high-order modes that can
persist in the structure for long enough to affect the trailing bunches. This can induce bunch-to-bunch transverse
deflections, potentially leading to beam breakup. The simplest solution to mitigate this effect is to space the
bunches sufficiently for the wakefields to be damped below the harmful threshold. Figure 51 shows the evolution
of the transverse long-range wakefields in the CompactLight X-band structure.
Element roll Roll installation errors of dipole magnets, quadrupoles, and correctors introduce horizontal-to-vertical
coupling. Roll errors in BPMs mislead the beam-based alignment algorithms and hamper their effectiveness. An
RMS error of 200 µrad has been assumed in the simulations.

All the imperfections simulations were performed using the code PLACET [182] on the lattice created by
ELEGANT for optimization of ideal bunches.

5.3.3.2 Beam-based alignment

To preserve the beam quality under the effects of static element misalignment, three steps of beam-based alignment
are applied.

1. Orbit correction: The beam is steered using all correctors to minimize the bpm readings. This is the first step
and allows the beam to travel along the accelerator.

2. Dispersion-free correction: The beam dispersion is measured by running the RF structures in Linac-0 and
Linac-1 off-crest by 10 deg to obtain a small energy difference. Then, the measured dispersion is minimized
using all available correctors.

3. Wakefield-free correction: The impact of short-range wakefields is assessed using a test beam with 90% of the
nominal charge and measuring its relative deflection to the nominal beam using the BPMs; then, the deflection
is minimized using all available correctors.

Each step uses the beam position information from each quadrupole BPM and corrector magnet. A simulation
study of the performance has been performed, using the errors reported in Table 37, for the shortest hard X-ray
FEL and longest soft X-ray FEL modes. Figures 112 and 113 show the emittance growth along the CompactLight
accelerator after each step of beam-based alignment for HXR and SXR operation, respectively. Each curve is the
average of 100 random machines featuring the imperfections reported in Table 37.

Each curve in the plot is the average of 100 randomly misaligned machines. The figure shows that WFS gives
the best results in terms of final emittance, while One-to-One (orbit) correction does not meet the CompactLight
requirement of achieving a final emittance below 0.2 mm mrad. The emittance increase visible at about ≈ 100m
is due to CSR effects in the second bunch compressor when operating in HXR mode. In SXR operation, since the
bunch length is longer than in HXR mode, the emittance growth at the end of the linac is smaller.

Table 37 Table of RMS static imperfections considered in the simulations

RMS position offset RMS angle error RMS roll error

Δx, Δy [µm] Δx′, Δy′ [µrad] [µrad]

Quadrupoles 100 100 200

C-band structures 100 100 –

Ka-band structure 100 100 –

X-band structures 100 100 –

BPMs 100 100 200

BPM resolution 5 – –

Correctors – 100 200
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Fig. 112 Horizontal and vertical emittance growth, energy, and bunch length variation along the CompactLight accelerator,
for shortest wavelength operation mode, after three consecutive steps of beam-based alignment

Fig. 113 Horizontal and vertical emittance growth, energy, and bunch length variation along the CompactLight accelerator,
for longest wavelength operation mode, after three consecutive steps of beam-based alignment

5.3.3.3 Dynamic imperfections

The FEL operation requires stringent specifications for the stability of the linac output parameters: electron bunch
arrival time, relative peak current, and relative mean energy. Dynamic effects which can harm the online operation
of the accelerator, may result in the variation of these parameters. Sensitivity studies have been performed to
determine the variation of the linac output parameters with respect to the phase and amplitude jitters of the
accelerating fields, electron bunch charge, and electron emission time at the cathode. We summarize the impact
of these imperfections below.

Beam transverse jitter: If too strong, the long-range wakefield effects in the accelerating structures can lead to jitter
amplification, or ultimately beam breakup. The extent of the jitter amplification can be evaluated through the
action amplification experienced by the second bunch due to the wakefield excited by the first bunch, as a function
of the amplitude of the transverse long-range wakefield kick. Figure 114 shows the action amplification factor.
The plot shows that kicks up to about 35 V/pC/m/mm can be tolerated, as they induce an action amplification
factor less than the threshold, fixed at 1.15 (i.e., 15% action increase). The maximum kick tolerable, in our case
35 V/pC/m/mm, determines the minimum bunch spacing: this is about 500 ps, as visible in Fig. 51. The threshold
has been fixed to 1.15 on the basis that the FEL can tolerate an electron beam jitter up to 20% of the beam size
and divergence at the undulator—this is therefore satisfied by the 15% action increase and an assumed beam jitter
of 5% at the injector.
Injector laser variations: Injector laser variations include laser timing errors and intensity variations (which result
in bunch charge variations) induce variation on acceleration phase and wake potential introduced inside accelerating
structures.
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Fig. 114 Action amplification factor as a function of the amplitude of the transverse long-range wakefield kick at the 2nd
bunch

RF variations. RF variations such as RF phase offset and gradient errors impact the beam transport and induce
timing errors, energy offsets, and energy spread variations.

All these dynamic imperfections, in addition to mismatched bunch transport, can cause large oscillations in
peak current and mean energy. To obtain the sensitivities for each segment of the machine, the sources of errors
need to provide a collection of tolerances that need to be met.

The stability goals given in the tables below are determined from the SASE dynamics by analyzing intrinsic
fluctuations of the FEL process given in Sect. 4.2.3. To define the level of allowed peak current fluctuations, a
series of Genesis runs were accomplished. Beam arrival time jitter is assumed to be on the order of the photon
pulse-length (∼ 10 fs). A jitter of 0.035 % in the mean energy would keep the resonant condition within the FEL
bandwidth.

The stability goals of the machine can be divided by the corresponding sensitivity to obtain the allowed deviation
from the design parameter (jitter budget or tolerance). Since some components are driven by uncorrelated jitter
sources, such as for the linac RF stations, one can take the square root of the number of independent sources
(3 klystrons for the C-band injector, 4 klystrons for the X-band linac 1, 2 klystrons for the X-band linac 2, 17
klystrons for X-band linac 3, and 1 klystron for K-band linearizer). To evaluate if those stability goals can be met,
we used expected jitter values (Table 38) for all critical accelerator components and run 500 simulations for the
shortest wavelength generation case. The results of the simulation are summarized in Table 39.

Figures 115 and 116 show the variations of some beam parameters

Table 38 Table of RMS dynamic imperfections of CompactLight subsystems considered in the simulations

Parameter Unit Value

Incoming bunch energy jitter % 0.01

Incoming bunch charge jitter % 1

Incoming bunch timing jitter fs 25

C-band phase stability deg 0.04

C-band voltage stability % 0.02

X-band phase stability deg 0.08

X-band voltage stability % 0.02

Ka-band phase stability deg 0.16

Ka-band voltage stability % 0.02

For the RF cavities, the same error was applied to all the cavities within an RF module. The errors between modules were
uncorrelated
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Table 39 Summary of dynamic jitters of some beam parameters

Parameter Units Value

RMS mean energy error % 0.016

RMS arrival time error fs 8.52

RMS energy spread (keV) 165

RMS bunch length error (µm) 0.28

RMS horizontal emittance mm mrad 0.029

RMS peak current error kA 1.05

Fig. 115 Simulated distribution of average energy variation, arrival time difference, and energy spread difference at linac
end for 500 jittering machines

Fig. 116 Simulated distribution of bunch length variation, horizontal normalized emittance difference, and peak current
difference at linac end for 500 jittering machines

5.4 Electron beam diagnostics

There is an old statement which says that an accelerator is only as good as its diagnostics. In machines where high
brightness is essential to drive a light source, particular care has to be taken at the beam source.

A great advance in high-brightness accelerators was the introduction of photoinjectors, allowing the possibility
to shape the beam using a laser transversely and longitudinally. The space-charge-dominated beam leaving the
photocathode is immediately focused by a solenoid, providing emittance compensation [103] to reduce the emittance
growth due to slice misalignment in the phase space. It was noted that an unexpected emittance oscillation in
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the drift downstream of the rf gun showed a double emittance minimum [183]. The experimental validation of
this behaviour [184, 185] opened the way for the so-called Ferrario’s working point, to drive high-brightness
machines that produce beams with high brilliance. However, this solution is a delicate equilibrium between several
parameters, for example, beam transverse spot size, bunch length, solenoid field, drift length, injection phase, and
total charge. During the acceleration process, precise control of the beam envelope, correct manipulation of the
longitudinal phase space, and correct matching (to preserve the transverse emittance) are mandatory to achieve a
beam with a high enough peak current and small enough slice energy spread to drive an X-ray FEL.

The diagnostics detailed here allow some flexibility in the machine’s working point. Here, the beam rigidity is
considered at the highest energy of 5.5 GeV; this is particularly important when considering the drift of the active
elements like transverse deflecting structures.

5.4.1 Beam instrumentation

The right choice of device is the basis for accurate measurements of the beam parameters. This section discusses
the principal devices that will be used for CompactLight.

5.4.1.1 Charge measurement

Charge measurements are performed using integrated current transformer (ICT) devices. These can measure down
to fC (in the Turbo-ICT variation); they are easy to implement and very compact, using only 10 cm of space.

Conventional ICTs measure both the beam charge and the dark current. In a state-of-the-art machine, the main
source of dark current is the RF-Gun. Only a small fraction of the dark current is transported—that which occurs
at the right phase to be accelerated. Usually, the poor transverse properties of this current produce just a halo in
the beam. Switching off the laser in a photo injector allows the dark current to be isolated. In CompactLight, the
X-band linac structures can be an additional source of unwanted dark current.

It is too early to understand if dark current can perturb the charge measurements. However, there are solutions
that can be implemented for the mitigation of both gun and linac dark current. Conventional ICTs can measure
charges from a few pC up to several nC and they will be extensively used in the accelerator. In recent years, Bergoz
Instrumentations has introduced a new toroid, called Turbo-ICT, which operates in the frequency domain rather
than the time domain. This means that the detector is insensitive to the dark current and the measurement is very
precise, down to very small charges of tens of fC. This device is very useful, but in modern accelerators, radiation
safety usually requires an online and full-time measurement of the dark current. As this device is not suitable
for this task, another ICT is needed. To save space and to integrate both functions in a single device, Bergoz
Instrumentations have recently developed an integrated device that is under test at SPARC_LAB at INFN-LNF.
It combines the conventional ICT and turbo toroid and is named Combo-Turbo-Toroid. This device will be placed
in the CompactLight injector area where the dark current is likely to be an issue.

For the rest of the machine, a decision will be made later, after clear characterization of the dark current emitted
by the X-band structures at a high gradient, on whether to install the conventional toroids or combo ones. The
cost estimation assumes the use of combo toroids only in the injector area.

Faraday cups (FC) are another charge diagnostic. They use an absorber block (usually made of copper) to stop
the beam. The block is connected to the ground through an ammeter to measure the total charge deposited by the
beam. Unlike ICTs, FCs intercept the beam and thus can only be installed at the end of the beamline. Because all
the charge is absorbed, it is an absolute measurement requiring no calibration. The absorber size must be adjusted
depending on the beam energy. An FC will be very useful, especially in the commissioning phase. One will also be
placed in the injector.

5.4.1.2 Position measurements

Beam position monitors (BPMs) are essential for non-invasive monitoring of the beam trajectory. Several types
of monitors are available—buttons, striplines, and cavity BPMs. The relatively low charge of the CompactLight
bunches means that buttons are not considered suitable due to their limited sensitivity and poor single pass.
Stripline BPMs are often used. They give reasonable sensitivity to the beam position—about tens of microns at
tens of pC—and their cost is acceptable. Cavity BPMs are the only type that can offer micrometer resolution, even
at only a few pC. For much of the accelerator, where 1 µm resolution is not required, stripline BPMs are simpler
and cheaper. However, striplines are longer than cavity BPMs. So far, one of the shortest striplines working in an
accelerator is in PAL-XFEL [186] and is 16 cm long. Several labs are developing shorter straplines—for example,
Fig. 117 shows the mechanical drawings of a project running at LNF-INFN. The length of this device is just a
couple of cm more than a cavity BPM.

The striplines also offer the possibility of being integrated inside the quadrupoles. The model in Fig. 117 has
a diameter of 30 mm, while the quads in CompactLight have an inner diameter of 25 mm. However, the BPM
diameter can be reduced by more than 5 mm without changing the technology, so a more compact design is
certainly achievable.
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Fig. 117 A compact stripline BPM in development at LNF-INFN (courtesy G. Di Raddo)

A different approach is considered for the beam position monitors between the undulator modules. The main
issue is the low temperature. Several examples worldwide of cavity BPMs operating at cryogenic temperatures
are discussed in [187, 188]. These are usually embedded in cryostats and are between accelerating modules. Being
very close to superconducting modules, even a single dust particle can severely affect the cavity performance
and eventually drive it to a quench. For such a reason, the choice of a low-frequency cavity BPM, usually in
L-band, has the advantage of larger dimensions, easing the cleaning of these devices. These dimensions impact
also the longitudinal occupancy of the devices, which is in the order of 170 mm. However, in CompactLight, these
devices are used between undulators and there are no superconducting cavities nearby, so the constraint on the
dimensions is different. In this case, the longitudinal dimension is the most important factor. While there is not a
single example of a cold BPM working at cryogenic temperature in the X-band, there is also no evidence that it
is not possible to rescale the device to smaller dimensions.

Usually, cavity BPM modules are about 100 m long [189]. One of the main concerns about these devices working
at such low temperatures is the material choice. In particular, the feedthrough has to be well designed, because
the ceramic must work not only under vacuum conditions but also in a low-temperature regime. A R &D program
is needed to develop these devices, but there is no evidence that they cannot be developed in a few years.

5.4.1.3 View screens

View screens are particularly important where an intercepting diagnostic is allowed. Their use is widespread: for
envelope measurements; for transverse emittance measurements by means of quadrupole scans; and for longitudinal
phase space measurements in which the beam is imaged after a transverse deflecting structure and a dipole.

There are only two types of screens that are routinely used—scintillators and optical transition radiation (OTR)
monitors. Several materials can be used for the scintillator screens [190]. Their main advantage is the strong photon
yield, which makes these devices suitable for imaging beams with charges as low as a few pC. However, the bulk
emission can result in resolution degradation if the geometry is not properly chosen and the crystal is not very
thin.

A compact accelerator must have also compact diagnostics. A small vacuum chamber of 80 mm length can host
several screens on a mobile actuator. A thin scintillator, like for instance YAG:Ce, can be mounted orthogonal to
the beam direction with a 45-degree mirror on the back to prevent blurring. The emitted radiation is then collected
through an optical window by a camera. A drawing is shown in Fig. 118.

Fig. 118 Drawing of a compact view screen. A thin scintillator (typically 100 µm) is placed orthogonal to the beam
direction. A 45-degree mirror on the back reflects the emitted radiation toward a detector outside the vacuum chamber
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Fig. 119 COTR suppression system in use at SACLA [192]

On the same holder, unplugging the scintillator, an optical transmission radiation (OTR) screen, usually an
aluminium-coated silicon plate, can be placed at the mirror position. OTR is emitted when a charge crosses the
boundary between two media with different refractive indices. The radiation is emitted backwards and forward in
a narrow cone with an angular aperture of about 2/γ, with γ the relativistic factor. The main advantages of OTR
screens are their linearity, even with strong signals, their fast response with respect to the beam structure, and
their resolution which is close to the diffraction limit. Their main limitation is the number of emitted photons. In
visible light, it is possible to estimate somewhere between 10−3 and 10−4 photons per incident electron.

OTR screens are, therefore, used for high-resolution transverse measurements and for all applications of coher-
ent transition radiation, including longitudinal diagnostics. In CompactLight, the resolution is not an issue, so
scintillator screens will be used extensively and OTR screens will only be employed to produce radiation useful
for longitudinal diagnostics using coherent emission.

One problem associated with photoinjectors with high current and magnetic compression is the possibility of
microbunching. This can affect the FEL performance but the induced CSR emitted in the bunch compressor can
also interfere with the optical diagnostics [191].

Several solutions, with different levels of success, have been proposed and implemented. For CompactLight
space is the priority, so the choice must be the scheme that prevents the detection of CSR and at the same time
is the most compact. Coherent OTR (COTR) is emitted in a narrow cone, even with a scintillator. However, the
scintillator light has a very wide distribution. The solution implemented in [192] and reported in Fig. 119 makes
use of a mask to suppress the COTR contribution, while the rest of the radiation is collected by a lens. This is the
best choice for CompactLight, and it has other important advantages—the whole device is outside of the vacuum
chamber, so can be easily installed if there is evidence of microbunching, and there is no impact on the machine
layout.

5.4.1.4 Transverse deflecting structure

The longitudinal properties of the electron bunch are very important. Often, the right parameters to drive the FEL
effectively are not reached along the whole bunch but only in some longitudinal slices. The bunch peak current
(the charge divided by the bunch duration) is also a parameter of paramount importance in an FEL, so the correct
evaluation of the beam length is fundamental. There are several techniques that can be used. Some of them are
single shots, others are not intercepting. Usually, a certain redundancy is needed in every machine, and hence, it
makes sense to use multiple different techniques.

Transverse deflection structures (TDS) [193, 194], often called RF-deflectors, are RF cavities providing a time-
dependent transverse force which can be exploited to measure the bunch longitudiunal properties. These are
powerful devices, able to attain measurements with few-femtosecond resolution in the X-band [195]. The working
principle is shown in Sect. 5.4.1.4. A time-dependent transverse deflecting voltage is present in a standing or
traveling-wave structure. Different parts of the beam, in different longitudinal positions, experience a correlated
transverse force that imprints a transverse momentum on the bunch. After a drift, imaging the bunch on a screen
reveals the longitudinal charge distribution (Fig. 120).

The measured bunch length, using the average between the results obtained at the two zero cross phases separated
by 180 degrees, as stated in [196], is

σ =
√

σ2
0 + σ2

z . (37)

The dimension of the beam on the screen, with no power in the TDS, is indicated with σ0 and

σ2
z = ββ0 sin2 Δ

(
qV0

pc
k

)2

〈z2〉, (38)
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Fig. 120 Principle of operation of RF deflector. The longitudinal structure is mapped on the transverse profile, because
different longitudinal positions experience different transverse kicks

where β and β0 are, respectively, the betatron function at the TDS and on the screen, Δ is the betatron phase
advance between the TDS and the screen, V0 is the integrated voltage along the TDS, p is the particle momentum,
q is the charge, c is the speed of light, and z is the longitudinal position inside the bunch. This term contains
the required quantity, the second moment of the longitudinal charge distribution 〈z2〉 multiplied by a calibration
factor. Equating the two terms under the square root in Eq. 37, it is possible to find the resolution

σres
z =

E

q

σ0

V0L

λ

2π
, (39)

where λ is the wavelength of the RF.
To increase the resolution of the device, the term σ2

0 must be much smaller than σ2
z , so the spot on the screen

with the TDS off must be as small as possible. From Eq. 39, other methods to improve the resolution are to
increase the deflecting voltage V0 or the device length L, or to decrease the RF wavelength. Working in the X-band
can therefore give the best resolution although for beams of only a few hundred MeV C-band or S-band structures
can be considered.

A new transverse deflecting device called PolariX [197, 198] has an innovative feature that allows the polar-
ization of the field to be rotated. The streaking direction can then be rotated allowing the characterization of
the slice emittance [199] in both planes. This feature, together with the high resolution and the availability of
X-band RF power when the downstream linac structures are not in use, makes Polarix a suitable design choice
for CompactLight. It is used in several positions along the machine, at energies of 120 MeV, 1 GeV, 1.5 GeV, and
5.5 GeV. Figures 121 and 122 show the resolution versus voltage for these four different energies.

To obtain the best resolution the drift between the TDS and the screen can be optimized, increasing the length
at high energy. The natural decrease of the beam spot helps also at high energy. At low energy, an integrated
voltage of 10 MV is enough for 10 fs resolution, well beyond the bunch length. This value can be reached with a
shorter structure, for example, 0.5 m long, while at larger energy, the use of a 1 m structure is foreseen, due to
the larger beam rigidity.

Fig. 121 Resolution vs voltage for 120 MeV (left) and 1.0 GeV (right). Beam size and drift between TDS and the screen
are shown on the plots
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Fig. 122 Resolution vs voltage for 1.5 GeV (left) and 5.5 GeV (right). Beam size and drift between TDS and the screen
are shown on the plots

The Polarix can be used not only in the main linac but also after the undulator chain, following the experience at
SLAC [200]. The measurement of the longitudinal phase space after the undulators allows a precise reconstruction
of the light pulse giving an insight into the radiation emission process.

5.4.1.5 Coherent radiation monitors

Ultra-short electron bunches allow the use of coherent radiation spectroscopy techniques in the infrared, where
well-established spectrum characterization methods exist. Such schemes have been demonstrated in single-shot
diagnostics, either measuring the CTR spectrum directly with a far-infrared spectrometer based on a dispersive
prism [201] or with a cascaded grating setup in [202].

When a bunch of N electrons emits radiation, whether synchrotron radiation, transition radiation, or
Smith–Purcell radiation, for example, the spectral-angular distribution of the produced radiation is given by

d2W

dΩdω

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

total

=
[
N + N(N − 1)|F (λ)|2] d2W

dΩdω

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
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. (40)

Here, d2W
dΩdω

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

single

is the spectral-angular distribution of the radiation produced by a single particle, strongly depen-

dent on the particular physical process but well known, λ is the observed radiation wavelength, and |F (λ)|2 is
the squared amplitude of the bunch form-factor which is represented by the Fourier transform of the normalized
longitudinal bunch distribution ρ(z)

F (λ) =

∞∫

−∞
ρ(z) exp

(−2πiz

λ

)
dz. (41)

The contribution of the transverse bunch size to the form factor is negligible for high energies (γ � 1) and small
observation angles (θ � 1). The radiation is considered to be coherent if the second term in Eq. 40 dominates.
From Eq. 41, the information about the longitudinal bunch profile is contained in the form factor and can be
retrieved from it by measuring the coherent radiation spectrum.

In general, the form-factor defined by Eq. 41 is a complex-valued function and can be represented as F(λ) =
F (λ) exp[iΦ(λ)]. To achieve a unique reconstruction of the longitudinal charge distribution, both amplitude F (λ)
and phase Φ(λ) must be known. By measuring the spectrum of coherent radiation, only the absolute value F (λ) =
|F(λ)| of the longitudinal form-factor can be obtained leaving the phase Φ(λ) undefined. There are two methods for
obtaining this: analytical, such as Kramers–Kronig or Blashke phase retrieval, and iterative methods, for example,
weighted greedy sparse phase retrieval (WGESPAR) [203]. A very good overview of the different bunch shape
reconstruction algorithms can be found in [204] and references therein.

The advantage of using coherent radiation, rather than a deflecting structure, is the compactness of the system.
A simple screen for OTR is sufficient. A spectrometer (the specification depends on the type of measurement
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Fig. 123 BAM main components [205]

required) can be placed outside the vacuum chamber and sometimes even outside the linac hall. However, the
main drawback of the technique is an unavoidable cut in some frequencies, or simply a frequency-dependent system
transfer function up to the detector, that can influence the bunch reconstruction algorithm. However, coherent
radiation can be very effective as a relative compression monitor. Because the signal intensity depends on the form
factor, which increases as the bunch length decreases, it is possible to monitor the compression factor without the
need to reconstruct the bunch profile—this can be done online, for every shot, and in a non-intercepting way. Such
an online compression monitor can be used for RF feedback, using the output as a probe of RF phase stability. In
CompactLight, there is a relative compression monitor after Bunch Compressor 1 (BC-1) and another station for
full bunch length reconstruction after BC-2.

5.4.1.6 Time of arrival monitors

Measuring the bunch arrival time supplies crucial information for the beam-based feedback system. The best result
in this field, a resolution of a few fs, is achieved with the beam arrival monitor (BAM) developed at DESY for
XFEL. We refer mainly to this system [205, 206].

The BAM system comprises three parts, as shown in Fig. 123—the RF unit, the electro-optical unit, and the
data acquisition system. The electromagnetic field induced by the electron bunch is captured by four broadband
pickups. The electro-optical unit (EOM), see Fig. 124, combines the signals from the RF unit and a reference
signal provided by an external source to perform the measurement. The result is then stored in the DAQ system.
Modulation occurs via a Mach–Zehnder-type interferometer. If no RF signal is encountered by the probe laser
pulse, or if the laser pulse is perfectly synchronized with it, no change in the laser pulse height is observed. If the
two signals are not synchronized, the pulse height is modulated. The working principle of the EOM is shown in
Fig. 125.

5.4.1.7 Intensified CCD camera

The diagnostics should be able to discriminate the longitudinal and transverse properties of two different bunches
at the same energy, produced for the two FEL lines, with a temporal separation of about 883 ps, equal to ten
wavelength periods. The TDS in the X band cannot separate these two bunches, because they are separated by
exactly an integer number of periods, and so, they see the same phase in the device. Using a device in the other
band will allow their separation, but it will also reduce the measurement resolution following the formula (39).
Also, their distance is quite large with respect to the usual time window of a TDS, in the order of ps. The only
way to select a single bunch is the use of an Intensified CCD camera (ICCD). This device can expose its sensor
for a few nanoseconds. The idea is to collect two different images, one in the first window containing only the first

Fig. 124 Layout of the electro-optical unit.[205]

Fig. 125 Working principle of the electro-optical unit (EOM)
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bunch and the second having the last one. It will work, because the jitter in the start and stop of the exposure in
the multi-channel plate (the intensifier) is smaller than the time separation between bunches.

Two ICCDs can be considered, one at the spreader position and one after BC-1. The radiation will be produced
by OTR screens which have a fast response, shorter than the bunch time separation.

5.4.2 Layout integration

In this section, the integration of the diagnostics with the machine layout is introduced. The injector is covered
comprehensively in deliverable D3.3. Presented here is a schematic layout, although adequate space for each
component is allocated. The principles used for determining the layout positions of the elements within the machine
are as follows.

For transverse phase space diagnostics, for example, emittance measurements with the quad-scan method,

• The best choice is using only one quadrupole at a time. Every quad increases the error, given mostly by
chromatic effect and depending on the beam size, beam divergence, and beam energy spread at the quadrupole
entrance [207]. However, if we use only one quadrupole, the beam could be largely defocused in the other plane.
Considering reasonable screen size and camera magnification, a spot larger than 3 mm rms will be quite difficult
to image. Therefore, if we run in this situation, we have to use two quadrupoles.

• What is important in the quad scan is the region around the minimum spot size. To have a realistic measurement,
it is important to have an increase in the spot size by at least of a factor 2.5, changing the magnet current
accordingly.

• The distance between the quad and screen is chosen to fulfil these conditions. The minimum spot size depends
mostly on the optics and the camera. However, as a rule of thumb, if we want to have better measurements
with more sampling points, going much lower than 20 um, even if it is possible, it is not recommended. We can
measure a spot down to a few microns but with much more uncertainty.

For longitudinal phase space measurements, the main rules followed for the design are:

• To improve the resolution of the TDS, the beam focus should be on the screen where the measurement is made.
• The focus should be mainly on the streak plane. However, if the beam is large in the other plane, a poor

signal-to-noise ratio could be a problem; therefore, a small round beam is preferable.
• With the use of Polarix, which adds the possibility of rotating the polarization, the optics should have the

flexibility to make a small spot in both planes.
• The phase advance between the TDS and the screen must be 90 degrees or a value very close to it. Again, the

use of the deflector with rotating polarization means that this condition must be fulfilled in both transverse
planes.

To give a clearer definition of every single part of the machine and the related measurements, the layout has been
divided into several parts that do not reflect the usual subdivision into Linac-0, Linac-1, and so on. However, for
clarity, the nomenclature used in the other CompactLight deliverables is always shown.

5.4.2.1 Injector

In this area, due to the reduced space availability, the layout is considered in more detail, with reasonable estimates
given of the length of every device to demonstrate the feasibility of the design (see sketch in Fig. 126).

The lengths of the elements are assumed as follows: for view screens 100 mm including flanges, for stripline
BPMs 200 mm including bellows and flanges. Starting from the gun, after a solenoid and a vacuum valve to
separate the cathode from the rest of the machine, there is the laser port, to allow the laser light to arrive on the
cathode. In this device, a mirror is also included to make an image of the cathode that is visible from the window
opposite the laser input. Then, there is the first stripline embedded in a corrector to reduce the space occupancy.
The Combo-Turbo-ICT toroid is placed just after the stripline and before a view screen where it is possible to
measure the beam envelope. The energy measurement is performed using the first corrector and measuring the
change in the beam position vs. current. Another stripline embedded in a corrector is placed before the entrance
of the first accelerating module. In this way, the trajectory is determined from the start and the entrance point in
the accelerating structure is monitored. Between every accelerating structure, there is a view screen, to monitor
the envelope, and a stripline BPM inside a corrector.

5.4.2.2 Laser heater region

A complete 6D phase space reconstruction is considered here. Refer to Fig. 127 for a schematic definition of the
diagnostics layout. Inside every quadrupole is a stripline to measure the beam trajectory. The correctors are also
embedded in the quadrupoles. The envelope is monitored using the view screens before and after the undulator.
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Fig. 126 Sketch of the injector layout including quotes and diagnostics up to the end of the C-band structures

Fig. 127 Schematic definition of the diagnostics layout in the laser heater, including the full 6D phase space characterization
region

Two striplines are placed to measure the beam trajectory before and after the undulator. After the chicane, a full
6D phase space characterization is implemented. A triplet of quadrupoles are also used to match the beam in the
following accelerating sections, and can be used for a quadrupole scan and to tune the beam for the spectrometer
arm. On the view screen in the spectrometer, it will be possible to perform a longitudinal phase space measurement,
while the screen before the accelerating structure will be used for emittance measurement.

5.4.2.3 Bunch compressor 01 region

Refer to Fig. 128 for a schematic of the diagnostics layout in this sector. In Linac-0, the striplines are inside the
quads, and for every four accelerating modules, there is a view screen for beam envelope measurement. Before the
bunch compressor, other view screens are placed to check the envelope during and after the process of longitudinal
bunch length linearization with the K-band structure. In the bunch compressor, a stripline is placed between the
two upper dipoles. There is also a screen which can be used for emittance measurement in a straight line. The
charge is monitored by means of an ICT before and after the compression.

After the bunch compressor, the first part of Linac-1 is dedicated to the full 6D characterization of the beam,
by means of a TDS and emittance measurement. The spectrometer is also placed here to measure energy, energy
spread, and longitudinal slice properties. The first view screen location in Linac-1 will also be equipped with a
diffraction radiation radiator to produce coherent radiation for a non-invasive online compression monitor, useful
for feedback purposes.

5.4.2.4 Bunch compressor 02 region

Refer to Fig. 129 for a schematic definition of the diagnostics layout in this sector. In Linac-1, the same scheme is
used—a view screen for every four accelerating modules and striplines inside the quadrupoles. At the end of Linac-1
is BC-2, with diagnostics similar to those for BC-1. However, in this sector, there is not a full 6D characterization
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Fig. 128 Schematic definition of the diagnostics in the region surrounding the bunch compressor 01

Fig. 129 Schematic definition of the diagnostics in the region surrounding the bunch compressor 02

of the phase space; instead, this is done after Linac-2. The last screen of the scheme shown in Fig. 129 can be also
used for coherent radiation measurement to monitor the compression.

5.4.2.5 Spreader zone to Linac 4

Refer to Fig. 130 for a schematic definition of the diagnostics layout in this sector.
In this region, the beam is divided between Linac3 and Linac4. For better matching in the dogleg, the full 6D

characterization is placed here rather than after BC-2. A transverse deflecting cavity and spectrometer are used for
longitudinal characterization. An ICT is placed after the beamline separation for charge measurement. Transverse
emittance, as well as slice emittance, can be monitored with the view screen at the beginning of Linac3.

5.4.2.6 Linac 03
Refer to Fig. 131 for a schematic definition of the diagnostics layout in this sector. This section is fully dominated
by the presence of X-band accelerating structures. Stripline bpms are inside the quadrupoles, while view screens
are now placed every 8 sections for beam envelope checking.
Spreader and matching area

Refer to Fig. 132 for a schematic of the diagnostics layout in this sector. At the end of Linac-3, there is
another 6D phase space characterization area. Quadrupole scans are used for measuring transverse emittance, and
a spectrometer with TDS allows the longitudinal phase space measurement. Both of these are fundamental to
properly match the beam inside the undulator. The charge is monitored by an ICT just in front of the undulator.
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Fig. 130 Schematic definition of the diagnostics in the region surrounding the spreader

Fig. 131 Schematic definition of the diagnostics layout in Linac03

Fig. 132 Schematic definition of the diagnostics in the last part of the machine, before the undulator in the high energy
line

5.5 Timing and synchronization

The timing system in a modern light source determines the timing of all time-critical subsystems, with stability
of a few femtoseconds. Over the last 15–20 years, several 4th-generation light sources have been brought into
regular user operation. Different timing system solutions have been adopted in these facilities, depending on the
specifications and the local expertise available at the laboratory. Currently deployed solutions still include mixed
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copper/fibre schemes. Optical timing systems have been in operation for 10 years, with FERMI being the first
fully optically synchronized light source.

Frequently, timing is used as a synonym for synchronization as these two systems work in close connection. Often
the term T &S is used, for timing and synchronization. However, these are well-separated systems as the ‘timing’
system takes care of the generation and ultra-stable distribution of the ’phase reference’ signal, which needs to
be femtosecond class in a 4th-generation light source, plus some ancillary triggers. synchronization systems are
mainly local optical or electro/optical devices that ‘lock’ the timing system client to the phase reference. These
units are typically laser locking or low-level RF (LLRF) devices.

In a timing system, a single ultra-stable phase clock oscillator generates the phase reference signal for the whole
facility. The phase reference information is distributed throughout the facility, and is transmitted using either RF-
modulated CW light, best suited for RF system synchronization, or as pulsed light, which may be directly used
in laser system synchronization. The overall design may incorporate different synchronization methods, optimized
for their particular application. The main ‘clients’ of a timing system are:

• Injector
• LLRF electronics for stabilisation of the accelerating voltages.
• Harmonic linearizer.
• Various local laser oscillators used throughout the machine, such as in the photoinjector and endstation lasers.
• Femtosecond class longitudinal diagnostics.

The fiber optical components used in optical timing systems are, as much as possible, standard 1550 nm wavelength
telecommunication devices, for enhanced reliability. Controls are implemented digitally and communicate via
Internet connections, to enable easy optimization as well as facilitate remote control and diagnostics. Also, trigger
signals defining the coarse machine repetition rate, used in coarsely timed low repetition rate devices throughout
the facility, are usually considered as part of the timing system.

5.5.1 CompactLight specifications relevant to the timing system

The CompactLight design is quite innovative as it deploys different frequencies for electron acceleration while
providing FEL radiation over a broad spectrum. The FEL pulses repetition rate varies over a large interval from
100 Hz to 1 kHz, both in single-pulse or twin-pulse configuration.

The FEL radiation production includes different schemes, implemented at the different phases of the project,
ranging from SASE FEL to self-seeding schemes. A brief outline of the CompactLight timing system is presented in
[208]. Typically, in 4th-generation light sources, three main sections are present: the linac, the undulator line, and
the experimental section. The phase reference signal has to be distributed to, and used within all three sections.

A peculiarity of CompactLight is the combination of a C-band gun and Linac0, with the CLIC-based, 12 GHz,
accelerating structures, operating at a frequency that is the 4th harmonic of the normal S-band. In Table 40, the
operating frequencies are listed; it is assumed that the Reference Master Oscillator (RMO) is set at the X-band
frequency. The various n factors needed to divide, or multiply, the RMO X-band frequency to obtain all the
operating frequencies are indicated. The Ka-band harmonic linearizer is set to operate at 35.3982 GHz. A possible
integer divider (30) of the X-band is also indicated, yielding a possible repetition rate for the laser oscillators equal
to 374.750 MHz [209].

An important feature to be addressed is the ability to trigger (generate) two laser pulses within the same shot
to create two closely spaced radiation pulses. Given the limited delay between the two pulses (100 fs), it seems
convenient to handle this feature using optical delays using stabilised optical delay lines.

Table 40 CompactLight RF operating frequencies

Item Frequency, MHZ n factor, X-band/n τRF , ps 1 deg, fs 0.5 deg, fs

X-Band 11,994.0 Master 83.38 231.60 11.58

C-Band 5997.0 ÷ 2 166.75 463.19 23.16

S-Band 2998.5 ÷ 4 333.50 926.39 46.32

Ka-Band 35,982.0 × 3 27.79 77.20 3.86

flaser 399.8 ÷ 30 2501.25 6,948 347

The RF degrees are shown in time units
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Table 41 CompactLight timing system main specifications

Parameter Value Unit Comment

fRUB 10.00 MHz

fX 11.994 GHz

JitterXRMS 0.05 deg At delivery point; t = 11.5 fs

fC 5.997 GHz

JitterCRMS 0.05 deg At delivery point; t = 23.1 fs

fLASER 339.8 MHz

tJIT ≤ 10 fs Laser clients foff=100 HZ–10 HZ

tDRIFT ≤ 20 fs 24 h

Table 42 CompactLight timing system topological parameters

Timing clients n Comment

S-Band 1 Sub-harmonic deflector

C-Band clients ≤ 20 Gun, linac0

X-Band clients ≤ 30 Linac1-3, deflectors

Ka-band 1 Harmonic linearizer

Laser clients ≤ 5

Diagnostics ≤ 10

5.5.2 Specifications for the CompactLight FEL timing system

The main specifications of the CompactLight FEL Timing system are listed in Table 41. From the ‘topological’
viewpoint, the number of clients and key facility parameters are listed in Table 42.

5.5.3 Proposed layout for the CompactLight FEL timing system

Given the above specifications, both in terms of:

• absolute jitter values.
• adopted RF frequencies.
• physical extension of the facility.

An optical timing system is the most appropriate for ultra-low phase noise distribution of the reference phase
signal. As is typically the case for linac driven FEL sources, two main categories of timing system clients may be
identified, which are intrinsically either pulsed or CW. At the very end of the timing path, the signal used as the
phase reference by the remotely synced device has necessarily to have the features listed in Table 43.

The ultra-low phase noise source in the timing system consists of a tightly locked electronic oscillator and
a femtosecond laser. It offers both pulsed and CW-RF reference signals at a central location with the help of
short (≤2 m) phase-stabilised and temperature-compensated coaxial cables, all operated inside a temperature and
humidity-stabilised timing hutch. The number of Electro/Optical (E/O) conversions should be minimized and
performed in a controlled environment. Finally, these central phase reference signals should adopt the physical

Table 43 List of timing system clients

Timing clients Synced device type Regime Comment

Klystron Electronic CW LLRF board

Laser Optical Pulsed X-Correlator

Long diagnostic Optical Pulsed BAM, EOS
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Fig. 133 CompactLight timing system schematic layout; the number of ”clients” is merely indicative

layer that best suits the specific remote timing client, adopting the optimum stabilised link technique to transfer
them to the endpoint.

A characteristic of CompactLight is the number of different frequencies involved in the bunch creation and
acceleration processes. This poses some extra requirements for the source signal implementation. This is particularly
true for the most critical generation of ultra-stable phase carriers at C-band and X-band to achieve overall facility
stability by design. The adopted frequencies are direct sub/multiple of each other. Both signals can be conveniently
generated either from the same optical reference pulse train in a completely phase-stable way or by deducing the
C-band signal from the X-band signal by simple frequency division phase preserving. Ka-band carrier may be
generated using even multipliers.

The proposed layout for the CompactLight timing system is shown in Fig. 133. This schematic has two main
sections: on the left, the femtosecond class ultra-low phase noise part, and on the right, the low jitter picosecond
class event system for the trigger distribution.

The devices indicated in the layout are color-coded:

• green for electronic/µ-wave ultra-low phase noise devices.
• orange for optical ultra-low phase noise devices.
• patterned orange for electro/optical devices.
• blue for event class devices.

The same color code applies also to the links, indicated as large arrows.
The centralized devices are within the dashed line. This indicates the so-called timing hutch, which will be

located in a central position for minimizing the lengths of the different optical links. In the lower part of the
schematic, the remote clients are indicated. These are typically optical devices (for the pulsed reference clients)
and electro/optical for the CW clients and for the diagnostics.

As stated above, the overall timing system performance is critically related to the ultra-low phase noise perfor-
mance of the Reference Master Oscillator (RMO). The RMO is an RF/µ-wave ultra-low phase noise generator at
X-band, locked to the 10 MHz reference provided by the Rubidium Reference Oscillator, for improved long-term
stability. From this reference frequency, the C-band and S-band can be obtained by even division. The Ka-band is
obtained by an odd multiplier (×3). The laser repetition rate has been set equal to 374.750 MHz, directly obtained
by division. This frequency is a value compatible with current state-of-the-art laser products [209]. Finally, the
actual low-frequency bunch clock signals at 100, 250 and 1000 Hz may be obtained by dividing the laser repetition
rate. The triggers are then distributed to the facility using an event-like system based on the low noise transmission
over the MM fibre of a given frame.
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5.5.4 Timing distribution

Due to the short reference pulses, typical 100 fs, of optical timing distribution systems and high-resolution timing
detectors based on integrated balanced optical cross-correlators (BOC), today’s optical timing detectors easily have
a resolution of 0.1 fs. If ultra-low noise seed oscillators for optical amplifier systems are used, such as low noise
Er- and Yb- lasers, few femtosecond synchronization of different oscillators over km distances is possible [210]. A
possible implementation scheme of an optical distribution system is shown in Fig. 134. With the new generation of
the Menhir ultra-low jitter oscillators [209], with a repetition rate of 400 MHz, one can also co-integrate out-of-loop
delay stages that can be used for precise tuning of all-optical pulses without excessively long delay stages, up to
2.5 ns only.

The low-power consumption of integrated BOCs, up to 20 times less than previous BOCs, allows powering up
to 20 times more timing links from the same laser source than earlier timing systems, thus greatly simplifying
pulsed optical timing systems. RF signals are conveniently transferred via RF over fibre delivery systems, with the
required precision of a few tens to few femtoseconds. Also, using a pulsed optical timing distribution system, RF
signals may be regenerated at the far end node using a Balanced Optical Microwave Phase Detector (BOMPD),
assuring the lowest-noise synchronization between laser and RF sources.

In Fig. 135, a possible scheme of a (commercial, by Cycle GmbH, [211]) pulsed optical timing system feeding
both pulsed and CW clients is shown.

Here, the optical master oscillator (OMO) is phase-stably locked to the user-supplied reference master oscillator
(RMO) (here the X-band RMO) via a BOMPD-OMO. The OMO output is split via a 1:16 splitter to possibly 16
outputs or more, driving up to 16 fibre links. The fibre links are length stabilised to better than 1 fs (RMS) via fibre
stabilisation units (FLS). Two possibilities at the output of each fibre link could be considered: (a) regeneration of
an ultra-low noise CW-microwave signal from the optical pulse stream with the help of a BOMPD at frequencies
equal to a harmonic of the laser’s repetition rate, or (b) another laser at a different wavelength (0.8, 1 or 1.5 µm)
can be synchronized to the output pulse stream at 1.5 µm with a BOC or two-color BOC (TC-BOC).

Fig. 134 CompactLight optical timing system schematic layout

Fig. 135 Layout of an optical pulsed timing system with stabilized distribution fibre links
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6 Light production

6.1 Undulators

6.1.1 Choice of undulator technology

In this section, a quantitative comparison is made of a comprehensive range of current and emerging undulator
technologies, using the parameterisations of the estimated field as a function of undulator period and gap, reported
in Deliverable D5.1. Two approaches are combined. First, the semi-analytical model of Ming Xie [68] is used. The
model, briefly described in Sect. 3.3.4.1, extends the one-dimensional FEL theory, which applies in the limit of a
1D monoenergetic beam, to the case where degradation of performance due to finite emittance and energy spread
is included. This model reliably predicts the FEL saturation power and saturation length via the FEL ρ-parameter
using corrections based on a parameterisation of a set of 3D numerical simulations. The results from the Xie
analysis are combined with the analytical theory of Saldin [60], which allows the FEL longitudinal and transverse
coherence to be calculated. Hence, the FEL spectral brilliance can be determined. This is a key parameter of
interest to users, because it tells them how many photons per second within a given bandwidth, they can focus
onto a sample of given transverse dimensions—i.e., it tells them how useful the light is.

One figure of merit chosen for the quantitative comparison is the ratio between the FEL peak brilliance and
the saturation length, as this is a convenient measure of performance vs. compactness. The second figure of merit
chosen is the FEL peak brilliance itself (i.e., not normalized to the saturation length), because there is a specific
user requirement for a minimum brilliance of 1033 ph/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1% bandwidth. The analysis of both figures
of merit is conducted as a function of electron beam energy to illustrate the advantage obtained using the undulator
technologies with the strongest fields and to determine the required electron beam energy that would be required,
so that the peak brilliance exceeds the user requirement. This allows us an upper limit to be set on the electron
beam energy for CompactLight that allows the following criteria to be satisfied:

• The electron beam energy of 5.5 GeV is lower than any other X-ray FEL facility.
• The photon energy reach of 16 keV is higher than that of SwissFEL, which has a beam energy higher than

CompactLight.
• There are a number of viable options for undulator technology that can be reserved as technology alternatives.

The beam energy was varied in small steps for the figure of merit calculations. Snapshots of the calculations are
shown in Fig 136 where the top plot is for beam energy 4.5 GeV, the middle plot is for 5.5 GeV and the bottom
plot is for 6.5 GeV. The electron beam parameters used in the calculations are peak current I =5 kA, normalized
emittance εn =0.2 mm mrad, relative RMS energy spread σγ/γ0 = 10−4, and average β-function β̄ = 9 m. In each
plot, the horizontal axis is the undulator period λu, and the vertical axis is the undulator Krms. Each line shows the
dependence of Krms vs λu for a different undulator technology, as represented in the legend. For some technologies,
a full parameterisation over the space is not available—these technologies (for example, the Microwave undulators)
are represented by single points on the plot. The colored region represents the [Krms, λu] parameter space in which
the undulator resonant wavelength lies between λr = 0.155 nm (top edge) and λr = 0.0775 nm (bottom edge).
The color represents the value of the figure of merit B/Lsat.

The interpretation of these plots is as follows. The intersection of each undulator curve with the λr = 0.155 nm
line defines the period required for that undulator, at that beam energy, to be resonant at λr = 0.155 nm. To
tune to λr = 0.0775 nm, the undulator K strength is reduced. For beam energy 4.5 GeV (top plot), it can be seen
that for a number of technologies, for example, APPLE-II, the merit function drops to zero at λr = 0.0775 nm,
indicating that these technologies are unviable at 4.5 GeV—they provide an insufficient field to cover the required
tuning range. In fact, at 4.5 GeV only those technologies for which the [Krms, λu] curve intersects the λr = 0.155
nm line at λu < 12mm provide any output at λr = 0.0775 nm.

By increasing the beam energy to 5.5 GeV (middle plot), all of the technologies are able to tune across the
required range. Still, the merit function is low for those technologies with weaker fields, indicating that a threshold
could, in principle, be defined. Finally, the trend continues to improve performance at 6.5 GeV.

In general, then, it is seen that:

• The undulator technologies that provide the strongest K as a function of period, or the ‘strongest’ undulators,
have the highest merit function.

• At low beam energies, only the strongest undulator can give any photon output across the whole tuning range.
• As the beam energy is increased, more technologies become viable, and the merit function increases for all

technologies.
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Fig. 136 Figure of merit B/Lsat for electron beam energies 4.5 GeV (top), 5.5 GeV (middle) and 6.5 GeV (bottom)
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Therefore, the beam energy must be chosen appropriately—it must be as low as possible to enable a compact
facility but high enough to provide the required FEL output. Also, the decision was made that the beam energy
choice must allow a number of undulator technologies to remain viable alternative technology options.

The peak brilliance is calculated for the different technologies at three different beam energies to fur-
ther assess the required beam energy. The users’ specification is that peak brilliance should satisfy B >
1×1033ph/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1% bandwidth at higher photon energies. It is noted that the calculations here are for
an ideal case and that, in reality, some effects may degrade the performance—for example, the bunch may have an
energy chirp, or there may be bandwidth broadening or power reduction due to undulator wakefields. Therefore,
a factor of two contingency is added to the required peak brilliance, i.e., the choice of undulator technology and
beam energy must provide B > 2×1033ph/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1% bandwidth. The calculations are shown in Fig 137,
where the yellow region corresponds to the peak brilliance exceeding the threshold, including contingency. Clearly,
at E = 4.5 GeV, none of the technologies provides sufficient brilliance, whereas, at E ≥ 5.5 GeV, all undulator
technologies are satisfactory.

Based on the previous analysis, a nominal CompactLight beam energy of 5.5 GeV was chosen. This is the
minimum beam energy at which all undulator technologies will provide sufficient FEL brilliance. Still, this energy
is also lower than that of SwissFEL at PSI, which has a lower photon energy reach.

The semi-analytical predictions in the figures were later supported by initial time-dependent FEL simulations
using ideal nominal electron bunches and selecting a specific design from four groups of the technology options
assessed—a CPMU design, a DELTA design, a Hybrid design and a helical SCU design. The results are summarized
in Table 44. The analysis and simulations concluded that CompactLight should adopt helical SCU undulator
technology as the baseline technology choice.

The selectable polarization is varied by means of two APPLE-X-type afterburners positioned downstream of the
SCU devices. The analysis that informed this design choice is described later in Sect. 6.1.2.5. The electron beam
becomes microbunched by the FEL at the required wavelength in the SCU, and then, just prior to saturation,
when the level of microbunching is sufficient, yet the energy spread growth is still modest, it enters the afterburner.
It radiates strongly, producing coherent output with the required polarization. The afterburner can have a longer
period λAB : the resonant energy range of the afterburner must be matched to that of the SCU. The maximum
period length is limited by the maximum photon energy, and the minimum period length is given by enough field
strength to meet the minimum photon energy. The λAB value is selected, so that when the SCU and the afterburner
are both at maximum field, they are resonant at the same wavelength. The caveat is that the afterburner cannot
produce output at 16 keV, because the resonance condition cannot be satisfied here. However, as will be shown in
Sect. 6.1.2.5, the afterburner can provide satisfactory polarized output at photon energies as high as 12 keV, in
line with the science case requirements, and crucially, the decision to employ an afterburner for variably polarized
output enables the SCU device to be optimized to produce output at photon energies exceeding that available from
variably polarizing devices, i.e. up to 16 keV. It should be noted that obtaining variable polarization in the HXR
range by means of optical manipulation in the photon beamline is still considered very inefficient and deemed too
high risk for a user facility.

Therefore, the FEL concept consists of identical undulator lines for both SXR and HXR operation regimes sup-
plied by different electron beam energies. Figure 138 shows a schematic view of these lines. Given the simultaneous
requirement of large wavelength tuning and two-color operation with close photon energies, both undulator lines
are constrained to have identical parameters and tunability, with the exception that the two SCU undulators will
have opposite helicity, as already discussed.

The next section presents the derivation of the main parameters of the SCU and the afterburner. Unless otherwise
stated, the electron beam parameters assumed for all subsequent calculations and simulations are the nominal
parameters given in Table 3: charge 75 pC, peak current 5 kA, normalized emittance 0.2 mmmrad, bunch length
5 µm, energy range 2–5.5 GeV, and rms energy spread 1× 10−4 at 5.5 GeV. The following major sections concern
the detailed design of the helical SCU devices (Sect. 6.1.3) and associated beamline elements and finally the
afterburner devices (Sect. 6.1.4).

6.1.2 Derivation of undulator specification

This section presents a summary of the analysis which was used to determine the required specification of the
SCU and the afterburner. The parameters determined are the SCU aperture, which is dependent on the degrading
effect of wakefields on the FEL performance, the SCU period, the SCU module length, the SCU field tolerances,
and the required length of afterburner.

6.1.2.1 SCU aperture

The electron beam generates an image current on the finite conducting vacuum chamber, which acts back to
the electron bunch due to its small size. This effect is known as the resistive wall wakefield effect and has a
magnitude inversely proportional to the aperture and bunch duration. Wakefield effects inside the undulator can
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Fig. 137 Peak brilliance for electron beam energies 4.5 GeV (top), 5.5 GeV (middle), and 6.5 GeV (bottom)
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Table 44 Results of GENESIS time-dependent simulations

Parameter Units CPMU Delta Hybrid SCU

Saturation power GW 9.1 8.9 7.6 9.8

Saturation length m 24.5 26.5 29.1 15.6

Sat. pulse energy µJ 49 48 29 54

FWHM bandwidth 10−3 0.987 0.975 0.996 1.16

Peak brightness ×1033 ph/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1%bw 2.39 2.37 1.98 2.18

Fig. 138 Schematic of the XLS undulator line for both HXR and SXR FEL layouts

cause significant electron beam energy loss and energy spread growth, which can degrade the performance of the
FEL by reducing the saturation power and increasing the bandwidth. The wakefields, therefore, determine the
minimum SCU aperture for effective FEL performance. The analyses in this section of the effect of the wakefields
on the FEL performance and the effectiveness of the mitigating strategy of applying a longitudinal taper to the
undulator field estimate that a full aperture of 4.2 mm is aggressive, yet acceptable.

For an accelerator operating at room temperature, the vacuum chamber material is generally assumed to be
in the regime of the normal skin effect (NSE). The effects of resistive wakefields in the NSE regime have been
detailed in several studies for round and flat beam-pipes [212–215]. In the case of (ultra-)cold metal surfaces, the
resistive wall effects enter the anomalous skin effect (ASE) regime, where metals’ AC conductivity differs from in
the NSE. The effect of resistive walls in the ASE regime has been studied for long and short beams in [216, 217].
For a bunch of a few µm duration, the resistive wakefield effect is essentially independent of the skin regime (i.e.,
temperature) and material choice (i.e., aluminium or copper): any difference due to skin effect regime and material
choice is negligible.

The wake potential, i.e., the wakefield-induced energy loss per meter along the single bunch, can be calculated
by convolving the single particle wake function ω(z) with the electron longitudinal line charge density ρ(z′) [218]

Eω(z) =
∫ z

−∞
ω(z − z′)ρ(z′)dz′, (42)

where z is the position along the undulator and z′ is the electron longitudinal coordinate with respect to the head
of the bunch. The generated current distribution and wake potentials along the bunch for different apertures are
shown in Fig. 139.

The effect of the wakefield on the FEL was investigated by importing the calculated wake potential (Eq. 42)
into the Genesis 1.3 simulation code [219]. The undulator period was the nominal 13 mm and the wavelength was
0.76 Å (photon energy 16 keV). The simulation was performed for a helical undulator and the vacuum chamber
was assumed to be copper and round.

It is seen that the energy loss due to the wakefield can be compensated by gradually tapering the undulator
field strength. The left panel of Fig. 140 shows the evolution of the FEL power for different apertures and tapering
options, while the right panel shows the evolution of the bandwidth. It is seen that the saturation power decreases
for smaller aperture values. For a 4 mm aperture (r = 2 mm), linearly tapering the undulator field by 0.9 % along
the undulator (from the beginning to the end) compensates the negative effect of the wakefield on the saturation
power, with only a small increase in bandwidth. It is, therefore, concluded that an aperture of 4 mm is a realistic
design choice—the wakefields are seen to affect the FEL, but a practical mitigating technique is effective.

6.1.2.2 SCU period length

In the XLS design, the same undulator line is used in both the SXR and the HXR—this feature allows the
facility to be more compact and cost-effective than other FEL facilities which have separate undulator lines for
different wavelength regimes, but it does mean that care has to be taken to ensure that the undulator parameters
are chosen appropriately to balance the output performance equally between the SXR and the HXR. As will be
shown, pushing to shorter undulator periods is better for the HXR, but this is at the cost of reduced performance
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Fig. 139 Generated current distribution of 5.5 GeV electron bunch and the wake potentials along the bunch for different
beam-pipe radii (the head of the beam is to the right)

Fig. 140 Left: evolution of power in undulator region for different apertures (averaged over the full FEL pulse). Right:
bandwidth along the undulator for different apertures

in the SXR, which favors longer periods. An assessment has, therefore, been made of the required undulator period
to properly balance the FEL output performance across the whole SXR and HXR tuning range.

The assessment was done using the widely used semi-analytical model developed by Ming Xie [67], described
in Sect. 3.3.4.1, which provides a rapid comparison of relative FEL performance for different undulator periods.
The results of the calculations are shown in Fig. 141. The top plot shows the pulse energy as a function of photon
energy, and the middle plot shows the estimated saturation length, neglecting the length of any gaps between
the undulator sections, i.e., the active undulator length. The bottom plot shows the electron beam energy. The
calculations assume the nominal electron bunch parameters. The pulse energy is calculated as Δt × Psat × FF ,
where Δt is the full pulse duration, Psat is the saturation power, and FF = 0.6 is an empirical ‘filling factor’
accounting for the spikiness of the SASE radiation pulse. To maximize the pulse energy at each wavelength, both
electron beam energy and undulator field should be maximized, fulfilling the already defined resonance condition

λr =
λw

2γ2

(
1 + a2

w

)
, (43)

so to operate at maximum beam energy for a given wavelength, the undulator parameter aw must be as large as
possible. However, the beam energy for CompactLight is capped at 5.5 GeV for 100 Hz operation and 2.36 GeV
for 1 kHz operation, so at some point as the wavelength is reduced (the photon energy is increased), it becomes
necessary to start reducing the undulator parameter which gives weaker performance. For example, for 11 mm
undulator period, this occurs at a photon energy of approximately 15 keV. Figure 141 therefore shows the maximum
pulse energies obtainable by freely varying the electron beam energy. In reality, operating at a set of fixed beam
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Fig. 141 Semi-analytical performance calculations, showing comparison between 11 mm SCU period, 13 mm SCU period
(baseline choice), and 15 mm SCU period, showing pulse energy (top), saturation length (middle), and electron beam energy
(bottom). The solid lines are relevant to the case where the electron beam energy in the SXR is limited to 2.36 GeV, which
is required for operation at 1 kHz repetition rate. The dashed lines at photon energies less than 2 keV are for the case where
SXR operation is at 100 Hz in which case the 2.36 GeV energy limit does not apply

energies is more convenient. The dotted lines relate to the case where CompactLight operates in the SXR at
100 Hz.

The calculations show that compared to the baseline period choice of 13 mm, 11 mm only gives higher pulse
energy at photon energies greater than 14 keV and reduced saturation length at photon energies above 10 keV,
whereas 15 mm gives progressively lower pulse energy and longer saturation length above 8 keV. However, at
lower photon energies, the situation is reversed—below 12 keV, the 11 mm period is significantly worse, and below
8 keV, the 15 mm period offers the best performance. It is anticipated that will be fewer users for photon energies
above ≈ 14 keV where the 11 mm period is the best choice, and the 15 mm period would require another 10 m
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of undulator, compared to the 13 mm period, to reach saturation at 16 keV. Therefore, the optimum choice for
balanced performance across the whole operating range is λw = 13mm.

6.1.2.3 SCU module length

The long undulator required for the FEL will comprise a number of individual modules in series. This allows the
periodic insertion between modules of focusing quadrupoles, phase shifters, diagnostics, and vacuum components. A
study was done to determine the optimum length of the individual undulator modules. The primary consideration
was the output performance of the FEL, with secondary consideration given to compactness, cost, and ease of
construction and operation.

Simulations were performed using Genesis 1.3. Module lengths from 1 m to 4 m were considered, and for each
module length, the quadrupole focusing was scanned over a range to determine the maximum saturation power
and minimum saturation length for each length of undulator module. The gap between modules was fixed at
0.5 m. This study was done using nominal electron beam parameters, once in the HXR for 16 keV photon output,
and once in the SXR for 2 keV photon output. More weighting was given to the HXR results when choosing
the optimum module length. Figure 142 shows the results for the HXR with the left plot showing the saturation

Fig. 142 HXR saturation power and active undulator length (i.e., excluding the length of the gaps between the modules)
as a function of module length and integrated quad strength

Fig. 143 Saturation power normalized by active saturation length as a function of module length and integrated quad
strength
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power and the right plot showing the active undulator length (i.e., excluding the length of the gaps between the
modules), which is a more useful measure for cost optimisation than floor length. Figure 143 shows the same data
but expressed in terms of undulator ’efficiency’, i.e., saturation power normalized by the active saturation length.

The data show that to obtain maximum saturation power, the module length can be between 1.25 m and 4 m,
but to minimize the active undulator length. Hence, the total cost of the undulator, the module length should be
less than 2.1 m. To obtain maximum undulator efficiency, Psat/Lsat, the optimum length is 1.75 m. The equivalent
data for the SXR (not shown) indicated that for maximum saturation power, the module length should be 2.25 m,
but the optimum is broad, and for a module length of 1.75 m, the reduction is only 5 %. The data for SXR
saturation length are not relevant, because the saturation lengths are much shorter in the SXR and so do not
determine the total length of undulator required for the facility. The conclusion, therefore, is that the optimum
module length is 1.75 m.

6.1.2.4 SCU field tolerances

The mechanism of exponential gain in the FEL is a resonant process that amplifies a narrow bandwidth of radiation.
The radiation bandwidth at saturation σλ/λ is approximately equal to the FEL ρ-parameter, with typical value
ρ ≈ 5 × 10−4 at HXR wavelengths. The FEL wavelength is given by the resonance condition, Eq. 43, and any
variation during the exponential gain process of parameters in this equation acts to broaden the bandwidth and
degrade the FEL gain. It is, therefore, critical that errors of the undulator parameter aw along the beamline are
within a satisfactory tolerance level.

An estimate of the tolerable variation in the undulator parameter can be derived by differentiating the resonance
condition to find

σaw

aw
=

1 + a2
w

2a2
w

σλr

λr
≈ 1 + a2

w

2a2
w

ρ, (44)

and using CompactLight parameters for 16 keV operation, this gives an estimated field variation tolerance of
σaw

/aw ≈ 8 × 10−4.
Simulations were also done using Genesis 1.3 with the FEL operating at 16 keV. The code allows random field

errors to be added to each period, with the errors correlated to minimize the field integrals. This ensures that any
degradation in FEL performance is due to perturbations of the resonance condition rather than trajectory wander.
The results are shown in Fig. 144. This shows that errors in the undulator parameter exceeding σaw

/aw ≈ 1×10−3

could give a reduction in output power of more than 5 % and increase in the saturation length of more than 0.6 m.
This level of error is close to the analytically derived specification.

The baseline tolerance is specified as σaw
/aw < 1 × 10−3. From SCU modelling, this translates to a tolerance in

the placement of the windings of approximately 20 µm which is acceptable. Reducing field errors below 1 × 10−3

Fig. 144 Increase in saturation length and peak power degradation due to random errors in the undulator parameter aw
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would provide a small advantage for FEL performance, but this would have to be balanced against the feasibility
and cost of the tighter tolerance.

6.1.2.5 Afterburner requirements

As described in Sect. 6.1.1, the baseline design comprises a helical SCU followed by a variably polarizing APPLE-X
afterburner. This section presents a simulation study (using Genesis 1.3) that optimizes the output performance
of the afterburner in the SXR and the HXR and determines the length of afterburner required to produce useful
output. A comparison is also made between the baseline configuration and an alternative scenario for providing
variably polarized FEL output comprising an undulator line built entirely from APPLE-X devices.

In the simulations, the microbunched electron beam from the SCU section is propagated into the afterburner
section, but the radiation is artificially blocked. This means that the degree of polarization of the afterburner
output can be assumed to be near perfect (in fact, this cannot be proven from the simulations, because polarized
fields are not supported by Genesis 1.3). In practice, the radiation from the SCU can be ’blocked’ by setting the
afterburner at a small angle and kicking the electron beam onto its axis with a corrector [220] or by applying
an inverse taper in the SCU, which allows the electron beam bunching to develop but suppresses the radiation
output [221].

To obtain optimum flux from the afterburner, the level of microbunching in the beam as it enters must be
sufficient to create an initial intense burst of coherent output, but not so great that the associated energy spread
growth prohibits further exponential growth. This optimisation was studied in the SXR at 250 eV and in the HXR
at 12 keV. The afterburner period is set to 19 mm. This assumes an in-vacuum device of gap 5 mm, and means
that the resonant photon energy at the maximum field is the same as that of the SCU at the maximum field,
so that the tuning ranges of the two devices are matched to each other. Note that out-of-vacuum and cryogenic
versions of the APPLE-X design are also under consideration, as will be discussed in Sect. 6.1.4.2. These versions
might require a slightly different period choice, but the results of this section are still relevant. The peak brilliance,
the total length of the undulator line, and the pulse energy at the end of the afterburner are used as the figures
of merit to characterize the FEL performance.

The results in the HXR, at 12 keV resonant photon energy, are summarized in the top plot of Fig. 145 which shows
the pulse energy and peak brightness as a function of the number of SCU modules and number of afterburner
modules. Peak brightness of 9 × 1032 photons/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1%bw can be obtained using 6 modules of the
SCU and two modules of the afterburner. This configuration generates a pulse energy of 35 µJ. Adding another
afterburner module increases the brightness slightly to 10 × 1032 and the pulse energy to 50 µJ. The equivalent
results in the SXR, at 250 eV photon energy, are shown in the bottom plot of Fig. 145. At this photon energy,
only a single SCU module and a single afterburner module are required to obtain the maximum peak brightness
of 6×1031 photons/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1%bw and a pulse energy of 230 µJ. Using a second afterburner module does
not increase the brightness but increases the pulse energy to 260 µJ.

From these results in the HXR and SXR, a single afterburner module is insufficient—two are required to achieve
near-maximum brightness. The extra brightness and pulse energy that could be obtained in the HXR by adding a
third afterburner is modest. The baseline configuration is, therefore, specified to comprise the helical SCU followed
by two APPLE-X afterburner modules. It is also proposed, for contingency, to consider leaving an empty slot in
the lattice for later installation of a third afterburner device if required.

The SCU + APPLE-X baseline configuration is now compared to alternative scenarios where the entire undulator
line is a helical SCU or an APPLE-X. The HXR results are shown in Fig. 146, and for completeness, the SXR
results are shown in Fig. 147. The z -axis is the distance through the undulator line. In the HXR baseline, the SCU
extends to 13.6 m and the two modules of APPLE-X afterburner are from 13.6 m to 18.1 m. In the SXR baseline
configuration, the changeover from SCU to APPLE-X occurs earlier, because there is only one SCU module in
use. It is clear that in the HXR, the baseline configuration has the advantage of being significantly more compact
than the alternative scenario of using an APPLE-X undulator for the whole FEL line. The disadvantage is that
the peak brightness obtained is only 25 % of that obtainable from the APPLE-X on its own, and the pulse energy
is only 27 %. However, the baseline configuration allows the FEL to operate at much higher photon energies—the
SCU is effective at up to 16 keV whereas the APPLE-X cannot reach much above 12 keV without operating at
very weak aw values which give very poor performance.

To conclude, the baseline configuration of a helical SCU followed by two modules of APPLE-X afterburner is
a significantly more compact solution for the production of variably polarized FEL output in the HXR than the
alternative scenario of using a variably polarizing APPLE-X undulator for the whole FEL line. Variably polarized
light can be produced at photon energies up to about 12 keV which satisfies the user requirements. A disadvantage
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Fig. 145 Top: aterburner pulse energy and peak brightness in the HXR at 12 keV photon energy, as a function of the
number of SCU modules and number of afterburner modules. Bottom: equivalent results in the SXR at 250 eV photon
energy

is that the pulse energies and brightness are reduced to less than 50 % of that available with a standalone APPLE-
X, but this is more than offset by the fact that using the SCU section on its own circularly polarized FEL light
can be produced with pulse energies in the 100 s of µJ at photon energies up to 16 keV.

6.1.2.6 Parameter summary

The main parameters of the SCU and APPLE-X afterburners are summarized in Table 45.

6.1.3 The self-amplified spontaneous emission lines

The investigations reported in the deliverable report D5.1 [222], comparing a wide range of undulator technologies
in terms of achievable key parameters determining both the performance and compactness of the facility, lead
to the choice of helical superconducting undulators as the baseline for the Self-Amplified Spontaneous Emission
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Fig. 146 HXR: comparison of 12 keV pulse energy (left) and peak brightness (right) for three different scenarios: an SCU,
an APPLE-X in vertically planar configuration, and the baseline SCU and APPLE-X configuration. The tick marks and
labels on the z -axis correspond to the locations of the ends of individual undulator modules

Fig. 147 SXR: comparison of 250 eV pulse energy (left) and peak brightness (right) for three different scenarios: an SCU,
an APPLE-X in vertically planar configuration, and the baseline SCU and APPLE-X configuration

(SASE) lines for CompactLight. Table 46 summarizes the main functional parameters of the SASE line according
to the specifications derived in Sect. 6.1.2.

In terms of electron beam optics, the SASE lines form an FODO lattice with one undulator magnet inserted into
each half cell. In addition, each half FODO cell is equipped with a phase shifter to keep the phases of radiation
field and undulating particle motion matched between subsequent undulator modules, and a cavity beam position
monitor for minimal beam diagnostics. A balancing of the optimisation objectives for the hard and the soft X-ray
cases (see Sect. 6.1.2) led to the Pareto optimal choice of geometric and focusing parameters and subsequent
requirements for the focusing and phase-shifting magnets described in the following sections.
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Table 45 Summary of the main undulator parameters

Main undulator Afterburner

Technology NbTi superconducting APPLE-X

polarization Helical Variable

Period length λw 13 mm ≈ 19 mm

Maximum aw 1.33 1.80

Beam gap 4.2 mm 5 mm

Module length 1.755 m 1.75 m

Superconducting undulators have been considered for the Linac Coherent Light Source upgrade (LCLS-II) [223],
and the conceptual design for the CompactLight SASE line adopts conceptions developed in the conceptual design
phase of the LCLS-II superconducting undulators [224, 225].

For the superconducting undulator, the phase shifters and the quadrupoles, for the cooling scheme of each of
these components, as well as for the overall layout of the supporting and cooling infrastructure, there are a number
of technological choices. The choice was made to use virtually iron-free designs for all magnetic components, i.e.,
they are laid out as coil-dominated superconducting magnets based on NbTi technology. That implies that the
magnets at least of each half FODO cell, including the beam pipe, form a cold mass which needs to be maintained
at an operating temperature range below 4.5 K. For the cryomodule design, as well as for the refrigeration scheme
and infrastructure, a set of different options was considered. Each of these options comes with advantages and
disadvantages in terms of investment, running costs, efficient use of resources, downtimes due to maintenance, and
likely also overall reliability of operation.

6.1.3.1 Basic concept layout

Table 46 General functional parameters of the CompactLight SASE lines

Value Units

Undulator

Period length 13 mm

Length (incl. matching periods) 1.755 m

(Periods) 135

Magnetic gap 5.0 mm

Beam-pipe bore diameter 4.2 mm

aw (8 keV) 1.33

aw (16 keV) 0.617

Bmax on axis (at 80 % on the load line) 1.09 T

Phase shifter

Phase integral 2000 T2 mm3

Geometric length ≤ 170 mm

FODO quadrupole magnet

Integrated field gradient 10 T

Active length 60 mm

(Geometric length) ≤ 100 mm

Alignment Quadrupole magnet

Integrated field gradient 2 T

Geometric length ≤ 50 mm

FEL lines

Cryomodule length 2.255 m

Number of modules 2 × 16
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From the multi-objective optimisation of the undulator module length and the integrated FODO quadrupole
strength described in Sect. 6.1.2.3, it was concluded that the optimum undulator module length is Lu = 1.75m
with an integrated focusing gradient of about 7 T. The gap between undulator modules was fixed at 500 mm: this
value has to accommodate quadrupoles, phase shifters, diagnostics, and transitions between cryomodules. For the
conceptual undulator design, an undulator module length of Lu = 1.755m is chosen, corresponding to 135 periods
of 13 mm length, including the matching periods at both ends of the undulator. According to the simulations of
the Eph = 16 keV photon energy working point described in Sect. 4.2, FEL saturation would be reached after 11
undulator magnet units. Accounting for contingency, the design includes 16 units per SASE line.

Each of the two SASE lines consists of 16 identical, 2.255 m-long cryomodules, each housing one undulator
module plus the components for focusing, phase matching, diagnostics, and beam-based alignment, all operated
at liquid helium temperature. These modules can either be minimally sectioned, i.e., forming together one long,
continuous cryostat, or sectioned, i.e., intercepted by cold-warm transitions. In the former case, two additional
short transition modules at the entrance and the exit of the minimally sectioned cryostat are required. The two
options for the cryostat layout will be discussed later on in more detail.

A unique property of the CompactLight facility is enabled by applying different winding schemes for the undula-
tors in FEL-1 and FEL-2, respectively, namely a left-handed helical winding scheme for FEL-1 and a right-handed
one for FEL-2. This arrangement will allow for ultra-fast helicity switching in that sub-set of photon beamlines
which is served by both FEL lines.

Cryomodule structure

The general structure of the cryomodules is sketched in Fig. 148. The cold mass consists, in the order upstream
to downstream, of a superconducting short-alignment quadrupole magnet, the superconducting helical undulator
magnet, a superconducting phase shifter, which also serves as a vertical and horizontal field integral corrector
magnet, a superconducting FODO quadrupole magnet and a cold, i.e., capable of operation at ∼4 K, cavity beam
position monitor.

The beam pipe is an integral part of the cold mass. The pipe is made of aluminium and has a round aperture
with 4.2 mm bore diameter. It is sectioned in at least four parts: (1) undulator section, (2) straight section, (3)
BPM section, and (4) cryostat interconnection section.

In the undulator section, the winding body incorporates the beam-pipe meaning that the pipe is directly cooled
to the SCU operation temperature level. The other parts of the beam pipe not in direct mechanical contact with
the phase shifter and quadrupole magnet apertures are indirectly cooled by contact with the undulator section
and, if required, through additional thermal connections to directly cooled parts. Details have to be elaborated in
the course of the technical design for the particular cryogenic concept chosen. The BPM section will accommodate
a cold cavity beam position monitor which for the sake of compactness is assumed to operate in the X-band, as
will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 6.1.3.4.

Fig. 148 Basic layout of the SCU cryomodule
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The design of the cryostat interconnection section depends on the chosen overall cryostat layout options. In
the case of a minimally sectioned cryostat layout, the interconnection section of the beam pipe is designed for
compensating the thermal contraction of the cold mass. In the case of a sectioned layout, cold-warm transitions
have to be realized in addition.

In the following subsections, the conceptual designs for the elements forming the cold mass are described, along
with the underlying design principles and considerations on the design requirements and general considerations
for the integration of these components into a complete, modular system.

Superconducting undulator design features

A helical superconducting undulator (HSCU) is chosen for use in the CompactLight undulator lines. For the hard
X-rays, the HSCU must be able to produce photons in the energy range 8–16 keV from an electron beam of energy
5.5 GeV. Given this photon energy range, the undulator must be capable of producing a peak transverse on-axis
field of 1.09 T, corresponding to an aw value of 1.33. The undulator will have a beam-pipe bore diameter of 4.2 mm
and a magnetic inner winding diameter of 5 mm. The parameters of the HSCU are summarized in Table 46.

The undulator fields can be generated by a bifilar winding of superconducting wire. The winding consists of
two helical coils separated by half an undulator period, with current flowing in opposite directions in the two
coils. There are several choices for the use of superconducting wire for the HSCU. Given the short period and
winding diameter, the niobium–titanium (NbTi) wire, which is more malleable than the niobium–tin (Nb3Sn)
wire, was chosen. For the design work, the choice of superconducting wire was chosen to be SuperCon VSF-678
0.44 mm-diameter NbTi wire.

The choice of material for the HSCU former and poles was investigated. The use of ferromagnetic helical poles
between the undulator windings can be used in bifilar undulators to boost and shape the on-axis field. However,
due to the short undulator period, the pole thickness would be very short, resulting in saturation of the poles at
low currents. Also, it would be difficult to manufacture a ferromagnetic double helix and mount it separately on a
non-ferromagnetic tube. It would be easier to machine a single ferromagnetic piece into a helix with a remaining
thickness. The on-axis fields for different wire currents and the corresponding load lines for three cases are shown
in Fig. 149 left and right, respectively. The cases are for conductors with no iron poles, a model with iron poles
but non-ferromagnetic beam tubes, and poles and beam tubes made from iron. The models assume a coil stack
consisting of 100 wires, poles which are 2 mm thick and a beam tube of 0.5 mm thickness.

From Fig. 149 left, iron poles can help boost the undulator on-axis field. However, the iron also increases the
field on the conductor at a given wire current and hence increases the operating point of the superconductor at a
given current. Given the boost to the fields from the poles, an undulator with iron poles could achieve the target
field at a lower current than an undulator without iron poles.

However, in the case where both the poles and beam pipe are made from iron, the on-axis field is reduced
compared to the case where only the poles are made from iron. The iron beam pipe partially shields the bore from
the undulator field. Also, for a given wire current, the peak field on the conductor is higher for the case with the
iron beam pipe than for the case with iron poles only. Manufacturing a double helix with an iron beam pipe will
reduce the on-axis field and increase the operating point of the superconductor for a given current. Although a
non-ferromagnetic former would not increase the field generated by iron poles, the effects of the iron beam-pipe
shielding the field and increasing the field on the conductor could be avoided.

Fig. 149 On-axis fields for different wire currents for models with and without iron (left). Superconductor load lines for
models with and without iron (right)
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Fig. 150 Image of the Opera-3D conductor model used to investigate the load lines of different winding stack configurations

Therefore, the superconducting undulator windings were assumed to be wound onto an aluminium helical former.
As well as reducing the superconducting operating point, an aluminium former would be beneficial due to its high
heat conductivity, allowing the former to be cooled to cool the superconducting wires indirectly.

Given the choice of an aluminium winding former, different winding stack configurations were investigated. A
model in which the layers of conductors were modelled as conductor bricks of different thicknesses (depending on
the number of turns of wire in the layer) was developed to investigate the load lines of different stack configurations.
Figure 150 shows an image of the model used. The model does not contain any end effects.

A winding stack consisting of 10 layers of NbTi wire with a 9-8-9-8 turn arrangement was chosen. This arrange-
ment would produce the maximum on-axis field of 1.09 T at 78.9 % of the NbTi wire critical current. The load

Fig. 151 Load line for chosen wire stack arrangement

Fig. 152 Cut through of undulator winding, showing the winding stack
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Fig. 153 Left: image of a single turnaround model. Right: image of 10-period long undulator module with turnarounds
modeled

line for this stack arrangement is shown in Fig. 151. For this stack configuration, the winding stack would have a
width of 4.98 mm at the bottom and a radial height of 3.87 mm. Therefore, the minimum wall thickness between
the grooves will be 1.52 mm. Figure 152 shows an image of a cut-through of the undulator, showing the winding
stack.

A turnaround design has been developed to allow the undulator to be wound from a single length of supercon-
ducting wire without the need for superconducting joints between wire sections. At the ends of the undulator,
the wires come away from the helix at a tangent to the helix. The wires are turned around a non-ferromagnetic
pin which is perpendicular to the winding direction, and then returned into the adjacent winding groove. There
are ten turnaround pins at each end of the undulator former, spaced 36° apart from each other. There is one

Fig. 154 Example field profile through an Opera 3D model of the superconducting undulator containing ten full periods

Fig. 155 First (left) and second (right) field integral of the field profiles shown in Fig. 154
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turnaround pin per layer of wire in the winding stack. The turnarounds are spaced by one-tenth of the undulator
period in the axial direction. The turnarounds occur over a single period at each end of the undulator. In this
way, the magnitude of the transverse field is decreased over the end undulator period. In Fig. 153, the left panel
shows the Opera-3D conductor model of a single 20 mm long turnaround, while the right panel shows the complete
10-period long model with all turnarounds.

Figure 154 shows an example field profile generated by the HSCU model with the turnarounds modelled. The
peak transverse field in the undulator main body is 1.10 T. The perpendicular distance from the undulator axis
to the centre of the turnaround pin was 20 mm. Figure 155 shows the first (left) and second (right) field integrals
through this model field profile. From the figures, it is apparent that the field integrals through the undulator
with the turnarounds would be non-zero. Therefore, correction magnets would be needed outside the HSCU to
correct the trajectory of the electron beam. These correction magnets can be integrated into the design of the
phase shifters between undulator modules.

The magnitude of correction depends on the distance of the turnaround pins from the undulator axis. The larger
the distance, the smaller the effect of the turnarounds on the on-axis field and hence the small correction required.
From the average first field integrals measured in the main body of a 10-period undulator model as a function of
the turnaround length, it results that a maximum first field integral correction of approximately 0.3 Tmm will
be required. Increasing the turnaround length decreases the necessary field integral correction, but it will make it
harder to cool the wires at the turnarounds. If the turnarounds are kept close to the undulator body, they can be
kept cold to prevent the turnarounds from quenching.

6.1.3.2 Phase shifters

General considerations

The radiation phase, Φ(z), in an undulator is defined by Eq. 45 [226], where λr is the wavelength of radiation
produced in the undulator, z is the coordinate on the longitudinal axis where the phase is measured, γ is the
relativistic Lorentz factor of the electron beam, e is the electron charge, me is the electron rest mass, c is the
speed of light in vacuum, and the term PI is referred to as the phase integral and is defined in Eq. 46 [227], where
Bx(z′) and By(z′) are the field profiles in the x - and y-directions, respectively

Φ(z) =
π

λr

(
z

γ2
+

(
e

γmec

)2
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Equation 45 can also be rewritten in terms of the undulator wavelength, λu, and the undulator deflection parameter,
K (defined in Eq. 48 [226])

Φ(z) =
2π

λu(1 + K2
rms)

(

z +
(

e

mec

)2

× PI

)

, (47)

Krms =
eBrmsλu

2πmec
. (48)

In an ideal undulator, the phase advances by 2π per period [226].
Undulator lines in an FEL or synchrotron require many periods to reach saturation, and hence need to be

many meters long. It is not practical to construct undulators which are many meters long due to manufacturing
tolerances and strict requirements on the electron beam properties [228]. Instead, undulator lines are designed with
undulator modules with break sections between the undulators. These break sections contain elements including
quadrupoles, beam position monitors, and phase shifter magnets [229].

Over a break section, the transverse magnetic field profile is different to that inside an undulator; therefore, the
phase advance over the break section will be different to the phase advance through the body of the undulator.
This will cause a phase difference between the photons produced in one undulator module and those produced
in subsequent modules. This change in phase results in an interruption to the amplification process by causing
electrons to gain energy from the radiation field. This phase mismatch then results in an increase in saturation
length [230] and a decrease in pulse energy for the undulator system [231].
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Fig. 156 Examples of simplified symmetric and antisymmetric undulator arrangements. These figures assume no undulator
fringe fields [228]

If an electron traverses a break section of length L which has no transverse magnetic fields, the phase advance
can be calculated using Eq. 49

Φ(L) =
2πL

λu(1 + K2
rms)

. (49)

In a simplified picture with no undulator fringe fields, there are two cases of undulator cells that need to be
considered. These are the symmetric case when the last pole of one undulator segment and the first pole of the
following segment have the same polarity (Fig. 156a) and the antisymmetric case when the first and last poles of
subsequent sections have opposite polarity (Fig. 156b) [228].

To maintain the condition for constructive interference of radiation between separate undulator modules, the
phase advances over the break section must meet the condition specified in Eq. 50

Φ(Lb) = νπ, (50)

where ν is called the Phase Number [228]. For even symmetry, ν must be a positive, even integer; for odd symmetry,
ν must be a positive, odd integer.

If the undulator K value is changed, the phase advance over a break of fixed length Lb will change. To maintain
the constructive interference condition in Eq. 50 for multiple undulator K values, the phase advance over the break
section needs to be variable.

A variable phase advance over a break section can be achieved using a magnetic structure known as a phase
shifter. This structure creates a magnetic chicane which causes a phase delay across a break section without
affecting the overall trajectory of the electron beam. The standard requirement for phase shifters to ensure no
overall effect on the electron trajectory is that the first and second field integrals through the undulator go to
zero [228]. The first and second field integrals are directly proportional to the angle between the electron beam and
the axis and the transverse displacement of the beam from the axis, respectively [226]. If the break section contains
a transverse magnetic field profile, the phase advance over the break section can be calculated from Eq. 47.

The phase integral term is a useful metric for quantifying the phase delay imparted by a phase shifter magnetic
field in an undulator break section. Equations 47 and 50 can be combined to define the minimum necessary phase
integral of a phase shifter as a function of the break length Lb and undulator deflection parameter K

PI =
(mec

e

)2
(

νλu(1 + K2
rms)

2
− Lb

)
≥ 0. (51)

The inequality in Eq. 51 must be met, because the phase shifter can only impart a positive phase delay on the
electron beam [232]. To allow for a constant range of tuning of the undulator K parameter, the phase number ν
should be chosen, so that the same value of ν can be used for all undulator parameters and that the phase integral
will always be greater than 0 [228]. Therefore, the largest phase integral needed for a device will be determined by
the smallest undulator K parameter that will be used in the undulator lines (i.e., the highest energy radiation).

In reality, the actual phase integral required for an undulator line will be more complicated than Eq. 51. The
fringe fields at the ends of the undulator modules will need to be accounted for. The actual phase advance between
main body poles in the undulator modules would be calculated by integrating the field data, and the necessary
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Fig. 157 Required phase integral to reach different phase numbers, as a function of photon energy

Table 47 Summary of the phase shifter requirements

Parameter Value Units

Maximum phase integral 2000 T2 mm3

Maximum overall length 170 mm

phase integral in the break section to achieve constructive interference would have to be determined. Equation 51
provides a good first estimate for the magnitude of the phase integral required for a given undulator break section.

XLS phase shifter requirements

The preliminary specifications give an intersection length between undulator modules of 500 mm. Assuming that
500 mm is the distance from the end pole of one undulator to the first pole of the next undulator, the phase
advance over the intersection can be calculated using Eq. 47. The actual phase advance between modules would
have to be measured, to account for the end fields of the undulators.

Equation 51 can be used to determine the phase integral that is required through a phase shifter magnet to
satisfy Eq. 51 as a function of the undulator K parameter for different values of the phase number, ν. Assuming
a break length, Lb, of 500 mm, the required phase integral as a function of the XLS radiation energy range for
different phase numbers is shown in Fig. 157.

Figure 157 shows that for a given photon energy, a larger phase integral is required to achieve a larger phase
number, ν. For lower phase numbers, the required phase integral for a given photon energy may be negative. A
phase shifter cannot generate a negative phase integral, because the chicane can only delay the electron beam. The
minimum even phase number (referring to the symmetric case in Fig. 156) that requires a positive phase integral
for the whole tuning range is 56. The minimum odd phase number (referring to the asymmetric case in Fig. 156)
that requires a positive phase integral for the whole tuning range is 57.

The maximum required phase integrals for values of ν of 56 and 57 are 1482T2 mm3 and 1535T2 mm3, respec-
tively, which are the phase integrals required for the lowest photon energy of 8 keV. Therefore, if the end fields
of the undulator are not considered, the maximum phase integral through a phase shifter for the XLS FEL will
be 1535T2 mm3. To allow for some tolerance on this value and to potentially account for an extra delay required
due to the undulator end fields, a maximum target phase integral of 2000T2 mm3 was considered for the phase
shifter conceptual design. The requirements for the XLS phase shifters are summarized in Table 47.

Phase shifter conceptual design

The basic conceptual magnetic design for the CompactLight phase shifters consists of six pairs of superconducting
coils oriented to create three dipole chicane in the horizontal (x ) and vertical (y) directions simultaneously. A
model of the basic conceptual magnetic design as modelled in Opera 3D is shown in Fig. 158.

In the arrangement shown in Fig. 158, the current in the central coils would be twice that in the corresponding
end coils. This would provide a magnetic field profile consisting of three dipole kicks in the x and y directions,
where the central kick would be of twice the magnitude and in the opposite direction to the end kicks. The result
to the electron trajectory would be to introduce a non-zero phase shift while imparting no overall change to the
direction or displacement of the electron beam (the first and second field integrals measured through the phase
shifter would go to zero).

Figure 159 shows example field profiles, first field integrals, second field integrals, and phase integrals, respec-
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Fig. 158 Image of Opera 3D model of phase shifter conceptual magnetic design. The red rings represent superconducting
coils

Fig. 159 Field profile (a), first field integrals (b), second field integrals (c), and phase integral (d) through an example
coil-dominated phase shifter model
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tively, for the conceptual magnetic design. This arrangement causes the first and second field integrals to go to
zero, while providing a non-zero phase integral. Figure 159b, c shows that the first and second integrals of both the
Bx and By fields go to zero when measured through the length of the phase shifter. This shows that the change to
the angle of the electron beam trajectory from the axis and the corresponding transverse displacement of the beam
from the axis would not be affected by the presence of the phase shifter. This is one of the common requirements
for a phase shifter magnet. Figure 159d shows that while the first and second field integrals through the magnet
can be made to go to zero, the phase integral through the magnet is non-zero. Therefore, this coil arrangement
can provide a phase shift and hence provide the necessary correction to maintain the condition for constructive
interference of the synchrotron radiation.

The conceptual design could also be used as an integrated phase shifter and trajectory corrector. If the 6 coil
pairs are all powered individually, it should be possible to tune the field and phase integrals across the undulator
break section to give any desired combination of first and second field integral and phase integral. This would
allow correction to angular and positional displacements of the electron beam caused by the non-periodic fields at
the ends of the undulators. If the field strengths can be tuned independently, then any combination of trajectory
correction (in both planes) and phase correction should be achievable.

This design produces fields using superconducting coils only. The field is not boosted by iron poles. The use of
iron poles would boost the fields produced by the phase shifter at low currents. However, at higher coil currents,
the pole pieces would become saturated. Saturation of the iron poles would change the field integrals through
the phase shifter and make it difficult to achieve zero field integrals because each of the poles would saturate
differently. It was decided that a current-dominated design would allow larger phase integrals to be achieved while
maintaining the condition for cancellation of the first and second field integrals. Also, with a current-dominated
design, the on-axis fields scale linearly with the coil current and the phase integral scales linearly with the square
of the coil current. This would make it easier to tune the value of the phase integral through the phase shifter.

Size considerations
Several example coil geometries and current densities—as required in the central coils (assuming the same current
density in Bx and By coils)—have been considered to achieve the target phase integral of 2000T2 mm3. The
different geometrical parameters of the coils will have an influence over the current and size requirements of the
phase shifter:

• Decreasing the physical length of the phase shifter will provide more space for other components in the inter-
undulator sections, such as quadrupoles and beam position monitors. Minimizing the current in the coils will
reduce the heat load from the current leads and reduce the operating point of the superconducting coils, making
them less likely to quench.

• Increasing the inner length of the coils allows the fields to cover a longer axial distance. Consequently, the on-
axis fields can be lowered to achieve a given phase integral and the current density in the coils can be reduced.
However, the total physical length of the phase shifter will increase.

• Increasing the coil width increases the minimum separation between coils and the total length of each coil but
increases the number of turns in the coils.

• Increasing the coil thickness also increases the number of turns. Increasing the number of turns in the coils allows
larger fields (and hence phase integrals) to be achieved for lower current densities in the coils. The current can
be minimized by increasing the coil cross-sectional area, at the cost of using more superconducting wire to wind
the coils.

• Increasing the inner width of the coils, the minimum face-to-face separation between a coil pair increases, and
therefore decreases the magnitudes of the on-axis fields (and hence phase integrals) for a given current density.
However, the inner radius needs to be large enough to allow for a sufficiently large bend radius at the ends of
the coils for the wires to be turned around.

• Increasing the axial separation between coils increases the phase integral through a phase shifter at the cost of
increased total length.

• The coil dimensions can be optimized for the space and cooling power available in the XLS SCU cryostat. The
general trend is that longer phase shifters require smaller current densities to achieve the target phase integral
of 2000T2 mm3.

Overall, this coil design would be capable of simultaneously correcting the phase shift and trajectory errors between
undulator modules by providing tuneable dipole chicanes in the horizontal and vertical directions. The exact coil
dimensions would need to be optimized. Total lengths as short as 85 mm could be achieved using NbTi wires,
but would require higher currents in the coils. This would require more cooling power and the coils would operate
closer to their quench point. This would provide less margin for tuning the fields for combined phase and trajectory
correction. Increasing the coil dimensions would reduce the required currents in the coils; this would reduce the
heat loads and operating points of the superconductor.

Proposed mounting and cooling structure
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Fig. 160 Proposed method for mounting and cooling phase shifter coils

The coils shown in Fig. 158 would need to be mounted and cooled. The proposed mounting method is shown in
Fig. 160. Each coil would be wound onto a former made from non-magnetic material with high thermal conductivity,
which would act as a heat sink. Aluminum would be a desirable choice for this heat sink. The coils could then be
potted in these aluminium formers. Pipes containing a forced flow of liquid helium through the heat sink would
provide cooling to the coils.

The conceptual magnetic design presented here is of six superconducting coil pairs, which could act as a simulta-
neous phase and trajectory corrector between the undulator modules for the CompactLight FEL. At the nominal
physical length of 170 mm, the phase shifter would be able to achieve phase integrals larger than the target max-
imum of 2000T2 mm3 at low coil current densities. The coil dimensions could be reduced, and hence, the total
physical length of the phase shifter could be reduced below 170 mm. At physical lengths of 85 mm, the arrangement
would still be able to reach the target maximum phase integral. However, if the coil dimensions and total physical
length are reduced, the coil currents required to achieve the target phase integrals will increase. Therefore, there
will be a larger heat load from the coil current leads that need to be cooled.

6.1.3.3 Quadrupoles

The undulator line FODO cells are composed of a focusing quadrupole (F), a defocusing quadrupole (D) and the

virtually non-focusing superconducting undulators which for the beam optics in first order can be treated as drift
spaces. Superconducting coil-dominated quadrupole magnets are proposed. These consist of four current-carrying
coils which create a magnetic flux density that grows proportionally to the radial distance

Bx = gy, By = gx, (52)

where g is the nominal field gradient.
In the following, the multipole expansion of the transverse magnetic field in the complex plane is used:

B = By + iBx =
∞∑

n=1

(Bn + iAn)(x + iy)n−1, (53)

with Bn and An are the normal and skew multipole components, respectively, n = 2 refers to the quatrupole
component. The field gradient is related to the multipole component of order n = 2 by

g =
B2

Rref
(54)

with the reference radius Rref which is typically chosen to be 2/3 of the magnet aperture.
The main parameters for the FODO quadrupoles are specified in Table 48. The design should be accurate enough

to achieve Δg/g ≤ 0.1% over the specified good field region. To meet this field quality requirement and to minimize
the content of higher order multipole components, a coil configuration of sectors and wedges of 12°–18°–30° has
been developed for the SASE FODO quadrupole magnets, following concepts described, e.g., in [233, 234]. The
coil configuration is depicted in Fig. 161. Calculations and optimisations were carried out with the magnet design
software OPERA [235].

The four superconducting coils forming the quadrupole winding are held together by means of laminated non-
magnetic collars which are surrounded by laminated iron yokes. The inner radius of the coils and the coil width
are considered to be 7 mm and 3 mm, respectively. Simulations were done for a NbTi coil-based quadrupole with a
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Table 48 FODO quadrupole main parameters

Parameter Value Units

Integrated field gradient 10 T

Field gradient 167 Tm−1

Effective length 60 mm

Inner aperture radius 7 mm

Horizontal good field region ±5 mm

Fig. 161 Geometry layout (left) and coil configuration in one quadrant of the magnet (right)

field gradient of 167 Tm−1 and magnetic length of 60 mm. The current density to achieve the desired field strength
is taken to be 380A mm−2 which is well below the limitations of NbTi for the applied magnetic field at 4.5 K.

The modulus of the magnetic flux density in the central plane z = 0 is shown in Fig. 162.
For calculating the field gradient at x = 5mm versus the longitudinal direction in Opera 3D, the field is

calculated on circles with radius 5 mm which are moved in the beam direction in steps of 2 mm. Using a Fast
Fourier Transformation, the magnetic field, the field gradient, and higher order harmonics are obtained in each
location. Having the field gradient at different longitudinal locations, one can calculate the integrated field gradient

Fig. 162 Magnetic flux density in the central plane z = 0
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Fig. 163 Field quality in terms of relative gradient deviation as a function of x in the centre plane z = 0

Table 49 FODO quadrupole field coefficients

n Type Bn(5 mm) [T] B_n/B_2 (5 mm)

2 Q 8.23 × 10−1 1

6 Q 5.48 × 10−3 6.65 × 10−3

10 Q 1.67 × 10−3 2.03 × 10−3

14 Q 9.55 × 10−5 1.16 × 10−4

at x = 5mm to be 9.898 T. The field gradient uniformity in terms of Δg/g0 = (g−g0)/g0 in the central plane z = 0
is displayed in Fig. 163. The relative deviation is within a few units of 10−4 in the good field region up to 5 mm.
The strength and relative strength of nominal and the first three allowed higher order multipole components for
the FODO quadrupole are summarized in Table 49.

6.1.3.4 Integrated diagnostics

The electron beam diagnostics in the SASE line will consist of a set of cavity beam position monitors (BPMs), one
in each cryomodule. These BPMs will provide the feedback signal required for the intra-module beam steering as
well as for the inter-module beam-based alignment. The BPM will be operated in a cold environment. For example,
Cold cavity BPMs are operating in superconducting linacs at the European XFEL [188, 236]. State-of-the-art cold
cavity BPMs are L-band structures. Since the size of these structures is directly related to their operation frequency,
L-band cavities seem not optimally suited for integration into the CompactLight SASE undulator cryomodules.
The limited space in the gap between the undulator units favors more compact structures. For the conceptual
design of the CompactLight FEL lines, we foresee cold X-band cavity BPMs. The length of these BPMs could be
100 mm (as compared to 180 mm for the L-band cavities).

Such devices do not exist today. L-band cavities are preferred for the application of superconducting linacs due
to the extremely demanding requirements on surface cleanliness for operation in proximity to the superconducting
cavities. However, vacuum and cleanliness requirements will be much less demanding for application in the super-
conducting undulator cryomodules. It is reasonable to assume that X-band cavity BPMs for this application are
feasible and could become available on the 5-year development time horizon considered for CompactLight.

6.1.3.5 System integration

The design concept for the cryomodules will likely follow a bottom–up approach similar to that suggested in [225].
A room-temperature strongback at the bottom forms the basis of the supporting structure, directly supported
by the girder outside the cryomodule. The cold mass is mounted onto this strongback on thermally intersected
fibreglass posts. These thermal interceptions at three temperature levels (∼80 K, ∼20 K and ∼4 K from outer
to inner) are connected to concentric radiation shields at the same temperature levels. The cold mass elements,
SCU, quadrupole magnets, phase shifter magnet, and BPM are integrated into a common, stiff frame which will
also provide magnetic shielding. Within this frame, the components are mutually aligned to the required precision
(see Sect. 6.1.3.7). To avoid internal cooling channels with interconnecting tubes, contact cooling of the cold mass
elements, e.g., through heat exchanger plates on top and/or at the base of the common frame, is favored.

No active internal alignment of the cold mass elements is foreseen. The inter-module alignment is achieved
through motorized stages as part of the outer girders, to which the room-temperature strongback inside the
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Fig. 164 Proposed Cryostat layout I—segmented design cooled by cryocoolers

cryomodule is rigidly connected. The design of the cryostat interconnection region has to account for the mechanical
flexibility required for the alignment of the entire cryomodule with neighbouring cryomodules.

6.1.3.6 Cooling concept

Requirements and conceptional options—overall facility layout

For the cooling of the beamlines, three basic options are considered. These include a segmented design approach,
where liquid helium (LHe) is re-condensed by cryocoolers located at a number of individual cryostat modules, a
minimal segmentation concept with LHe provided by a central LHe cryoplant, and a novel hybrid approach that
provides LHe individually for each cryomodule. In the latter case, cryocoolers and Joule–Thomson cycles shall
be combined to enhance the cooling capacity of cryocoolers and enable forced-flow LHe cooling. In the following,
these options are presented in greater detail, and their individual benefits are discussed.

Cryostat layout I—segmented design cooled by cryocoolers

The segmented design rests on separating the beamline into 16 individual modules comparable to the suggestion
for storage ring application in [224]. Following this design, each module is surrounded by a thermal shield and
installed inside a vacuum cryostat. The components inside each module are submersed in an LHe bath, where
the boil-off gas is re-condensed at the second stage of pulse tube cryocoolers. Figure 164 depicts a scheme of one
module of the segmented cryostat layout.

Based on the assumptions in [224], the heat load onto the LHe by the components alone can be estimated to be
in the order of 1 Wm−1 module length. For the planned modules with length 2.3 m, this would sum up to a total
heat load of Q̇ ≈ 2.3W @ 4.2 K per cryomodule. This estimation does not include the heat load originating from
the cold-warm transitions between the individual modules. As these heat loads depend on the beamline design,
the contribution of cold-warm transitions must be optimized during the technical design phase. In any case, the
most powerful cryocooler available today provides 2 W @ 4.2 K [237], resulting in the need of about two-to-four
cryocoolers per module, or 32–64 cryocoolers per beamline, respectively.

The main benefit of the segmented design approach is its flexibility in maintenance and alignment. During
maintenance, only the individual module needs to be warmed up to ambient temperature, while the rest of the
beamline remains at 4.2 K, minimizing the overall beam downtime [238]. Moreover, following the design suggestions
provided in [238], the components can be aligned precisely within each module, and the position of the modules
to each other can be adjusted independently.

The main drawbacks of the segmented design approach are the higher overall heat load due to the transitions
from 4.2 K to ambient temperature between the modules and the large amount of helium needed for helium
bath cooling. A certain helium infrastructure will also be necessary for initial cool-down, LHe filling and helium
recovery. Since cryocoolers have a periodic working principle, many cryocoolers are expected to cause vibrations in
the system and acoustic noise. Moreover, the system cost due to the more complex design of the cryostat modules
should be considered.

Cryostat layout II—minimal segmented cryostat design cooled by a cryoplant

Following the minimal segmentation design suggested in [238] for the LCLS-II Hard-X-Ray FEL, the beamline with
all its components is housed inside one single long stretched vacuum chamber with an integrated LHe distribution
system along the undulator string. Unlike the segmented design option, there are no cold-warm transitions for the
beamline between the single undulator passages, reducing the overall heat load onto the LHe. Figure 165 depicts
a scheme of one undulator module of the suggested minimal segmented cryostat layout.

In the case of the minimal segmented cryostat design, the LHe is provided by a helium refrigeration plant located
offside, reducing both acoustic noise and vibrations onto the beamline. Moreover, the LHe plant provides a pressure
gradient for fluid circulation inside the cooling channels along the strongback according to the design presented
in Fig. 160. Due to the enhanced heat transfer in forced-flow convection, the amount of LHe inside the cryostats
can be reduced compared to cryostat layout I, reducing the size of pressure relief devices to ensure cryostat safety.
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Fig. 165 Proposed Cryostat layout II—minimal segmented cryostat design cooled by a cryoplant

In addition, the cooling system inside the cryostat is maintenance-free, an advantage compared to the cryocoolers
according to layout option I. Due to the less complex cryostat design, the system cost is expected to be lower than
for the segmented design discussed before [238]. The disadvantage of the minimal segmented design is its limited
flexibility concerning the maintenance of individual parts of the beamline. Due to the single-piece cryostat design,
accessing one of the magnets along the beamline requires a warm-up of the system to ambient temperature. The
cooling power provided by the smallest standard helium refrigeration plants is in the range of 130–210 W [239].
The cooling capacity of one helium plant will hence be compatible with the requirements of one entire beamline,
which are to be defined in the technical beamline design phase.

Cryostat layout III—segmented design cooled by a hybrid cryoplant

Besides the established cryostat designs discussed before, current developments in cryogenic mixed-refrigerant
cycles (CMRC) provide the basis for a novel hybrid cooling system design. CMRC are refrigeration systems using
a wide-boiling mixture instead of a pure fluid as a working fluid. By adjusting the mixture’s composition, the
efficiency of a refrigeration process can be increased significantly, as the heat exchanger performance is enhanced
and the pressure ratio lowered [240]. In previous years, CMRC technology evolved toward the temperature range
of high-temperature superconducting (HTS) applications [241], making it an interesting option, especially for the
cooling of current leads [241, 242]. A novel heat exchanger technology combining large heat transfer areas with
compact dimensions [243] promises a compact modular design.

Cooling current leads with CMRC; a major fraction of the overall heat load can be absorbed by this new
technology [242]. In addition, it can be used for efficient pre-cooling of helium in a Joule–Thomson cycle, which is
cooled further by a cryocooler operated at an elevated temperature of e.g. 10 K with larger cooling power, before
the helium is expanded to the 4.2 K temperature level (cf. Fig. 166). This combination may extend the 4.2 K
cooling power limitation of cryocoolers, so significantly fewer cryocoolers are needed in a segmented design. The
main advantage of such a hybrid cooling system is the scalability, enabling forced-flow LHe supply for medium-
power applications, where typically several cryocoolers are needed, and LHe cryoplants are oversized. However,
it is important to note that this novel refrigeration strategy is still in development, and its potential for 4.2 K
applications needs to be investigated. Therefore, the achievable performance is not yet clear, and there is no
prototypical application today. From a thermodynamic point of view, though, CMRC technology is the only
feasible way to close the cooling power gap of about two orders of magnitude between cryocoolers and cryoplants.

Components cooling options

Besides the LHe cooling of the magnets along the beamline, the current leads as well as the thermal shield inside
the vacuum cryostat, have to be cooled. Strategies for these components shall be presented in the following.

Fig. 166 Proposed Cryostat layout III—segmented design cooled by a hybrid cryoplant
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Table 50 Comparison of the overall cooling requirements for the segmented and minimally segmented layouts of the SASE
SCU cryostat

Segmented Minimally segmented

Per SASE line

Heat load shields/W 2625 2620

Heat load @ 4 K/W 67 70

Refrigeration infrastructure 48 cryocoolers, 2 W@4 K Cryoplant, 100 W@4 K

Wall plug power/kW 550 45–75

Cooling of current leads
To reduce the heat load onto the cryogenic system, the usage of high-temperature superconducting (HTS) current
leads is recommended. To keep the HTS current leads below their transition temperature, conduction cooling to
the first stage of cryocoolers is an option for the cryostat layout I. For cryostat layout II, the current leads might
be cooled by either conduction or convective gas cooling with cold helium gas, flowing back to the LHe cryoplant.
For cryostat layout III, CMRC cooling is the ideal option for the current leads. The required cooling power in these
cases has to be calculated on the basis of the total power consumption and the required current of the magnets
along the beamline. This is expected to be done during the technical design phase.

Cooling of the thermal shield

For cryostat layout I, thermal shielding is typically cooled via conduction by the first stage of the cryocoolers [244].
For cryostat layout II, a convective cooling circuit with either He of liquid nitrogen (LN2) is possible [244]. For
cryostat layout III, shield cooling can be realized by the first stage of the cryocooler in combination with the
CMRC system. An optimisation of the shielding temperature for the FRIB cryomodule is described in [245]. A
similar study should be performed during the technical design phase to minimize the static heat load onto the
beamline.

Summary on cooling requirements To evaluate and compare the layout concepts I and II, which are based on
currently available technologies, the heat loads on the cold mass and shields due to radiation and heat conduction,
particularly through the required current leads, have been preliminarily estimated [246]. Table 50 summarizes the
results. The estimates favor the minimally segmented SASE line supplied by a central cryoplant.

6.1.3.7 Tolerance considerations and alignment strategies

The specification of accuracy requirements is a work in progress, as well as the development of design strategies
for achieving the required tolerances. Three levels of accuracy requirements need to be addressed: (1) field quality
requirements for the individual magnetic components, which are related, but not necessarily limited to mechanical
accuracy requirements for these components; (2) mutual alignment tolerances of the components forming the
cold mass; (3) mutual alignment of the cryomodules forming the SASE line. At all levels, alignment accuracies
are subject to mechanical variations upon cooling due to thermo-mechanical stress and subsequent deformation.
Above that, also magnetic forces have to be taken into account.

Mechanical variations upon cooling. A detailed investigation of forces occurring due to thermal contraction upon
cooling, subsequent stresses, and deformation have to be performed in the course of elaborating a detailed technical
design for the cryomodules. General design strategies to cope with thermo-mechanical effects include, but are
certainly not limited to, a careful choice of materials, appropriate pre-stressing of composed components, and
avoiding stresses by design, e.g., allowing elements to slide against each other in a well-defined way.

Magnetic field quality requirements. Magnetic field quality requirements are the same for the main FEL undulators
as for the afterburner undulators: A straight trajectory and a reasonable phase error are the most important.
Trajectory straightness requirements differ with wavelength. Because the XLS undulators and afterburner will
serve both soft X-ray and hard X-ray, the requirements need to fulfil the demands for the hard X-ray case.
Trajectory straightness of 2 µm is required. Beam wander, in addition, depends on the frequency. Long-range
beam wander is more forgiving in the exponential growth regime, because the electron beam can take the light
with it. Short-range trajectory errors such as kicks can stop the FEL process and must be avoided [247]. The phase
error of the FEL undulators and afterburner as well are not very stringent. Only the fundamental harmonics are
used, so that the maximum rms phase error can be specified to 10° .

Specifications on multipoles, which mainly refer to off-axis field quality, are less important. The only possibility
which might need to be controlled is the presence of gradients over the undulator axis. Such gradients would
appear systematically in a circular mode in a fixed gap undulator.
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In an SCU, the described field properties are determined by the accuracy of the winding placement, both locally
and long-range. How the requirements stated here and in Sect. 6.1.2.4 translate into specifications for mechanical
tolerances is to be investigated, and their practical feasibility to be proven. Additional coil-based field integral
correctors along the SCU can be employed to control trajectory straightness actively.

Intra-module component alignment. The components forming the cold mass, which are the relevant components
with respect to the FEL performance, will be mutually aligned in warm conditions within a common, stiff frame.
Magnet centres have to be aligned through mechanical reference only, since no fiducialisation of individual compo-
nents with respect to their magnetic axis will be available. The aforementioned design strategies must be applied to
maintain the mutual alignment upon cooling as far as achievable. To correct residual deformations and alignment
changes, settings for the field integral correctors providing zero beam offset in the quadrupole centres and zero
overall beam deflection can be found using stretched- or pulsed-wire-based magnetic field integral measurement
methods. That has to be done offline for each individual cryomodule and over the entire tuning range of the
undulator.

The accuracy of the internal alignment and the external alignment control achieved by these methods has to be
good enough that the K variation requirements described in Sect. 6.1.2.4 can be met across the modules through
their mutual alignment. To first order, this requires that the components of the cold mass are aligned to each other
within 20 µm.

Cross-module mutual alignments Each individual cryomodule will be fiducialised with reference to, e.g., pulsed-
wire measurements for the alignment and FODO quadrupoles only. And the advantage of the iron-free design of all
magnets inside the cryomodule is that remanent fields will not disturb such measurements. The external fiducials
will allow for an initial mutual alignment of the cryomodules with respect to the quadrupole centres, sufficient for
the beam to pass through the FODO lattice along the SASE line. That will enable a refined beam-based alignment
employing the FODO and alignment quadrupoles.

6.1.4 The afterburner undulators The afterburners are undulators placed after the main FEL undulator, gener-

ating the electron microbunching and the exponential growth in intensity of the emitted light. The afterburners
use the microbunched electrons to generate either background-free higher harmonics [248] or allow polarization
control [221]. An alternative polarization control approach is building the entire FEL undulator line with variably
polarizing undulators like the SwissFEL Athos beamline [249] at PSI. However, in terms of compactness and overall
costs, the afterburner allows FEL undulators with the shortest possible period length to be used, while the

afterburner may have relaxed parameters. This is especially true if polarization control is not required over the
entire photon energy range. Simulations of the expected afterburner performance, including a study determining
the required number of afterburner modules, were presented in Sect. 6.1.2.5.

Variably polarizing undulators have been dominated by APPLE-type permanent magnet undulators [250] for
more than 25 years now. Figure 167 shows an example of an in-vacuum APPLE-X undulator. Electromagnetic

Fig. 167 Permanent magnet-based in-vacuum APPLE-X undulator as an afterburner
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Fig. 168 Superconducting arbitrary polarized emitter SCAPE. Radia model (left) and assembly (right) (courtesy Yuri
Ivanyushenkov, ANL)

undulators are used for very long periods only. Recently, a variably polarizing superconducting undulator named
SCAPE (superconducting arbitrarily polarizing emitter) has been proposed for a short period. [251]. Figure 168
shows the design principle of the SCAPE undulator; it consists of two planar undulators shifted by a quarter of a
period.

A 0.5 m-long SCAPE prototype with a period length of 30 mm has been successfully tested. A study for fast
helicity switching with this device is also under study [252]. This is a very interesting device with high potential
for shorter period length. However, based on a great deal of experience in Europe with APPLE-type undulators
on one hand and in-vacuum and cryogenic planar undulators on the other hand, for CompactLight, it was decided
to use in-vacuum or even cryogenic APPLE-X undulator technology as the baseline. However, this decision can be
revisited in the future as technology evolves.

APPLE undulators have been used so far only for soft X-ray applications and have, therefore, in general, a
longer period length (mostly between 38 and 70 mm). Also, only recently, a first in-vacuum APPLE with a period
length of 32 mm has been realized at HZB for the storage ring BESSY II [253, 254]. For FEL applications, the
vacuum stays clear apertures can be smaller, which will allow for a shorter period length.

Besides strong vertical forces, APPLE-type undulators, in general, have strong forces in the horizontal and
longitudinal directions. To handle these forces, APPLE-type undulators are large. Classical C-shape undulators
for storage rings have widths of up to 2 m. The already compact design for the Athos UE38 APPLE-X undulators
with a closed support structure still has a width of 1.4 m. Similarly to CompactLight, SwissFEL has two parallel
beamlines, and the width of the undulators defines the separation as 4 m to allow the installation and eventual
replacement of undulators. CompactLight requires a smaller separation of only 2.5 m. This reduces the building
volume and allows a feasible design for the electron beam spreader and photon beamlines, which combine light
from the two parallel FELs in the endstations for pump-probe experiments.

6.1.4.1 Basic concept

The FEL undulators will be superconducting helical undulators with 13 mm period length and K -value ranging
between 1.85 and 0.85. The period length of the afterburner is not necessarily the same as the main undulators—it
can be longer but needs to cover the same photon energy range. The initial study of afterburner performance
in Sect. 6.1.2.5 used a provisional period of 19 mm. Hence, the afterburner needs also to be linked to the FEL
undulator by

λAB

(
1 +

K2
AB

2

)
= λU

(
1 +

K2
U

2

)
, (55)

with λ the wavelength and K = 0.934 B [T] λU/AB [cm] the product of field and period length. The lowest energy
is defined by the achievable field strength or K value of the afterburner at a given period length, and the highest
energy by the chosen period length at the lowest acceptable K value. The main SASE undulators yield circular
FEL light, but they provide no polarization control. The helicity is implemented with the winding direction of
the superconducting wire. It is worth noting that the emitted light is therefore circularly polarized—in contrast
to the horizontally polarized light from conventional vertical undulators. LCLS-II provides vertical polarization in
the hard X-ray beamline and horizontal polarization in the soft X-ray.
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Fig. 169 RADIA [255] model of the APPLE-X magnet configuration. The magnetic gap, here, the free diameter depends
on in- or out-of vacuum solutions. For a 5 mm inner diameter vacuum chamber, a magnetic diameter of 6.5 mm is required.
For in-vacuum undulators, this can be reduced to about 5.2 mm. The slit can be minimum 2.5 mm to allow magnetic
measurements and support of a vacuum chamber

The APPLE-III, DELTA, and APPLE-X designs are optimized for use in single-pass accelerators with round
vacuum chambers giving equal space requirements in horizontal and vertical directions. They all enclose the beam-
pipe with four magnet arrays, but DELTA and APPLE-X maximize the on-axis field by radial magnetisation. While
the polarization is changed by symmetric or antisymmetric shift of diagonal magnet arrays, the field amplitude
can be changed by a gap variation or with fixed gap and longitudinal shift of adjacent magnet arrays. This results
in a simplified design, but results in operation always at the lowest gap and thus higher risk of radiation-induced
demagnetisation of the magnets. Another aspect to be considered is the appearance of field gradients over the
beam axis in the circular mode. The APPLE-X provides a radial gap drive which has symmetric conditions in all
polarization modes. In addition, this device has the feature of producing controlled gradients [249] and is the most
flexible APPLE-type undulator. This type is chosen as baseline for the afterburner. Figure 169 shows a model of
the APPLE-X magnet.

The possible remanent magnetic field Br, especially of NdFeB magnets, has increased over the last years.
Techniques such as Dysprosium (Dy) and recently Terbium (Tb) diffusion enable an increase in the coercivity Hcj

without decreasing Br which can be up to 1.35 T with sufficiently high stability against radiation damage. The
diffuse heavier rare-earth materials replace the Nd at the grain boundaries from where demagnetisation starts.
Therefore, with a cost-effective low concentration, the coercivity can be increased sufficiently without reducing
the remanence. This works well for thin magnets, for instance those used in short-period undulators. The strength
of the magnets can be further increased by operating the undulator under cryogenic conditions at liquid nitrogen
temperatures. Stronger grades of the magnetic material can be used, because both coercivity and remanence show
a negative temperature gradient. It is only necessary to control demagnetisation effects during assembly. Radiation
effects in operation are not harmful any more. The material of choice is PrFeB. NdFeB also works, but shows a spin
reorientation below 135 K which reduces the fields when the temperature is further lowered. The cryogenic design
needs to be careful to meet this maximum, but it has shown stable operation on the flat top with temperature
gradients. With both materials, remanent magnetic fields of 1.65 T are achievable. Room-temperature devices
can be built in or out of vacuum. The thinnest vacuum chambers so far have been used for the Athos beamline
at SwissFEL with a wall thickness of only 200 µm. The magnet gaps of in-vacuum undulators can be slightly
reduced, since, for impedance reasons, they need to be covered by a thin copper-nickel foil with a typical thickness
of 100 µm. However, the effective loss in gap is larger for out-of vacuum undulators because of the required
alignment tolerances. At PSI, a vacuum chamber of 5 mm is used, but the minimum magnetic gap is 6.5 mm,
so the effective loss in gap is 1.5 mm, compared to 0.2 mm for in-vacuum applications. Cryogenic undulators are
mandatory in-vacuum, of course.

6.1.4.2 Magnetic optimisation of the afterburner

The optimisation parameters for the magnetic design of the afterburner are the

• Br, depending on cryogenic or room-temperature.
• Magnet dimensions.
• Gap/slit.
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• Number of magnets per period.
• Field shape.

In the APPLE-X design, the shape of the magnets makes effective use of the available volume. Variations are
possible, mainly in the clamping and symmetry. For the studies for CompactLight, the SwissFEL Athos UE38
design is used, scaled from a period length of 38 mm to the much shorter period length of 16–20 mm. While the
gap is determined by wakefield considerations to 5 mm, the distance of the magnet blocks (slit) is determined
by the practical consideration of allowing magnetic measurements from the side. Therefore, a minimum slit is
2.5 mm (UE38: 3 mm). The classical Halbach approach uses 4 magnets per period. However, using more magnets
increases the effective field. Using 8 magnets per period, the peak field can be increased by 8 %. Field shaping, an
inhomogeneous magnetisation of the magnets, has been used for the UE38 in combination with SmCo magnets,
which are however not an option where maximum fields are required.

Table 51 shows possible K -values as function of the period for a round vacuum gap of 5 mm for the three options.
The K -values assigned are required to match the tuning range. Full tuning is only possible for period length of less
than 17 mm. Longer periods reduce the maximum energy of polarization control for XLS. For all models, a 5 mm
diameter vacuum stay clear aperture is assumed. A period length of 18 mm could just be feasible even at out-of
vacuum with 4 magnets per period (1st number) and 8 (2nd number), respectively. An afterburner with a period
length of 18 mm would just match the nominal tuning range of the FEL undulator. However, for high energies, the
K -value would be unusually small which will have an impact on the efficiency (see Sect. 6.1.2.5). Therefore, studies
of in-vacuum technology including the cryogenic option are required. However, polarization control is mandatory
for the entire soft X-ray range starting from 250 eV. In the hard X-ray regime, circular dichroism is limited to
the Kα absorption lines up to about 12.5 keV. Afterburners with periods longer than 20 mm reduce successively
the high-energy part, meaning that only circular polarization is available. In principle, this is not a problem, but
the standard the users would expect and find anywhere else is linearly polarized light. This limitation would need
to be explicitly indicated to the users. However, from magnetic calculations, it seems to be possible to cover the
entire wavelength range at the expense of efficiency. From the point of pulse energy, a longer period length might

Table 51 Link between the FEL undulator with 13 mm period and a range of the K -value of 1.85–0.85 and the longer
period afterburner (left)

λU/AB [mm] Kmax Kmin Eph, max [ keV]

13 1.85 0.85 16

14 1.74 0.73 16

15 1.64 0.6 16

16 1.55 0.46 16

17 1.47 0.3 16

18 1.38 0.3 15.3

19 1.30 0.3 14.4

20 1.23 0.3 13.7

λAB [mm] Out-vac In-vac Cryo

Br = 1.37 T Br = 1.37 T Br = 1.65 T

13

14

15 1.29/1.39

16 1.07/1.16 1.23/1.32 1.48/1.60

17 1.23/1.31 1.38/1.50 1.68/1.82

18 1.39/1.51 1.56/1.69 1.89/2.04

19 1.57/1.68 1.75/1.88

20 1.74/1.87 1.93/2.07

Maximum K -values calculated with RADIA [255] for APPLE-X undulators in and out of vacuum and cryogenic in-vacuum
technology (right)
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Fig. 170 Design study for a compact and modular, in-vacuum APPLE-X undulator

be favorable (see Sect. 6.1.2.5 for details). For systematic studies, it is helpful to parametrise the gap dependence
of the field.

Support mechanics

A design study has been explicitly carried out for this project by Kyma for a compact, modular, in-vacuum APPLE-
X undulator, as shown in Fig. 170. This study follows a compact and modular design for the next generation of
in-vacuum undulators for SLS2.0 at PSI. A vacuum chamber machined out of a massive aluminium block plays
the role of the support structure. In the APPLE-X configuration, every magnet array is adjustable in radial and
longitudinal directions. A very compact drive system can be realized with hydraulic cylinders. The intelligent valve
(Bosch-Rexroth) can provide sub-µm resolution. The undulator is segmented in modules, and each of the modules
has its own drive system, which can allow even for a segmented taper inside the undulator. The compact modules
will be placed on a girder similar to the multipole magnets. Various options have been analyzed, which follow
various concepts. All drive systems are out-of-vacuum. The design shown here combines elements such as external
longitudinal shifts. The magnet arrays are internally connected to increase stiffness to handle the large magnetic
forces and to allow fine alignment of the magnetic axis. The magnet keeper is equipped with force-compensating
magnets, which could make the internal connection between the magnet arrays obsolete.

Magnetic force compensation solutions

As already mentioned above, the challenge of APPLE-type undulators is coping with three-dimensional forces
which can even change sign with the mode of operation. In addition, these forces act differently on the individual
magnet arrays, which results in moments through the entire support structure. The forces are responsible for the
large dimensions of the support structures for these devices and are a major obstacle to designing in-vacuum
solutions. The key idea seems to be magnetic field compensation as proposed for the BESSY-II in-vacuum APPLE
and studied for APPLE-type undulators at ALS at LBNL in Berkeley. For planar undulators, magnetic field
compensation has been also successfully tested.

Figure 171 shows a possible implementation for the APPLE-X configuration using identical magnets for field
compensation. It is obvious that the number of magnets increases significantly, by a factor of 3. However, the field
quality is not so stringent as for the centre magnets, so the specification could be relaxed for the field compensation
magnets only. Alternatively, the specification could be relaxed for all the magnets, which could then be sorted to
find the best magnets for the centre. However, it is interesting to see that the field compensation is very successful.
In contrast to planar undulators, the field compensation cannot be 100 %, because there is only compensation
to the neighbouring magnet arrays, but no compensation to the diagonal magnet array. However, the forces are
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Fig. 171 Force compensation for the APPLE-X design. On top is shown a possible field compensation using identical
magnets without increasing the complexity of the keeper by additional clamps. The graphs plotted below show the forces on
the individual magnet arrays for the different operation modes linear horizontal and vertical (LH, LV), helical and inclined.
On the left are the forces (calculated for a few periods only) for the standard APPLE-X configuration and on the right,
marked in red, for the force compensation case. The reduction is remarkable, even though it is not zero. However, it is
drastically reduced and is identical for the major operation modes. The forces further reduce with radial opening of the gap

drastically reduced as seen from the graphs in Fig. 171, and are constant for the major polarization modes of linear
vertical, linear horizontal, and circular with both helicities. Only in the inclined mode are the remaining forces
different, but of the same small level. It is certainly worth studying carefully the field compensation for in-vacuum
applications.

6.1.4.3 Analyses of the mechanical support structure

The mechanical structure is exposed to three-dimensional forces as described above. The use of compensating
magnets is proposed to minimize the undulator support structure. The load analyses of the proposed support
structure were carried out by Kyma, where the magnetic load without compensating magnets was simulated, and
the results were compared to the simulations with the reduced magnetic load achieved with the compensating
magnets. Simulations were carried out for the four main modes of operation:

• Linear horizontal mode.
• Circular mode.
• Linear vertical mode.
• 45° mode.
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Mechanical structure main features A detailed description of the support structure presented by Kyma is shown in
Fig. 172. The magnetic forces acting on the array are transferred to the magnet holder support (1) screwed onto
the in-vacuum girder (2), and transferred across the girder onto the radial pistons (3) with linear bushings (4).
Part of the load would be transferred via linear bushings onto the guiding plate (5), whereas the remaining load
would be transferred onto the radial frame plate (9) via locking nuts (10). Part of the loads would be (vertically)
compensated, by means of a preloaded linear bearing with needle bearing elements (6), with inner rails screwed
onto the radial guiding plate (6.1) and outer rails screwed onto the top frame (6.2). The top and radial connecting
rods would be mounted onto the frame and radial frame plates using a bolted connection.

Fig. 172 Cross-section at radial piston (left) and at radial acting rod axis depth (right)

Fig. 173 Vacuum chamber with radial and phase actuation mechanism

Fig. 174 Vacuum chamber bottom support with bottom linear rail guides
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Fig. 175 von Mises stress without (left) and with (right) force compensation in linear horizontal mode

The structural response chain extends further onto the radial actuator assembly (12), external linear rail guides
(13) and the vacuum chamber housing (14). Given several vacuum chamber housing segments within this design
concept, the longitudinal loading extends along the beam axis across the entire vacuum chamber. Figures 173
and 174 show the vacuum chamber with radial and phase actuation mechanism and the vacuum chamber bottom
support with bottom linear rail guides, respectively. The response chain extends further down across the vacuum
chamber support (15) and across bottom linear rail guides (16) onto the foundation. Results of simulations for the
four main modes of operation are presented in the next section.

Mechanical simulation results The proposed APPLE-X undulator is mechanically symmetrical across the vertical
longitudinal plane and horizontal longitudinal plane. The advantage of this symmetry is that only one-quarter of
the whole structure can be considered when performing the simulations. Although the simulated model is very
complex, the symmetry minimizes the complexity and greatly reduces the simulation time without losing the
precision of simulation results.

Linear horizontal mode

Figure 175 shows the von Mises stress without (left) and with (right) compensation in the case of linear horizontal
mode. Figure 176 shows the URES displacement in the same configurations. The overall improvement in stress
reduction and deformation using compensating magnets is presented in Table 52.

Circular mode Figure 177 shows the von Mises stress without (left) and with (right) compensation in the case of
circular mode. Figure 178 shows the URES displacement without (left) and with (right) compensation. The overall
improvement in stress reduction and deformation using compensating magnets is presented in Table 53.

Linear vertical and 45° modes In both configurations, the proposed mechanical solution can only be used with
compensating magnets. In the case where compensating magnets are omitted, the longitudinal force acting on the
girder is too large for these proposed solutions. The overall performance in stress reduction and deformation using
compensating magnets in both modes is presented in Table 54.

Figures 179 and 180, respectively, show the von Mises stress and the URES displacement with compensation in
linear vertical (left) and 45° (right) mode.

The proposed mechanical solution can only be used with compensating magnets for the linear vertical mode of
operation. In the case where compensating magnets are omitted, the longitudinal force acting on the girder is too
large for the proposed mechanical solution.

Table 52 Linear horizontal mode with and without compensating magnets

von Mises stress [Nmm −2] Overall deformation [µm]

Without compensating magnets 41 123

With compensating magnets 29 47

Improvement 29 % 62 %
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Fig. 176 URES displacement without (left) and with (right) force compensation in linear horizontal mode

Table 53 Circular mode with and without compensating magnets

von Mises stress [Nmm −2] Overall deformation [µm]

Without compensating magnets 34 54

With compensating magnets 24 50

Improvement 29 % 7.4 %

Fig. 177 von Mises stress without (left) and with (right) force compensation in circular mode

Simulation results conclusion

As shown, the load on the support structure is significantly reduced with the use of compensating magnets. In the
case of linear vertical and 45° polarization modes, the use of compensating magnets is even mandatory for such
a structure to withstand the magnetic load. The deformations of the structure are much lower, and the central
magnets maintain their theoretical position better in all modes of operation. In theory, such a device could perform
better magnetically, because the magnets will better maintain their positions. Consequently, the magnetic errors
should be lower in different modes of operation in respect to a device without magnetic compensation.

The presented mechanical structure is a conceptual idea which should be further developed, evaluated, and
optimized, before a prototype of such a device could be built. Nevertheless, the benefit of using compensating
magnets has been confirmed using mechanical simulations.

Layout of the afterburner section The afterburner line will consist of two undulator modules with an intersection,
which continues the layout in the undulator section. The intersection hosts a phase matcher, quadrupoles, beam
position monitors, corrector magnets, and bellows. The vacuum chamber in the intersection should be small and
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Fig. 178 URES displacement without (left) and with (right) force compensation in circular mode

Table 54 Stress reduction and deformation performance

von Mises stress [Nmm−2] Overall deformation [µm]

Linear vertical mode 28 42

45° mode 36 64

Fig. 179 von Mises stress with force compensation in linear vertical (left) and 45° (right) mode

Fig. 180 URES displacement with force compensation in linear vertical (left) and 45° (right) mode
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Fig. 181 Intersection between the two afterburners with sector valve, quadrupole, BPM, and bellows

has a diameter of 6 mm, which would allow the quadrupole magnets to have a full gap as small as 8 mm. The
periodicity of the quadrupoles should remain the same as shown in Fig. 148 for the SCU cryomodule, hence a length
of 2255 mm. The length of the afterburner module will be given then by the space required for the intersection
elements. The goal is to use also only 500 mm for the intersection elements, so that the length of the afterburner
module will around 1700 mm. For comparison, the intersection in the SwissFEL Aramis beamline is 750 mm. This
is already quite compact, and the major components can be used either directly or as an initial design concept. As
the in-vacuum undulators allow already a distributed pumping along the entire undulators, no additional space
is required in the intersection. However, a sector valve would be helpful in case of a possible failure and repair
demand. Figure 181 shows the intersection between the two afterburners.

Drive and control system

For the drive system for the radial and axial adjustments of the magnet arrays, a hydraulic drive system is proposed,
because it combines compactness, force, and precision. The heart of the system is an electronic valve from Bosch-
Rexroth, which adds high resolution of less than 100 nm. The system has been tested for applications in APPLE
undulators in a framework of a Master’s thesis in co-operation of PSI and Fachhochschule Nordwestschweiz and is
currently under test in a prototype study for SLS2.0 planar compact in-vacuum undulators. The digital valve of
the 4WRPH series (see Fig. 182) is compatible with the ENDAT 2.2 interface for direct integration of Heidenhain
encoders and fast field bus, i.e., EtherCAT bus for integration into the control system.

The APPLE-X undulators have a good field region of about 50 µm in both directions. A remote alignment system
is, therefore, highly recommended for the afterburner, with control of the horizontal and vertical position and pitch
and yaw angles. The concept of dedicated alignment quadrupoles allows for a beam-based alignment strategy. It
has been used in LCLS where undulator and quadrupole were placed on the same girder table, and by SwissFEL
with dedicated, small fixed permanent magnet quadrupoles. After magnetic optimisation the quadrupoles will be
aligned to the magnetic axis. Placed on a simple pneumatic stage with two hard stops, a reproducibility of less
than 10 µm can be achieved. For beam-based alignment, these quadrupoles are brought successively into the beam.
Misalignment results in kicks, which can be detected with downstream beam position monitors. Therefore, the
FODO optics scheme needs to be extended beyond the afterburner. After alignment, the quadrupoles are pushed
back to minimize distortion of the electron beam. A compact mover system allowing for five degrees of freedom is
based on cam-shaft movers, which allows for sub- µm resolution.

Fig. 182 Digital regulation valve for the hydraulic drive system
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6.1.4.4 Tolerance studies

The main requirements on field quality and tolerances for the main FEL undulators as well as for the afterburners
are described in Sect. 6.1.3.7. The trajectory in the afterburner undulators can be optimized only in one setting (K
parameter and polarization state). The mechanics of the undulator structures then determines the dynamic errors
coming with load change. In addition, permanent magnet-based undulators show systematic errors because of the
permeability of the magnet material. Although this value is low, especially compared to iron, it is a source of kicks
especially caused by the end magnets due to the change of the magnetic environment coming along with changes
in gap and shift. There are shimming techniques which can reduce these kicks, but in general, active correction by
coils in the x - and y-directions is required at both extremities of an undulator. In practice, therefore, there are no
specifications for the end-kicks as long as the strength of the correction coils is sufficient.

To avoid field gradients over the undulator axis, the afterburner concept is based on a variable-gap APPLE
undulator. The APPLE-X concept, on the other hand, would be able to produce gradients, but in an intentional
and controlled way. The algorithms to control field and gradients in APPLE-X undulators can be found in [256].

6.1.4.5 Afterburner quadrupoles

In the following sections, the design of the small normal conducting FODO quadrupole magnets with solid con-
ductor air-cooled coils is explained.

Pole and yoke design

Using the three-dimensional code OPERA and the two-dimensional codes Poisson and FEMM, a pole and yoke
geometry was developed for the FODO quadrupoles which met the magnets’ operational requirements. Simulations
were done for a quadrupole with a field gradient of 165 Tm−1 and effective length of 60 mm using the following
equation for the pole profile:

xy = R2/2. (56)

The main parameters for the FODO quadrupoles are specified in Table 55 and simulated 2D and 3D geometries
are shown in Fig. 183. Applying the low-carbon steel AISI-1010, the magnetic field intensity inside the quadrupole
is shown in Fig. 184. Figure 185 shows the magnet dimensions (left) as well as the coil specifications and geometry
(right). Figure 186 shows the obtained magnetic field gradient with respect to the longitudinal axis.

Table 55 FODO quadrupole main parameters

Parameter Value Units

Integrated field gradient 10 T

Field gradient 165 Tm−1

Effective length 60 mm

Aperture radius 4 mm

Fig. 183 2D (left) and 3D (right) models of the FODO quadrupole magnet
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Fig. 184 Magnetic field intensity inside the FODO quadrupole magnet

Fig. 185 Left: FODO quadrupole magnet. Right: coil cross-section for the FODO quadrupoles. Dimensions in mm

To calculate the field gradient at x = 2mm versus the longitudinal direction in Opera 3D, the field is calculated
on circles with radius 2 mm moving along the beam direction in steps of 4 mm. Using a Fast Fourier Transformation,
the magnetic field, the field gradient, and higher order harmonics are obtained in each location. Having the field
gradient at different longitudinal locations, the integrated field gradient at x = 2mm is calculated to be 10 T.

Harmonic analysis

The strength and relative strength of nominal and the first three allowed higher order multipole components for
the FODO quadrupole are summarized in Table 56 and Fig. 187.

6.1.4.6 Electrical and cooling parameters

FODO quadrupole magnets in the afterburner line have a small gap radius of 4 mm, which increase the quadrupole
strength significantly. Therefore, having a small amount of current in each coil and a dissipated power of 100 W
per magnet, the coils can be wound from solid copper conductors, rather than hollow conductors. Table 57 shows
the FODO magnets electrical and cooling parameters.

Fig. 186 FODO quadrupole field gradient versus longitudinal distance z
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Table 56 FODO quadrupole field coefficients at 2 mm

n Type Bn(2 mm) [T] B_n/B_2 (2 mm)

2 Q 3.300 × 10−1 1

6 Q −1.271 × 10−5 3.85 × 10−5

10 Q 1.937 × 10−6 5.87 × 10−6

14 Q 7.029 × 10−9 2.13 × 10−8

Fig. 187 Absolute normalized multipole errors in the 2 mm radius. The quadrupolar component, n = 2, is not shown

Table 57 Afterburner FODO quadrupole magnets electrical and cooling parameters

Parameter Value Units

Effective length 0.06 m

Field strength 165 Tm−1

Full gap 8 mm

Total ampere-turns per coil 1230 At

Operating current 13 A

Number of turns per coil 94 –

Conductor dimensions 2 × 2 mm

Copper area 4 mm2

Current density 3.27 A mm−2

Voltage drop per magnet 7.41 V

Resistance per magnet 0.56 Ω

Power per magnet 97 W

6.2 Photon beamlines

Experiments performed at FEL facilities can be broadly divided into two distinct categories: time-resolved
microscopy and photon energy-resolved spectroscopy. In the first category of experiments, fs FEL pulses are used
to follow the temporal dynamics of the system in question. Meanwhile, in the second category, the sub-eV energy
resolution is employed to study, for instance, element-specific X-ray absorption peaks with respect to position
and spectral line shape. To enable the second category, the photon beam is monochromatised to a sub-eV spectral
width using a dispersive optical element and a system that allows for the transmission of X-rays only in the desired
photon energy range. The corresponding beamline is referred to as a mono beamline. For time-resolved experi-
ments, the full bandwidth of photon pulses is used to maximize the photon flux on the sample. The corresponding
beamline must provide high transmission and is commonly referred to as a pink beamline. The CompactLight
design provides mono and pink beamline capabilities in the whole operation range from 0.25 to 16 keV.
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The CompactLight design has a unique feature of two independently tunable undulator lines driven by twin
bunches from the same accelerator. The twin-bunch approach creates an opportunity for X-ray pump/X-ray probe
experiments in a wide range of photon energies not accessible with any other existing or planned FEL. The time
and energy separation between the photon pulses from twin bunches can be varied to a large extent. To utilize
these unique X-ray pump/X-ray probe capabilities, three dual endstations are foreseen: (i) a Soft X-ray (SXR)
endstation, 0.25–2 keV, for SXR pump/SXR probe experiments; (ii) an SXR/Tender X-ray (TXR) endstation
with an SXR pump and a probe in the TXR, 2–8 keV, range; and (iii) a Hard X-ray (HXR) station with the pump
and probe being both either in the TXR or HXR, 8–16 keV, range. In addition, two standalone endstations (one
SXR, one HXR endstation) are also foreseen to efficiently utilize the available beam time.

6.2.0.1 Optical layout

Figure 188 shows the optical layout (not to scale) of a photon transport system for the FEL-1 and FEL-2.
The photon transport system starts with a so-called front end containing a bremsstrahlung collimator, a photon
shutter and a set of photon diagnostics. The bremsstrahlung collimator removes non-coherent, strongly divergent
bremsstrahlung radiation and broadband spontaneous undulator radiation. The photon shutter is the first element
of a safety system and must withstand full FEL fluence in case of a sudden beamline shutdown.

The front end is followed by photon beamlines and an experimental area hosting user end stations. To facilitate
the discussion of individual photon beamlines, Fig. 189 introduces a naming convention for beamlines. The SXR
endstations are primarily concentrated on the FEL-1 side, whereas the HXR ones are mostly located on the
FEL-2 side. This choice is dictated by the fact that after the complete upgrade, FEL-1 can be independently
operated in an SXR range of 0.25–3.1 keV at 1 kHz repetition rate (the corresponding electron energy range is
0.95–2.4 GeV). Hence, it is convenient to place SXR endstations close to FEL-1. Three SXR beamlines serving
FEL-1, B1s, S, m, B1d, S, m and B1d, S/T , m, share the same monochromator based on variable-line-spacing gratings.
Two interchangeable gratings are available in the monochromator to cover the 0.25–2.2 keV photon energy range.3
These beamlines can also operate in pink mode by retracting the gratings. In addition, an HXR beamline up to
16 keV, B1d, H, m, from FEL-1 is used for X-ray pump/probe experiments at the central dual end station. FEL-2
is served by 4 beamlines: (i) one SXR beamline, B2d, S, p, providing the beam to the dual SXR endstation, (ii)
one HXR pink/mono beamline, B2s, H, p/m, providing the beam to a standalone station, (iii) two HXR and TXR
beamlines, B2d, H, m and B2d, S/T , p providing the beam to the other two dual stations. The hard beamlines contain
mirrors with two types of coatings to cover the whole range from 2 to 16 keV.

The beamlines include steering mirrors that direct the X-ray beam into corresponding end stations, refocusing
Kirkpatrick–Baez (KB) optics to refocus the beam at the sample position and monochromators in monochromatic
mode. The mirrors are operated in the regime of total external reflection with incidence angles of a few tens of
milliradians for SXR and a few milliradians for HXR. Incoupling of attosecond UV pulses from a high-harmonic
generation (HHG) source is foreseen for some pink beamlines for ultrafast pump-probe experiments.

6.2.0.2 Overview of the performance of beamlines

Table 58 summarizes the performance of photon beamlines based on simulations performed with RAY [257]. To
realize efficient total external reflection by the beamline mirrors, different mirror materials depending on the
photon energy range are used. Based on the simulation results for different materials, it is convenient to define
three-photon energy ranges: (i) SXR from 0.25 to 2.2 keV with Au mirrors, (ii) TXR from 2 to 8 keV with B4C
mirrors, and (iii) HXR from 8 to 16 keV with mirror coating composed of 5 nm B4C on 25 nm of Rh. The successful
deposition of B4C on Rh is demonstrated for the European XFEL [258]. The mono-beamlines can also be operated
in pink mode by retracting dispersive elements (a grating or a crystal).

6.2.0.3 Overview of the photon transport area and experimental hall

The CompactLight experimental area of 24.5 by 85 m (2060 m2) is located 65 m away from the undulator end. The
area comprises 5 X-ray hutches, 2 laser laboratories, 2 control rooms, and a technical gallery to access the hutches.
For comparison, the total area of the SwissFEL experimental facility is also around 2000 m2 with 1200 m2 allocated
for X-ray hutches. The hutches host refocusing optics, photon diagnostics, endstations, local control electronics,
and data acquisition systems. The optical laser beam can be transported from the laser room, located upstream
of the hutches, to incoupling mirrors positioned close to the endstations. The hutches and laser laboratories are
surrounded by a technical gallery for easy access. Note that the walls of the two hutches are positioned in such a
way that they are exactly on straight lines from the accelerators. Partly, this naturally prevents personnel from
being illuminated by neutron radiation from the accelerators.

3The acceptance range of photon beamlines in terms of photon energies is designed with some margin.
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Fig. 188 Schematic of the optical layout of the photon beamlines. The two virtual sources of FEL-1 and FEL-2, corre-
spondingly, are depicted by the yellow stars (on the left). The photon beam path is shown by the blue (hard X-rays) and
pink (soft X-rays) lines. The beam is focused into five endstations: three dual stations and two standalone ones. The main
optical elements are mirrors denoted by “M” (the deflection angle and the type of curvature are indicated in the sub-
script) and monochromators (grating-based, “G”, or double-crystal-based, “DCM”). The hutches (shaded areas) hosting
the endstations are also schematically indicated. External lasers for pumping the sample in the IR and VUV ranges will be
available

Fig. 189 Naming convention for photon beamlines: the numeral in the subscript indicates the FEL from which the photon
beam comes. The letter, next to the numeral, indicates whether the beamline serves a standalone endstation or a dual
one. The capital letter after the first comma specifies the operation photon energy range of the beamline. The last letter
indicates whether the beamline is operated in monochromatic mode or pink mode (unaltered photon energy range of the
FEL beam)

6.2.1 General aspects of photon transport

6.2.1.1 Virtual FEL source

FEL lasing occurs over an extended interaction length in the undulator, but in the far-field zone, the emitted
radiation can be approximated as the one emitted by a localized source [259]. This source is called a virtual FEL
source, and its use simplifies the design of beamlines. The calculation of the FEL source parameters requires
massive simulations, which were carried out at 12 keV. A simple analytical model is used to calculate the FEL
source parameters over the whole photon range. Most of the FEL pulse energy is emitted in the last undulator
modules. The electron beam is usually well bunched and emits strong, coherent undulator radiation. Then, the
FEL intensity is approximately constant, and the virtual source position can be estimated as

zvir =

∫ L

0
zdz

∫ ∞
0

Iundrdr
∫ L

0
dz

∫ ∞
0

Iundrdr
≈ L

2

(
1 +

L2

6z2
R

)
. (57)
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Table 58 Overview of the performance of photon beamlines

X-ray range Mode of
operation

Beamline Mirror
material

Transmission
(%)

Photon
energy
resolution
(meV)

Pulse
stretch
(fs)

Beam size
FWHM
(µm)

Soft:
0.25-2 keV

Pink B2d, S, p 25 nm Au 75–85 – – 6.5–2; 4–3

B2d, S/T , p 53–82 – – 2.8–1.1;
2–1.1

Mono B1s, S, m 1–4 40–500 200–10 8–5; 4–2

B1d, S, m 1–6 40–500 200–10 9–4; 7–3

B1d, S/T , m 0.6–3 40–500 200–10 4–2.4;
3.2–1.6

Tender:
2–8 keV

Pink B2s, H, p 25 nm B4C 83–97 – – 0.99; 0.83

B2d, H, p 68–98 – – 0.77; 0.65

B2d, S/T , p 73–97 – – 0.83; 0.7

Mono B2d, H, m 1.2–11.2 120–1000 – 0.77; 0.65

Hard:
8–16 keV

Pink B2s, H, p 5 nm B4C
on 25 nm
Rh

85–69 – – 0.71

B1d, H, p 86–75 – – 0.55

Mono B2d, H, m 2.1 230–470 – 0.55

B2s, H, m 2 230–470 – 0.71

The results are obtained with software RAY [257]. A relative FEL bandwidth of 0.1% is assumed in the simulations

Here, Iund is the intensity of undulator radiation with a transverse Gaussian distribution and zR = 4πσ2
u/λ

is the Rayleigh length, and σu is the rms size of the radiation mode. For coherent undulator radiation [260],
Iund = I0,undexp(−r2/σ2

u) and σ2
u = σ2

b (1 + z2/z2
R), where σb is the electron beam size.

The rms size of the virtual undulator source is defined as

σ2
vir =
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dz
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0
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dz
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= σ2
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1
3
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)
. (58)

The virtual source size σ2
vir scales with the wavelength as (1+αλ2), where α is a scaling parameter. The divergence

of the virtual source is calculated as M2λ/(4πσvir), where M2 is the optical beam parameter.
Figure 190 shows the estimated virtual source parameters over the entire CompactLight operation range. There

are jumps in the photon beam size because of different electron beam energies and different focusing conditions.

6.2.1.2 Material X-ray absorption and damage

An important consideration in the beamline design is the choice of the material of the optical components and
the operational angle of incidence on them. Figure 191 shows the absorption coefficient for different materials in a
range from 0.25 to 16 keV. Because of absorption edges several materials have to be used: (i) gold (Au) for SXR

Fig. 190 Analytically estimated parameters of the virtual FEL source
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Fig. 191 Absorption of materials vs photon energy and incidence angle

(0.25–2.2 keV) with a critical incidence angle of around 25 mrad; (ii) boron carbide (B4C) for TXR (2–8 keV)
with a critical angle of 4 mrad; and (iii) rhodium (Rh) for HXR (8–16 keV) with a critical angle of 4 mrad. Boron
carbide has the lowest absorption coefficient in the entire operation region compared to many other materials. It
has also the highest X-ray damage threshold but simultaneously exhibits a sharp absorption peak at 285 eV due
to the carbon edge. In addition, B4C has a small critical angle at 16 keV. Hence, B4C is used only for TXR. For
transportation and incoupling of VUV pulses for pump-probe experiments, Au is a suitable material.

Some nonlinear experiments require a very clean spectrum without harmonics. For that, the incidence angle on
KB mirrors can be increased beyond the critical angle of the harmonic. The sample position and detectors must,
however, be adjustable to accommodate for a change in the focus position that might reach a few millimeters.

The left plot in Fig. 192 shows the maximum incident fluence of X-ray radiation that Au, B4C, and Rh can
handle depending on the incidence angle and photon energy. Note that the damage threshold considerably increases
with photon energy because of the increased attenuation length, i.e., the material becomes transparent and the
energy deposition is distributed over a larger volume. The right plot in Fig. 192 presents the calculation results for
the fluence of FEL pulses 50 m away from the undulator. The FEL fluence is on average one order of magnitude
below the damage level.

It is noted that the SASE FEL process is stochastic and pulse energies much higher than the mean pulse energy
are statistically possible [60]. The statistical analysis of SASE pulses shows that within a 10-year operation period
at 100 Hz repetition rate, the statistically possible maximum energy of the FEL pulse may exceed the mean pulse
energy by around 50%. However, the resulting fluence would still be one order of magnitude lower than the damage
limit. Hence, there is room for increasing the FEL pulse energy in the future.

6.2.1.3 Dual endstations and synchronization

Figure 193 shows a simplified layout of the electron and optical paths in the CompactLight facility. Consider the
synchronization of HXR pulses. From the schematic, it follows that the optical delay, Δtopt, partly compensates
for the electron delay in the dogleg DL-1. This allows one to write a condition ΔtDL1 − Δtopt = nT , which
determines the required electron delay ΔtDL1 depending on the number of RF cycles n and an RF period, T ,
of 166 ps. For 5 RF cycles, ΔtDL1 = 860 ps. For the synchronization of SXR either of dog-legs can be used,
ΔtDL2 − Δtopt = nT and for 3 RF cycles, ΔtDL2 = 526.5 ps. For S/TXR, the optical delay increases the electron
delay so that ΔtDL1 + Δtopt = nT . Hence, DL-1 can be used to synchronize photon pulses at all three dual

Fig. 192 Maximum tolerable fluence vs incidence angle for Au, B4C, and Rh (left plot). The FEL fluence vs photon energy
at 50 m away from the virtual source (right plot)
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Fig. 193 Schematic layout of the accelerator with full upgrade, two doglegs (DL-1) and (DL-2), two undulators, and three
dual endstations. The relative optical delays are indicated

endstations. Meanwhile, DL-2 adds additional flexibility in tuning the photon energy range by means of the Linac-
4. Any residual differences between the photon pulses will be compensated for with a small timing chicane for
electron bunches.

6.2.1.4 External laser incoupling

For pump-probe experiments with external lasers, pumping capabilities in the IR and VUV regions are foreseen
and a high-harmonic generation source in the laser laboratory is planned. While IR pulses can easily be focused on
the sample from the side, VUV pulses usually require refocusing and a more complex incoupling scheme. In this
design, VUV pulses are incoupled via a holed mirror placed in the X-ray beam path, see Fig. 188. A sufficiently
large hole in the centre allows the X-ray beam to pass through and simultaneously sends the oversized VUV beam
onto the KB mirrors. To balance the losses of the incoupled VUV beam and the transmission of the X-ray beam
through the incoupling mirror, the mirror aperture will have a diameter corresponding to 5σ of the maximum
X-ray beam size. The VUV-incoupling setup will be located approximately 2 m before the corresponding first KB
mirror. In the beamline, B2d, S, p the holed mirror will collimate the VUV beam, so that its focus matches that of
the X-ray beam, which is also collimated.

6.2.2 Soft X-ray beamlines

6.2.2.1 Grating monochromator

The central element of the SXR monobeamlines is a monochromator composed of a grating, a monochromator
mirror, and an exit slit. The CompactLight design makes use of a regular grating combined with a cylindrical
mirror focusing in the dispersive plane, Fig. 194A. The grating is used in the regime of a constant-deviation
mount, i.e., the deflection angle of the grating is independent of the wavelength. This allows the focusing mirror
to be kept in a fixed position. The photon energy scan (selection) is done by changing the yaw angle of the
grating. In this type of mount, the illuminated grating area changes during an energy scan, so that the resolving
power also slightly varies. The focal length of the system is independent of the wavelength. Compared to other
configurations of the grating type and mount, Fig. 194B, C, the mount presented in Fig. 194A provides the simplest
operation. Note that the configuration (C), based on a varied-line-spacing (VLS) toroidal grating, provides almost
wavelength-independent focusing via a linear chirp of the local grating period. The configuration (C) is widely used
in synchrotron beamlines. However, in a wide photon energy range, the effect of wavelength-dependent focusing
is noticeable and the position of the slit must be adjusted to compensate for a shift in focus. This makes the
configuration (C) more difficult to operate compared with the configuration (A).

Downstream in the mono beamline, the monochromator is followed by a spectral diagnostic unit. A set of KB
mirrors is used to refocus the monochromatised beam onto the sample in the mono endstation.

Fig. 194 Types and mount of a grating-based monochromator
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Fig. 195 Photon beam parameters on the sample for the B1s, S, m (left) and B1d, S, m (right) beamlines

6.2.2.2 Photon beam parameters on the sample

The main parameters of the SXR beamlines are summarized in Table 58 and Fig. 195 presents further details of
the photon beam parameters for the B1s, S, m and B1d, S, m mono beamlines. Two gratings with line spacings of
50 and 100 lines/mm are used to maximize the transmission over the whole photon energy range while allowing
high resolution and limited pulse stretching. By switching from the 50 l/mm grating to the 100 l/mm grating at
photon energies above 1 keV, pulse stretching below approximately 100 fs is provided in the 0.25–2 keV photon
energy range, while the transmission and resolution are high. To further increase the resolution, a grating with a
higher line spacing can be used. The gratings have blaze angles of 0.15◦ (50 l/mm) and 0.2◦ (100 l/mm) and are
roughly 0.5 m long. Note that nowadays blazed SXR gratings as long as 0.5 m can be produced [261].

6.2.3 Hard X-ray beamlines

6.2.3.1 Photon beam parameters at the sample

Similarly to the SXR beamlines, the main parameters of the HXR beamlines are summarized in Table 58, and
Fig. 196 presents two illustrative cases of the performance of the B2d, H, m and B2s, H, p beamlines. A double-crystal
monochromator based on a Si crystal cut either in the (111) or (311) orientation is used to cover the operational
range from 2 to 16 keV.
6.2.3.2 X-ray mirrors

FEL radiation possesses a high degree of transverse coherence (typically 90%) and an optical transport system
must preserve this coherence. To this end, the optical system must satisfy the Marechal criterion that an overall
rms wavefront distortion is smaller than 1/14 of the wavelength of interest. For a transport system composed of N
mirrors, the condition for preserving the wavefront is λ/14 =

√
N2h sin α, where α is the grazing incidence angle

and h is the rms surface roughness [262]. In the CompactLight design, α is around 15 mrad, so that the maximum
acceptable peak-to-valley surface roughness is 2.5 nm at 2 keV. For comparison, for the LCLS SXR beamline, the
surface roughness requirement is 1.5 nm. For HXR, the maximum acceptable roughness is 1.24 nm. The simulation
results for the intensity reduction due to the surface roughness of a single mirror are depicted in Fig. 197. The
result is somewhat dependent on the mirror coating material. It is noted that, for example at LCLS, thickness
uniformity better than 0.14 nm rms has been demonstrated for B4C coatings on top of a Si substrate [263].

6.3 Photon beam diagnostics and instruments

6.3.1 Overview of diagnostic methods

The CompactLight source (XLS) will deliver an X-ray photon beam with wavelength 5–0.08 Å (photon energy:
0.25–16 keV) and pulse-length 0.1–50 fs at repetition rate 0.1–1 kHz.
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Fig. 196 Photon beam parameters on the sample for the B2d, H, m (top) and B2s, H, p (bottom) beamlines. The drop in
transmission toward the lower photon-energy range, particularly visible in the bottom figure, is due to clipping of the X-ray
mirrors at large beam divergence

Fig. 197 Simulation of the normalized intensity transmitted by a mirror for different heights of surface roughness. The
simulations are performed with RAY

The machine physicists and the experimental user groups will need to know as completely as possible the
characteristics of the photon beam. For the machine physicists, the information about the FEL radiation will be
used for setup, operation and optimization of the accelerator, undulators, and X-ray optics during every phase
from commissioning to user operation. Similarly, the knowledge of the photon beam properties will be necessary for
users for experimental data normalization and interpretation. Consequently, to provide the most useful information
about the FEL photon beam, dedicated diagnostics should be implemented to assess properties such as intensity,
position, shape, lateral dimensions, and spectrum. A further mandatory request is that the beam properties should
be determined on a pulse-to-pulse basis and, whenever possible, in a non-invasive or quasi-non-invasive fashion. Of
course, especially at the beginning of the commissioning process and for specific checks and verifications, invasive
diagnostics will also be implemented.

Besides the already-mentioned properties that will be characterized and monitored by diagnostics installed
all along the photon beam transport (starting from the undulators), other diagnostics will be integrated in the
experimental hall, close to the endstations. In particular, temporal diagnostics, devoted to monitoring the pulse
arrival time, the pulse duration and possibly the temporal shape, will be employed together with wavefront- and
coherence-dedicated instruments in the experimental hall. Figure 198 shows an overview of the instruments and
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Fig. 198 Beamline front-end, experimental area, and diagnostics

diagnostics along the beamlines. Most of these can operate parasitically to enable online characterization and
monitoring of the FEL beam.

After the front-end hall, the beamlines split into several branchlines, as shown in Fig. 198 (bottom). The
branchlines are equipped with diagnostics suitable for the photon-energy range of the specific branch. An online
spectrometer, intensity monitor and position monitor are included in every mono-branch to characterize the FEL
beam after passing through the monochromator. An arrival-time monitor is placed relatively close to the endstation
of each branch to accurately characterize the femtosecond-scale FEL pulses. The arrival-time monitor will use
spatial or spectral encoding with a temporal resolution of ∼ 10 fs. Higher Harmonic Generation (HHG) diagnostics
are placed after endstations that can couple the FEL and the HHG beam. The HHG beam is coupled out and
directed toward the diagnostics station after the endstation using a holed mirror, exploiting the larger spot size
of the HHG beam compared to the FEL beam that passes through the hole. Refocusing of the HHG beam after
the endstation is obtained by KB mirrors. A Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering (RIXS) spectrometer, equipped
with a 5 m rotatable spectrometer arm that allows angular resolved RIXS experiments with a resolving power of
approximately 10,000, is foreseen at one SXR beamline.

6.3.2 Intensity and position

The determination of the intensity of the FEL photon beam (i.e., pulse energy in µJ or number of photons per
pulse) is mandatory and, at least during user operation, should be exploited non-invasively and shot-to-shot. To
accomplish this task the most important instrument is the X-ray gas monitor (XGM), which is used during normal
operation. Besides the XGM, other intensity diagnostics can be employed during the early stages of machine
preparation and optimization, such as MCP-based detectors.

For monitoring of the photon beam position, the same XGM can be used, together with invasive diagnostics such
as imagers (of several kinds) useful for initial commissioning with spontaneous radiation (synchrotron radiation),
for FEL commissioning, or for the setup of measurements.

6.3.2.1 X-ray gas monitor

The X-ray gas monitor is a gas-based system that operates employing a photoionization process induced by the
FEL beam in a gas-filled vacuum chamber [264–267]. The X-ray pulse, traveling through the XGM, ionizes the
gas, which is dosed into the vacuum chamber at a base pressure of about 10−5 mbar, and photo-electrons and
photo-ions are generated and collected. The system, using rare gases (Xe, Kr, Ne) or nitrogen, to cover the X-ray
beam wavelength range, is thus practically transparent and indestructible, and is well suited for high average flux
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Fig. 199 CAD rendering of the XGM used at the European XFEL. Figure from [267]

and peak energies, since there is no damage or heating. Moreover, this diagnostic has no influence on the wavefront
and coherence of the transmitted pulses and can be operated at very high pulse repetition rates (up to MHz).

An XGM consists of at least two vacuum chambers containing one X-ray gas monitor detector (XGMD) each,
one dedicated to measuring the single-shot-resolved photo-electron signal and the other dedicated to measuring
the averaged calibrated photo-ion signal. Each chamber also includes electrodes for measuring the X-ray beam
position in one transverse direction: combining two of them (as in one XGM) then gives the beam position in the
transverse plane. As a consequence, individual X-ray pulses with fs-durations containing from 107 to 1015 photons
can be measured with <10%-absolute accuracy and ≤ 1%-relative (pulse-to-pulse) accuracy. For the same pulses,
moreover, it is possible to determine the position in both transverse directions with an accuracy about ±10μm
over a range of ±1mm.

The XGM developed by a joint effort of DESY and European XFEL operates seamlessly up to 12 keV. For
higher energies, it could be necessary to implement two additional modules to the XGM girder hosting two Huge
Aperture open Multipliers (HAMP), which measure the single-shot-resolved photo-ion signal at higher sensitivity
for harder X-rays than the XGMDs [267]. Figure 199 shows the sketch of the actual XGM used at the European
XFEL (including the HAMPs). The implementation of the HAMPs into the CompactLight source will have to be
discussed in more detail—the DESY group that developed the XGM are confident that it might not be necessary
and that the XGMDs would be enough.

6.3.2.2 Imagers

To determine the position, trajectory, and/or transverse intensity profile of the FEL beam, some invasive diag-
nostics can be used [267]. This is especially true in the early stages of machine and transport commissioning as
well as during beam finding/alignment procedures. Because they are dedicated to different purposes, imagers offer
different resolutions, fields of view (FOV), and geometries, and can be located in different parts of the facility.
Typically, every imager contains at least one Ce:YAG crystal that is viewed through a lens+camera system. Then,
there are:

• Transmissive imagers: These are put close to the FEL sources and employ thin scintillators to allow the beam
transmission to another downstream-placed scintillator so to provide beam pointing and beam offset data.

• Spontaneous radiation imagers: These present high photon sensitivity as they are supposed to detect spontaneous
synchrotron radiation generated by single undulators during the commissioning phase. In particular, they should
be operated together with a monochromator system (K-mono) used to analyze the radiation and measure the
angular pointing and the aw-parameter of single undulator segments.

• FEL imagers: These are used to determine precisely the transverse spatial intensity distribution of the FEL
beam, thus providing parameters, such as position, size, and shape. There will be one for each FEL line.
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• Insertable imagers: They are used all along the photon beam transport system to find and align the beam. They
should be typically placed after each major optical element (mirrors, monochromators, etc.).

• Exit slit imagers: they are installed on the exit slit of the monochromator for beam alignment and single-shot
spectra acquisition.

6.3.2.3 MCP-based detectors

During the initial commissioning of the undulators, when all the undulator sections are inserted, this kind of
detector can measure the intensity signal from the initial stage up to the saturation regime [267]. It can employ
either MCP-discs + photodiode or an MCP-intensified phosphor screen to detect the integrated intensity and help
operators in setting up the FEL emission process. Moreover, during normal operation, they can provide pulse-
resolved intensity monitoring in a parasitic way: they can be placed just outside of the direct FEL beam and detect
a signal coming from the scattered radiation from the mirrors.

6.3.3 Spectrum

The determination of the spectral content of the FEL photon beam is mandatory, and it should be obtained
non-invasively, online (during machine operation) and on a shot-to-shot basis. The instruments dedicated to this
task are energy spectrometers that should cover the whole wavelength range delivered by the source. To efficiently
cover it three different spectrometers are envisioned, ranging over the following intervals: 0.25–3 keV, 2–4 keV,
and 3–16 keV.

6.3.3.1 Photoelectron spectrometer (0.25–3 keV)

To cover the lower energy part of the FEL emission, a photo-electron spectrometer (PES) can be used [268, 269].
This instrument can measure the spectrum (and polarization) of the photon pulse based on an angularly resolved
time-of-flight measurement of photo-electrons. In particular, to be non-invasive, it uses a low-density gas target
that is ionized by the passing photon pulse, generating ions and electrons that are collected and linked to the
pulse intensity. The collection is realized by means of 16 electron time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometers oriented
perpendicularly to the X-ray beam (see Fig. 200).

Each TOF spectrometer has a drift tube with tunable voltage that decelerates the electrons. The (fast) electronics
measures the time difference between ionization and detection which is dependent on the photoelectron kinetic
energy. The ionization takes place in a gas medium, which can be either a rare gas (Ne, Kr, Xe) or N2, which is
injected into the interaction volume via a capillary. By using these gases, it is possible to cover the 250–3000 eV
X-ray region with enough cross-section for single-shot measurements, low photoelectron kinetic energies assuring
good energy resolutions, and the ability to efficiently measure the polarization. The injection pressure of the gas
is typically in the 10−5 - 10−7 mbar range, while the base pressure is about 10−8 mbar. These values guarantee

Fig. 200 Geometry of the 16 TOF spectrometers employed in the PES. The FEL beam enters perpendicularly with respect
to the plane of the figure. As an example, the angular distributions of Ne 2p (blue) and He 12 (green) are reported. Figure
from [269]
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Fig. 201 Scheme of the von Hamos spectrometer used for the diagnostics of tender X-rays at the SwissFEL. Figure
from [270]

the near transparency of the instrument with respect to the passing FEL beam. Finally, the PES is capable of
determining the spectral content with a relative photon energy resolution of 10−3–10−4.

Besides the spectrum characterization, since the 16 TOF spectrometers of the PES can determine the photo-
electron angular distribution, the PES can also non-invasively measure the (linear) polarization in a pulse-resolved
way.

6.3.3.2 Tender X-ray spectrometer (2–4 keV)

The so-called tender X-ray range (from 2 to 4 keV) can be characterized with a spectrometer currently used
at SwissFEL (PSI) [270]. The instrument is based on a dispersive von Hamos geometry-spectrometer combined
with the use of a scattering sample to be inserted into the FEL beam. The sample, being a low atomic number
and density material, once hit by the photon beam gives rise to an elastic Rayleigh scattering spectrum that
replicates the incoming FEL pulse spectrum. The sample should be thin enough to guarantee the maximum
possible transparency to the FEL beam and absorption edges should be avoided in the scatterer. Figure 201 shows
the working principle and mechanical scheme of the spectrometer. The setup presents a single interaction point
with the FEL beam and the generated photons are scattered over a large angle hitting an optical element made
by a cylindrically bent substrate that has Si crystals glued on it. Working in a back-scattering geometry, the
spectrometer can collect enough signal and determine the FEL spectrum with 10−4 energy resolution and a 2%
bandwidth.

6.3.3.3 High-resolution hard X-ray spectrometer (3–16 keV)

In the hard X-ray range of the FEL emission, above 3 keV, a different energy spectrometer should be employed,
based on a system of elements that utilize just a small fraction of the photon beam to determine the spectral
content. Such an instrument, called a HIgh REsolution hard X-ray single-pulse diagnostic (HiREX) spectrometer
at the European XFEL [271], is made of a diamond diffraction grating used in transmission to split off a small
fraction (0.1%) of the photon beam, a bent crystal as a dispersive element, and a 1D MHz-repetition rate detector.
The working principle is sketched in Fig. 202. Typically, over the whole range of operation of this spectrometer,
about 95% transmission is achieved, while 5% is spread into all diffraction orders.

The initial diffraction of the FEL beam is realized by a diamond transmission grating that is inserted directly
into the beam, splitting a portion of it while leaving the transmitted beam almost unchanged for the experiments
in the endstations. To cover efficiently the entire photon energy range a set of gratings has to be used with different
pitches. Diamond is chosen as the material for grating fabrication as it presents high thermal conductivity (2052
W/mK at 300 K), low absorption for hard X-rays, and a higher single-shot damage threshold as compared to
silicon.

Once the first diffraction order has been generated, it hits a bent silicon crystal where it is Bragg-reflected
and thus dispersed spectrally. To cover the whole photon energy range different crystals with different bending
radii are employed, which are then optimized to match the detecting camera parameters (pixel size, detector chip
dimension, and detector distance).

The overall performance of such a spectrometer includes a transmission of about 95%, energy resolution in the
10−5 range and a bandwidth of 0.5%, working on a shot-to-shot basis during normal operation.
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Fig. 202 Schematic of the HIREX spectrometer at the European XFEL. The grating lines are oriented in the vertical
direction perpendicular to the FEL, so that the diffraction takes place in the horizontal plane. The bent crystal, then,
deviates the radiation vertically onto the detector. Figure from [271]

6.3.4 Temporal monitors

Precise determination of the X-ray pulse arrival time is necessary for accurate analysis of pump-probe experiments
as it allows one to compensate for the temporal jitter of the SASE pulses. In addition, characterization of the pulse
duration can be useful for obtaining the X-ray pulse peak intensity, which is of importance, e.g., for nonlinear
experiments. Table 59 provides a comparison of different methods for temporal characterization of FEL pulses.
All these methods have already been demonstrated at other FEL facilities. The streaking techniques are relatively
complicated methods that require overlapping an IR or THz pulse with the X-ray pulse in a gas. The X-ray-
generated photoelectrons experience different E-fields depending on the relative delay between the IR/THz fields
and X-ray pulses, which results in a varying kinetic energy with the delay. Thus, the delay, as well as the pulse
duration, of the X-ray pulse can be obtained by measuring the photoelectron kinetic energies. Angular streaking
uses circularly polarized streaking fields, which permits higher temporal resolution, because the pulse delay is
imprinted in the angle of the ejected photoelectron. In contrast, spatial and spectral encoding are less complicated
methods in which the X-ray-induced reflectivity change of an optical pulse, overlapping with the X-ray pulse on a
solid sheet, is measured. In spectral encoding, the delay between the pulses is encoded in the spectrum of a chirped
optical pulse, while spatial encoding relies on the varying delay along the beam cross-sections of two beams at an
angle.

In the baseline design, the X-ray pulse arrival time will be measured using spatial and spectral encoding. Both
of the methods have advantages and disadvantages and it is common to implement them both for better accuracy
and reliability as done, for example, at the SACLA FEL. Since the arrival time will be measured for all beams
individually, nearly overlapping pulses from two beams entering a dual station can be resolved, and therefore, the
possibility of resolving double pulses, offered by streaking experiments, is not critical. Streaking experiments may,
however, be included as a future upgrade as a tool to monitor the pulse profile. In the baseline design, the XLS
pulse duration will be obtained indirectly. The measured parameters of the electron beam such as the emittance,
current and duration will be fed into a computer program simulating the XLS performance and calculating the XLS
pulse duration. Such an approach was taken at the SACLA FEL before their implementation of THz streaking.
The subsequent comparison of the FEL pulse duration from the THz streaking measurement results, and from
the simulation results based on experimental measurements of the electron beam, showed a very good agreement.
Hence, one can expect the indirect approach to work also for CompactLight.
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Table 59 Overview of methods for temporal characterization of X-ray pulses

Method Arrival time,
accuracy (fs)

Pulse duration,
resolution (fs)

Measurement
interval (ps)

Double pulses,
accuracy (fs)

References

Spatial encoding 1.5 – 2 – [272]

Spectral encoding 4.5 – 3 – [273]

Spectrogram < 1 – 4 – [274]

THz streaking 10 10 0.5 25 [275]

IR angular streaking 1 0.25 (0.1 for
double pulses)

0.34 1 [276]

VMI streaking < 50 0.1 0.3 – [277]

The left column lists the names of the methods described in the references specified in the last column. The second column
lists the measured rms accuracy of the arrival time of X-ray pulses with respect to the reference laser pulse. The third
column gives the rms resolution of the pulse duration measurement when this is applicable. The fourth column specifies the
time window, in which the arrival time and pulse duration of X-ray pulses can be measured. This time window is defined
by the reference laser pulse duration and is the full length of the measurement interval, in which the specified accuracy can
be achieved. The fifth column specifies capabilities for measurements of double FEL pulses with the same photon energy
and for measurements of FEL pulses with different photon energies called two-color pulses. The dash in the cell implies
that the measurement capability is not available. The principle of these methods is generally applicable to both soft and
hard X-rays; however, VMI streaking has only been demonstrated for soft X-rays

6.3.5 Other elements

6.3.5.1 Wavefront monitors

The wavefront of the X-ray beam is subject to shot-to-shot fluctuations associated with the statistical FEL process
and with changes in beam alignment on the optics that occur every shot, or as drifts. The wavefront quality affects
the shape and the minimum size of the focused beam at the sample. Therefore, it is useful to be able to characterize
the wavefront as part of the FEL optimization and optical alignment procedure. These monitors will be placed in
the front-end before all other optical components to measure the direct output from the FEL, and just before the
KB mirrors to observe the influence of the optics.

A simple and highly accurate wavefront-sensor setup operating on a single-shot basis has recently been developed,
(see Fig. 203) [278]. It is based on Talbot interferometry, which exploits the phase sensitivity of the Talbot effect,
i.e., self-images of a coherently irradiated periodic structure occurring in the near-field. Using a single grating and
detecting the Talbot image on a scintillating screen, high-quality measurements can be obtained. The demonstrated
sensitivity and accuracy are both at the level of λ/100.

6.3.5.2 Beam shutters and stoppers

Beam shutters are part of the personnel safety system that prevents radiation from the FEL from entering a
downstream hutch where access is permitted. The beam shutters will be composed of a B4C layer in front of a
thicker tungsten block. The B4C layer blocks the soft X-rays and the tungsten blocks the hard X-rays. Upstream of
all optical components, there will also be a photon shutter of B4C that can quickly be inserted when moving optics
in and out in order to protect them from harmful soft X-rays. Beam stoppers are similar to beam shutters but are

Fig. 203 Sketch of a setup for a sensitive wavefront measurement based on single-grating Talbot interferometry [278]
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Table 60 Summary of the beamline diagnostics including their approximate accuracies

Diagnostic Type Accuracy

Intensity and position monitor (parasitic) X-ray gas monitor detector [264–267] 1% rel. intensity, 10
µm

Spectrometers (parasitic)

0.25–3 keV eTOFS (cookie box) [268, 269] 10−3–10−4

2–4 keV Bent crystal [270] 10−4

3–16 keV Bent crystal [271] 10−5

Polarization monitor (parasitic) Cookie box [268] 10o

Arrival-time monitor (parasitic) Spatial and spectral encoding [272, 273] 10 fs

Beam profile and position monitor
(destructive)

YAG screens [267] 10 µm

Wavefront sensor (destructive) Talbot interferometer [278] or Hartmann sensor
[279]

λ/100

λ/10

permanently placed typically at the end of a beamline to stop the beam. Burn-through monitors are connected
with the beam shutters and stoppers to be able to shut off the FEL in case of failure to block the beam.

6.3.5.3 Slits and collimators Slits and collimators limit the transmittance of the spontaneous radiation, which has
a large angular spread, and thus predominantly filter out the FEL beam. Like the beam shutters, they have to
tolerate the full FEL power and will have a similar layer structure.

6.3.5.4 Attenuators

Attenuators that permit adjustable reduction of the X-ray flux will be installed in the front end. Different designs
are required for the SXR and HXR beamlines. The SXR beamlines will use a gas attenuator. It comprises a gas
volume set to specific pressures to reduce the X-ray flux, and differential pumping on each side. The apertures
of the gas volume and the differential pumping need to be sufficiently large to transmit 5σ of the beam size. For
hard X-rays, the gas attenuator becomes ineffective. Instead, the HXR beam will be attenuated by solid samples
of, e.g., B4C or Silicon with a thickness adjusted to the desired attenuation level. The attenuating crystals need
to be of sufficient quality with respect to density uniformity and thickness variations across the beam in order not
to degrade the wavefront (Table 60).

6.4 Experimental hall

6.4.1 Layout of the experimental area

The beamline branches end up in separate hutches in the experimental area, shown in Fig. 198. The experimental
area also hosts the laser labs that produce the IR and VUV pulses used for pump-probe experiments, gate areas
for bringing in large equipment, and control rooms. The control room areas are sufficiently large, so that they can
accommodate one control room for each endstation. The three gate areas are located as to enable easy transport of
equipment to the hutches and to the beamlines. Transverse cranes in the ceiling can also move components along
the beamlines.

6.4.2 X-ray hutches and endstations

The endstations are marked with yellow circles or half-circles in Fig. 198. The radius of the circles is 1 m to indicate
the required space around the endstations. The half-circle represents the available space for the spectrometer arm
of the RIXS instrument, which is ∼ 5 m long and can be moved almost 180 degrees. There is space in the X-ray
hutches to fit equipment such as electronics racks and computers, and some beamline components before and after
the endstations. The endstations comprise both the standard single stations dedicated to one FEL beam, as well
as, a dual station that can couple in two FEL beams. The new scientific applications offered by the dual stations
are described in Sect. 3.1.3.
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6.4.3 Laser laboratories

Two laser labs are foreseen committed to the beamlines of each FEL. The laser labs house the IR lasers that can
be used for IR pump/X-ray probe experiments. VUV laser pulses can also be produced by HHG in laser lab 1.
This hutch will have additional space for sample preparation.

6.4.4 Timing and synchronization

Synchronization between the external, IR or VUV, lasers and the X-ray FEL pulses is crucial for pump-probe
experiments. In such measurements, a synchronization level below the FEL-pulse duration is typically desired to
avoid a significant influence of the timing jitter between the external and FEL pulses, on the temporal resolution.
The total timing jitter results from both electron bunch arrival time jitter and external laser to optical master
oscillator jitter. An overall synchronization level on the order of 10 fs has been demonstrated at present FELs [280].

7 Examples of CompactLight facilities

7.1 Soft X-ray facility

The core electron-binding energy of many important elements, such as carbon (290 eV), nitrogen (400 eV), oxygen
(530 eV), and all the 3d transition metals, lies in the soft X-ray range. Soft X-ray spectroscopy techniques are
element-specific and allow revealing details of an atom’s chemical bonding state. Specifically, absorption spec-
troscopy, photoemission spectroscopy, resonant inelastic X-ray scattering, and Auger electron spectroscopy in the
soft X-ray range are powerful core-level spectroscopy techniques for studying the nature of chemical bonding, local
geometric structure, and dynamics of electron transfer processes at the atomic site. The core-level spectroscopy
techniques are well established at synchrotrons, but soft X-ray FELs have opened a new research dimension in
ultrafast soft X-ray science by providing access to the 1–100 fs time range with an unprecedented brightness of the
X-ray beam. The access to ultrafast time scales allows studying, for example, how activation barriers are lowered
by unusual bonding situations in reaction intermediates, which represent crucial bottlenecks for understanding
and controlling the efficient conversion of solar energy into other forms of energy. To address the challenges of har-
nessing and storing, for example, solar energy, direct time-resolved studies of charge-carrier dynamics at interfaces
of new solar cells and energy storage devices are needed.

The strong need for an ultrafast soft X-ray source justified the construction of a new generation of soft X-ray
FELs, such as the LCLS-II project—a high-repetition-rate SXR FEL based on a superconducting accelerator.
Note that the LCLS-II FEL provides a continuous train of FEL pulses with uniform spacing between the pulses.
User end stations at LCLS-II are planned to provide the FEL beam at a 100 kHz repetition rate. Also, note
that a high-repetition FEL with uniform pulse spacing will also be available in China as part of the hard X-
ray FEL facility SHINE. In Europe, only the Athos beamline at SwissFEL at 100 Hz repetition rate (currently
under commissioning) provides the SXR FEL beam with uniform pulse spacing. The soft X-ray beamline of the
European XFEL based on the SASE3 undulator operates in burst mode and is sub-optimal for many pump-probe
experiments in condensed matter physics, where the sample must be thermalised between pump pulses.

As evidenced from the FEL requirements Sect. 3.2, there is a clear need for SXR FELs with increased pulse
stability and uniform spacing between the pulses. The operation mode of the FEL must be compatible with the

Fig. 204 Schematic layout of the SXR facility
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type of pump-probe experiments, in which the non-equilibrium state of a sample must decay before the next
pair of pump-probe pulses come. Furthermore, a repetition rate of 100 Hz or 1 kHz is perfectly compatible with
high-power optical lasers used in some pump-probe experiments.

The CompactLight technology offers a unique capability of building a 100 Hz or even a 1 kHz FEL at a cost lower
than that of a 100 Hz machine based on the previous generation C-band accelerator technology. The compactness
and cost efficiency of a 100 Hz standalone SXR FEL lowers the barrier for entering the world of femtosecond X-ray
science for small national user communities. In addition, an upgrade to the 1 kHz option would fill an important
gap between the first and second generations of low and very high repetition rate FELs. On the one hand, the
1-kHz FEL will provide a tenfold increase in repetition rate, but on the other hand, it will still provide enough time
between X-ray shots for sample replacement and preparation, such as for liquid droplet dispensers for exceptionally
precious samples, or for measurements on solid surfaces where time is needed to deposit molecules.

7.1.1 Facility layout

The facility design is a simplified version of the Baseline configuration, reduced to the essential components for
100 Hz SXR output over the photon energy range 0.25–2.0 keV from a single FEL. A schematic layout is shown
in Fig. 204. Note that, compared to the Baseline configuration, the facility is substantially more compact for the
following reasons:

• There is no need to reserve space between Linac-2 and Linac-3 for the deflecting cavity and spreader beamline
required for Upgrade-2.

• Similarly, there is no need for space after Linac-3 for the deflecting cavity and spreader beamline to split the
twin bunches into the twin FEL lines.

• There is no need for the timing chicane to tune the temporal separation of twin FEL pulses.
• The FEL undulator can be shorter, because the saturation length in the SXR is less than that in the HXR.
• The photon beamline is shorter, because the divergence of SXR output is larger, meaning that the first optical

element can be placed closer to the undulator source without being damaged.

The accelerator and FEL lattices were reoptimized for standalone SXR operation. Starting from the injector, all
structures are used at their highest gradient—C-band structures in the injector are at 30 MV/m and the X-band
structures are at 65 MV/m. A maximum beam energy of 2 GeV is attained at about 150 m with a peak current
of 1 kA.

The lattice β-functions and beam energy are shown in Fig. 205. The transverse and longitudinal phase spaces
of the 2 GeV bunch are shown in Fig. 206, together with the slice emittance and energy spread. The helical
superconducting undulator period remains unchanged from the full CompactLight facility, at λu = 13 mm, so the
undulator design is directly transferrable into the standalone SXR machine. At 2 GeV beam energy and with the
FEL set to 2 keV photon output, the undulator parameter is aw = 0.706. By tuning to maximum field, the photon
energy reduces to 1 keV. By operating at 1.35 GeV, the tuning range covers 500 eV to 1 keV, and to reach the
lowest photon energies of 250–500 eV, the beam energy is reduced to 0.96 GeV. The total undulator length is
19.75 m with the lattice comprising nine 2.75 m long SCU modules with 0.5 m gaps between them. After the SCU
modules, two variably polarizing afterburner modules provide selectable polarization for users.

Fig. 205 Lattice β-functions and beam energy
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Fig. 206 Properties of the simulated electron bunch used to drive the SXR FEL

7.1.2 FEL performance estimates

The FEL simulation results are shown in Fig. 207. Here, the FEL is tuned to 2 keV photon output. The pulse energy
saturates at a distance of 15.5 m through the undulator at a value of 90 µJ and the peak power is around 4 GW.
The total undulator length of 19.75 m thus allows a reasonable contingency to ensure saturation is reached at
2 keV, and also allows the possibility of post-saturation tapering at lower photon energies for which the saturation
length is shorter.

7.1.3 Photon beamline

Compared to the Baseline configuration, the photon beamline design is greatly simplified as only one FEL line
is serving user endstations. The optical layout of the photon transport is shown in Fig. 208. The beamline starts
with the front-end containing a bremsstrahlung collimator, a photon shutter, and a set of photon diagnostics.
The first optical element, a steering mirror, can direct the photon beam to one of the two beamlines: a pink
beamline for time-resolved experiments or a mono beamline for photon energy-resolved experiments. The former
provides broadband transmission and the temporal structure of FEL pulses is preserved. The pink beamline also
includes a split-and-delay system for X-ray pump-probe experiments. Incoupling of external optical and UV lasers
is foreseen for optical/UV pump–X-ray probe experiments with fs resolution. The mono beamline provides meV-
energy resolution by employing a grating-based monochromator.

An important consideration in the photon beamline design is the choice of material for optical components
as the beamline has to support transmission over a wide photon energy range from 0.25 to 2 keV. Figure 209
presents a comparison of the absorption coefficient vs photon energy for several materials commonly used in
photon beamlines. Given the CompactLight parameters, Au is the preferred option, even though the absorption
level is as high as 20%. As a result, the transmission on the pink beamline composed of three mirrors is around
50%.

An example of the main output parameters of the beamlines at 250 eV (5 nm) and 2000 eV (0.62 nm) is
presented in Table 61. Two grazing-incidence gratings are used to cover the entire photon energy range providing
a good balance between photon energy resolution and pulse stretching due to the waveform tilt by the grating.
The pink beamline contains no dispersive elements and preserves the FEL pulse bandwidth.
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Fig. 207 FEL simulation results of the SXR FEL performance, showing (top left) pulse energy vs distance through the
undulator z , (top right) power profile of output pulse at saturation, occurring at z = 15.5 m, (bottom left) rms bandwidth
vs z , and (bottom right) pulse spectrum at saturation

Fig. 208 Optical layout of the SXL beamlines. The position of the virtual FEL source (yellow star on the left) is taken as
the origin. At 40 m downstream from the virtual source, the FEL beam is steered by means of a steering mirror Ms into
one of the two main beamlines: a pink beamline (solid pink line) and a mono beamline (solid blue line). Other notations in
the figure are: G stands for the monochromator grating, Mm for the monochromator mirror, MKB for the set of KB mirrors,
MHHG for the holey mirror for incoupling of UV pulses from a high-harmonic generation (HHG) source. Typical operation
angles of incidence are indicated next to the mirror symbol. The incoupling of HHG pulses and the split & delay-line are
shown. The positions of the final FEL beam focus are depicted by the yellow stars

7.1.4 Cost estimate

Tables 62 and 63 show the breakdown of cost estimates for a 100 Hz and a 1 kHz option. The 1 kHz SXR FEL makes
use of the full accelerator including the upgrade of RF power sources to provide the high repetition rate mode.
The full-scale linac makes the 1 kHz SXR machine easily up-gradable to the 100 Hz HXR regime. Furthermore,
comparing the cost per photon the proposed SXR FEL facility is clearly more cost efficient than the corresponding
SXR FEL at SwissFEL.
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Fig. 209 Optical absorption for several materials vs photon energy at an incidence angle of 14 mrad

Table 61 Parameters of the FEL beam at the sample position in the experimental station

Parameter Pink Mono, high energy Mono, low energy

Grating – – 100 l/mm, 0.25o blaze 50 l/mm, 0.15o blaze

Wavelength (nm) 0.62 5 0.62 5

Photon energy (eV) 2000 250 2000 250

Transmission (%) 60 55 3.15 1.33

Pulse energy (µJ) 54 83 2 2.84

Beam size (µm×µm) 2×1 2.8×1.1 3.2×1.6 4×2.4

Pulse stretching (fs) – – 10 200

Resolution (meV) – – 450 47

Table 62 Cost breakdown for the standalone 100 Hz SXR FEL

Section of the facility Cost (MEURO)

Injector 15.4

Linac 1 12

Linac 2–3 12.7

Bunch compressors 1 and 2 1.6

Machine timing, controls and protection 4

FEL 1 16

Photon beamline 18

Civil engineering 18

Electrical system 2.9

Cooling and ventilation 4.4

Total 105

The uncertainty of the total cost amounts to around 20–30% and depends on specific scientific requirements on the FEL
pulse length, stability, photon energy resolution, polarization control, and other parameters
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Table 63 Cost breakdown for the standalone 1-kHz SXR FEL

Section of the facility Cost (MEURO)

Injector 15.4

Linac 1 12

Linac 2–3 54.2

Bunch compressors 1 and 2 1.6

Machine timing, controls and protection 4

FEL 1 16

Photon beamline 18

Civil engineering 40

Electrical system 6

Cooling and ventilation 10

Total 138

The uncertainty of the total cost amounts to around 20–30%

7.2 Inverse compton sources

Inverse-compton scattering (ICS) sources offer the potential to achieve quasi-monochromatic X-ray beams of tun-
able energy at room-size laboratories. Typical applications of ICS sources include medical imaging (using K-edge
subtraction or phase-contrast techniques), analyses of cultural heritage, irradiation therapy, protein crystallog-
raphy, and nuclear waste management, depending on the flux and on the energy of the generated X-rays. The
attractiveness of ICS sources rests on their small footprint and reduced cost, which make them ideal tools for
institutions, such as universities, hospitals, and museums.

The number of ICS sources worldwide has steadily increased over the last few years. Most ICS designs are
based on storage rings since the circular layout of a storage ring maximizes the repetition rate and the flux. This
comes at the cost of needing significantly large facilities. Moreover, collective effects in storage rings lead to larger
normalized emittances, which limit the maximum brilliance. In the years 2000s, Energy Recovery Linacs (ERLs)
have also garnered interest and several ICS designs based on ERLs. However, these sources are normally based on
superconducting technology, which is not feasible for use in hospitals or small laboratories due to the handling of
cryogenics. Normal-conductive, low-emittance linacs like that of CompactLight can also be adapted for compact
ICS designs. Linac-based ICS sources tend to exhibit lower fluxes, since the electron bunches are used only once but
offer higher brilliance due to the lower emittance obtained from the photoinjector. One example of such a design
is Smart*Light in Eindhoven, part of the CompactLight consortium. A summary of designed, commissioned, and
already existing ICS sources is visible in Fig. 211.

Recent developments in high-power compact lasers, combined with the high-intensity electron beams provided
by the CompactLight technology, enable the conception of a new generation of very compact ICS sources. Com-
pactLight’s technology, based on X-band high-gradient normal-conductive RF combined with high-rep-rate, low-
emittance injectors, has the potential to provide both high fluxes and high brilliance. This chapter examines the
preliminary parameters of an ICS source based on CompactLight technology. Figure 210 shorts a schematic layout
of an ICS source.

7.2.1 ICS parameters’ optimisation

The parameters that characterize an ICS source in terms of X-rays are its photon flux, i.e., the number of emitted
photons per second, the brilliance, which indicates the coherency of the source, and the energy bandwidth. The
photon flux is the number of scattered photons, Nγ , produced in a collision between a bunch of Ne electrons and

Fig. 210 Schematic layout of an ICS source based on the CompactLight C-band gun and a short X-band linac
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Fig. 211 Landscape of ICS sources. Circles indicate storage-ring-based sources; triangles indicate linac-based sources and
squares indicate energy-recovery-linac-based sources. Stars indicate: 
, design study; 

, under commissioning; 


, existing

a laser pulse of Nl photons

Nγ = σC
NeNl cos(φ/2)

2πσy

√
σ2

x cos2(φ/2) + σ2
z sin2(φ/2)

, (59)

where σC is the Compton scattering cross-section, σ2
i = σ2

e, i + σ2
l, i is the convoluted spot size of the electron and

laser beam in each direction i = x, y, z, and φ is the crossing angle (typically 2 deg). The total flux is defined as

Ftotal = Ṅγ [ph/s], (60)

and depends on the number collisions per second occurring. The flux within a 0.1% bandwidth at the Compton
edge is defined as:

F0.1% � 1.5 × 10−3Ṅγ [ph/s]. (61)

The brilliance, in the non-diffraction limit where the electron and the laser beams have similar spot size and
comparable divergence, is defined as

B � γ2F0.1%

4π2εN
x εN

y

, (62)

where εN
i is the normalized emittance in the direction i = x, y, and γ is the Lorentz factor of the electrons.

The energy bandwidth is given by
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, (63)

where appear:
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Fig. 212 Parametric scan of wavelength against electron beam energy with color coded X-ray energy. The scan confirmed
the square dependence on the electron beam energy, and the linear dependence on Elaser

• The contribution from the small collection angle, θ

σEθ

Eθ
=

1√
12

γ2θ2

1 + γ2θ2/2
. (64)

• The contribution from the beam emittance

σEε

Eε
=

2γ2ε

β
. (65)

• The relative energy spread of the electron and of the laser beam

σEe

Ee
, and

σEl

El
. (66)

Equation 59 shows the direct proportionality between the flux and the rate of electron–laser collisions. The flux
can be maximized by increasing both the electron beam current and the laser pulse energy. Equation 62 shows
that the brilliance is maximized by reducing the normalized electron beam emittance in both the horizontal and
vertical axes.

The output X-ray energy depends on the electron beam’s relativistic factor γ, the laser’s photon energy EL, the
crossing angle φ between the electron beam and laser, and the scattering angle θ between the generated X-rays
and the electron beam

EX = 2γ2EL
1 + cos φ

1 + γ2θ2
. (67)

In head-on collisions, φ can be approximated to 0, which leads to a maximum X-ray energy of EX, max = 4γ2EL.
The CompactLight linac module enables electron beam energies that can easily reach hundreds of MeV. A

parametric scan of the laser wavelength against the electron beam energy up to 300 MeV, shown in Fig. 212,
confirms the larger X-ray energy achievable using XLS technology with respect to other sources. X-ray energies of
the order of several MeV can be obtained.

7.2.2 Facility layout

7.2.2.1 The electron gun

The 2-bunch train at 1 kHz of the CompactLight injector provides insufficient average current to make a
CompactLight-based ICS competitive with respect to existing designs. The effective bunch repetition rate feff

was maximized by increasing the number of bunches per train, while the single-bunch charge was increased from
75 to 200 pC. Due to the larger charge extracted from the cathode, it was assumed that the electron beam nor-
malized emittance would increase from 0.15 to 0.3 mm mrad. Table 64 summarizes the beam parameters for the
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Table 64 Baseline parameters of CompactLight ICS electron beam

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Bunch repetition rate f 1 kHz

Nb of bunches per train nb 50

Effective nb of bunches per second feff 50 × 103

Bunch length σz 1 ps

Bunch charge Q 200 pC

Bunch spacing 5 ns

normalized emittance εN
x, y 0.3 mm mrad

Final energy E 100 − 300 MeV

ICS.

7.2.2.2 The Linac
The electron beam is then be accelerated in a short linac. The CompactLight baseline injector reaches 300 MeV,

whereas typical applications of ICS X-rays require beam energies below 100 MeV. The performance estimates
thus considered two electron beam energies: 100 MeV, for a very compact facility; and 300 MeV, to explore to
potential of more energetic X-rays. The energy of 100 MeV could be easily achieved directly using the baseline
XLS injector upstream of the laser heater. To reach 300 MeV, while maintaining compactness, one could consider
the alternative injector designs proposed for CompactLight, for instance, the full X-band solution where both gun
and linac are in X-band.

7.2.2.3 The laser system

The performance estimates used the TRUMPF’s 1 kW Dira 1000 [281]. The Dira 1000 is a state-of-the-art high
power compact laser with a pulse-length of 0.6 ps and wavelength of 1 µm.

Considering the XLS injector running with a repetition rate of 1 kHz as in Table 64, a 1 kW laser power would
lead to a pulse energy per train of 1 J. Given that each pulse consists of a train of 50 bunches, a modest 20 mJ
pulse energy would be available for the laser–electron beam scattering. To increase the pulse energy, an optical
enhancement cavity should be used.

An optical enhancement cavity suitable to sustain the 1 kHz repetition rate of the XLS injector and a bunch
spacing of 5 ns, would need to operate in CW mode. In CW mode, considering the Dira 1000’s 1 kW laser and a
200 MHz cavity, the laser pulse energy per bunch would be of 5 µJ, requiring an enhancement factor of at least
4 × 103 is required to match the “no cavity” intensity. Recent developments in enhancement cavities allow for
factors up to 105–106; however, assumed here is a conservative factor of 104 for safety considerations, which results
in a final pulse energy of 50 mJ.

A different electron beam time structure could also be considered, with lower rep-rates and longer trains (e.g.,
10 Hz repetition rate, and 1000 bunches per train). This configuration would enable the use of the enhancement
cavity in burst mode. Preliminary simulations revealed that, for a total laser burst duration of 0.5 µs, the individual
laser pulse energy would amount to 66 mJ. With an enhancement factor 100, 6.6 J of laser pulse energy would be
available to the single-bunch interaction, attaining very high X-ray fluxes.

7.2.3 Performance estimates

Considering a crossing angle of 2 degrees between electron beam and laser, preliminary parametric scans to
determine the dependence of the flux in a 1.5 mrad cone, and of the bandwitdh, on electron and laser spot sizes
have been performed. Figure 213 shows that peak fluxes of excess of 1011 ph/s are achievable, and the corresponding
X-ray energy bandwidth. Table 65 reports first estimates obtained in simulation.

7.2.4 Preliminary cost estimate

A preliminary cost estimate for the ICS source was obtained scaling the cost of the CompactLight injector, which
can provide electron beams up to 300 MeV. It must be noted that the injector for the ICS source should be a
modified version of the CompactLight injector presented in this document, since for ICS operation, 50 bunches per
train are needed, and not just 2 like the CompactLight baseline. A multi-bunch operation would certainly require
a partial redesign of the RF system, to include for example high-order-mode damping. Table 66 summarized this
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Fig. 213 Parametric scan of electron spot size versus laser spot size. The flux and the bandwidth are calculated in a cone
with 1.5 mrad aperture. The two top plots refer to an electron beam energy of 100 MeV; the two bottom plots refer to an
electron beam energy of 300 MeV

preliminary cost estimate. The cost of the laser system for ICS includes the control system and locking electronics of
the laser to the cavity and an external reference. The final cost will depend on the final repetition rate and average
power requirements. The cost of the laser beam delivery includes vacuum chamber, optomechanics, optics, windows,
motors eventually, beam pointing stabilisation, and Basler cameras for beam visualizations. The Fabry–Pérot cost
estimate includes granite table, vacuum chamber, optics, and motorisations. Vacuum pumping, gauges, and related
safety are not included in this estimate.

Table 65 Summary of parameters required to maximize the flux in a 1.5 mrad cone of the XLS-based ICS source

Parameter Symbol Electron beam energy Unit

Electron beam energy Ee 100 300 MeV

Electron spot size σe 1 to 4 0.5 to 3.0 µm

Laser pulse energy Ep 50 50 mJ

Laser spot size σlaser 3 to 6 3 to 6 µm

Total flux F 1.8 × 1012 1.8 × 1012 ph/s

Flux in 1.5 mrad F1.5 mrad 1.6 × 1011 7.0 × 1011 ph/s

Average brilliance B 2.0 × 1014 5.0 × 1014 a

Bandwidth in 1.5 mrad BW1.5 mrad 4–8 16–19 %
aph/(s mm2 mrad2 0.1%BW)
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Table 66 Preliminary cost estimate for a CompactLight-based Inverse-Compton Scattering source

Sub-system Estimated Cost (kEURO)

1-kHz Gun laser and photo cathode system 1800

C-band RF 3500

Magnets 509.5

Beam instrumentation 317

Vacuum 300

Laser system for ICS 600

Laser beam delivery system 200

Fabry–Pérot enhancement cavity 210

Total 7436.5

8 Alternative technology solutions

8.1 X-band RF injector option

8.1.1 An X-band traveling-wave RF photogun

A fully X-band injector is a natural progression in the development of an even more compact light source. Using
an X-band standing-wave (SW) RF photogun is one possibility and, as such, is under investigation as part of the
CompactLight project. However, the strict mechanical tolerances of SW photoguns, and the necessity of using a
high-power RF circulator, make it a challenging task. An alternative to a conventional standing-wave RF photogun
is the traveling-wave (TW) RF photogun. A TW photogun was first proposed in 1991 but never gained popularity
in the injector community. The development of high-gradient linear accelerators has made the TW RF photogun a
more feasible option. Here, we present a brief overview of the electromagnetic design of an X-band, high-gradient
TW RF photogun based on one of the CLIC structures. This work is still in its preliminary stages and merely
aims to demonstrate possible alternatives in future compact light sources.

8.1.1.1 Electromagnetic design

The RF design for the TW photogun was based on the CLIC-G Open structure, which was a CLIC prototype
fabricated from milled halves. The choice of this style of accelerating structure was due to the unique gap in the
geometry which is used to couple in the photo-cathode laser. The RF design of the TW RF photogun is illustrated
in Fig. 214.

A coaxial input coupler is used to correct the quadrupole field component induced by the dual-feed RF input
couplers. All cells in the structure use a racetrack geometry, primarily for fabrication reasons, although it is
possible to further reduce the quadrupole fields through an adjustment of the cells’ relative horizontal and vertical
dimensions. At the end of the input coupling cell, the electron velocity is 0.8 c. Consequently, the first three
cells are adjusted in length to match the beta of the electrons, given the accelerating gradient expected in each
respective cell for an input power of 28 MW. The remainder of the RF photogun downstream of these cells keeps

Fig. 214 The vacuum design of the RF photo gun based on the CLIC-G Open
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Fig. 215 Magnitude of the electric field distribution in the TW RF photogun

Fig. 216 The magnitude of the axial electric field in the z-direction

the geometry of the CLIC-G open accelerating structure. Whether the structure should be shortened to allow for
further emittance compensation techniques downstream is to be investigated further.

The vacuum model was simulated in CST using the frequency domain solver. Figure 215 displays the magnitude
of the electric field distribution. The new coaxial input coupler is observed to have surface electric fields lower than
in the remainder of the structure, which is important for the gun’s high-power RF performance. The magnitude
of the field distribution along the beam axis is plotted in Fig. 216. The field on the cathode is observed to peak
at 113 MV/m. The low-beta cells have a reduced peak axial field which is to be expected from their shortened
length. The remainder of the RF photogun is observed to have similar behavior to the CLIC-G Open structure,
as would be expected. A summary of the properties of the TW RF photogun is presented in Table 67.

8.1.1.2 Beam dynamics

Using the one-dimensional axial field distributions, preliminary beam dynamics calculations of the RF photogun
were modelled using GPT to understand what beam quality was possible. These calculations give an idea of the
possibility of a TW photo gun but do not demonstrate the specific effects of the unique design choices, such as
the two halves design. The cathode was modelled as a Gaussian distribution cut off at 2σ with a beam waist of
250 µm and an intrinsic emittance of 0.5 mm mrad/mm. The main solenoid, bucking coil, and an additional solenoid
downstream were modelled utilizing the 1D axial magnetic field. A CLIC-style X-band accelerating structure was
placed 10 cm downstream of the end of the RF photogun. Figure 217 illustrates the beam parameters over the
length of the fully TW photoinjector.

The injector simulation demonstrates the ability to achieve a 32 MeV electron bunch in less than 0.6 m with an
energy spread of 0.1%. The emittance for an 80 pC bunch is 0.5 mm mrad which is greater than the requirement
for CompactLight although further developments are expected to yield similar results to a SW photogun.

8.1.1.3 Discussion

The preliminary RF model demonstrates the feasibility of a fully X-band TW RF photoinjector. Such a concept is
desirable as this would reduce the complexity of the RF system, given that the gun could be driven using the same
RF infrastructure as the X-band linac. For such a structure to achieve the emittance requirement of CompactLight,
some steps would need to be taken. Particularly the concept of emittance compensation, which is vital to low
emittance injectors, still needs to be investigated in detail. It is expected that a shorter accelerator would lead to
better emittance compensation. A lower emittance is deemed feasible as this has already been achieved in a TW
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Table 67 Main parameters of the traveling-wave gun

Parameter Value Unit

Length 216 mm

Regular Cells 24

Phase Advance 120 ◦

Frequency 11.994 GHz

Attenuation −2.26 dB

Power 28 MW

Fill time 50.2 ns

Gradient 79 MV/m

Peak cathode field 113.2 MV/m

Peak surface E field 216 MV/m

Pulsed surface heating (τ = 50 ns) 7.7 K

Repetition rate 1 kHz

Flow rate 15 L/min

Fig. 217 Beam dynamics of the electron bunch produced by the TW RF photogun

RF photogun model developed at C-band [282]. Further simulations using the full three-dimensional field-maps
are recommended.

8.1.2 X-band standing-wave RF photoinjector

Another option for the RF photoinjector is based on a 5.6-cell standing-wave RF gun intended to operate at an
RF frequency of 11.994 GHz with a high-gradient RF electric field at the cathode of 200 MV/m. The injector is
intended to generate an electron beam with low emittance and a final kinetic energy of nearly 300 MeV. To reach
this aim, it will be necessary to add a solenoid to compensate the beam emittance growth due to the space-charge
forces during the early stages of the beam acceleration. Since the beam’s kinetic energy at the output of the 5.6-cell
RF gun is typically a few MeV, seven RF accelerating sections will be required after the gun to achieve the goal
of reaching an energy of 300 MeV. The traveling-wave (TW) structures downstream of the gun would also operate
at 12 GHz. Thus, the total length of the photoinjector layout is 8.2 m and is schematized in Fig. 218. The main
parameters of the photoinjector prototype are summarized in Table 68 and will be discussed in detail in the next
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Fig. 218 Partial view of the RF photoinjector layout. After the 5.6-cell RF gun seven identical TW accelerating structures
are added to accelerate the beam (in the current scheme, only the first of the seven TW structures is shown). Only the first
TW section includes solenoids

Table 68 Main parameters of the X-band SW photoinjector

Parameter Value Unit

Frequency fπ GHz 11.994

RF electric cathode field MV/m 200

Maximum superficial RF electric field (for 1 MV/m at cathode) MV/m 0.998

Coupling factor, β 1.008

Mode separation, Δf MHz 27.1

Filling time, τ ns 112.5

Required magnetic field to suppress multipactor mT 360

Breakdown Rate, BDR (for pulse of 400 ns) bpp/m 5.6 × 10−6

Pulse heating (for pulse of 400 ns), ΔT ◦C 31

section.

8.1.2.1 Electromagnetic design of the RF gun

The cross-section of the RF gun geometry is shown in Fig. 219. It consists of six accelerating cavities, each with
length λ/2 ( λ being the wavelength of the RF electromagnetic wave in vacuum), except for the first cell, which
has a length of 0.6 times the others—this has been optimized over several beam dynamic iterations similar to the
approach in [283]. The cells are coupled by means of elliptical irises, instead of circular ones, to reduce the RF
electric field at the surface of the gun [284, 285], thus reducing the rate of RF breakdown. The material chosen
for the bulk of the photoinjector is copper. The photoinjector is connected to the RF generator’s external circuit
by means of a coaxial coupler with a door-knob geometry [286]. Due to the choice of this coupling scheme, the
entire RF gun structure is axisymmetric, allowing the use of the free distribution software SUPERFISH [287]
for the electromagnetic design of the gun. SUPERFISH is a 2D eigenmode solver applicable for geometries with
cylindrical axisymmetry, and it has the advantage of being much faster than 3D codes.

In the design, the shape of the main cell is tuned to minimize the RF electric field on the surface relative to the
corresponding value on the cathode surface. Also, the gun geometry is intended to maximize the separation between
the operating π-mode and the nearest neighbor mode to avoid the residual excitation of such a mode during RF
transients. The effect of this undesirable neighbor mode on the gun RF electric field pattern has also been taken
into account in the design process using an equivalent circuit model to characterize the system consisting of the
gun cavity plus the coaxial coupler, following a procedure similar to that described in [84].

After the gun optimization, for the final prototype, it was found that the maximum value of the surface electric
field is 0.998 MV/m, assuming a cathode RF electric field amplitude of 1 MV/m. Other relevant gun parameters are
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Fig. 219 Scheme of the longitudinal section of the 5.6 cell RF photoinjector with the coaxial coupler. The structure has a
revolution symmetry around the z axis
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Fig. 220 RF electric field along the axis of the RF gun, normalized for 1 MV/m at the cathode, computed with SUPERFISH
plus a circuit model for the neighbouring modes (red curve), and with HFSS (blue curve)

the coupling factor, β = 1.008, the separation between the π-mode and the nearest neighbouring mode, Δf = 27.1
MHz, and the gun cavity filling time, τ = 112.5 ns. These results, obtained with SUPERFISH in combination
with the circuit model, were benchmarked at the design frequency with the 3D numerical electromagnetic field
solver HFSS [288]. The steady-state HFSS result is also plotted in Fig. 220 and agrees well with the model. The
comparison thus validates the theoretical approach employed for the RF gun design.

8.1.2.2 Multipactor analysis in the coaxial coupler

During RF gun operation, the coupler coaxial line will be exposed to high-power RF electromagnetic fields that
may cause the appearance of multipactor discharges. The multipactor phenomenon is an electron avalanche-
like discharge occurring in components operating under vacuum conditions and high-power RF electromagnetic
fields [289]. This process can lead to an exponential increase of the electron population, which degrades the
component’s performance and can physically damage the structure.

To assess the multipactor risk in the coaxial coupler, a set of multipactor numerical simulations was performed
to determine the susceptibility zones in which the discharge is expected to occur. The multipactor numerical
simulations for the coaxial line were carried out with an in-house developed code based on the Monte Carlo
method, which relies on the single effective electron model [290]. This technique is based on 3-D tracking a set
of effective electrons governed by the electromagnetic field. Each effective electron describes a particular electron
population that evolves in time by colliding with the coaxial metallic walls of the waveguide (inner and outer
coaxial conductors).

According to the results of the numerical simulations for the coaxial coupler of the photoinjector, which is
intended to operate with a cathode RF electric field of 200 MV/m, there are two multipactor bands within the
operating range. In terms of RF peak voltage in the coaxial waveguide, these bands correspond to the intervals
of 0.891–3.565 kV and 5.219–8.388 kV. At the RF power level required to operate the gun, the RF voltage in the
coaxial line is 13.2 kV, which is above the second multipactor window, and hence, no multipactor discharge is
expected at this operating point. However, when the RF power is turned on, there will be a transient increase in
the RF electromagnetic field, both in the coaxial line and in the RF gun cavity, until the field reaches a steady
state. In fact, during the filling of the cavity, there will be two-time intervals of 15 ns and 23 ns (corresponding
to the first and second window, respectively) in which multipactor discharges are expected to occur. Similarly,
multipactoring will appear during the emptying of the cavity in two-time spans of 53 ns and 156 ns.

Despite the multipactor risk, it does not represent an insurmountable problem, since it can be suppressed by
means of an external magnetic field. This method was theoretically and experimentally demonstrated for coaxial
lines in [291]. In our case, the numerical simulations reveal that a static magnetic field equal to or higher than
360 mT suppresses the discharge. Accordingly, a solenoid will be included in the RF photoinjector layout for
multipactor mitigation in the coupler coaxial line, as well as for beam emittance compensation purposes.

8.1.2.3 RF breakdown risk

RF breakdown is a phenomenon that appears in RF accelerating structures at high electric surface field gradi-
ents [292]. During breakdown, an electric current is emitted from the walls of the device, forming a plasma that
causes a sudden increase in the vacuum pressure level. The risk of RF breakdown is characterized by a normalized
breakdown rate (BDR), defined as the expected number of breakdowns per pulse per meter length of the structure.
According to [79], the BDR can be roughly estimated based on the maximum of a modified Poynting vector, Sc,
that is computed along the device’s surface. The relationship between the modified Poynting vector, BDR, and
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Fig. 221 BDR in the gun as a function of the RF pulse-length for a constant cathode electric field of 200 MV/m

the RF pulse-length ton is given by the empirical expression

BDR =
S15

c t5on
C

, (68)

where C = 9.765625 × 1027 W15ns5µ m−30bpp−1m is a constant found from measured breakdown rate data
provided in [79]. The above expression allows one to estimate the BDR during a period when the gradient is
constant. However, this is not the case for the RF gun, where the gradient varies during the filling and emptying
of the cavities. For the RF gun case, the modified Poynting vector will vary with time, and this effect must be
taken into account to calculate properly the BDR for the RF pulse in the gun. To do this, the pulse is split into
the sum of many short pulses, assuming that for each of them, the corresponding BDR is given by the uniform Sc

amplitude case
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where Tp = ntp is the total pulse length, n is the number of short pulses into which the total pulse is divided,
and tp is the length of each short pulses. Figure 221 shows the resulting BDR in the RF gun as a function of the
pulse length. The BDR predictions corresponding to the constant gradient case are also included for comparison.
There is a significant difference between the two curves, which shows the importance of taking into consideration
the transient effect. For ton � τ , the transient result approaches that of the constant gradient case as expected.

8.1.2.4 RF pulse heating

The surface currents associated with the RF fields in a structure induce Ohmic losses on the walls that increase
the metal’s temperature. Pulsed temperature increases over 50◦C–60◦C significantly increase the BDR in copper
structures [293]. Thus, one wants to avoid operating at gradients and pulse lengths that produce such peak
temperature rises during the RF pulse.

The temperature increase during an RF pulse in the photoinjector can be estimated by means of a 1D model
that solves analytically the heat transfer differential equation for a metallic wall where the wall boundaries are
assumed to be thermally isolated. Given these assumptions, the 1D heat transfer equation can be solved analytically
following a similar procedure to that described in [165, 294]. For our calculations, the equations given in [294] are
employed, since they take into account the effect of the RF pulse transient. In Fig. 222 (left), the maximum
temperature increase during the RF pulse in the photoinjector walls is shown as a function of the pulse length,
and Fig. 222 (right) shows a color map of the peak temperature rise in the gun for ton = 400 ns. For a pulse length
of ton = 400 ns, the maximum temperature rise is ΔT = 31◦C, which is below the limit of 50◦C–60◦C.

8.1.2.5 RF power system

The proposed RF gun is intended to operate with a high-gradient cathode field of 200 MV/m when the laser
beam hits the cathode to generate the electron beam. To achieve this field at the cathode, an input RF power of
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Fig. 222 Left: maximum temperature increase in the RF gun copper walls as a function of the pulse duration for a steady-
state cathode electric field of 200 MV/m. Right: maximum temperature increase in the RF gun copper surfaces when
operating with a steady-state cathode field of 200 MV/m and ton = 400 ns

11.58 MW must be delivered at the coaxial coupler port. During the RF transient phase, a significant amount of
RF power is reflected back to the klystron. To protect the klystron, a delay line between the klystron and the RF
gun has been added, thus ensuring that when the reflected power starts to arrive, the RF pulse has finished and
the klystron is switched off. For our design, the intended pulse duration (ton = 400 ns) would require a length of
L = 50.24 m to protect the klystron. However, taking into account the attenuation of the standard copper WR-90
rectangular waveguide (αat = 0.11 dB/m) operating with the fundamental TE10 mode, this will result in a total
attenuation of 5.52 dB, which implies that nearly 72% of the input power is lost before reaching the RF gun, and
hence results in a very inefficient design. A solution to that problem is to shorten the RF pulse and excite the gun
with a square-step RF pulse [84]. The initial part of the RF pulse has a power ΛPin, Pin being the RF input power
required to obtain the desired RF electric field amplitude at the cathode (after the filling transient) for the RF
gun operation and Λ > 1 is the power magnification factor at the first part of the RF pulse. At the time th, there
is a sharp change in the RF power to the value Pin, which is maintained for the rest of the pulse. It is chosen that
Λ = 4 (ΛPin = 46.32 MW) and th = 77.2 ns. Using such an RF pulse, it is found that for a time of tinj = 85 ns,
the axial pattern of the RF electric field matches well with the steady-state case and with the desired amplitude
of 200 MV/m at the cathode. Hence, the electron beam must be injected at this time. For this case, the length of
the delay-line is L = 10.67 m and a total RF power of 60.7 MW must be finally delivered by the klystron to feed
the photoinjector circuit (taking into account the power losses of the delay-line).

To achieve this RF power, a layout similar to that existing in Xbox 3 at CERN is proposed [295]. The layout
is composed of four combined Toshiba E37113 klystrons and SLED pulse compressors. Each of the klystrons can
provide an RF pulse with a peak power of 6 MW and a pulse length of up to 4–5µs. Thus, combining the four
klystrons a pulse with a peak power of 24 MW and pulse length up to 4–5µs can be obtained. Now, if this combined
pulse is compressed by means of an SLED pulse-compressor with a compression factor between 3 and 4, a final
output pulse with peak power in the range between 70 and 80 MW, pulse-length of up to 300 ns, and a maximum
repetition rate of 400 Hz can be achieved [295]. A pulse with such characteristics would be suitable for feeding the
proposed RF gun.

8.1.2.6 Photoinjector beam dynamics

The beam simulations of the photoinjector have been carried out with the simulation codes GPT [172],
ASTRA [296], and RF-Track [297]. 20k macro-particles were used to simulate a 75 pC bunch charge that is
excited by a uniform laser which has a 0.3 ps long flat pulse with a 0.25 mm rms transverse width. It was also
assumed that the particles emerging from the cathode at room temperature have a kinetic energy of Ek = 0.05
eV with an intrinsic emittance of ε = 0.06 µm rad.

To examine the performance of the RF photoinjector, an optimization procedure was carried to achieve a
bunch with good properties (low emittance, small uncorrelated energy spread, etc.) at the injector output. Beam
dynamics modelling was carried out by optimizing the overall photoinjector design, in particular, by adjusting the
bunch phase, solenoid strength, the accelerating TW phase, and the spacing between the gun and the first TW
structure in order to achieve the best emittance compensation. An exploration of different combinations of the
above parameters was required to find the optimum working point. The spacing between the gun to accelerating
structure is chosen according to Ferrario’s working point [183], which states that the entrance to the accelerating
structure after the gun must be at the position where the beam size has a minimum, and the emittance is optimized
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Fig. 223 Left: energy gain and the bunch length evolution along the injector. Right: projected normalized horizontal
emittance and transverse RMS beam size along the injector

Table 69 Electron beam properties at the output of the photoinjector

Parameter Units GPT ASTRA RF-Track

Kinetic energy MeV 307 306 308

Bunch length fs 337 341 348

Energy spread % 0.50 0.56 0.43

Peak current A 64 64 62

Rms norm. emittance mm.mrad 0.20 0.21 0.19

Transverse size mm 0.10 0.02 0.09

for minimum at the end of the first TW structure. The optimum set of parameters was obtained using the code
GPT that produced a minimum projected emittance at the end of the first TW structure.

The results from the GPT simulations have been benchmarked with the codes ASTRA [296] and RF-Track [297],
finding a good agreement between them, and thus giving confidence in the simulations. The energy gain and length
of the bunch in the X-band gun and TW structures are shown in Fig. 223 (right). The evaluation of rms emittance
as well as the transverse beam size along the injector are shown in Fig. 223 (left).

The final beam properties obtained with each code are listed in the Table 69.

8.2 Undulator option

8.2.1 Cryogenic permanent magnet undulators

The helical SCU solution adopted as the baseline undulator, discussed in Sect. 6.1.1, has open issues that cannot
be addressed in detail at this conceptual design stage. The engineering challenges are the main factors that have,
to date, prevented SCUs from being widely adopted, especially at FEL user facilities. The following issues are
mentioned on a qualitative level:

• The mechanical tolerances are tight and have to be maintained as the coils are cooled down from room temper-
ature to about 4 K.

• Any heat transfer due to wakefields or synchrotron radiation from the electron beam has be minimized to prevent
magnet quenching.

• Concerning the phase error, conventional field correction schemes used for permanent magnet devices cannot be
directly applied to SCUs.

These considerations suggest that an alternative option for the main radiator should be considered as a precaution.
Such an option is the cryogenic permanent magnet undulator (CPMU) in which permanent magnets are cooled

by means of either refrigerant channels or cryocoolers, down to the temperature of liquid nitrogen.
The operation of the magnet blocks at cryogenic temperatures provides a threefold benefit:

(a) It removes the need to bake the magnets at high temperature.
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Fig. 224 Diagram of a typical CPMU structure with two different cooling schemes. Left: refrigerant channels with liquid
nitrogen. Right: cryocooler coldheads. Reproduced from [298]

(b) It enhances the coercive force of the magnets, making them more resistant to demagnetising effects.
(c) It increases the remanence of the magnets, with the subsequent increase of the undulator magnetic peak field.

This scheme can be easily adapted to currently existing in-vacuum undulators and the magnetic field strength
is improved over room temperature devices by ∼ 30% for pure permanent magnet types and ∼ 50% for hybrid
types. Compared to a room temperature in-vacuum undulator of equivalent spectral range, the flux performance
is enhanced thanks to the field increase and to the additional number of periods for a given module length. In
summary, CPMUs fit well the demand of short period undulators.

Unlike SCUs operating around the liquid helium temperature where the heat load budget is a few watts, with
CPMUs, there is no big technological issue such as the thermal shield, so a heat load as high as several hundred
watts is allowed. In addition, existing field correction techniques are applicable to the CPMUs, and since there is
no quench possibility CPMUs have a similar reliability to conventional permanent magnet undulators.

Figure 224 shows two available schemes for magnet cooling. The most straightforward one is using refrigerant
channels with liquid nitrogen. This solution provides a cooling capacity of more than a kW, and it is the solution
used at the first directly cooled CPMU to be operated at 77 K, built at SOLEIL [299]. The other cooling concept
is based on coldheads, each providing a cooling capacity at 77 K of ∼ 180–200 W [253]. Nevertheless, several
CPMU key components need to be adapted, in particular the cooling system, the magnet girder, and the gap
measurement systems. Moreover, the magnetic field characterization of cryogenic undulators is challenging, given
that magnetic measurements have to be performed inside the vacuum chamber at cryogenic temperature to optimize
the undulator in the final operation conditions. More technical considerations as well as details on risk, benefit,
and cost challenges are reported on the deliverable document D5.1 [300].

8.2.2 Comparison of SCU and CPMU

Following the method of the study presented in Sect. 6.1.2.2 which determined the optimal undulator period of the
helical SCU to balance the FEL output across the whole Soft and Hard X-ray tuning range, the semi-analytical
Xie model [67] is used to evaluate the performance. This model is widely adopted as it yields quick calculations of
the FEL parameters,

accounting for the main effects deteriorating the gain performance due to energy spread, emittance, and finite
transverse bunch size, and as it provides reliable comparisons among different undulator period and strength
configurations. Calculations assume the average electron beam parameter values listed in Table 70. The analyzed
quantities are the gain length Lg 3D, whose evaluation is improved in the Xie model by the aforementioned effects
over the 1-dimension estimate of Eq. (6) (see Sect. 3.3.2.1), and the pulse energy as defined in Sect. 6.1.2.2. The
FEL saturation length is estimated approximately as 20Lg 3D.

Figure 225 shows the comparison, as a function of the FEL resonant photon energy Eph, of pulse energy and
Lg 3D, between the baseline helical SCU with period λu = 13mm and three planar CPMUs with the specified
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Fig. 225 Semi-analytical performance calculations, showing comparison between the helical 13 mm SCU period (baseline
choice) and the CPMU with 18 mm, 15 mm and 12 mm periods, showing pulse energy (top) and gain length (bottom) as
a function of the FEL photon energy

Table 70 Reference electron beam parameters

Parameter Value Units

Beam energy 5.5 GeV

Peak current 5 kA

normalized emittance 0.2 mm mrad

RMS slice energy spread 0.01 %

Average β function 9 m

undulator periods and the related color code. In particular, the CPMUs under consideration are those designed at
Soleil [301, 302].

Following the same definitions discussed in Sect. 6.1.2.2, the pulse energy increases with Eph, as the photon
energy is sustained by increasing the beam energy at fixed tuning, for each undulator line.

Once the beam energy of 2.36 GeV is reached, namely the maximum value allowed to operate in the Soft X-
ray regime at 1 kHz repetition rate, the pulse energy decreases as the Eph increase is provided by the magnetic
strength decrease with the subsequent FEL gain decrease. This is the explanation of the turning points located
at Eph < 2 keV values. The 12 mm CPMU period is the only exception as this configuration provides a regular
resonant photon energy increase for the whole beam energy range under consideration within this project. For
photon energies larger than 2 keV, a similar behavior occurs for beam energies up to 5.5 GeV, resulting in a turning
point located around 5 keV for the 12 mm CPMU period after which the pulse energy drops. In this range, the
pulse energy behavior of the 15 mm CPMU period is very similar to the baseline SCU choice, with the turning
point located between 8 and 9 keV. The gain length of the 12 mm and 15 mm CPMU periods is basically the same
up to Eph � 10 keV values, with about 50% better length performance at larger photon energies, for the shorter
period.

In conclusion, while the gain length does not make any substantial difference between 12 mm and 15 mm CPMU
periods, the pulse energy comparison tends to favor the latter one, as it is better balanced along the full Eph range
to be covered, very similar to that of the baseline helical SCU, at the price of an overall 25% loss in the output
FEL pulse energy.
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